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A.. ppllaanntt iinn PPaavviiaa ((IITT))””
Prof. E. Orvini, Prof. A. Piazzoli, Dr. A. Borio

The TRIGA Mark II reactor of the University of Pavia was operated in the last two
years on a routine basis accomplishing different purposes:
!"
Development of B.N.C.T. for diffused tumours of liver
!"
Neutron Activation Analysis in matrix of geochemistry, archaeology and
environment interest
!"
Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) study of radical processes
!"
Study of trace elements impact in Environmental matrix and human health
!"
High purity control on elettronic samples-microchips
!"
Fast neutron radiation damage investigation
!"
Certification of standard reference materials and data quality assurance by
Neutron Activation Analysis
!"
Age evaluation by Ar-K method in geological matrix
!"
Trace elements determination for provenience studies in archaeology
!"
Basic experiments on fission of Am-242 layers for the space nuclear engine
project
!"
In field search of explosive using prompt gamma emission induced by neutron
capture on nitrates
In the period of time between July 1998 and June 2000 the reactor was operated at
full power (i.e. 250 kW) for a total amount of 1375 hours. The total fuel element
burn-up was 15.07 MWD.

During this period of time two major upgrading activities were planned: the
installation of a new Instrumentation and Control System (ICS) for the reactor and
the installation of a new Air Conditioning and Filtering System (ACFS) for the
reactor building.
The new ICS is a microprocessor-based design, incorporating the use of one
logarithmic wide range neutron flux monitoring channel (NLW-1000), two current
mode neutron monitoring safety channels (NP-1000 and NPP-1000) and a linear
multi-range neutron flux monitoring channel (Keithley 485). The ICS configuration
was personalized by General Atomic according to the requirements and to the
Technical Prescriptions of the Pavia reactor, especially for what concerns the
SCRAM inputs and the detectors architecture. Besides, since one the two safety
channels, the NPP-1000, has been developed as an advance pulse power monitor, the
new ICS will improve the capability for the pulsing operational mode of the reactor.
The new ACFS is also operated under a computer control. The technical
specifications of the new system are basically the same of the old one, but for a
double air filtering in suction and emission from the reactor building, instead of a
simple filtering of the external air. The design philosophy of the new system assure a
fairly good filtering of the external air inlet (>95%) and a very good filtering of the
air released in the atmosphere, thanks to absolute filters with an efficiency grater that
99.95%. This new solution goes definitively in the direction of increasing the safety
level of the reactor for what concerns the potential consequences on the population
due to an accidental release of radioactive product in the atmosphere.
Both the upgrading activities required to undergo the evaluation of the Italian
National Regulatory Commission for the reactor licence modification.
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Oppeerraattiioonn D
Daattaa ((JJuullyy 11999988 –– JJuunnee 22000000))

July – December
1998

January – December
1999

January – June
2000

Hours at 250 KW

307

735

333

MWD

3.19

7.66

3.47

Burn-up (235U, g)

3.36

8.06

3.65

N
Nuum
mbbeerr ooff IIrrrraaddiiaattiioonn aanndd ooff IIrrrraaddiiaatteedd SSaam
mpplleess iinn R
Reeaaccttoorr F
Faacciilliittiieess
1998
1999
Total (1998 – 1999)
Irradiations Samples Irradiations Samples Irradiations Samples
Central
Thimble

13
(8.5%)

119
(5.8%)

26
(13.4%)

182
(8.1%)

39

301

F Thimble

5
(3.2%)

34
(1.7%)

3
(1.5%)

5
(0.2%)

8

39

Rotary
Specimen
Rack

61
(39.9%)

1078
(52.8%)

70
(36.1%)

1113
(49.6%)

131

2191

Rabbit
System

37
(24.2%)

530
(26%)

50
(25.8%)

675
(30.1%)

87

1205

Thermal
Column

37
(24.2%)

280
(13.7%)

45
(23.2%)

269
(12.0%)

82

549

Total

153

2041

194

2244

347

4285

U
Usseerrss ooff tthhee LL..E
E..N
N..A
A.. R
Reeaaccttoorr IIrrrraaddiiaattiioonn F
Faacciilliittiieess
Users

1998
1999
Total (1998 – 1999)
Irradiations Samples Irradiations Samples Irradiations Samples

Dip. Chim.
Generale.
(Pavia
University)

32
(20.9%)

502
(24.6%)

35
(18.0%)

560
(25.0%)

67

1062

D.F.N.T.
(Pavia
University)

48
(31.4%)

308
(15.1%)

52
(26.8%)

266
(11.8%)

100

574

C.R.A.A. –
C.N.R.
(Sezione di
Pavia)

43
(28.1%)

610
(29.9%)

57
(29.4%)

790
(35.2%)

100

1400

Chimica
Nucleare
(Pavia
University)

30
(19.6%)

621
(30.4%)

12
(6.2%)

148
(6.6%)

42

769

L.E.N.A.
Staff

-

-

38
(19.6%)

480
(21.4%)

38

480

Total

153

2041

194

2244

347

4285
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Accttiivviittiieess aatt tthhee LL..E
E..N
N..A
A.. R
Reeaaccttoorr
Activities

1998
1999
Total (1998 – 1999)
Irradiations Samples Irradiations Samples Irradiations Samples

Activation
Analysis

104
(68.0%)

1706
(83.6%)

130
(67.0%)

1882
(83.9%)

234

3588

B.N.C.T.
(Medical)

37
(24.2%)

280
(13.7%)

43
(22.2%)

257
(11.5%)

80

537

Crime
Investigation

8
(5.2%)

35
(1.7%)

10
(5.1%)

50
(2.2%)

18

85

Radioisotope
Production

4
(2.6%)

20
(1.0%)

6
(3.1%)

30
(1.3%)

10

50

Radiation
Damage

-

-

5
(2.6%)

25
(1.1%)

5

25

Total

153

2041

194

2244

347

4285

U
Uttiilliizzaattiioonn D
Daattaa bbyy ddiiffffeerreenntt U
Usseerrss
Users

1998
(hours)

1999
(hours)

Total 1998-1999
(hours)

Dip. Chim. Generale.
266
(Pavia University)
(23.3%)

469
(32.9%)

735

D.F.N.T.
(Pavia University)

297
(26.1%)

229
(16.0%)

526

C.R.A.A. – C.N.R.
(Sezione di Pavia)

428
(37.5%)

389
(27.3%)

817

Chimica Nucleare
(Pavia University)

150
(13.1%)

140
(9.8%)

290

L.E.N.A.
Staff

-

200
(14.0%)

200

Total

1141

1427

2568

U
Uttiilliizzaattiioonn D
Daattaa ffoorr ddiiffffeerreenntt A
Accttiivviittiieess

Activities

1998
(hours)

1999
(hours)

Total 1998-1999
(hours)

Activation Analysis

778
(68.2%)

1108
(77.7%)

1886

B.N.C.T. (Medical)

297
(26.1%)

179
(12.5%)

476

Crime Investigation

16
(1.4%)

30
(2.1%)

46

Radioisotope Production

50
(4.3%)

60
(4.2%)

110

Radiation Damage

-

50
(3.5%)

50

Total

1141

1427

2568

SSuurrvveeyy ooff F
Fuueell E
Elleem
meennttss eelloonnggaattiioonn ((11996655 –– 22000000))
Change in length [mm]

N. of Al Fuel Elements

N. of SST Fuel Elements

Not measurable

-

7

0–1

3

16

1–2

26

5

2–3

12

-

3–4

8

-

4–5

2

-

5–6

2

-

6 – 6,5

-

-

> 6,5

-

-

TOTAL

53

28

F
Fuueell E
Elleem
meennttss ooff LL..E
E..N
N..A
A.. TTR
RIIG
GA
AR
Reeaaccttoorr
Al cladding

SST cladding

53

28

New Fuel Elements in dry storage

-

10

Spent Fuel Elements in dry spent storage

7

-

Spent Fuel elements in the reactor tank

2

-

62

38

Fuel Elements in the core

TOTAL

OPERATION EXPERIENCE WITH THE TRIGA REACTOR WIEN
H. Böck, M. Villa

Atominstitut der Österreichischen Universitäten, A-1020 Wien,
Austria

1. Introduction
The TRIGA Mark-II reactor Wien is now in operation for more than 38 years. The average
operation time is about 230 days per year with 90% of this time at nominal power of 250 kW.
The remaining 10% operation time is used for students' training courses at low power level.
Pulse operation is rather infrequent with about 5 to 10 pulses per year.
The utilization of this facility is excellent. All experimental facilities are intensively used,
therefore, neither from a technical nor from an economical and utilization viewpoint a need
for decommissioning is necessary and it is intended to operate the reactor as long as possible
into the next decade. The on-going US fuel return program has been discussed with the
Regulatory Body and the authority´s viewpoint is to return the nine HEU fuel elements at
present installed in the core and to continue reactor operation beyond 2006 only with LEU
standard TRIGA fuel.

2. Status of Main Reactor Systems
2.1 Instrumentation
As reported at previous TRIGA conferences the instrumentation of the TRIGA reactor Wien
was renewed in 1992, employing the digital console developed by General Atomics.
Experience with this instrumentation has been reported at various conferences [1,2,3]. In view
of rapid ageing of computer components and in view of some deficiencies of the original
software (millenium bug) an improved software and two new CSC and DAC computers were
installed in spring 2000. Since this time the reactor instrumentation is working without
problems.

2.2 Fuel Elements
There has been no significant change in the core compositions since about 10 years. The core
is a complete mixture of a 38 years old Al-clad TRIGA fuel, of a 8 to 32 years old SST fuel
elements and of 9 FLIP elements (70% enriched) being 26 years in the reactor core. Only 8
fuel elements have been permanently removed from operation and are stored in a dry fuel
storage pit. Further 8 SST elements, 2 of them instrumented, are on stock stored in the fresh
fuel storage.

Another 8 SST standard TRIGA fuel elements will be acquired later this year from the shutdown TRIGA reactor Heidelberg/Germany, which increases the total fresh fuel inventory to
16 fuel elements. These fuel elements will be needed in the core when the HEU fuel will be
removed for fuel return shipment to the USA.
The fuel elements are controlled for their elongation and/or bowing every two years and until
now 4 elements had to be removed permanently for excess elongation or bowing and 4 for
fission product release. Taking the past and present reactor operation schedule into account,
the reactor could operate another 15 to 20 years without purchasing further fuel.

2.3 Cooling Circuits
The primary, secondary and purification circuit have been modified in 1985 and since that
time are operational without any modifications. Only maintenance work is carried out
regularly, i.e. replacing gasket at the pumps or cleaning the plate type heat exchanger. Since
the last cleaning of the heat exchanger in September 1997 no further problems with the heat
exchange capacity was observed, however to prevent the transfer of sub-micron particles into
the pool (which happend twotimes in the past) several 0,2 m filters are kept on stock, which
allow to clean up the pool within a few hours.

2.4 Ventilation System
The ventilation system has been improved several times during the past decades, but it is now
in an excellent technical state and operates without major problems. The off-gas is monitored
for noble gases by a set of GM counters and for halogens by active charcoal in a bye-pass. In
a addition an aerosol monitor collects continuously air samples from above the pool water
surface 24 hours a day with two alarm levels.

2.5 Area Monitoring System
This system is rather overdesigned for such a small facility being composed of
•
•
•
•
•

12 ionization chambers distributed in the reactor hall and basement
2 GM counter installed in the off-gas channels
2 scintillation detectors installed in the primary and secondary cooling system
3 aerosol monitors, one above the pool, two in the off-gas channels
1 neutron monitor in the reactor control room.
All data are scanned continuously and an alarm is triggered and documented when any of the
detectors exceed a preset pre-alarm or main-alarm level. This system tends to become
overaged and renewal might be necessary in the coming years. Further this system is
connected to an uninterrupted power supply system (UPS) to operate even during power
supply failure.

2.6 Reininspection and Maintenance Program
All components and systems are reinspected following an elaborate reinspection program [5].
This consumes about 4 man-days per month. Once a year all the reactor systems are inspected
in presence of an expert nominated by the regulatory body and his expertise is the basis for
the annual renewal of the operation license valid again for the coming year. This annual
inspection requires approximately 1 man-month (four persons for two weeks). Some of the
inspection methods have been successfully applied in other TRIGA reactors [4,6].

3. Summary and Outlook
The TRIGA reactor Wien is well utilized and in an excellent technical state. There are no
technical or economical reasons to consider shut-down. Recently the regulatory body decided
to continue reactor operation beyond 2006, the HEU elements in the core will however be
returned to the US within the present US fuel return program.
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CURRENT ACTIVITIES AT THE FINNISH TRIGA REACTOR
SEPPO SALMENHAARA
VTT Chemical Technology
P.O. Box 1404
FIN-02044 VTT
Finland
Seppo.Salmenhaara@vtt.fi

Abstract
The FiR 1 –reactor, a 250 kW Triga reactor, with its subsystems has experienced a large
renovation work. The main purpose of the upgrading has been to install the new Boron Neutron Capture
Therapy (BNCT) irradiation facility. The epithermal neutrons are produced from the fast fission
neutrons by a moderator block consisting of Al+AlF3 (FLUENTAL), which showed to be the optimum
material for this purpose. The BNCT work dominates the current utilisation of the reactor: four days per
week for BNCT purposes and only one day per week for neutron activation analysis and isotope
production. The first ten patients have already been irradiated during a period of about twelve months.
The Council of State (government) granted at the end of last year a new operating license for the reactor
for twelve years. There is a special condition in the new license. We have now about four years’ time to
achieve a binding agreement between VTT and the Nuclear Power Plants about the possibility to use the
final disposal facility of the Nuclear Power Plants for our spent fuel. If this will not happen, we have to
use the USDOE alternative with the well-known time limits.
Recently we have started a project to study the possibilities and limitations to increase the power of the
reactor to 500 kW or more. In the BNC Therapy in some cases there is the need to increase the
penetration depth of the neutrons. This can be arranged by filtering low energy neutrons away from the
epithermal beam. The only way to compensate the loss of neutron intensity caused by the filter is to
increase the power of the reactor.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Finnish FiR 1-reactor is a 250 kW Triga reactor operating since 1962. The original thermal
column graphite was replaced by a new moderator material, which produces epithermal neutrons from
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fast neutrons. The first experiments with epithermal neutrons could be done in 1996 and the intensity
and the quality of the epithermal beam shoved to be excellent. Later in the same year the reactor was
shut down for about one year, when the large renovation work in the reactor building took place. The
epithermal beam facility of the BNCT-irradiation station got its final form and the therapy area was
surrounded with a heavy radiation shield made of steel and heavy concrete. The reactor was taken again
into operation in November 1997. Now the BNCT work dominates the current utilisation of the reactor:
four days per week have been reserved for BNCT purposes and only one day per week for neutron
activation analysis and isotope production.

2. NEW VENTILATION
In the reactor building the ventilation system keeps all the time under pressure compared to the
pressure outside. The under pressure ensures that the outlet flow goes completely through the chimney.
The design of the new ventilation system was based on the idea to introduce certain under pressure
levels to each room and area to ensure the right direction of the flow at the border of separate areas.
There are three categories of areas in this respect: the office rooms, the reactor hall and the new
containment constructed above the top of the reactor pool, on the reactor platform consisting also the
isotope handling area. The nominal pressure differences compared to the pressure outside are 50 Pa, 100
Pa and 150 Pa respectively. So the air flows from office rooms to the hall area and from the hall area to
the containment above the reactor pool. In case of fuel cladding failure or some other occurrence, which
can release air contamination, the contamination can be kept inside the containment and the other parts
of the reactor building stay clean. Similarly if there is air contamination in the hall area, the offices stay
still clean.
The under pressure of the reactor hall and separately the under pressure of the containment are
monitored and controlled automatically to keep the set values. The under pressure of the office rooms
follows passively the situation in the reactor hall and is about 50 % of the value of the reactor hall. All
the entrances of the reactor building and the containment are equipped with air lock arrangements. The
inlet fan and the main outlet fan are doubled so that the second fan starts automatically if the first fails.
In abnormal conditions, when air contamination is suspected or detected, all outlet flow goes through
filters. In normal conditions only a certain part of the outlet flow goes through filters.
The ventilation system with the containment above the reactor allows us to continue the irradiation of a
patient even if a fuel cladding failure occurs and gaseous fission products are released from the reactor
pool. The contamination will be limited to the containment only. This is however an exception and
during normal operation, without the patient under therapy, the reactor will be shut down immediately
after a fuel cladding failure has been detected.

3. BNCT FACILITY
The epithermal BNCT facility was constructed in and around the original thermal column
cavity after the graphite inside the cavity had been removed. The fast fission neutrons are slowed down
to the epithermal energy range (1 eV - 10 keV) by a special composite moderator material consisting of
Al+AlF3+LiF (FLUENTAL) developed and produced by VTT. This material gives excellent beam
values both in intensity and quality and enables the use of a small research reactor as a neutron source
for BNCT purposes. Figure 1 describes the general layout of the BNCT beam facility at the FiR 1
reactor. This arrangement gives a high epithermal neutron field, 1.1 x 109 n/cm2s with a very low fast
neutron and gamma component [1].
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FIG. 1. FiR 1 epithermal neutron beam facility
The outer part of the former thermal column cavity was enlarged cutting several cubic meters of the
reactor concrete biological shield to achieve the necessary area for the patient. The radiation shield
surrounding the irradiation station was constructed of two layers of rectangular 40×40 cm2 steel tubes
filled with heavy concrete. Because of the modular structure the shielding can be dismantled if needed.
To absorb the neutrons the inside of the radiation shield, walls, the floor and the ceiling were covered
with composite material plates consisting of polyethylene, paraffin and lithiumcarbonate.
The license for patient treatment was granted in May 1999 to the responsible BNCT treatment
organisation, the NC-Therapy Ltd, which has a close connection to the Helsinki University Central
Hospital. Soon after that, in May the first patient was irradiated at the FiR 1 BNCT facility. The first ten
patients have already been irradiated during a period of about twelve months.

4. LICENSING, SPENT FUEL MANAGEMENT
During the year 1999 the Finnish Regulatory Body, Radiation and Nuclear Safety
Authority reviewed all the documents needed for the application for an operating license. The last
operating license period had been 10 years. This time we applied the license for 12 years. In November
1999 the Council of State (the government) granted the new operating license for 12 years.
There was a new condition in the new license. We have to achieve a binding agreement between VTT
and the Finnish Nuclear Power Companies about the possibility to use their final disposal facility for our
spent fuel. If this will not succeed, we have to use the USDOE alternative with the well-known time
limits. Before we can start the negotiations with the Nuclear Power Companies, we have to prepare a
safety study about the behaviour of Triga fuel in the final disposal surroundings and a description how
our spent fuel will be handled at the final disposal facility. We assume that these reports will be ready
next spring and then the agreement should be ready in one or two years. If we can keep this time
schedule, we can “freely” choose one of these two alternatives. This will happen in 2004 at latest.
USDOE has indicated that our possible negotiations with USDOE should start already in 2004 or earlier.
If we choose the USDOE alternative, it means the shut down of the reactor clearly before the year 2006.
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5. POWER UPGRADING, FEASIBILITY STUDY
Recently we have started a project to study the possibilities and limitations to increase the
power of the reactor to 500 kW or more. In the BNC Therapy in some cases there is the need to increase
the penetration depth of neutrons. This can be arranged by filtering low energy neutrons away from the
epithermal beam. The filtering however inevitably decreases the neutron intensity. The only way to
compensate the loss of neutrons is to increase the power of the reactor.
We have plenty of Al-clad fuel elements still in the core. At the moment this is our main problem. We
have to show to our authorities that the physical properties of the Al-clad fuel elements allow the
operation at higher power levels. If the Al-clad fuel elements will be shown out to be safe enough, the
study will probably give rather positive results.

6. CONCLUSIONS
After the large renovation work in the reactor building and the installation of the BNCT
facility with excellent neutron beam values there should be all the conditions to develop the reactor
facility successfully both in conventional irradiation applications and especially in the BNCT area. There
is no doubt about the justification of the reactor operation under these circumstances.
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THE PAST AND THE FUTURE IN THE FORTHY YEARS OF THE
TRIGA MARK I IPR-R1 REACTOR
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Abstract
The nuclear IPR-R1 TRIGA Mark I Reactor operating in the Nuclear
Technology Development Center, originally Institute for Radioactive Research in
Minas Gerais, Brazil, was dedicated in November 11, 1960. Initially operating for
the production of radioisotopes for different uses, it started later to be used in large
scale for neutron activation analysis and training of operators for nuclear power
plants. Many improvements have been made throughout these years to provide a
better performance in its operation and safety conditions. A new cooling system to
operate until 300 kW, a new control rod mechanism, an aluminum tank for the
reactor pool, an optimization in the pneumatic system, a new reactor control console
and a general remodeling of the reactor laboratory were some of the improvements
added. During these years a lot of irradiations, analysis , MSc and PhD thesis,
training courses and isotopes production take place at the reactor This paper
describes the improvements made, the results obtained during the past 40 years, type
of works realized, isopotes produced, the neutron activation analysis and the
precautions taken to ensure future safe operation of the reactor to give operators
better conditions of safe work.
Key Words: research reactor, activation analysis, reactor improvements, neutrongraphy.

UTILIZATION OF THE TRIGA MARK II
RESEARCH REACTOR IN LJUBLJANA
M. Ravnik, V. Dimic
“J. Stefan” Institute, Ljubljana, Slovenia

ABSTRACT
The TRIGA reactor has been currently utilized in the following projects: neutron
activation analysis (determination of concentration levels of some elements in connection
with studies concerning environmental protection, etc.), real time neutron radiography
and neutron tomography (intake of water into construction materials, application of
neutron radiography in metallurgy and archaeology), boron neutron capture therapy
(European Union project), study of radiation damage in Si detectors and neutron induced
gamma radiation in building materials.
The TRIGA reactor is involved also in the training for the needs of the Nuclear Power
Plant Krsko. Practical exercises on the reactor are performed also by the students of
physics and post-graduate students of nuclear engineering.
1. Introduction
Part of the research programme such as: neutron scattering, neutron dosimetry, gamma
spectrometical examination of irradiated fuel and some other research fields which were
active in the past were suspended around 1985. Thorough experience has been gained in
many areas which has been now used in performing activities in applied sciences and
technology, particular in connection with the Nuclear Power Plant Krsko.
At the present the TRIGA reactor is being utilzed in the following projects:
• Neutron activation analysis
• Neutron radiography and tomography
• Boron neutron capture therapy
• Study of radiation damage in Si detectors
• Neutron induced gamma radiation in building materials
• Training for the needs of the Nuclear Power Plant Krsko.
2. Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA)
The main activity of the Laboratory for Radiochemistry is oriented to the development
and application of various analytical methods in the fields of radiochemical and
instrumental neutron activation analysis. During last years the emphasis was on the
development of procedures for speciation analysis, particularly for As and Hg, and on

determination of the concentration levels of some essential (Se and I) and toxic (Hg, As,
Cd, U) elements, in connection with studies concerning environmental protection,
biomedicine, radioecology, evaluation of nutrients in food, etc. The Laboratory was
engaged also in development and testing of software programs for quicker and more
accurate calculation of concentration levels for more than 30 trace elements. The K0 –
INAA (Instrumental NAA) standardization method was used for the analysis of reference
materials, water, soil and air samples, as well as litchis, which serve as biomonitors of air
pollution.
Among analytical methods used, NAA has some special characteristics, which make it
useful as a reference technique. Accordingly part of the work is oriented to collaborative
work with international organizations such as NIST (USA), IAEA (Austria), KFA
(Germany), etc. who are engaged in the study of reference materials and their preparation
and certification.
Living organisms absorb the major part of their essential and toxic elements through the
digestive tract from their diet. To determine these elements, which in foodstuffs lie
mostly in the micro and nanogram concentration scale, NAA is one of the most
convenient methods available. Hence some radiochemical procedures for determing trace
elements such as As, Cd, Co, Cu, I, Mo, Ni, Sb, Se, Sn, Th, U and V in different
foodstuffs have been developed.
3. Neutron Radiography and Tomography
Neutron radiographic facility was constructed in 1974 and improved in 1995. Problems
studied in the past comprise neutron defectoscopy, study of basic imaging properties,
image enhancement by sparking techniques, inspection of TRIGA fuel, applications in
metallurgy and inspections in aviation and metal industries. Present activities to utilize
thermal column neutron radiographic facility are:
• Inspection of archaeological objects
• Quantitative measurements of moisture and hydrogenous matter in building material
• Defectoscopic examination of plastic and ceramic samples.
New techniques are introduced, among them computed neutron tomography by a cooled
high resolution CCD camera and neutron radiography imaging by cooled scintilator
screen-film combinations. Some experiments in flash neutron radiography using pulsing
mode of operation of our reactor have also been done.
Future experiments will continue in the field of quantitative hydrogenous material
determinations in building materials as well as examination of industrial and
archaeological samples.
4. Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT)
Boron neutron capture therapy is radiation treatment that offers the potential of a high
selective effects of radiation (alpha particles) while sparing normal tissues. The central
future of effective BNCT is the selective delivery of a drug containing the stable,
naturally occuring isotope boron-10 into the tumor. As the tumor is radiated with the low

energy neutrons, there is a higher likelihood of the boron-10 nucleus absorbing them than
of the nucleus of the any other element normally present in tissue. The boron nucleus
become unstable and immediately splits into two recoiling ionizing particles, an alpha
particle and a lithium nucleus. These products are of short range and are confined to the
immediate vicinity of the boron containing compound which, hopefully, should be
concentrated in the tumor.
In order to study the condition for NBCT using the TRIGA reactor radial channel, an
epithermal neutron filter was designed and manufactured. This is now being installed and
it will be used for in vitro studies of various human cancers.
5. Study of radiation damage in silicon detectors
The group from the “J. Stefan” institute is a member of the ATLAS project. The ATLAS
experiment is being constructed by 1850 collaborators. It will study proton-proton
interaction at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at the European Laboratory for Particle
Physics CERN (Geneva). The detector is expected to be operational by mid 2005. Our
researchers are collaborating on development of the ATLAS inner detector which will
use semiconductor detectors (Si) for tracking of particles. However, the lattice damage
caused by heavy particles in these detectors limits their use due to decrease of
performance. Fluences of the order of 1014 are expected during ten years of operation.
Silicon detectors can not survive these high fluences unless special precautions are taken,
therefore programme devoted to radiation hardness of silicon detectors was established at
the TRIGA reactor because a nuclear reactor is a nice tool for research of bulk damage
caused by heavy particles. It is possible to reach the fluence expected at the LHC within
few minutes. To test the radiation hardness of full size detectors an irradiation site in the
core of the reactor was constructed. During the last two years a number of full-size
detectors were irradiated. Irradiation of about 1000 chips and measurement of their
properties is foreseen within the next four years.
6. Nuclear Training Centre
The TRIGA reactor is also used for training personnel, particularly for the needs of the
Nuclear Power Plant Krsko. This training is organized by the Nuclear Training Centre
which primary mission is training in the areas of nuclear technology, ionising radiation
and public information. Students of physics and post-graduate students of nuclear
engineering carry out practical exercises on the reactor.
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Abstract
Beginning from fulfilling the purposes of dose limitation system recommended by
ICRP, and now accepted in radiation protection, this paper presents an environmental transfer
model to calculate derived release limits for airborne and gaseous radioactive effluents at
TRIGA-INR, 14 MW Steady State Reactor, in function on INR-Pitesti site.
The methodology consists in determination of the principal exposure pathways for
different groups of population and dose calculations for each radionuclide. The characterization
of radionuclides transfer to environment was made using the compartimental model. The
parameter transfer concept was used to describe the distribution of radionuclides between the
different compartments.
Atmospheric dispersion was very carefully treated, because it is the primary mechanism
of the radionuclides transfer in the environment and determine all exposure pathways.
Calculation of the atmospheric dispersion was made using ORION-II computer code based on
the Gaussian plume model and which takes account of site’s specific climate and relief
conditions.
Default values recommended by literature were used to calculate some of the parameters
when specific site values were not available.
After identification of all transfer parameters which characterize the most important
exposure pathways, the release rate corresponding to the individual dose rate limit was
calculated. This maximum release rate is the derived release limit for each radionuclide and
source. In the paper, the derived release limits are calculated for noble gases, radioiodines and
other airborne particulate radionuclides, which can be released on the TRIGA-INR reactor stack,
and are important to radiation protection.

INTRODUCTION
Everyone in the world is exposed to radiation from natural and artificial sources. Any
realistic system of radiological protection must have a clearly defined scope. The primary aim of
radiological protection is to provide an appropriate standard of protection for man without
unduly limiting the beneficial practices giving risk to radiation exposure. Furthermore it is
presumed that even small doses may produce some deleterious health effects.
ICRP recommended a system of radiological protection based on the following general
principles:
- No practice involving exposure should be adopted unless it produces sufficient benefit
to the exposed individuals or to society to offset the radiation detriment it causes (The
justification of a practice);

- For any particular source the individual doses, the number of exposed people and the
likelihood of incurring exposures (were these are not certain) should all be kept as low as
reasonably achievable, economic and social factors being taken into account (The optimisation
of protection );
- The exposure of individuals resulting from the combination of all relevant practices
should be subject to dose limits (Individual dose limitation).
The control of public exposure in all normal situation is exercised by the application of
controls at the source rather then the environment. The controls are achieved almost entirely by
the procedures of constrained optimisation and the use of prescribed limits. It is convenient to
class together individuals who form a homogenous group with respect to their exposures to a
single source. When such a group is typical of those most highly exposed by the source, it is none
as a critical group. The dose constraint should be applied to the mean dose in the critical group
from the source for which the protection is being optimised.
The scope of dose limits for public exposure is limited to the dose incurred as the result
of practices. Doses incurred in situations where the only available protective action is the
intervention are excluded from that scope.

BASIC PRINCIPLES FOR INDIVIDUAL LIMITS IN PUBLIC EXPOSURE
The deleterious effects of radiation are classified as stochastic and deterministic.
There is a finite probability for the occurrence of stochastic effects even at small doses.
As the dose is increases, the frequency of such stochastic events increases, but in the absence of
other modifying factors, the severity of the resulted changes is not expected to increase in
contrast to deterministic effects, when the number of killed cells reach a detection level which
constitutes a threshold, the magnitude of which will depend on the chosen injury level.
Due to the proportionality between dose and probability for stochastic effects the doses
are additives. The probability of individual harmful effects or risk is proportional to effective
dose :

HE = ∑ wTHT

(1)

T

where HT is the equivalent dose in tissue or organ T and wT is the weighting factor for tissue T.
ICRP recommended the committed effective dose E (τ) as the effective dose integrated
over the time interval τ. If is not specify it is implied that the value of 50 years for adults and 17
years for children are used.

METHODOLOGY
As shown pictorially in Fig. 1, radionuclides in airborne and liquid effluents can result in
radiation exposure to man in the environment via a number of routes or “pathways”. Some
pathways, such as ingestion of food, result in internal exposures; others, such as immersion in a
radioactive cloud, result in internal exposures. However, the total exposure to an individual via
all significant pathways from an effluent source must be taken into account to ensure that the
regulatory dose limits are not exceeded.

The methodology consists of, firstly, determining for each radionuclide released from
each source the most important pathways with regard to radiation exposure of individuals in
various localised groups. Usually these groups are real but for a better evaluation and for a long
practice, it must consider these groups even hypothetical.
The following step is calculation of the maximum release rate (qM) corresponding to the
individual dose-rate limits for each pathways, then, for each exposed group, are summed the qM values in such a way as to determine the maximum permissible release rate (QM) for the
radionuclide from the particular source.
Finally, are identified the smallest of the QM values. The minimum value of QM will be
the DRL for that radionuclide and source. The exposed group for which the minimum applies is
the “critical group”.
The DRL (as defined above) then represents an upper limit to the rate of release of a
radionuclide from a single source. Releases from other sources and other radionuclides from the
same source must be taken into account in an overall assessment of radiation exposure, but this is
not the purpose of this paper, this is a problem for the regulatory body.
In this paper, for the assessment of DRL many parameters are used. However, in many
cases, local values are not known accurately and in these cases, the value chosen be on the
conservative side.
DESCRIPTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL TRANSFER PATHWAYS
Not all of the pathways shown in Fig.1 are important in the TRIGA-INR environment and
some may be excluded either because they are not applicable or their contribution to the exposure
is insignificant compared with other pathways. Consideration of these various factors has
resulted in the selection of the following six pathways for the TRIGA-INR calculations:
-Pathway A (immersion) - external exposure while being immersed in a cloud of
radioactive noble gases from airborne effluents;
-Pathway B (standing on contaminated ground) - external exposure while standing on
ground contaminated with radionuclides deposited from originally airborne material;

-Pathway C (inhalation) - internal exposure due to direct inhalation of radionuclides in
the plume from airborne effluents;
-Pathway D (vegetable ingestion) - internal exposure due to ingestion of home-grown
vegetables contaminated with radionuclides deposited from airborne effluents;
-Pathway E (milk ingestion) - internal exposure due to ingestion of radionuclides via the
grass-cow -milk pathway in which the cow is assumed to graze at the INR upriver boundary on
grass contaminated with radionuclides from airborne effluents;
Pathway F (meat ingestion) - internal exposure due to ingestion of contaminated meat
from animals which are assumed to graze contaminated grass.
DRL ASSESSMENT FOR A SINGLE PATHWAY
Each pathway can be considered as be made up of a series of systems or reservoirs with
“transfer parameters” connecting each system in the sequence. Following in the whole paper,
transfer parameters are named Pi,j , where i and j are the system or reservoir between the transfer
is made indexes (usually notation). Usually, for the primary source i = 0 and it is characterised by
an emission rate Q.
As an example, for pathway C (inhalation), the overall transfer parameter P0...13 between
the source and the “effective dose equivalent rate” would be given by the products of the
individual transfer parameters applicable to each step along a particular sequence:
P0...13 = P0,1 P1,9 P9,11 P11,12 P12,13

(3)

and the dose rate, DR, is related to the release rate, Q, by the expression:
DR = P0...13 • Q

(4)

The maximum permissible release rate, qM, for the pathway would then be given by dividing the
dose-rate limit by the overall transfer parameter:
qM = Dose-rate limit/ P0...13

(5)

RESULTS
Using a mathematical model, derived release limits were calculated for significant
radionuclides in gaseous emissions of the TRIGA reactor. For every radionuclide, organ doses
were calculated for every contamination pathway as well as external doses for both skin and
whole body. The calculations were performed for 16 directions and 10 distances up 10 km from
the source, for a unit release. We didn’t calculate doses for distances higher than 10 km, because
of rapid decrease after 2000 m. Following calculations we observed a critical direction (SE), with
maximum doses for almost radionuclides excepting noble gases. The identified sites with
maximum exposure were not situated in populated areas, but hypothetical critical groups were
proposed to establish dose value for DRL determination.
The most important transfer parameter for airborne effluents is the atmospheric
dispersion. The concentration of the radionuclides in a point was calculated using the Gaussian
plume model:
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where u = the wind speed at the stack high (m/s);
H = the stack high;
σy, σz = the lateral and vertical dispersion parameters (m).
Because in public dose calculation is used the radionuclides concentration at ground
level, z = 0 and:
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In dose calculation was used the computer code ORION II.
Committed effective doses were calculated and external exposure added for each
radionuclide and a fixed emission rate. The relationship between the emission rate and dose was
established for each radionuclide, then we calculated dose-emission rate ratio which we used to
calculate DRL using the relationship (5).
The results are presented in Table 1 which presents the derived release limits for airborne
and gaseous effluents. DRL values presented in Table 1 are overestimate because many physical
values were conservatives recommended by the literature. But we can say that we obtained
values very close to those of Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories which have a 61 m stack, about
the same height as TRIGA-stack.

Table 1
Derived release limits for airborne and gaseous effluents for TRIGA reactor stack

Radionuclide
Ar-41
Xe-135
Xe-133
Xe-138
Xe-133m
Kr-85
Xe-131m
Kr-90
Kr-89
Kr-88
Xe-135m
Xe-137
Kr-87
Kr-85m
Kr-83m
I-135
Mn-54
Sr-89
I-134
I-133
I-132
I-131
I-130
Te-132
Nb-195
Cs-137
Cs-134
Fe-59
Ce-144
Co-58
Co-60
Cr-51
Zr-95
Y-90
Sr-90

Qmax(Bq/year)
1.609E+16
3.989E+16
1.229E+17
2.342E+16
9.572E+16
8.379E+16
1.373E+17
1.190E+17
1.983E+16
1.044E+15
8.138E+16
3.516E+16
1.294E+16
5.630E+16
6.748E+17
1.309E+15
3.945E+11
4.070E+12
5.373E+15
1.012E+15
4.135E+15
9.176E+12
4.749E+14
3.670E+13
1.327E+13
1.936E+11
3.662E+11
9.811E+12
3.792E+12
9.398E+12
1.926E+11
6.278E+14
1.071E+13
4.706E+13
5.686E+10

Qmax(Bq/sec)
5.099E+08
1.264E+09
3.895E+09
7.420E+08
3.033E+09
2.655E+09
4.351E+09
3.770E+09
6.285E+08
3.308E+07
2.578E+09
1.114E+09
4.099E+08
1.784E+09
2.138E+10
4.148E+07
1.250E+04
1.289E+05
1.702E+08
3.205E+07
1.310E+08
2.907E+05
1.504E+07
1.163E+06
4.207E+05
6.135E+03
1.160E+04
3.109E+05
1.201E+05
2.978E+05
6.103E+03
1.909E+07
3.394E+05
1.491E+06
1.802E+03

Critical organ
THYROID
G.I.T.
BONES
THYROID
THYROID
THYROID
THYROID
THYROID
G.I.T.
G.I.T.
LIVER
LIVER
LIVER
G.I.T
G.I.T
G.I.T
G.I.T
G.I.T
G.I.T.
BONES

Critical Group
TEENAGERS
ADULTS
TEENAGERS
TEENAGERS
TEENAGERS
TEENAGERS
TEENAGERS
TEENAGERS
TEENAGERS
ADULTS
INFANTS
INFANTS
ADULTS
TEENAGERS
ADULTS
ADULTS
ADULTS
ADULTS
TEENAGERS
CHILDREN
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Abstract
For a better operation we are obliged to find and use each day new methods and
strategies, based on the newest mathematical and technical discoveries. Among these new
techniques we could quote the probabilistic assessments. Probabilistic safety and statistical
analysis provided insights useful for our reactor operation. The TRIGA Material Test and
Research reactor was commissioned at the beginning of 1980. Since that there were made
extended tests on CANDU type fuel and structural materials. During the reactor operations
there were unexpected shutdowns, reactor components failures. The data collected it was
statistically processed in order to obtain a reliability data base.
This paper tried, indifferently the cause, to analyze objectively the events. The study
emphasize that the most reactor’s scrams took place on the first year of work. The scrams
number began to lower thereafter and at the end of eighties began to increase again. The greatest
number of scrams were caused by the reactor electrical control and instrumentation. An
important number of scrams were caused by the irradiation devices. The main conclusion of this
study is that the insights are very useful to our operational procedures, to improve the
maintenance strategy and the logbook recording. the data collected are useful to be compared
with similar data base for research reactors.
1. Introduction
The Pitesti TRIGA reactor is a research and material testing reactor. The steady state power is 14
MW. The reactor is positioned on the bottom of an open pool of 300 m3. It is cooled by a 4
pumps ( 2 in operation 2 in standby) and 3 heat exchangers. The power is removed by a
secondary circuit with forced convection towers. The reactor was used for complete CANDU
fuel testing, structural material (steel, zircaloy) testing and isotopes production.
For a better and efficient research reactor operation we apply new methods and procedures.
Probabilistic safety assessment and statistical analysis are useful tools in order to improve our
activity. This paper is dedicated to analysis of the forced shutdowns and their causes. this data
are very useful for a failure data base.
2. Forced shutdown data base
We began to construct a data base using the data collected from the reactor log books. In
recording these data we followed to establish:
- equipment or component that caused failure
- failure type (mechanical, electrical, irradiation device, human failure
- scram mode:
!"external scram caused by irradiation devices
!"reactor scram exceeding of the reactor nuclear and thermal hydraulic
parameter

!"reactor scram caused by the hazardous control rod drops due to hydraulic
forces
!"manual scram required by the unfavorable reactor status
- scram caused
We sorted data upon yearly scrams, total operation time, total unavailable time, reactor
availability.
There are used the following correlation:
A = Tf/ (Tf + Tind)
where:
A - availability
Tf - total reactor operation time in hours
Tind - total outage time in hours
The result are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Forced shutdowns
YEAR
Scrams
Operating
Outage Time
Average
A
Number
Time
(hours)
Outage Time
Reactor
(hours)
(hours)
Availability
1980
8
144
12.1
1.51
0.9224
1981
7
216
8.4
0.91
0.9712
1982
206
2940.2
471.55
2.27
0.6817
1983
100
2187.8
245.0
2.45
0.899
1984
58
3014.0
462.5
7.97
0.8669
1985
43
5980.0
435.7
10.13
0.932
1986
46
4401.0
663.5
14.42
0.8689
1987
49
5149.0
767.0
15.85
0.8703
1988
76
6720.0
893.25
9.12
0.9064
1989
47
1807
524.25
11.15
0.7751
1992
40
3923
97.0
2.425
0.9758
1993
21
3208
196.25
9.3
0.9423
1994
16
1689
22.75
1.42
0.9869
1995
12
1724
118.75
9.9
0.9358
1996
30
1762
162.6
5.42
0.9155
In the Figure 1 figured TRIGA availability by the years. For the years 1990 and 1991 the reactor
was not operated. It can be observed the reactor good availability was obtained in 1993 to 1996
In the Table 2 are presented the causes of the scrams

Scram Cause
electrical
mechanical
irradiation devices
human error
Total

Table 2. Cause of the Scrams
Scrams number
Total outage time
(hours)
344
949.0
19
158.0
273
3168.25
7
5.0
643
4282.25

Average outage
time (hours)
2.76
8.36
11.61
0.76
6.84

In the Table 3 are presented scram mode and median outage time

Scrams mode
external
manual
hazardous rod control drop
caused by reactor parameters
false (unknown origin)

Table 3. Scram mode
Number of Scrams
486
78
15
46
14

Average outage time (hours)
4.29
26.82
0.70
2.76
-

In the Table 4 are presented the equipment and components that caused the scrams. There were
established 3 categories upon the reactor configuration: coolant circuit, reactor console,
irradiation devices.

Table 4 Categories of equipment/components failure
Failed
Number of scrams
Total Outage time
Average outage
equipment/component
(hours)
time (hours)
Coolant Circuit
Relays
207
291.87
1.41
Primary pumps
35
50.40
1.44
Emergency pump
38
600.40
15.80
Secondary pumps
1
1.0
1.0
Circuit Temperature
1
1.0
1.0
RTD’s
Fuses
2
2.25
1.12
Inverters
2
8.24
4.12
Instrumented air
2
3.0
1.50
110 kV Yard
3
3.0
1.0
Total
291
960.15
Reactor Console
Control Rods
18
11.88
0.66
Power Safety Channels
12
13.44
1.12
Console Power Supply
4
20.0
5.0
Fuel Temperature
28
84.00
3.05
RTD’s
Low Reactor Period
2
3.00
0.65
64
130.0
Total
Irradiation devices
Loop A
62
1390.04
22.44
Capsule C1
57
865.83
15.19
Capsule C2
22
374.71
3.57
Capsules C3+C4
103
367.71
3.57
Capsule C5
4
5.52
1.38
Capsule C7
2
80.5
40.25
250
3168.25
12.67
Total
In the Figure 2. is presented the reactor system contribution to the forced shutdown and in Figure
3. the cause of the forced shutdown.

As it can be observed the main cause for TRIGA Pitesti reactor outage as its own equipment is
emergency pump. This equipment reparation took an average of 15.8 hours.
3. Conclusions
The process of collecting failure data presented problems and difficulties. One problem was the
scram record lacks a special procedure. some time the records were confused about the cause and
identification of the failed equipment. It can be observed the main part of unexpected scams have
taken place in 1982. The main reason was that this was the first year to operate with irradiation
devices. The greatest number of forced shutdowns were of electrical origin: relays, control and
instrumentation. It is interesting to note that 110kV grid failure has the same frequencies as used
in the power reactor studies. Identification of the forced shutdown cause help us to improve the
reactor operation changing the relays, modification of the emergency pumps. Based on this
results we changed the procedure of the forced shutdown recording.
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1. Introduction
For a better NPP operation fuel behavior in accidental conditions (LOCA) is of great interest.
Irradiation tests in ACPR can give interesting data on the CANDU fuel behavior in such kind of
accidents. These data can be used for simulation, calibration and validation of fuel computer
codes.
The tests were accomplished in the TRIGA Annular Core Pulse Reactor (ACPR).
Reactivity insertion accidents are not specifically for the CANDU reactors but this type of test
can contribute to the better study of CANDU type fuel behavior during various conditions.
2. Irradiation device description
The test program was accomplished with a test capsule specially designed for this type of test.
The main components of this capsule are (Figure 1):
- test section;
- fasten system with lead ballast
- handling tool
- data acquisition system
The test section is of stainless steel with outside diameter of 120 mm to fit in the ACPR central
tube. The thickness is 12 mm for a designed pressure of 120Mpa. Total volume is 7.5 l, from
which 7.11 is filled with demineralized water at the atmospheric pressure and environmental
temperature. The total length of test section is 990 mm including the test section plug. The test
section plug is provided with two passes to allow venting and instrumentation.
The fuel support system is designed to support the fuel to retain de fuel fragments and to fasten
the instrumentation. The instrumentation involves:
- T/C to measure clad temperature and surrounding coolant;
- Pressure transducers to measure fuel pressure and coolant pressure;
- Colectron to measure the energy released during the pulse.
The test section is provided with a special fasten system to the lead ballast at the inferior part.
The handling tool is of 10 m length and is provide with a special system to quick fasten/release
of test section in the ACPR central tube.
2.1 Capsule main parameters
2.1.1
-

Initial conditions
pressure atmospheric 1 MPa

2.1.2
-

coolant temperature environmental 20 deg C
Test conditions
Maximum coolant pressure 100 Mpa
Maximum coolant temperature 300 deg C
Maximum fuel temperature 2800 deg C
Maximum outside pellet temperature 1700 deg C
Maximum clad temperature 1200 deg C

3. Tests objective
These tests aims to study the behavior of the fuel during short deposition of energy, monitoring
fuel and coolant parameters. This condition that simulate accident conditions can characterize
fuel in abnormal situations. The main test objectives are:
- Thermal mechanical behavior of CANDU type fuel during a RIA type accident
analysis;
- Clad-fuel mechanical interaction;
- Failure threshold and the failure mechanism during RIA;
- Experimental database to calibrate and validate fuel behavior computer codes
required by the Cernavoda NPP Final Safety Report.
In order to accomplish these objectives it will monitor, data acquisition, and process the
following parameters:
- Clad temperature during the pulse and 10 seconds after (2 T/C welded on the clad)
- Fuel gap pressure during the pulse and 10 seconds after (fast response pressure
transducer)
- Fluid film temperature in the clad vicinity during the pulse and 10 seconds after (one
T/C in the fluid film)
- Lump fluid temperature during the pulse and 10 seconds after (one T/C in the
coolant)
4. Test Fuel
The test fuel was CANDU type and has the following characteristics:
- Reduced pellet column;
- U235 10% enriched pellets to reach desired specific energy deposition;
- Reduced length to keep a uniform axial flux distribution;
- End plugs special designed to fit in the fuel support
Main fuel characteristics:
- material
UO2 10% enriched U235
- total fuel length
183.3 mm
- pellets column length
130+0.2 mm
- clad material
Zircaloy 4
5. Results
A total number of 30 fuel elements were irradiated in a total number of 41 pulses.

The first 3 fuel elements had 6% enrichment U235. The energy deposition was insufficient to
reach the clad failure threshold. So, the enrichment was increased at 19% U235. This enrichment
proved satisfactory.
The tests were in environmental conditions, atmospheric pressure and ambient temperature.
All the fuel probes were fresh fuel with no pre-irradiation.
The testes objective was the clad failure threshold. There were tests with pressurized helium
filling gas to simulate fission gas gap accumulation and the effects on the failure threshold.
5.1 Temperatures
The thermocouples used for temperature measurement were Cr-Al type 0.5 outside diameter.
These T/C’s measures clad temperature and coolant temperature. The T/C’s for clad temperature
measurements were de-isolated at the hot head.
The clad T/C’s proved slower compared with the de-isolated T/C’s and they did not follow the
temperature rise. They showed 600 deg C maximum temperature compared with 1000 deg C
shown by de-isolated T/C’s.
5.2 Pressure
Special fast response transducers measured fuel and coolant pressure. For fuel internal pressure
the upper part of the fuel probe was connected with the transducer via a connecting tube.
There is a direct connection between the internal pressure increase and clad failure. The test
results are presented in the Table 1.
Table 1
Results of the CANDU type fuel tests in ACPR
Fuel
Number

ACPR
Maximum
Pulse Power
(MW)

Initial fuel
internal
pressure
(MPa)

59
60
61
91
92
93
94
A10
A11
A12
A13
A15
A16
A17
A35
A36
A37
A38
A39
A40

5850
7000
6700
2270
4720
2830
2400
2700
2050
2130
1830
1830
2970
2520
3000
5100
1000
3000
2300
2000

1
1.56
1.5
1.5
1.5
2.2
1.82
2.14
22.0
10.9
12.23
6.0
6.0
17.5
1.95
2.2
2.13
3.06
15.0
14.38

Maximum
Maximum
fuel clad
fuel internal
Temperature
pressure
(deg C)
during the
test
(MPa)
2.37
375
4.0
670
3.63
520
3.34
680
4.33
1000
4.22
400
3.23
565
5.0
800
39.55
17.8
650
18.2
625
6.4
890
6.7
880
22.6
580
2.5
890
2.61
115
4.7
1010
755
17.9
725

Final fuel
state

failed
failed
failed
failed
failed
failed
failed
failed
failed
failed
failed
failed

A55
A56
A57
A58
A551
A571
B4
B6
B10

3000
2550
2760
3000
3800
3000
6800
4450
3400
5000
5500

2.1
2.75
3.15
2.64
2.4
1.87
1.0
1.0
3.1
4.0
8.0

4.91
4.5
4.23
4.065
2.75
11.5
3.1
4.0
8.0
15.0

247
165
175
1400
1300
170
700
790

failed
failed
failed

failed

6. Conclusions
The tests were accomplished in the ambient pressure and temperature with fresh fuel probes.
RIA is not specific for CANDU type reactors but these tests gave similar effects on the clad-fuel,
and clad-coolant interactions that happened to LOCA accidents. These tests will continue with
instrumentation improvements that will give a better statistics and information of the accident
conditions fuel behavior.

Figure 1

OVER TWENTY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
IN I.T.U. TRIGA MARK-II REACTOR
Hasbi YAVUZ
Istanbul Technical University – Institute For Nuclear Energy
Ayazağa Kampusu 80626, Maslak, ISTANBUL – TURKEY

I.T.U. TRIGA MARK-II Training and Research Reactor, rated at 250 KW steady-state and 1200
MW pulsing power is the only research and training reactor owned and operated by a university
in Turkey. Reactor has been operating since March 11, 1979; therefore the reactor has been
operating successfully for more than twenty years.
Over the twenty years of operation:
• The tangential beam tube is equipped with a neutron radiography facility, which
consists of a divergent collimator and exposure room.
• A computerized data acquisition system was designed and installed such that all
parameters of the reactor, which are observed from the consol, could be monitored
both in normal and pulse operations.
• An electrical power calibration system is built for the thermal power calibration of the
reactor.
• Publications related with I.T.U. TRIGA MARK-II Training and Research Reactor are
listed in Appendix.
• Two majors undesired shutdown occurred.
• The I.T.U. TRIGA MARK-II Training and Research Reactor is still in operation at the
moment.

OVER TWENTY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN ITU TRIGA MARK-II REACTOR
Hasbi YAVUZ
Istanbul Technical University- Institute for Nuclear Energy
Ayazağa Kampüsü 80626, Maslak, ISTANBUL-TURKEY
ABSTRACT
ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training and Research Reactor, rated at 250 kW steady-state and 1200
MW pulsing power is the only research and training reactor owned and operated by a
university in Turkey. Reactor has been operating successfully since March 11, 1979.
Over the twenty years of operation:
•
•
•
•
•

The tangential beam tube has been equipped with an neutron radiography facility, which
consists of a divergent collimator and exposure room.
Two major undesired shutdowns occurred.
A computerized data acquisition system has been designed and installed such that all
parameters of the reactor are observed from the computerized data acquisition system,
can be monitored both in normal and pulse operations.
An electrical power calibration system has been built for the thermal power calibration of
the reactor.
Studies related with ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training and Research Reactor have been
published.

INRODUCTION
The first research reactor of Turkey was the TR-I reactor at Cekmece Nuclear Research and
Training Center ( CNRTC-in Istanbul) became critical on May 1962. This swimming pool
type reactor operated until May 1977 at a steady-state power level of 1 MW. It provided
research, training and irradiation service for a variety of applications. Nuclear medicine
groups used more than 90 percent of radioisotopes in hospitals.
The second research reactor of Turkey is the TRIGA Mark-II Training and Research Reactor
which is owned and operated by the Istanbul Technical University (ITU) Institute for Nuclear
Energy. Reactor construction period was from May 1977 to March 1979. Institute for Nuclear
Energy is a state institution and has been providing nuclear energy educational, training and
research programs at graduate level since 1961.
Among various TRIGA reactor types, ITU TRIGA Mark-II Research and Training Reactor
at the Institute for Nuclear Energy, was the first Mark-II with stainless steel clad fuel rods
which has a steady state power of 250 kW and a peak power of 1200 MW in pulsing
operation. However, the rotary multiple-position specimen rack (Lazy-Susan) has not been
purchased by the Institute.
Fig.1 shows the vertical view of the reactor. Cutaway view of the reactor is given in Fig.2.
NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY FACILITY
The tangential beam tube is equipped with a neutron radiography facility that consists of a
divergent collimator and an exposure room. A collimator is placed into the tangential beam

tube, which is filled with air. An exposure room is located at the outer face of the collimator
next to the reactor shield. The exposure room is sized to accommodate a movable carriage
table for the objects, converters, films, and a beam catcher.
An electrically driven concrete rolling door has been designed to provide sufficient area for
loading and unloading. It can be rolled away on the rails to a distance of about 3 meters from
the exposure room. The wall blocks and the top block of the exposure room are made of heavy
concrete. A water tank is placed top of the concrete ceiling block. By moving the objects away
from the beam tube along the longitudinal axis of the collimator, it is possible to enlarge the
irradiation area compared to the exit cross-section area of the collimator and thus, to vary the
neutron flux on the objects Fig.3, [2].
The thermal and total neutron fluxes and gamma exposure rates have been measured inside
and exit of the neutron flux beam collimator, and its surroundings. The ratio of neutron fluxes
to gamma exposure rate at maximum power has been reported. The results have been
compared to those measured in the absence of the collimator. The neutron fluxes have been
determined by using the foil activation method with gold foils enclosed in cadmium capsules.
The gamma exposure rates have been measured by using LiF7 (TLD700) Thermoluminescent
Dosimeters [3].

THE UNDESIRED SHUTDOWNS
During the twenty-years operations two major undesired shutdowns occurred.
A. Bacterially Infected Tank Water and the Reactor Purification System
The reactor was operated at power of 250 kW in July1994. Although the dose rate over the
reactor tank should be normally 10-15 mR/h for operating at this power level, it was
measured as 150 mR/h. The reactor was shutdown immediately. The existence of any fission
products was searched.
According to the results of the analysis made by the use of a multi-channel analyzer, there was
no any fission product in the tank water. Because of the failure of conductivity meter at the
makeup water purification system, high-conductivity water was added mistakenly into the
tank water.
For this reason, the conductivity of the tank water rose to 12.5 µS/cm and the tank water
became turbid. Bacteriological analysis showed that the tank water infested with bacteria. A
suitable method for the sterilization of the tank water by means of the irradiation and the
chemical materials was searched. Hydrogen- Peroxide (H2O2) has been chosen as the most
suitable material for the chemical sterilization.
The makeup water purification was modified permanently for this purpose. As a result,
conductivity of the tank water was decreased to 0.2 µS/cm by using this modified system. We
have gaind some experience about the purification and protection of the tank water from the
bacteria during these operations [4].

B. Failures of the Scream Circuits
On 23 March 1999, Reactor gave scram and shut down. Then, unfortunately, people with no
electronic experience tried to fix up scream circuits. After the experts in electronic field

attacked to resolve scram circuit failures, many of the failures in the scram circuits were
found.
All failures written in the reports and the others have been removed from the reactor. Reactor
has been operated on February 9, 2000. This reactor failure caused the longest shut down
period in twenty-year operation.

COMPUTERIZATION OF ITU TRIGA MARK-II CONSOLE
In 1993, a computerized data acquisition system was installed to the TRIGA Mark-II research
reactor. The system was designed such that various parameters of the reactor could be
monitored in both pulse and normal operation modes.
The time variations of all quantities on reactor console (such as percent powers, logarithmic
and linear powers, fuel and tank water temperatures, period, positions of control rods, pulse
power and pulse energy ) can be monitored and data relating to them can also be acquired by
this new system.
Furthermore, some additional devices used for the power calibration of the reactor, such as
resistance thermometers (RTD), grid voltage and current measurement devices are also
included in this system. The block diagram of the data acquisition system is given in Fig.4. On
the reactor console, the analog driver cards for various quantities produce output signal in the
range of 0-10 V.
These output signals are routed to the meters as well as to several ports to which external
devices can be connected. In a built new system, the analog signals from these ports were
supplied to a high-level voltage panel (Analog Devices, STB-HL02). STB-HL02 has the
sample-and-hold circuitry and produces 0-5 V output signals for 0-10 V input signals for up to
16 channels.
The output of STB-HL02 has been fed to an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter/multiplexes
card (Analog Devices, RTI-820). The digital output of RTI-820 card represents an analog
input of 0-5 V by 12-bit data, corresponding to numbers between 0 and 4096. RTI-820 was
placed in a PC.
A computer program has been written in C-language to drive the hardware described above.
The program enables the operator to monitor the signals coming from various channels in
real time as well as to record data on the fixed disk.
Consequently, by virtue of this data acquisition system, it has been possible to monitor and
record accurately all the reactor parameters during a long operation. One immediate outcome
of this capability was the recalibration of the reactor power within 7% uncertainty, which
could not be attained before.
Furthermore, this new system has some improvements in reducing the error during an
irradiation experiment. In a short irradiation, the extraneous irradiation during the power-up
of the reactor can now be calculated accurately and consequent corrections can be made in
the irradiation data [5].
POWER CALIBRATION OF REACTOR BY DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

Before using the new data acquisition system, total heat capacity at constant pressure of other
similar reactor was used for the power calibration of ITU TRIGA Mark-II reactor. This new
system allows us to measure the total heat capacity at constant pressure of ITU TRIGA MarkII reactor within the ±5 % uncertainty.
To measure the total heat capacity at constant pressure, eight electrical heaters each having 5
kW are used. These heaters have been designed in the geometrical norms of fuel elements.
During the experiment, eight fuel elements have been withdrawn from the core and placed to
the rack in the tank. Then, the heaters have been placed into these empty fuel channels. At
the same time, eight resistive thermometers (RTD’s) have been located to different depth from
the tank surface.
Moreover, a pipe having lots of holes on its surface has been placed to central thimble. Tank
water has been pumped the perforated pipe from the tank surface through. Hence, tank water
has been well stirred to supply the homogenization of tank water temperature during the
experiment. The grid voltage and current consumed by electrical heater have been measured
and recorded by data acquisition system.
By using, acquired data has been used to calculate the original total heat capacity at constant
pressure has been found as 69.81 MJ/oC ±5 % . The power calibration has been made by
using this constant, resistive thermometers and water stirrer. It is achieved to ±7 %
uncertainty for power calibration, which could not be attained before. The uncertainty of ±2
% comes from the temperature measurement during the power calibration [6].
RESEARCH ACTIVITES
If the research activities have been reviewed, the ITU TRIGA Mark-II serves many
researchers who not only from our Institute and our University (ITU) but also other
institutions. Some of the papers have been published in the Science Citation Index. Fig.5
shows the researchers graphically. Researchers are from eleven different universities, two
different divisions of a ministry, Research Centers of Turkish Atomic Energy Authority. All
the academic staffs of ITU Institute for Nuclear Energy have publications related with ITU
TRIGA Mark-II Reactor. Main publisher group is from the varies faculties and institutes of
ITU.
Except for the papers covered by the Science Citation Index, many papers, Ph.D. and M.Sc.
thesis and a number of B.Sc. thesis related with ITU TRIGA Mark-II Reactor have been
written. Fig.6 shows the distribution of the publications.
CONCLUSION
The TRIGA Mark-II reactor has been used for education, training and research for over the
twenty-one years. All demands came from researchers and all educational activities to use
reactor have been met in accordance with the regulations. There has not been any demand so
far for using Lazy Susan.
Over 20 years, the ITU TRIGA Mark-II Reactor has been operated and maintained by the
academic staff of the Institute for Nuclear Energy besides their academic activities. The
reactor has been operated for all researchers. ITU TRIGA Mark-II Reactor is the only
reactor in Turkey, which is operated continuously over twenty years.

The pneumatic transfer system terminal ends in a closed metal box with a window and it is
equipped with ventilation exhaust system is provided to prevent the uptake of Ar-41 by the
operator.
The cooling insufficiency problem appeared in summer time is related to the Istanbul’s
climate and not a particular problem of the ITU TRIGA Mark-II Reactor . A similar problem
has been experienced in TR-2 Reactor in CNRTC. Important changes need to be done in
design in order to overcome these problems. Taking all demands came from researchers
regarding reactor operation into consideration, it can be concluded that such a change is not
needed.
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Fig. 1 Vertical view of I.T.U. TRIGA Mark II Reactor

Fig.2 Cutaway view of I.T.U. TRIGA Mark II Reactor

Fig.3 Neutron Radiography Facility of the ITU TRIGA MARK-II reactor

Fig.4 Block Diagram of the data acquisition system
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ABRASIVE SUPPLY FOR ANCIENT EGYPT REVEALED
C. Peltz and M. Bichler
Atominstitut der Österreichischen Universitäten, A-1020 Wien, Austria
In the framework of the major research scheme "Synchronization of Civilizations in the
Eastern Mediterranean Region in the 2nd Millenium B.C" instrumental neutron activation
analysis (INAA) was used to determine 30 elements in pumice from archaeological
excavations to reveal their specific volcanic origin. In ancient time, the widespread pumiceous
products of several eruptions in the Aegean region have been used as abrasive tools and were
therefore popular trade objects. The correlation of such archaeological findings to a specific
eruption of known age would therefore allow to certify a maximum age of the respective
stratum ("dating by first appearance").
Eruptions that produced relevant pumice quantitites took place on Santorini (Thera), Kos,
Gyali, Nisyros and Milos. The youngest and of highest interest for archaeological purposes is
the "Minoan Eruption" at Santorini, which is assumed to have happened between 1450 and
1650 B.C.1,2. The huge explosive character of this eruption, and the large amount of erupted
material (several km3) provide earth scientists and archaeologists with an important timesynchronous stratigraphic marker horizon of pumice and pumiceous tephra that allows to
correlate sites across entire regions3.
Essential to an identification of the primary volcanic source is the knowledge that pumices
from the Aegean region can easily be distinguished by their trace element distribution
patterns. This has been shown by previous studies of our working group4-6. The elements Al,
Ba, Ca, Ce, Co, Cr, Cs, Dy, Eu, Fe, Hf, K, La, Lu, Mn, Na, Nd, Rb, Sb, Sc, Sm, Ta, Tb, Th,
Ti, U, V, Yb, Zr and Zn were determined in 16 samples of pumice lumps from excavations in
Tell-el-Dab`a and Tell-el-Herr (Egypt). Two irradiation cycles and five measurement runs
were applied. To show the accuracy of the results obtained, typical samples of the most
important pumice sources in the Aegean region, particulary from Milos, Nisyros, Kos and
Thera were analyzed together with the Egyptian samples of unknown origin. A reliable
identification of the samples is achivied by comparing these results to the database compiled
in previous studies4,5. The geographical positions of these islands are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Geographical situation

Sampling
The main objects of investigation were 15 samples of pumice found in archaeological context
during excavations in Tell-el-Dab`a and 1 sample from Tell-el-Herr (Egypt). After surface
cleaning with distilled water in an ultrasonic bath, the samples were crushed exclusively with
PE tools, transferred to PP beakers, dried for 96 hours at 110°C and homogenized by grinding
in an agate mortar to a grain size <3µm followed by drying to constant weight at the same
temperature.
Table 1. Activation products, half-lives and gamma-energies used for pumice analyses
element

activation product
28

Al
Ba
Ca
Ce
Co
Cr
Cs
Dy
Eu
Fe
Hf
K
La
Lu
Mn
Na
Nd
Rb
Sb
Sc
Sm
Ta
Tb
Th
Ti
U
V
Yb
Zn
Zr

Al
Ba
49
Ca
141
Ce
60
Co
51
Cr
134
Cs
165
Dy
152
Eu
59
Fe
181
Hf
42
K
140
La
177
Lu
56
Mn
24
Na
147
Nd
86
Rb
124
Sb
46
Sc
153
Sm
182
Ta
160
Tb
233
Pa a)
51
Ti
239
Np a)
52
V
169
Yb
65
Zn
95
Zr
131

half-life
2.2 min
11.5 d
8.7 min
32.5 d
5.27 a
27.7 d
2.07 a
2.3 h
13.5 a
44.5 d
42.4 d
12.4 h
40.3 h
6.7 d
2.6 h
15.0 h
11.0 d
18.6 d
60.2 d
83.8 d
46.3 h
114.4 d
72.3 d
27.0 d
5.8 min
56.6 h
3.7 min
32.0 d
244.3 d
64.0 d

γ-energy
keV
1779
496
3084
145
1173
320
796
95
1408
1099
482
1525
1596
208
1811
1369
531
1077
1691
1120
103
1189
879
312
320
278
1434
177
1116
757

Pa and 239Np are produced by the β-decay of 233Th (half-life 22.3min) and
which were formed by neutron capture of 232Th and 238U, respectively.
a)

233

239

U (half-life 23.5min),

Analysis
For activation of short- and medium lived radionuclides, the samples were weighed into PE
capsules, about 150 mg each. They were irradiated for 1 minute in the irradiation position of
the General Atomic pneumatic transfer system of the Triga Mk2 reactor of the Atominstitut
der Österreichischen Universitäten at a thermal neutron flux of 3.3⋅1012 n⋅cm-2⋅s-1. A first
measurement (counting time 5 minutes) was performed after a decay of 5 minutes to
determine Al, Ca, Ti and V. About 3 hours later, a second gamma spectrum was measured for
8 minutes to quantify Dy, K, Mn and Na. For the determination of Al, the reaction

27

Al(n,γ)28Al was used. The additional production of 28Al by the reaction 28Si(n,γ)28Al was
corrected for. The amount produced was determined by the irradiation of high purity quartz,
the respective peak area was calculated from the known Si concentrations of the samples and
subracted from the 28Al peak. A list of the radionuclides and the gamma-peaks used is given
in Table 1. For the activation of long-lived radionuclides, about 150 mg of each sample were
sealed into SuprasilTM quartz glass vials. The samples were irradiated together with standards
for 91 hours in the ASTRA-reactor of the Austrian Research Centre Seibersdorf at a neutron
flux of 7⋅1013 n⋅cm-2⋅s-1. After a decay of 10 days, a first gamma-spectrum was measured to
obtain the activities of the medium-lived nuclides (La, Lu, Sm, and U). After 32 and 110 days
a second resp. third spectrum was taken to detect the long-lived nuclides (Ba, Ce, Co, Cr, Cs,
Fe, Hf, Nd, Rb, Sb, Sc, Ta, Th, Yb, Zr resp. Eu, Tb and Zn) the measuring time was 1800
seconds for the first, 10000 seconds for the second and 10000 seconds for the third run. All
measurements were performed with a 151 cm3 HPGe-detector connected to a PC-based
multichannel analyzer. A preloaded filter and loss free counting system improved the quality
of the spectra obtained7,8.
Results
The reference materials soil standard BCR No. 142, CANMET reference soil SO1, NIST
SRM 1633b Coal fly ash and Rhyolith GBW-07113 were activated together with the samples
and used as standards. Blank values for the PE and SuprasilTM quartz glass irradiation vials
were measured and found negligible. To show the accuracy of the results obtained, typical
samples of the most important pumice sources in the Aegean region, particulary from Milos,
Nisyros, Kos and Thera were analyzed together with the Egyptian samples of unknown
origin. The results are given in Table 2. Detection limits (<5σ) depend on the measuring time
and the γ-background of the samples. Errors due to counting statistics are calculated by ±σ.
The basic knowledge obtained by previous studies, where pairs of elements were chosen to
characterize the most important groups of pumice in the Aegean region, by the formation of
typical clusters, provides an unmistakable relation of the pumice samples from excavations in
Tell-el-Dab`a and Tell-el-Herr (Egypt) to their specific volcanic origin.
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Fig. 2a Concentrations of Th and Hf in pumice from Aegean islands and excavations in Egypt
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Fig. 2b Concentrations of Ta and Eu in pumice from Aegean islands and excavations in Egypt
Conclusions
Within the error range, most of the elements determined in typical reprepresentatives of
Milos, Nisyros, Kos and Santorini were in perfekt agreement with values from the
literature4,5,9-14 . On the basis of the Cluster graphics presented, it is possible to relate unkown
pumice to its primary source, just by comparing the relation of a few elements, like Ta-Eu and
Th-Hf (Fig. 2a, 2b). We conclude that all samples except one can be related to the Minoan
eruption of Thera, while this one leaves no doubt to have its origin in Nisyros.
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ACTIVITY OF THE PRIMARY COOLING WATER BY A NEW γSPECTROMETRY SYSTEM
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Atominstitut der Österr. Universitäten, Stadionallee 2, A-1020 Wien, Austria
*Tracechem, Markmandsgade 2/3th, DK-2300, Copenhagen , Denmark

Abstract
The use of a newly developed high-resolution high-rate γ-spectrometry system enables the
continuous measurement of up to 120 pairs of dead-time and pileup corrected, and
uncorrected 16k channel spectra without any time gap. This system was used to measure the
activity of the primary cooling water of Vienna´s TRIGA Mark II reactor from start to one
hour after shut down.

Introduction
The measurement of the activity of the primary cooling water is usally performed in Vienna's
TRIGA Mark II reactor continuously by a NaI detector in front of the ionexchanger
measuring the integral count-rate. The new high-resolution high-rate γ-spectrometry system
enables a more detailed investigation of the composition of the activity of the cooling water.

Experimental
The system consists of a 20% n-HPGe-detector with a transistor reset pre-amplifier feeding its
output to a digital preloaded filter amplifier. A software implementation of an LFC
multichannel analyzer stores the data in a 486-PC with 32Mb main memory [1]. The
registration of 120 dead-time and pile-up corrected, as well the uncorrected 16k spectra
without time gap are freely programable. After finishing the measurements the data were
automatically transfered to a Zip-disc. The system was placed in the reactor hall in close
contact with the primary cooling pipe for the downstreaming water flowing with a rate of 7.22
L/s through the pipe. 20 spectra were registered with a measurement time of 1min, 100
spectra with 6min. The data evaluation was performed by adding 4 channels to inprove the
background statistic. The 4k-spectra were evaluated by a special program for peak-evaluation,
and a peak-extraction program which lists predetermined γ-lines of all the spectra and enables
to plot the dynamic change of activity during reactor operation. Table 1 shows the nuclear
data of the relevant activities found within the cooling circuit and the estimated relative γactivities. The cps values in the table were obtained by taking the mean activities of the 6min
measurements from spectrum No 20 to No 100. As the absolute activities within the streaming
water pipe are difficult to calibrate, the relative efficiencies of the detector for 10cm distance
were therefore used for a rough estimate of the relative dps-activities, to obtain the
distribution of the activities in %.

Table 1
Nuclear data of the relevant γ-activities of the primary° cooling circuit
reaction γ -energy
half-life
cps dps γ- activity
keV (abu.) min mean relative
%
Al-28 Al-27(n, γ)Al-28 1779 (100) 2,25 1,34 273
0,6
Mg-27 Al-27(n, p) Mg-27 1014 ( 28) 9,45 8,35 3173
7,0
Na-24 Al-27(n, a) Na-24 1369 (100) 901 18,45 > 4824* 10,6
O-19 O-18(n, γ) O-19
197 ( 97) 0,45 141,81 4914
10,8
1357 ( 59) 0,45 20,58
N-16 O-16 (n, p) N-16 2750 (0,76) 0,119 5,58 17057 37,5
Ar-41 Ar-40 (n, γ) Ar-41 1293 ( 99) 110 125,0 ~14824** 32,6
Mn-56 Mn-55(n, γ)Mn-56 1811 ( 30) 155 0,683 474
1,0
* stationary activity not attained; ** stationary activity assumed
° Data taken from Erdtmann [2]
Nuclides

Results and Discussion
The results of the 6min measurements are shown in FIG. 1: Most remarkable in this figure is
the strong scatter of O-19, while all other nuclides show a quasi continuous behaviour. O-19
decays fast together with the shorter lived nuclides Mg-27, Al-28 at 510 min just after reactor
shut down. The activities of Al-28, Mg-27, and Na-24 were produced by the Al-27(n,γ)Al-28,
Al-27(n,p)Mg-27, and Al-27(n,α)Na-24 reactions, due to the aluminium- cladding and
construction material. The low Mn-56 activity, due to stainless steel parts within the reactor
core, decreases slowly together with the longer lived Na-24 after the reactor shut down, as
only a third of the cooling water passes the ionexchanger column.
The length of the cooling water pipe is 13m and its diameter 75mm. The transport time from
pool to the counting site within the pipe is about 9s, acting as a decay-time for the short lived
activities. This decrease during transport is appreciable for N-16 and O-19 but 5% for Al-28,
and only 1% for Mg-27. The Al-28 activity of the reactor core must be many orders of
magnitudes higher then those of Mg-27 and Na-24, as both nuclides are produced by protonand alpha-particle emission with a low cross-section. According to Erdtmann [2] the three
nuclides have γ-saturation activity ratios after a longer neutron irradiation of 1 : 4,73E-4 :
3,06E-4. The recoil after a proton- or alpha- particel emission in comparison to (n, γ) reactions
is much higher. This is the reason why Mg-27 and Na-24 have a higher activity in the pool
water then Al-28. The strong scatter of the O-19, and N-16 was found for all γ-lines
according to their respective γ-abundances.
FIG. 2 shows the distribution of the gaseous γ-activities of the primary cooling water: the first
activities appear 7 min after starting the reactor. The strong increase in activity is due to
changing the measurement time from 1 to 6min. The activities are produced by the O-18 (n, γ)
O-19, and O-16 (n, p) N-16, and Ar-40 (n, γ) Ar-41 reactions. In contrast to O-19, and N-16,
which show a strong scatter, Ar-41 increases continuously to an estimated saturation activity
near 30000 cts/ 6min. The explanation of this scatter is the inhomogeneous distribution of O19 and N-16 in form of bubbles.
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NEUTRON BEAM UTILIZATION AT THE TRIGA MARK II REACTOR VIENNA
M. Villa, H. Böck, R.J. Buchelt, S. Körner and H. Rauch
Atominstitut der Österreichischen Universitäten
Stadionallee 2, A-1020 Wien, Austria

ABSTRACT - A review is given about the research activities around the 250 kW TRIGA
reactor Vienna, which are adequate to other neutron sources of comparable or bigger size. The
topics selected for presentation range from neutron radiography, materials irradiation, neutron
small-angle scattering, neutron activation analysis, neutron polarisation to neutron
interferometry. It is the aim of this presentation to stimulate programs for more efficient use
around TRIGA research reactors with neutron flux densities of 1013 cm-2s-1 at the centre of the
reactor core. We briefly describe the experimental facilities installed at the 250 kW TRIGA
reactor of the Austrian Universities in Vienna and present a great part of the current research
activities performed with them. We believe that most of the techniques and experiments
presented here are adequate for implementation to other reactors of similar or even higher
power. Those technologies which require extremely specialised know-how not generally
available at every research institute will not be treated here or are just mentioned without any
further details. It is common knowledge that due to the relatively low neutron fluxes of such
reactors one of the most important applications of neutron scattering on condensed matter,
namely the study of atomic and molecular dynamics of solids and liquids, a priori must
remain out of consideration. However, this does not mean that it is in general impossible to
develop new or to improve existing techniques for such experiments at TRIGA research
reactors. In fact such developing work has always been a crucial point of our research efforts
in the variety of fields of applied and fundamental neutron physics we were engaged in. On
the other hand, a small reactor facility is optimally suited to perform neutron activation
analysis due to the rather short transfer distances of the sample into the reactor core.

1. The TRIGA Mark II reactor
The TRIGA reactor Vienna has a maximum continuous power output of 250 kW (thermal).
Since the moderator, zirconium hydride, has the special property of moderating less
efficiently at high temperatures, the TRIGA reactor can also be operated in a pulse mode
(with a rapid power rise to 250 MW for roughly 40 milliseconds). The power rise is
accompanied by an increase in the maximum neutron flux density from 1x1013 cm-2s-1 (at
250 kW) to 1x1016 cm-2s-1 (at 250 MW). In accordance with its purpose as a research reactor,
the TRIGA Mark II is equipped with a number of irradiation devices (Figure 1):

5 reflector irradiation tubes
1 central irradiation tube
1 slow pneumatic transfer system (transfer time 4 seconds)
1 vertical fast pneumatic transfer system (transfer time 0,3 seconds)
1 horizontal fast pneumatic transfer system (transfer time 20 milliseconds)
4 neutron beam holes
1 thermal column
2 neutron radiography facilities
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Figure 1. Experimental set-up at the TRIGA Mark-II reactor, Atominstitut Vienna

2.

Neutron and Solid State Research

2.1

Neutron Radiography (NR)
Sonja Körner

Neutron radiography (NR) provides a very efficient tool in the field of non - destructive
testing as well as for many applications in fundamental research. A neutron beam penetrating
a specimen is attenuated by the sample material and detected by a two-dimensional imaging
device. The image contains information about materials and structure inside the sample
because neutrons are attenuated according to the basic law of radiation attenuation. Contrary
to X-Rays, neutrons can be attenuated by some light materials, as for example hydrogen and
boron, but penetrate many heavy materials. Therefor NR can yield important information not
obtainable by more traditional methods.
At the Atominstitute of the Austrian Universities neutron radiographic examinations have
been carried out for more than 35 years [1]. Presently, two neutron radiography facilities are
located at the 250 kW TRIGA Mark II reactor. Main data of these facilities is shown in tab. 1.

FLUX DENSITY (cm-2s-1)
L/D-RATIO
BEAM DIAMETER (cm)
Cd - RATIO

STATION 1

STATION 2

3!105
50
40
3

1,3!105
125
8
20

Tab. 1. main characteristics of the neutron radiography facilities at the Atominstitut

Figure 1. neutron radiography station 2
One of the key-components of a radiography facility is the detector. Usually it is a two
dimensional, integrating imaging device. At the Atominstitute of the Austrian Universities
neutron radiographic examinations have been carried out mainly with detectors consisting of
X-ray films and a Gd - converter enclosed in a vacuum cassette. Recently, for NR applications
requiring high quantitative precision as well as for neutron tomography investigations, a
CCD-camera based NR detector has been developed [2]. The principle of this detector is the
following: The neutron beam reaches the neutron sensitive scintillator screen (Levy Hill,
ZnS(Ag)-6LiF) where each detected neutron triggers a photon cascade. The photons are
reflected to a CCD-camera by a mirror to allow placing the camera out of the direct neutron
beam. All components are placed in a light tight box. The camera is an Astrocam nitrogen
cooled slowscan CCD-camera with a thinned SITe SI502A/T chip of the format (512 x 512)
pixels and a pixel size of (24 x 24) µm2. We have the possibility to chose between two lenses,
a Nikon NOKT 58 mm F/1.2 or a Nikon 180mm F/2,8 lens, depending on the sensitivity and
resolution needed for each application. The high precision CCD driver electronics provides
16-bit digitization (65535 gray levels) [3]. The image size is (21 x 21) cm2 for using the
58mm F/1,2 lens (1) and (5 x 5) cm2 for the 180mm F/2,8 lens (2). This means that an area of
(428 x 428) mm2 (1) or (80 x 80) mm2 (2) of the object is projected on one camera pixel. The
detector has an excellent linearity and sensitivity. Exposure times can get as low as 20 s per
image. With this new imaging device, a neutron tomography facility has been installed in
front of the thermal column. A rotary table driven by a step motor connected to a
computerized motion control system has been installed at the sample position. A computer
synchronizes the rotary table and the electronic imaging device, so that a sequence of images
from certain different view angles is taken automatically [4]. The principle of this neutron
tomography facility is shown in fig. 2.

Figure 2. neutron tomography facility
For each neutron tomography 200 images at different view angles of the object (object is
rotated 0,9 degrees between each exposure), as well as several dark and open beam images are
taken. After the preparation of the images -as white spot correction, dark image correction,
flat field correction, search of the rotation axis, calculation of the attenuation coefficient and
creation of the sinograms- the 3D voxel array representing the 3D inner structure of the object
is calculated using the filtered backprojection algorithm.
First reconstructions have been made at the TU Munich and in parallel at Paul Scherrer
Institute. Fig. 3 shows the neutron tomography of a diode, as an example of a neutron
tomography made at the Atominstitute.

Figure 3. neutron tomography of a diode

2.2

Neutron Interferometry
M. Villa

In 1974 the first interferometer for matter waves with macroscopic spatial separation of the
interfering beams has been successfully developed and installed at our reactor [5]. Since that
time it was used for a series of quite spectacular fundamental quantum mechanical
experiments [6]. Although the overwhelming majority of this experiments had to be
performed on the high flux reactor of the Institute Laue-Langevin Grenoble simply because of
intensity reasons, it was essential to conceive and to prepare them at our reactor as well as to
be able to test the functionality of the various components of the final setup. And not to
forget, we and our involved students could accumulate sufficient know-how to finally realise
the experiments at the high flux reactor.
Again, facilities like a neutron interferometer definitely represent one of the most advanced
technologies in the field of neutron scattering and from that reasoning an unexperienced staff
at a low flux neutron source should not at all start with such a difficult topic. Because of its
complexity we will also not discuss it further here. Even only an introductory review would

go far beyond the scope of the present report. But on the other hand it is an outstanding
example of the importance of small reactors for the development and realisation of new
experiments and techniques, by giving young scientists the opportunity to improve their
experience and by giving them a chance to follow unconventional ideas and concepts, which
is often not possible at larger reactor facilities with their ultimate need of cost effective
exploitation of the available beam time.

2.3

Ultra Small Angle Scattering
M. Villa

The Double Crystal Diffractometer (Bonse-Hart camera ) [7] at the 250 kW TRIGA-Mark-II
reactor in Vienna is located at the beamline C (Fig. 1). It consists of two perfect silicon
channel cut crystals which have been adapted to a recently developed tail suppression method
[8]. Bonse-Hart Double Crystal Diffractometers (DCD) with multi-bounce channel-cut
crystals show rocking curves that depart dramatically from dynamical diffraction theory in
their wings [7]. The intrinsic background is many orders of magnitude higher than the
predictions of dynamical diffraction theory. This effect was studied at the Ultra-Small-AngleNeutron-Scattering (USANS) facility at the Atominstitut in Wien. It was found that the wings
of the rocking curve contained a large contamination from neutrons undergoing a single
Bragg reflection from the back face of the first reflector. This effect does not appear in similar
USAXS instruments due to the high absorption of X-rays in silicium, which is about four
orders of magnitude higher than for neutrons [9]. The scattered intensity also contains Bragg
reflections from the front and the back faces, and thermal diffuse scattering (TDS) from
internal volume. This contamination was eliminated by cutting a groove in the middle of the
back plate of the channel-cut crystals and inserting a cadmium absorber (0.8 mm thick) in this
groove.

Figure 5. channel-cut crystals with cadmium absorber
With this modification an additional suppression of the wings of the rocking curve of about
one order of magnitude was achieved. The total width of the rocking curve of the instrument
is about 0.51'' and the wavelength of the neutrons is 1.76 Å with a cross section of 2.6 x 2.6
cm. The minimum accessible scattering vector of the USANS instrument is about Qmin ≈ 5 x
10-5 Å-1, which corresponds to a maximum resolvable real space dimension of 2π/Qmin ≈ 1.2
x105 Å (12 µm). The improvement of the resolution of our instrument is shown in the figure
6.
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Figure 6. Rocking curves of the DCD diffractometer :
A triple triple bounce scheme; B triple triple bounce scheme with modified channel cut
crystals containing cadmium insert.

These two crystals are placed on a 1.2 meter long vibration isolated optical bench. The sample
to be investigated can be inserted in between the two crystals (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Schematic view of the Bonse-Hart camera.
Monolithic channel cut single crystals are used to reduce the wings of the Darwin curve. The
Si (331) plane of the crystal is used with an incident Bragg angle of 45° which corresponds to
the neutron wavelength of 1.76 Å. The analyser crystal can be rotated in steps of 0.1513 µrad
to measure the diffraction pattern. The observed full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
Braggs reflection is 3.3µrad and the Q-resolution is about 1.1x10-5Å-1.

3.4

Polarized Neutron Measurements
R. J. Buchelt

The following measurements were performed as a precise test for the spindependent
refraction of neutron beams at homogeneous magnetic fields of prismatic shape. The latter
were realized by permanent magnets with triangular pole shoes (10 cm baselength), providing
a maximum field of 0.96 T in a 10 mm high air gap. Below figure shows the experimental
USANS setup and the results of three measuring arrangements: the central curve gives the
intrinsic peak width of the empty Bonse-Hart-camera, the inner peaks appear with a single
prism inserted symmetrically (i.e. perpendicular) to the beam, the outer with two identical
prisms inserted.
The observed effect actually arises because, upon entering a static magnetic field, a neutron
beam is refracted according to its spin components. Hence, a prismatically bounded field
region induces a deviation in the propagation directions of the spin subensembles, i.e. an
angular separation of a few arc seconds which may be resolved later-on by the narrow
acceptance curves of silicon perfect crystals, as e.g. neutron interferometers are. The
described arrangement such acts as a neutron beam polarizer, according experiments have
already been performed [10].

Figure 8. Angular separation caused by magnetic prism refraction

4. Conclusion
We have shown that even at research reactors with low neutron fluxes a variety of valuable
possibilities exist both for applied and fundamental research. Besides the topics we have
presented her one should not forget two other important activities which are absolutely
necessary to operate any nuclear reactor, namely radiation protection and reactor technology.
For both of them qualified staff must be available, which in general can hold its standard only
if it is not only involved in running the reactor but is also engaged in state-of-the-art research.
Furthermore we have also not treated here the possibility to develop and to test new
techniques and facilities at a small research reactor which are intended for later use at high
flux neutron sources. Always during the last three decades this was a major field of effort at
our institute, the most outstanding example being, of course, the successful development of
the first neutron interferometer. And, once again, we finally want to stress the importance of
small reactors for the education of young scientists and for the preparation of experiments at
large high flux facilities.
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Abstract
In the last three years, TRIGA RC-1 plant staff is involved in collaborations with some roman
hospitals for the production of particular radioisotopes for the diagnosys and therapy in the field
of human cancer.
Further, the thermal column of TRIGA reactor has been prepared for neutron radiography and
tomography.
For another channel, instruments and equipment above neutron radiography and tomography are
in preparation phase.
This paper includes an overview of the experimental equipments properly developed by TRIGA
staff.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In the last years TRIGA RC-1 reactor (1 MW of power) has been involved essentially in
the following activities:
-

radioisotopes production for medical purposes;

-

neutron radiography and tomography.

2.
2.1

RADIOISOTOPES PRODUCTION FOR MEDICAL APPLICATIONS

In the 1997 a process for Sr89 recovery from human urines has been realized and patented.
Sr89 is a pure β emitter (1.46 MeV with 51 days about of half life), and it is used as pain
palliative in the bony tissue metastasis.
Strontium, injected by intravenous way as soluble salt, follows the same calcium metabolic
way and it is absorbed in the bone mineral structure, preferentially in high osteoblastic
activity regions, as those closed to metastatic lesions. In these areas, Sr89 develops his antipain action irradiating tumoral edges and interested osseous nervous terminations.
Each human administration is realized with about 150 MBq of not carrier-free Sr89 as
SrCl2. Up to 80% of Sr89 injected dose is eliminated with patient urines, with relevant
radioprotectionistic and economic problems.
The process realized in the TRIGA RC-1 radiochemical laboratory allows the total
recovery of Sr89 eliminated with patients urines, obtaining the isotope in their initial
chemical form to be re-injected in human use.

2.2

Cancer therapy by means of external radiation beams (γ-rays essentially) represents one of
the most used techniques for neoplastic pathology therapy, but it presents large fields of
inapplicability.
Injective radiotherapies, instead, aim to a lethal action towards tumoral tissues by an active
isotope selective transportation.
In the past, the use of gamma sources in form of needles or radioactive grains directly
inserted in solid tumoral tissues was reserved to

limited applications. This is due

essentially to the fact that a gamma emitter isotope deposits the dose spatially as an inverse
function of the squared distance and therefore they do not offer adequate spatial irradiation
selectivity.
It is well known that electrons from a β emitter radioisotope follow a dose deposition
function well described by a complicated exponential mathematical model. In this way, the
field of therapeutic efficacy of a β point form source is about one centimeter.
On the base of above considerations, in the TRIGA RC-1 radiochemical laboratory
processes to prepare micro-spheres of biological absorbable polymer containing a variable
quantity of beta emitter radioisotopes, contemporary suspended in a biocompatible gel for
a controlled administration, has been realized.
Small amounts of β emitter radioisotopes as Ho166 and Y90 to be included in polymeric
micro-spheres are produced by neutron irradiation in the rabbit facility of TRIGA RC-1
reactor.
The preparing process of the polymeric micro-spheres, containing β emitter isotopes in gel
suspension, is patented in Italy and Europe. A period of chemical experimentation is
already started.
More than thirty patients has been treated in the Nuclear Medicine Department of S.
Eugenio Hospital in Rome, for about sixty different medical applications on cerebral solid
tumors, splenic, hepatic, renal, cervical and single osseous metastasis. Preliminary clinical
results are particularly comfortable.
The following table shows the β emitter radioisotope production, including present and
upcoming activities.

Radioisotope

β energy
[MeV]

T1/2
[h]

Note

Y90

2.3

64

In production. Used for cancer therapy by intracavity injection

Ho166

1.8

27

In production. Used for cancer therapy by intracavity injection

Re186

1.1

91

Planned. To be used for cancer therapy
combined with anti-cancer molecules

Re188

21.

17

Planned. To be used for cancer therapy
combined with anti-cancer molecules and in
brachytherapy

3.

3.1

NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY AND TOMOGRAPHY

The radiography facility uses at present a thermal neutron beam from TRIGA RC-1
thermal column having with these main characteristics:

Beam diameter size

Thermal neutron flux

L/D collimation ratio

4 cm

~7.5 · 105 n/cm2/s

35

System configuration includes:
-

image system based on a ZnSAg+Li6 (NE426) neutron converter, light intensifier and
192x165 pixels cooled CCD camera with traditional optics;

-

tomography system for small samples.

In collaboration with La Sapienza Rome University (Department of Nuclear Engineering
and Energy Conversion), a technique to acquire 100 projections on 180° (with 1.8° step) is
under arrangement.
The technique uses original reconstruction software that is able to introduce a
spatial/temporal correction for the thermal neutron flux intensity on the entire beam section
using also various spatial filters to improve tomogram quality.

Acquisition time for 100 projections is 15 minutes about; the computing time is 30 minutes
about. Tests with known structure objects was performed in order to evaluate spatial
resolution and neutron absorption coefficient.
Reconstruction software has been successful tested with data provided by European
partners in the frame of COST-524 European Community Action, using matrix up to
512x512 pixels and implemented for higher order matrix.
Results obtained, very encouraging, give us the possibility to organize subsequent
experimental and realization phases following described.

3.2

These phases foresee to use a TRIGA RC-1 tangential beam having following principal
features:

Beam diameter size

Thermal neutron flux

L/D collimation ratio

12 cm

~7.5 · 107 n/cm2/s

>100

System configuration will be realized with:
-

a thermal neutron converter by scintillating optic fibers or imaging plate for thermal
neutron or amorphous silicon screen;

-

a 512x512 pixels cooled CCD camera with high quantum efficiency, to avoid use of
the light intensifier, with some improvement in acquisition time;

-

a fiber optics system, eventually, to ensure light guide from converter to CCD.

This implemented system will allow investigation on internal structure of objects having
transversal size up to 10 cm, both by radiography than neutron tomography. A two axis
movement systems for large objects (up to 1 meter) and a transversal increase of the
tomographer are also planned.

3.3

Upper described improvements will also sustain the development of a transportable system
for neutron radiography and tomography by means a neutron fast-pulsed generator to get
object structural information directly on site (for instance on airplane parts, bridge piers,
not transportable artistic object, etc.).
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ABSTRACT
Archaeometric many studies have been done by using neutrography in ITU
TRIGA Mark-II Training and Research Reactor for over 15 years. Tangential beam tube
has been arranged for using neutrography. Generally, transfer technique has been
preferred with using dysprosium screen, but indium screen also is used. Some studies are
explained which are all on the Anatolian artefacts. The first study from 13th century AD
and it belongs to Seljukian period from south-east Anatolia. It is plate from Great
Mosque door in Cizre. With the neutrography, painting traces are investigated on the
plates. Organic dye traces are noticed on some of plates, which have generally animal
figures. Other studies from Urartu period at the first millennium B.C, which are found at
the vicinity of Van on east Anatolia. Important one is sword that is found from a grave. It
has some corrosion defects. The neutrography is applied and shown that wood parts are
there. Another studies from İkiztepe Excavation site on north Anatolia. Many of artefacts
are examined by neutrography. Some of them it is noticed that animal post parts are
recognised from the radiograph of neutrography which may be used as covering parts..
An interesting result is from sword and its sheath that are corroded together. After the
neutrography applications, it noticed that there are a cloth between the sword and its
sheat. So, it was cause of corrosion to the artefact. By using neutrography, many
interesting and detailed results are observed in ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training and
Research Reactor. Some of them shouldn’t be recognised by using any other technique.

Keywords : Neutrography, ITU TRIGA Reactor, Artefacts, Seljukian, Ikıztepe
Excavation,
Urartu

INTRODUCTION
Neutron radiography is relatively different from other radiographic techniques. As
known that, the radiography is a technique for taking images by using ionising radiation
(Halmshaw, 1971). Radiography with electromagnetic radiation are well-known
technique in non-destructive testing for quality assurance or quality control (Mix, 1987).
Additionally, beta rays can be used for the radiographic purposes except electromagnetic
radiation and neutrons.
X-ray radiography is especially suitable up to 5 cm steel or equivalent materials.
Gamma rays penetrate the matter generally more effectively than X-rays, Radiography is
referred to by the type of ionising radiation, e.g. X-ray radiography, gamma radiography,
beta radiography or neutron radiography. Sometimes neutron radiography call as
neutrography
Examination of the antique artefacts is very important for the evaluation of the
antiquity. Sometimes, advance knowledge can be taken by using radiography. Mostly, Xray radiography is suitable for the examination of metal artefacts (Graham & Eddie,
1985). Gamma radiography is preferred technique for thick and dense parts. Beta rays
can be used for thin materials, e.g. cloth and paper due to low penetration of the matter.
Neutron radiography can be effectively used for organic or hydroxides materials. So,
neutron radiography solves some problem, which the other radiography techniques can
not.

METHOD
For taking of the radiography, an object on a radiographic film is placed in the
beam of radiation and image is produced by differences in absorption of the beam by the
matter. Attenuation of neutrons in matter is different from electromagnetic rays. A
comparison of the attenuation coefficients of electromagnetic radiation and thermal
neutrons is given in Fig. 1 (Von der Hardt and Röttger, 1981).
For the electromagnetic radiation, there is an approximately linear correlation of
the attenuation coefficient of X and gamma rays with atomic number. But, no linear
correlation for neutrons. The attenuation of neutrons can change case by element. This is
differing the neutrons from the electromagnetic radiation.

Neutrons are attenuated by some light materials such as water, hydrocarbons and
boron, but penetrate through heavy materials such as steel, lead and uranium. So,
neutrograhy is more useful for certain materials than the other radiographic techniques.

Neutron radiography can be applied in different ways. Generally, direct or indirect
methods are used (Harms & Wyman, 1986, Domanus, 1992). Mostly, indirect method
calls as “transfer method” and generally it is more preferable technique.
For all neutrographic applications, screen is a most important element for the
technique. In the direct method, a screen is used with short half-life e.g. gadolinium
(155Gd). It is used for induced radiation and the image is formed in the film directly,
which is placed in the backside of Gd screen. The transfer method relies on the build-up
of radioactivity in a foil due to
neutron absorption. For this method, dysprosium
(164Dy) and indium (115In) foils can be used without film. In this way, an activation image
is formed in the foil. After the irradiation, foil is transferred to a film in the darkroom.
The latent image formed in the film by decay radiation from the foil. Fig. 2 shows the
transfer method of neutrography schematically.
For the neutrographic applications, the object must be irradiated by neutrons in
the reactor or the with a neutron source. For this study, Istanbul Technical University
(ITU) TRIGA Mark-II Training and Research Reactor in Institute For Nuclear Energy is
used for the neutrographic irradiation of the artefacts.
ITU TRIGA Mark-II Reactor power levels in the steady state mode can range up
to
250 kW. The reactor has three beam tubes that one of them is tangential beam tube.
This beam tube arranged for the neutrography because of not towards the reactor core
directly.
The tangential beam tube has a neutrography set-up in it. In this paper, three
different archaeometric studies are explained which has observed for 15 years. In this
time interval two different neutrography set-up used in the tangential beam tube of ITU
TRIGA Mark-II Reactor. Both of them have neutron exposure room, an exposure car for
object, railway for exposure car and collimator in the tube (Tuğrul, 1990). Second and
last one is advanced and length to diameter (L/D) ratio is higher than the first one. This
ratio was 130 for the old collimator, but now it is 137.
Furthermore, collimator types are different. The first one has conical collimator in
the first step of the beam tube and soller slit collimator that is placed in the second part of
the tube. The old neutrography set-up is shown in Fig. 3.
The new collimator has only conical collimator, which made of aluminium plate
surrounded with boric acid. It has bismuth filter in the beginning of tube and the gamma
rays are absorbed (Doğan & Tuğrul, 1998). So, the irradiation beam has neutron beam

only. The new nuetrography set-up is shown in Fig.4 (Yavuz. & Durmayaz, 1992).
Tangential beam tube cross-section of ITU TRIGA Mark-II Reactor is shown in Fig. 5
(Yavuz et all, 1993). Neutron doses for the neutrography are 2.54 x 105 n/cm2.s. In this
tube n/γ ratio is 1.44 x 104 n/cm2.s.
Transfer method has generally preferred for these studies and dysprosium-164 foil
has been used as a screen. Exposure time can be changed according to the specifications
of the artefacts, but it is 30 minutes or more. Dy-164 foil is placed in the back side of the
artefact closely and irradiated in this geometry.
After the irradiation, the irradiation object and Dy-164 foil are taken and the foil
is waited with the films in the sandwich position in a cassette, which is placed in the
darkroom. Waiting time is more than three half-lives of the Dy-164 that means more over
the approximately 8 hours. Then the films are developed and the neutrographs are taken.
The films are used as D7 Agfa-Gevaert film.

STUDIES
Some studies are explained which are all on the Anatolian artefacts. Many of
artefacts have been studied in ITU Institute for Nuclear Energy by using radiograpic
techniques and other non-destructive testing methods. In this study, three different studies
which are using of neutron radiography, will be represented in the point of view
especially this technique.
The first study from 13th century AD and it belongs to Seljukian period from
Southeast Anatolia (Fig.5). It is plate from Great Mosque door in Cizre (Tuğrul, 1996;
Tuğrul et al, 1986).
The Great Mosque at Cizre is one of the most important mosques in southeastern
Anatolia. Its doors are unique example of Seljuk Art.
The base is constructed of two wooden sections, each 300 x 120 cm and is
covered with a brass plate and has brass fittings as showing of photograph in Fig. 6. The
door parts were moved from Cizre to Istanbul for exhibition of Anatolian Civilisation
Fair in 1983. During the exhibition studies, traces of patterns were discovered by chance
on the reverse side of brass plates. The patterns were not uniform, it was thought that
before it was used on the door, the brass plate had been used for another purpose. It is, in
fact, not a single piece but many small pieces of brass, which together form a pattern. It
was difficult, however, to determine the original pattern by the brass pieces using
conventional techniques. The first step was to X-ray the second section of the door to
examine certain areas, which had pattern traces on them. If determinate of the pattern

traces in the small brass pieces, they are taking out the door and recognise the patterns in
the reverse side of them.
Many other non-destructive testing methods have been applied of the door parts
for the different evaluation of view. The first paper is submitted in 1986 in the
International Symposium on Excavation, Survey and Archaeometry, Tuğrul et al, 1986).
After the complete of the evaluation of the results for all techniques, a article is published
in Journal of Near Eastern Studies (Tuğrul, 1996).
With the neutrography, painting traces are investigated on the plates. Organic dye
traces are noticed on some of plates, which have generally animal figures. That is evident
that the plate had been used before the door for the other purpose and the brass plate
sources are not same, but different. One of the neutron radiographs is shown in Fig 7.
Other studies from Urartu period at the first millennium B.C, which are found at
the vicinity of Van on east Anatolia. A sword is found in a grave from the excavation of
Altıntepe. These studies have been complete newly. It is submit to International
Symposium on Excavation, Survey and Archaeometry in 2001. The photograph of the
artefact is shown Fig 8. It has some corrosion defects. Firstly, X-ray radiography applied
on the artefacts whether the artefact is convenient for restoration-conservation or not. Fig.
9 shows the X-ray radiograph that is noticed that sword destroyed partly and it has some
metal accessories on it.
The neutron radiography is applied in ITU TRIGA Mark-II Reactor in this year
(2000). Neutron radiograph is shown in Fig. 10. From the radiograph, it can be noticed
wood parts are there. The wood may be used for the turning master of the sword before
placing in grave. So, they thought that nobody could be taken it from the grave due to
shape deformation.
An interesting result is from sword and its sheath that are corroded together
(Tuğrul, 1990, Tuğrul & Erdal, 1987). They have been found in İkiztepe excavation
studies. The study began in 1986 but continuing up to 1990. A paper submitted to
International Symposium on Excavation, Survey and Archaeometry in 1987.
Photograph of the sword and sheath in Fig. 11. X-ray radiography has been
applied firstly. The X-ray radiograph showed that the sword had been destroyed in large
part (Fig. 12) and was not suitable for conservation and restoration procedures. But it
couldn’t be recognise why it was destroyed in large amount.
Secondly, neutron radiography was carried out and can be seen in Fig. 13. After
the neutrography applications, it noticed that there are a cloth between the sword and its
sheath. The cloth layer continuing towards the bottom of sheath. Through the cloth, water
would have been introduced to the inside of the sheath. It was the main cause of
corrosion to the artefact. So, it was cause of corrosion to the artefact and destroying of
the sword. It is published in Archaeometry journal as an article in 1990.

CONCLUSION
With this study, many interesting and detailed results are observed in ITU TRIGA
Mark-II Training and Research Reactor by using the neutron radiography applications.
They can be concluded as;
•
•
•
•
•

Advanced properties of the artefacts can be determined
Some effective reasons for the artefact destroying can be noticed
Usage variety can be determined
Some of these results should not be recognised by using any other technique.
It can be reached all of the results non-destructively.
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Fig.1 Attenuation Coefficients of Electromagnetic Radiation and Thermal Neutrons
(Von der Hardt & Röttger, 1992)
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Fig. 2 Scheme of Transfer Method For Neutron Radiography

Fig. 3 Old Neutrography Set-Up

Fig. 4 New Neutron Radiography Set-up

Fig. 5 Tangential Beam Tube Cross-Section

Fig. 6 Photograph of A Door Part of Cirze Great Mosque

Fig. 7 Neutron Radiograph of A Plate of Cizre Great Mosque Which has Dye Traces on
It

Fig. 8 Photograph of A Urartu Sword

Fig. 9 X-Ray Radiograph of A Urartu Sword

Fig. 10 Neutron Radiograph of A Urartu Sword

Fig. 11 Photograph of Sword With Sheat from Ikiztepe Excavation

Fig. 12 X-Ray Radiograph of Sword With Sheat from Ikiztepe Excavation

Fig. 13 Neutron Radiograph of Sword With Sheat from Ikiztepe Excavation

DESIGN OF A MULTIPURPOSE 10MW TRIGA REACTOR
FOR EXPERIMENTS
by
W. L. Whittemore and J. M. Bolin
General Atomics
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The optimum design for a 10MW multipurpose reactor must take into account the
broad range of applications planned for the facility. These applications depend on one or
more of the following features of the reactor:
•

high neutron fluxes

•

location of thermal and/or fast neutron irradiations

•

beamports with sources of thermal or fast neutrons

•

beamports for cold (cryogenic) or hot (∼ 2000° K) sources

•

provision for pneumatic transfer of activation analysis targets

•

convenient, user-friendly access to a hot cell for handling irradiated targets

•

ample, convenient shielded storage for irradiated targets and experiments, handling
tools, and spent reactor fuel.

After selecting the reactor fuel guided by the requirements for fuel safety,
operational convenience, and implications of the in-core irradiation sites, the selection of
reflector is extremely important. This is because it is usually the reflector which provides
the locations for many irradiation locations and sources for beamport with cold, thermal,
epithermal, and fast neutrons. It is clearly the reflector which must accommodate the
cold (cryogenic) source or the hot (∼ 2000°K) source for the associated beamports.
In the following, several aspects of reflectors will be discussed as these provide
optimum features for the multipurpose reactor.
2.

REFLECTORS FOR RESEARCH REACTORS – GENERAL.

Four materials for reactor reflectors have been considered; namely, heavy water
(D2O), beryllium, graphite, and light water (H2O). Of these, D2O has a very long mean
free path between absorption events together with a particularly effective moderation of
fast neutrons. Boening (Ref. 1) has presented a curve (Fig. 1) that reveals the important,
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basic features of the four reflector materials. The four curves were calculated for a
compact core surrounded by a neutron poison; only fast neutrons leaked into each
reflector. The edge of the core in Fig. 1 is at a radial distance of about 10cm. The
resulting thermal neutron distributions are a result of the different effectiveness of
neutron moderation and different mean free paths for absorption.
Figure 1 shows that a D2O reflector produces the largest thermal neutron flux and
that it is spread over the longest distance from the reactor core. On the other hand, while
beryllium produces nearly the same peak neutron flux, the radial spread from the reactor
core of its high neutron intensity is greatly reduced compared to that for D2O. For light
water (H2O), the radial width at half height of the thermal neutron peak is only about
5cm – too small to accommodate a tangential neutron beamport.
A graphite reflector presents an interesting example. As shown in Fig. 1, the
spread of thermal neutron flux (as measured by its radial width from the reactor core at
half maximum) is greater than that for D2O. However, the great disadvantage of a
graphite reflector is the much smaller thermal neutron flux which is scarcely more than
half that for D2O.
3.

REFLECTOR FOR MULIPURPOSE TRIGA REACTOR.

The reflector system for a multipurpose TRIGA reactor that will optimally satisfy
the several requirements set forth in Section 1 above is shown in Fig. 2. Half of the core
is reflected by beryllium blocks with D2O reflecting the other half of the core.
3.1

Beryllium Reflector.

The beryllium reflector is typically constructed of individual reflector blocks.
Each beryllium reflector block (8.1 x 8.1cm2) has a central, vertical hole to accommodate
a target irradiation rig. This arrangement provides flexibility in as much as individual
beryllium blocks can be replaced or interchanged as needed to satisfy changing
irradiation programs.
Figure 3 is a radial flux distribution for thermal neutrons in the beryllium blocks
on two sides of the core. The first 8cm of the figure covers a portion of the fueled region
of the active core followed by beryllium. The light water (H2O) outside the beryllium
starts at a distance of 33cm. The flux levels in the two inner rows of beryllium blocks are
near the peak thermal neutron flux levels.
3.2

D2O Reflector

The D2O reflector extends to about 82cm from the reactor core. Light water
(H2O) surrounds the D2O tank on all sides except for the interface with the two sides of
the core. Figure 4 presents a radial distribution of thermal neutron flux starting at the
edge of the core (at about 8cm) and extending about 82cm to a distance in the figure of
90cm where the light water starts. The broad peak of the thermal flux is centered about
12cm from the core edge. A 10cm tangential beamport centered about 12cm from the
2

reactor/ D2O interface will optimize the source flux for the beamport. It may be noted
that the flux distribution in Fig. 4 is the perturbed thermal flux; i.e., the flux was
calculated with the beamport in place.
A neutron transmutation doping (NTD) facility for silicon is located about 30cm
from the reactor/ D2O interface (at about 38cm in Fig. 4). At this location, the thermal
flux level is considerably more than half the D2O peak flux level. Referring to Fig. 1, one
can see that at a similar radius of 38cm, the thermal flux in D2O considerably surpasses
that in any other type of reactor reflector.
Another advantage of the D2O is the reduction of fast neutrons at the optimal
beamport source location (∼20cm in Fig. 4). Figure 5 demonstrates that the fast neutron
flux decreases rapidly in a few centimeters of D2O. At 20cm in Figs. 4 and 5, the thermal
flux is near its broad peak value (∼ 8 x 1013 n/cm2.s) whereas the fast neutron flux has
decreased to 0.3 x 1013 n/cm2.s which is only about 4 percent of the thermal flux.
3.3

Effect of D2O Purity

A small addition of H2O in pure D2O can seriously decrease its effectiveness.
The reason is the relatively large absorption cross-section of hydrogen nuclei (330
millibarn) compared to 0.57 millibarn for deuterium nuclei. Typical high purity D2O
(99.85%) has a mean free path (MFP) between absorption events of 13,800cm. This
mean free path decreases rapidly with small additions of H2O to the D2O reflector. For a
10% addition of H2O, the MFP for absorption is lowered to 445cm. This large decrease
in MFP decreases the distance thermal neutrons can diffuse. To reach the NTD location
in Fig. 1, thermal neutrons must diffuse more than 30cm. MCNP calculations of the
axially averaged NTD thermal neutron fluxes have been made for various additions of
H2O to D2O up to 10%. At 5% H2O, the thermal flux is 1.38 x 1013 n/cm2.s, a 31% flux
decrease from the value with 99.85% D2O. These same calculations predict a smaller
percentage loss of thermal flux for distances closer to the reactor core. The reason, of
course, is that the thermal neutrons need to diffuse only a small distance with less chance
of premature absorption. At the center line of a tangential beamport (∼ 12cm from the
core) with 5% addition of H2O to the D2O reflector, the percentage loss of thermal flux is
only 6%.
For a TRIGA reactor, there are no safety implications accompanying the addition
of H2O to the D2O reflector. The excess reactivity decreases monotonically with
increasing fraction of H2O. The effect is the same for other types of fuel for research
reactors.
4.

CONCLUSION

The performance of a multipurpose research reactor depends on the types of
applications. For in-core irradiations, different reflectors affect mainly the reactivity and,
hence, lifetime performance of the core. However, many types of applications require
locations in the reflector. The choice of reflector(s) will have significant effect on the
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available neutron flux levels. Beryllium and D2O have special advantages. The
advantages of D2O lie in its superior thermal neutron flux levels and broad spatial
distribution. For beryllium, one of its advantages is that it is a solid. The reflector can
therefore be assembled from components that can be interchanged and/or replaced as
needed. Unfortunately, its thermal neutron flux is less than that for D2O and its spatial
distribution is considerately diminished compared to D2O.
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SOME POSSIBILITIES OF UTILISATION OF TRIGA
REACTORS IN THE FUTURE
Peter Stegnar, Anthony R. Byrne
Jozef Stefan lnstitute
Ljubljana Slovenia

Abstract
In this presentation, some possibilities for the future use of TRIGA reactors are discussed. The
use and practical applications of neutron activation analysis, both in instrumental and
radiochemical analysis, is presented based on the experience of the Institute's TRIGA Mark II
Reactor in Ljubljana. The limited use of isotope production for medicine and industry is also
discussed as well as some other potential applications, i.e. prompt gamma neutron activation
analysis and an approach to BNCT (Boron Neutron Capture Therapy). The possibility of using
TRIGA reactors for training in nuclear safety, radiological protection and other relevant fields of
science and technology is also addressed in the presentation.

COMPUTED IMAGE ANALYSIS OF NEUTRON
RADIOGRAPHS
M. Dinca, E. Anghel, M. Preda, M. Pavelescu
Institute for Nuclear Research, PO Box 78,
0300 Pitesti, Romania

Abstract
Similar with X-radiography, using neutron like penetrating particle, there is in practice a
nondestructive technique named neutron radiology. When the registration of information is done
on a film with the help of a conversion foil (with high cross section for neutrons) that emits
secondary radiation (β, γ) that creates a latent image, we name the technique neutron
radiography.
A radiographic industrial film that contains the image of the internal structure of an
object, obtained by neutron radiography, must be subsequently analyzed to obtain qualitative and
quantitative information about the structural integrity of that object.
There is possible to do a computed analysis of a film using a facility with next main
components: an illuminator for film, a CCD video camera and a computer (PC) with suitable
software.
The qualitative analysis intends to put in evidence possibly anomalies of the structure due
to manufactural processes or induced by working processes (for example, the irradiation activity
in the case of the nuclear fuel).
Quantitative, are measured on the image some parameters: dimensions, optical densities.
The illuminator has been built specially to perform this application but can be used for
simple visual observation. The illuminated area is 9x40 cm.
The frame of the system is a comparer Abbe Carl Zeiss Jena type, which has been
adapted to achieve this application.
The video camera assures the capture of image that is stored and processed by computer.
A special program SIMAG-NG has been performed at INR Pitesti that beside of the program
SMTV II of the special acquisition module SM 5010 can to analyze the image of a film.
The major application of the system was the quantitative analysis of a film that contains
the images of some nuclear fuel pins beside a dimensional standard. The system was used to
measure the length of the pellets of the TRIGA nuclear fuel.

1. Introduction
The underwater neutron radiography facility placed near the TRIGA pulsed reactor core
(ACPR) was used with good results for the examination of the irradiated and unirradiated
nuclear fuel pins. Were investigated TRIGA-SSR (HEU and LEU), experimental CANDU pins
and also a damaged control rod.
A dysprosium or indium screen is the converter of the neutron incident radiation into
secondary ionizing radiation. The recorder of the image is an industrial radiographic film, AZO
type in three ranges: NG1, NG2 and NG3 that records the secondary radiation from converter.
This is the transfer method and is suitable for examination of the irradiated nuclear fuel
pins.

Recently were done experiments for neutron radiography to the tangential beam port of
the ACPR. Results were very good with the same transfer method.
It is intended to build a new neutron radiography facility in the next two years that will be
positioned at the tangential beam port of the TRIGA-ACPR. Will be established an experimental
configuration which to allow the neutron radiography of the objects that cannot be investigated
with the underwater facility. Thus over two years we expect to develop new applications for civil
industry and other domains: archeology, arts and biology.
Among new methods based on CCD camera for image acquisition and a PC for image
analysis will be used the classical imaging system based on foil converters and films.
The image obtained of the film is analysed afterwards qualitatively and quantitatively.
Qualitatively, is examinated the general aspect of the image and are put in evidence the
possibly structure anomalies from manufacturing or induced by work processes.
Quantitatively, it is done the measurement on the image of some parameters such as:
dimensions and optical densities. On the images of the fuel elements were measured the lengths
and diameters of the pellets.
This qualitatively and quantitatively analyses were performed with a computed image
analysis system based on an illuminator, holder for films, CCD camera, PC and suitable
software.
2. The components of the system
2.1. The illuminator
This part of the system ensures a uniform, adjustable and intense illuminated field for the
visualization of the film contents up to 4 optical density level. The illuminator was built by own
design and is possible to be used into system and separately for qualitatively analysis. The
surface of the illuminated window is 9x40 cm2. This is manufactured in accordance with
Romanian regulations from STAS E 12766-89.
2.2. The Abbe comparer with new accessories
A very useful instrument used for this system is an Abbe comparer CARL ZEISS JENA
type. The comparer is on a special table that sustains also the illuminator and all other
components of the system. The comparer is able to measure the dimensions of mechanical
objects with accuracy up to 1 µm. The maximum length is 20.5 cm. The comparer has a movable
table that sustains the object and a graduated ruler. The comparer has two optical oculars. One is
to fix the guiding mark and other for reading the position with 1 µm precision. The difference is
the measure of the length. A holder for radiographical film is attached to the table of the
comparer. The film is put between two rectangular pieces of glass above the illuminator.
2.3 The remote control of moving
The table of the comparer can be moved only on a direction by hand or by a step-by-step
motor. The control arrives to motor from a driver that is commanded by computer. When the
system is working the film passes under the camera. The driver named SAM 01 has two parts:
one hard part SAM 01 ACT and other soft SAM 01 PROG.
The SAM 01PROG assures:
- the coupling to the SIMAG-NG program;
- the calibration of the driving system;
- the digital control of moving and the display of the coordinates;
- the registration of the coordinates.

The theoretical accuracy for the remote control of the moving of the film is 0.02 mm (the
linear change of place for a step of the motor) but experimentally was proved based on Abbe
comparer that only a few µm are involved due to gears.
2.4. The CCD camera
The image of the illuminated film is catched by an industrial black-white CCD camera
with high resolution. This camera is fixed to be able to be moved in three axes. The holder of the
camera is fixed on the frame of the system. The signal of the camera is sent to an acquisition
module – SM 5010. This module is placed into computer.
The camera resolution is near the best geometrical resolution obtained for the transfer
method.
2.5. The computer and the software
Computer and the module SM 5010 assure the image acquisition. The programs used are
MS DOS 5.0, Windows 3.1, SIMAG-NG and SM TV II.
SM TV II is the special program of the acquisition module and is used for processing of
the image regarding to the regions with the same contrast, enlargements, performs some studio
processing and assures the printing of the images on laser printer.
The special program SIMAG-NG was performed for this application in Visual Basic.
This program assures:
- the preparation of images for analysis;
- dimensional determinations based on special reticles;
- the calibration of the system based on a standard from the film. The standard is
measured previously using the Abbe comparer;
- the remote control for the change of place of the film;
- retrieving of previously images;
- the save of the new images.
The program has an interactive menu, buttons for control, boxes for interactive
information and a window for image. This is a very versatile program that will be performed
based on a new Pentium III PC.
3. Involved activities
Thanks to divergence of the collimated neutron flux the image of the pins is bigger and
for this reason is necessary to use a standard to define the real lengths.
A false TRIGA aluminum fuel element has at the positions of gaps of a real TRIGA pin
some circular channels that keep the water, a good contrast agent in neutron radiography. This is
the standard element used for dimensional measurements. The standard element appears on each
film beside the image of the fuel pins. The lengths on standard are measured with the help of the
Abbe comparer and have approximately the nominal length of a TRIGA pellet. Each pellet of the
pin will have nearby a standard length. Will be done the calibration and next step is the
measurement of the pellet of the pin. Are established the elongations of the pellets thanks to
irradiation.
This system offers the possibility to determine based on two different lengths on standard
the effective parameters D and L of the neutron radiography facility.
The lengths on a film are measured with accuracy from 0,05mm to 0.5 mm in function of
the objective of the CCD camera. The objective is chosen in function of the desired
determinations: length of the pellet, gap’s width, diameter of the pellet or the diameter of the
cladding.
The contrast of the film is better if the image is more illuminated. The brightness of the
image can be controlled subsequently with the help of the software. Therefore is established the

best illumination from illuminator then the image is stored. The illuminator is turn off and image
is analyzed from clipboard.
It is possible to obtain a negative or positive printed image avoiding the photo process to
obtain a positive photo for a publishing image.
Due to Abbe comparer the dimensional measurements are possible to be done in two
ways. First is the way that involves only the SIMAG-NG program. This means that the two
points between which the distance is measured after calibration with the standard, to be
simultaneously on an image. The distance is pointed immediately on screen in a box. The second
method is involved also when the standard is missing and use SIMAG-NG program and the
Abbe comparer. This situation is used only if it is known the magnification of the image due to
divergence of the neutron beam. The procedure is next:
- the image is enlarged on screen with god definition;
- it is traced on the image a right line rectangular to direction on which the measure is
done using the SIMAG-NG program. This right line remains fixed on screen and only
the image will translate if the table of the comparer is moved;
- thanks to values read on comparer with 1 µm accuracy is possible to do the difference
between them and to obtain the distance. The accuracy for establishment of the
guiding marks defines the final accuracy of this method. The real length is obtained
by correcting the previous distance with a correction factor due to divergence of
collimated beam. This factor of correction f = Lo/L (Lo is the real length of a standard
and L is the length measured on film of the same standard) is obtained once and may
be used subsequently if the examination was done in the same conditions. For our
facility and TRIGA fuel examination for a pellet, the correction factor is 1.0133. The
correction factor depends on the length of the object and is independently of the
position in the area of examination. If in the place of the film we put the standard is
possible to obtain the real length, Lo of the standard using Abbe comparer. The length
Lo was obtained like a mean value of more measurements.
For the image of four TRIGA pins and the standard element, using first method, were
obtained the values of the two pellets/pin presented in the next table. The standard element
values used for calibration were obtained using the second method.
Fuel pin
2022
2087
2120
2009

Pellet 2
(mm)
140,89
140,52
140,85
140,55

Pellet 1
(mm)
139,60
140,00
139,90
139,01
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The image of the system for computed analyses of the radiografical films
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TECHNIQUES TO OPTIMIZE THE NEUTRON
DIFFRACTOMETERS CONFIGURATIONS USING MEDIUM
FLUX STEADY STATE REACTORS AS NEUTRON SOURCES
I. Ionita
Institute for Nuclear Research Pitesti, Romania

Abstract
A new philosophy to optimize the experimental configurations in neutron diffractometry
is presented. Focusing conditions are deduced by canceling the significant contributions to the
scan variable variances. Both the crystal and time-of-flight diffraction is considered. The
focusing conditions refer to the optimum sample orientation and a proper choice of the
monochromator radius of curvature, for the crystal diffractometry, and to the optimum sample
and detector orientation, for the time-of-flight diffractometry. The focusing conditions deduced
for an idealized configuration can serve as a “0”-th order approximation in a numerical
optimization process.
1.Introduction
The neutron fluxes supplied by the available neutron sources are in the most cases too
week to satisfy the experimental requirements. For this reason the optimal use of the available
neutrons is of the greatest importance. The general philosophy to do it is to maximize the neutron
flux at sample by using neutron guides, supermirrors [1], or spatial focusing effects involving
flexible configurations and curved crystals. A different approach [2],[3],[4],[5], is to obtain the
required optimum experimental conditions not by getting focused beams at sample or anywhere
else, but only by decreasing as much as possible the scan variable variances.
This general procedure is applied to deduce focusing conditions for some idealized
significant configurations used in neutron diffractometry. Both the crystal and time-of-flight
diffractometry are considered. For the crystal diffractometry both the one and two crystals
monochromators are allowed while for the time-of-flight diffractometry the steady state sources
are taken into consideration.
2. The General Method
In the neutron diffractometry the scan variable is X1, the X vector component along the
Q0 direction, where X=Q-Q0 and Q = kf-kI; kf, kI are the wave vectors for the incoming
respectively the diffracted neutrons and “0” refers to the corresponding most probable value. The
scan variable is given by:
X1 = 2∆k sin θs + k ( γ f − γ i )
(1)
where γI ,γf are the horizontal divergence angles from the most probable trajectories, ∆k is the
wave vector spread, 2θs is the scattering angle; the indices i,f refer to the incoming respectively
the scattered neutrons.
The variables defining the neutron trajectories in phase space are all the spatial relevant
coordinates to which has to be added, for the time-of-flight diffractometry, the temporal
variables defining its emission respectively detection. All the spatial and temporal variables are
measured from the corresponding most probable values. The relation defining the temporal
variables is:
h (t
2 πm f

∆k
− t 0 ) = ∆L − L
k k k

(2)

where L is the neutron flight path from source (from chopper center for a steady state source) to
detector, h is the Plank constant and m is the neutron mass.
For the crystal diffractometry the Bragg constraints have to be considered:
l
γ i − γ f = 2 m sign (θm + χ m )
(3)
Rm
∆k
γ −γ
= cot θm i f
(4)
2
k
The relation (2) and (4) defines the ∆k in (1) for the time-of-flight respectively the crystal
diffractometry. To these relations must be added the geometrical relations giving the horizontal
angular variables expressed through the spatial significant variables l0, ls,, ld, , lm, the source,
sample, detector and monochromator lengths; Rm is the crystal radius of curvature.
The general procedure is to express the scan variableX1 through spatial and, for time-offlight diffractometry, temporal variables and to cancel the major contributions, i.e. the l0, ls,, ld, ,
lm coefficients.
3.The Crystal Diffractometry
3.1 One Crystal monochromator
The geometry of the experimental configuration (fig.1) gives for the γ0 ,γ1 ,γ2 variables:
L0 γ 0 = lm sin(θm − χ m ) − l0
(5)
L1γ1 = ls cos(θs + χs ) + l m sin(θm − χ m) (6)
L 2 γ 2 = ld − ls cos(θs − χs )
(7)
where LI are distances between the diffractometer components, θm ,χm are the monochromator
Bragg respectively cutting angle and χs is the sample orientation angle.
Following the above-described procedure and canceling the lm coefficient, one obtains:
Lsign (θ + χ )

m
m
R m = 2a−
2a 1 sin( θ m −χ m )
where a=-tanθs/tanθm and signα= absα/α.
Canceling the “ls” coefficient one obtains:
2
tan χ s = cot θs [1 −

1+ ( 2a −1) LL12

(8)

]

(9)

If we define αs as the inclination angle measured from the monochromatic beam direction, one
obtains:
cos( 2θ s ) − ( 2a −1) LL12

cot α s =

(9)’

sin( 2θ s )

αs = χs +θs +π/2
The relations (8) and (9) represent the focusing conditions for this configuration.
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3.2. Two crystals monochromator
The geometry of the experimental configuration (fig.2) gives the “γ” variables:
(10)
L 0 γ 0 = −l 0 + l m1 sin(θ m1 + χ m1 )
L1γ1 = l m1 sin(θ m1 − χ m1 ) + l m 2 sin(θ m 2 + χ m 2 )
(11)
L 2 γ 2 = l m 2 sin(θ m 2 − χ m 2 ) + l s cos(θs + χ s )
(12)
L 3 γ 3 = −l s cos(θs + χ s ) + l d
(13)
The Bragg constraints, for the two crystals, are:
l

γ 0 + γ1 = 2sign (θ m1 + χ m1 ) m1
R m1
l

γ 2 + γ1 = 2sign (θ m 2 + χ m 2 ) m 2
R m2
∆k 1
cot θ m1
= ( γ 0 − γ1 )
k
2
∆k 2
cot θ m 21
= ( γ1 − γ 2 )
k
2

(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

To these constraints it has to be added the conditions that the neutrons reflected by the first
crystal must have a proper wave-length to be reflected by the second crystal, i.e.
(18)
∆kI=∆kf
or, from (16) and (17)
γ2=γ1(1-am)+amγ0
(18)’
with am=tanθm2/tanθm1.
The relations (18),(15),(14) are compatible with the geometrical relations, (10)-(13), only for
certain values of the crystals radii of curvature, given by:
a m −1
sign (θm1 + χ m1) sin(θm1 − χ m1 )
a m L1

1
R1

=

1
R2

=−

a m −1
L1

sign(θ m 2 + χ m 2 ) sin(θ m 2 + χ m 2 )

(19)

If it is used the relations (17), (11), (12) to express the γ1,γ2,∆k in (1) and lm1,lm2 are eliminated
using the relations (10)-(13) and (14),(15), it is obtained, by canceling the “l0” coefficient:
L2
L1

=

a
1+ 2ma sin( θ m 2 − χ m 2 )
1− a m sin( θ m1 + χ m1 )

(20)

By canceling the ”ls” coefficient, it is obtained:
tan χ s = cot θ s

ξ −1
ξ +1

(21)

with
ξ=−
α1 =

L 3 2(a + a m ) −1− 2α 1 (1− a1m )(a + a m −1)
L 2 2a −1− 2α (1− a m ) 2 + α (1+ α 2 − a m )
am
m
1
2
1 am

L 0 sin(θ m1 − χ m1 )
,α2
L 1 sin( θ m1 + χ m1 )

=

L 2 sin(θ m 2 − χ m 2 )
L 1 sin(θ m 2 + χ m 2 )

(21)’
(21)”

The relations (19), (20), (21) are the focusing conditions for this geometry.
4.The time-of-flight diffractometry
4.1Steady state source
The geometry of the considered setting (fig.3) gives:
L0γ 0 = l ch − l 0
L1γ 1 = l s cos(θ s + χ s ) − l ch

(28)

L2γ 2 = l d cos χ d − l s cos(θ s − χ s )
In this case t0 is the moment when the neutron reaches the chopper center, L=L1+L2 and
∆L = l d sin χ d − 2l s cos χ d sin θs
(29)

I0

I ch

L2

L1

Fig.3
The constraints introduced by the chopper presence is given by:
t0 =

γ2
ω

(30)

Introducing (2), (28), (30), (31) in (1) and canceling the “l0” coefficient one obtains
tan θ s = − πmω (L1 + L 2 )
(31)
hk

Canceling the “ld” coefficient one obtains:
tan χ d = −

L tan θ s
2L 2

Canceling the “ls” coefficient one obtains:
tan χs =

4 tan θs
L

+ πmhkωLL1 + ω tan θ s ( L11 + L12 )
hk tan θs
1
1
L 2 − (1+ πmLω ) L1

(32)

(33)

The equations (32), (33)gives the optimum detector and sample orientation angles while (31)
gives the optimum angular speed.
5.Conclusions
The above-described procedure allows for the focusing conditions deduction in the case
of the crystal and time-of-flight diffraction idealized configurations.
The idealized focusing conditions can serve as “0”-th order approximation in a numerical
optimization process.
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MULTI - ELEMENT DETERMINATION BY NEUTRON –
INDUCED PROMPT GAMMA – RAY ANALYSIS
D. Bărbos, M. Mladin, A Datcu
Institute for Nuclear Research, PO Box 78,0300 Pitesti, Romania

Abstract
A prompt gamma neutron activation analysis ( PGNAA ) system was constructed at
TRIGA reactor. The system is linked at the radial neutron beam tube at ACPR TRIGA reactor.
During the PGNAA – system is in use the ACPR reactor will be operated in steady – state mode
at 250 kW maximum power.
The main parts of the PGNAA – system are:
- Gamma and neutron filter and collimator
- Sample holder and low background shielding
- Induced prompt gamma rays detection system
Thermal neutron flux at the sample location is 7.52*105 n/cm2*s for a reactor power of
100kW. Cadmium ratio is RCd = 80. Neutron beam diameter as determinated through indium foil
irradiation is 50mm.
Measurements were done in order to determinate boron –10 and gadolinium –157
isotopic abundance, isotopes that will be introduced in Cernavoda NPP shut-down systems.
These measurements were related to a standard sample.
The sensitivity for B, Gd and Sm are 8cps/mg, 10 cps/mg, 8 cps/mg respectively.
1. Introduction
A prompt gamma neutron activation analysis ( PGNAA ) is an elemental and isotopic
analytical technique in which prompt gamma – ray emitted within 10-14s after neutron capture
reaction are measured. Although this analytical methodology is similar to instrumental neutron
activation analysis ( INAA ), PGNAA is characterized by its capability for nondestructive multi
– elemental analysis and by its ability to analyze elements that cannot be determinate by INAA.
In addition, due to the negligibly low residual radioactivity after analyzing by PGNAA, same
sample can be used for the other analytical methods.
According to calculation [1] the analytical sensitivity of PGNAA is higher than INAA
under the same neutron and gamma – ray measurement conditions.
PGNAA technique is based on the interaction of the neutrons with the nuclei contained in
a sample. Upon capturing a thermal neutron, a target nucleus gains energy, which produce a
compound nucleus in an excited state. This process may be represented symbolically by the
form:
A
Z

X

+

1
0

n


→

(

A +1
Z

X

) →
*

A +1
Z

X +γ

1 .1

A
is target and compound nuclei. The compound nucleus (Z A+1X )* is
Where
Z X
produced in an excited state. The γ denotes the prompt gamma ray emitted from the
instantaneous decay of the compound nuclide. These neutron capture gamma ray are usually
emitted in less than 10-12s.

Prompt gamma ray-peak emitted following the ( nth, α) reaction 10B has a specially shape.
The isotope 10B absorbs neutron via the ( nth, α) reaction, for which the cross – section is 3837b.
The reaction is exoenergetic, 94% of the events result in the product 7Li* being left in the first
excited state at 478 keV and 7Li nucleus recoil with an initial kinetic energy of 840keV. The de –
excitation of 7Li* nucleus is Doppler - broadened. Thus the 478 keV gamma – ray is
symmetrically broadened by ± 7.6 keV, resulting a characteristic line shape in the observed
gamma – ray spectrum.
2. System construction
2.1 Neutron and gamma filter and collimator
ACPR – TRIGA reactor is a LWR in an open pool and uses a fuel of mixed zirconium –
hydride and 20% 235U enriched. This type of reactor can be operated at a maximum power peak
of 20000MW in pulsed mode and 500kW maximum power level in steady – state mode.
Thermal neutron flux in central experimental hole is about 1012n/cm2*s when reactor is
operated in steady – state mode.
This reactor is provided with two (radial and tangential ) horizontal beam tubes.
PGNAA system is linked to the radial beam tube of ACPR reactor. This solution was
chosen because neutron difractometer was linked at the radial beam tube of TRIGA – SSR
reactor.
In Fig.1 schematic layout for neutron and gamma-ray filter and collimator is presented.
The filter is composed by a sintered nuclear graphite plug ( L= 1413mm and Φ=200mm )
in which a two-diameter hole was bored. Over a length of 450mm hole diameter is 101.2mm and
over the rest the length it is 100mm. In the largest diameter portion a silicon single crystal having
a length of 450mm and diameter of 101mm was inserted. Silicon single crystal acts as a filter by
rejecting most of the fast neutrons and gamma rays and in the same time transmitting most of
thermal neutrons. The total cross – section decrease to a minimum value close to 0.05MeV
energy[2]. Thermal neutron transmition factor for silicon single crystal at room temperature is
about 40%. Our computation showed that a 50% increase of thermal neutron flux transmition
could be reached if the single crystal is cooled to 77K.
If a bismuth single crystal would replace the silicon single crystal, the results would be
more striking. If we note the ratio:
R = Φ(E<10eV)/ Φ(0.4eV>E<10eV)
It results:
- for silicon single crystal at 300K: R = 71
- for silicon single crystal at 77K: R = 96
- for bismuth single crystal at 300K: R = 5580
- for bismuth single crystal at 77K: R = 35700
Neutron beam collimation is obtained by using four collimators placed in the rear side of
neutron filter. The first is filled with borated paraffin ( 30% B ) with a length of 575mm. The
second collimator consists of several annuli of lead with overall length of 575mm. The hole
bored in this collimator is cone – shaped with the final inner diameter of 50mm.
Behind this collimator is a beam shutter. The third collimator is made of lead annuli with
the inner diameter of 50mm and the length of 115mm. The fourth collimator is water filled
cylinder and inside is a circular hole of 50mm diameter . Last collimator element has 1000mm
length. The effect obtained with these collimators is a narrow neutron beam directed inside the
beam catcher. This mixed collimator (graphite, boron paraffin, lead and water) has another
advantage: low neutron and gamma background around the direct neutron beam.
2.2. External shielding and sample position
Main criteria for external shielding as follows:
a) the lowest possible space radiation of neutron and gamma ray to allow maximum
safety for operation personal and installation,

b) low background in the observed gamma ray spectra
c) low incident neutron number on gamma ray detector,
External shielding is showed in Fig.1
The neutron beam travels outside the collimator through 2 boxes. First, is a simply box
filled with helium gas at normal pressure. The second is a box in which the sample is placed for
irradiation. The two boxes are filled with helium gas at normal pressure in order to avoid loss of
beam intensity by neutron absorption in air, and in addition nitrogen capture gamma- ray are
removed from the background.
Sample positioning is achieved by mounting samples on a large hollowed – out
aluminum frame which is mounted in the sample hole at a 45o angle with respect to the axes of
the beam and the detection system. Samples are usually packaged in teflon or polyethylene bags.
2.3. Detectors
The gamma–ray detection system consist of an HpGe detector of 16% efficiency (
detector model GC1518) with 1.85 keV resolution capability. The HpGe is mounted with its axis
at 90o with respect to the incident neutron beam at distance about 200mm from the sample
position.
In order to increase sample – detector distance up to 400mm the Dewar vessel is placed
on a mobile pathway.
An inner Pb shielding of 100 thickness and 135 mm length surrounds the HpGe detector.
The incident gamma –ray beam from the irradiated sample must pass through a 50mm diameter
collimator and 135mm length.
Since the gamma – ray detector is susceptible to damage by either fast or thermal
neutrons; the end cap of HpGe detector is surrounded by a fussed LiF ( 35% 6Li enriched ) cup
with thickness of 30mm. The isotope 6Li absorbs thermal neutron primarily by reaction
6
Li(n,α)3He and this reaction has the advantage that the reaction product is in ground state and
no gamma – ray will emitted.
In the gamma–ray spectrum is possible to appear the 693keV peak caused by inelastic
fast neutron scattering to the first excited state in 72Ge. A second peak at 595keV is a measure of
the capture of thermal neutron by HpGe detector.
3. Characteristics of the system
3.1. Neutron beam
Neutron beam position and shape in the sample holder location was determinate by
In100% foil irradiation for 46min. The obtained image was transferred to MG2 radiography. In
this film was observed a circular spot, with 50mm diameter, a good contrast and slightly diffuse
edge and homogenous as shown in Fig.2. The analizis of this image shown thermal neutron beam
good collimation in circular beam with 50mm diameter right at 300mm distance from collimator
exit. It was not observed any other impression besides the central spot.
Thermal neutron flux at the sample position was measured by foil activation method.
There were irradiated two Au 100% thin foils. One of them was covered with 1mm thickness
cadmium. The bare foil was irradiated 1h and cadmium covered foil 4h at 100kW reactor power
level. From foil induced activity was computed thermal neutron flux with neutron energy lower
than cadmium cut-off ( E<0.05eV):
Φscd = 7.52*105n/cm2/s
and cadmium ratio is: RCd = 80.
3.2. Measurements results
B and 157Gd concentrations in samples extracted from Cernavoda NPP shut – down
systems were determinated by reporting the count rate/gram of the peaks of the analysed samples
10

to the standard ones. Irradiation time was 1000s and sample weight ranged between 0.014 –
0.065g. Isotopes determination accuracy was less than 4%.
Measurements for method sensitivity determination were done for B, Gd and Sm. For this
a number of aqueous dilutions, which contained the specified elements in various concentrations,
were prepared. In figures 3,4 and 5, the curves which show the counts rate versus elemental
concentration, are represented. Sensitivities and concentrations are presented in Table 1.
CONCLUSIONS
To improve the PGNAA system performance thermal neutron flux intensity has to be
increased. This can be achieved through reactor power raise up to 250 – 300kW and through
replacement of silicon single crystal with a bismuth one.
For the same aimed acquisition system, which can be operated in Compton, suppression
mode is needed.

Figure1
Schematic layout of PGNAA facility at TRIGA - ACPR reactor
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Boron solution calibration curve
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Samarium solution calibration curve
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Table 1.
Element

Concentration

Sensitivity

(mg /g sample)

(cps/mg)

B

0.06 – 3.072

8

Gd

0.024 – 2.44

10

Sm

0.0404 – 1.77

8
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SAFETY ENHANCEMENT AND POWER UPGRADE OF
BANDUNG TRIGA 2000 REACTOR
By: Putranto Ilham Yazid and A. Hanafiah1

Abstract
“Safety Enhancement and Power Upgrade of Bandung TRIGA 2000 Reactor”. Bandung TRIGA
Mark II reactor was firstly commissioned in 1965 for a nominal power of 250 KW thermal. In 1971,
the nominal power was increased to 1000 KW. Currently, the reactor (renamed as Bandung TRIGA
2000 reactor) has a maximum power of 2000 KW thermal. The purpose of the reactor upgrading is
to increase the nominal power as well as to enhance the safety of the reactor. Except the reactor
console, fuel elements, rotary specimen rack and reactor biological shielding, the whole system is
upgraded. A new reactor tank is installed to replace the old heavily corroded reactor tank. The
whole reactor cooling system and diffuser are replaced with new and higher capacity system. The
demineralizer system is now separated from the primary cooling system that makes the maintenance
of reactor tank water more efficient and effective. The new reflector assembly is also installed,
replacing the old core and reflector which are already highly activated. Instead of four, now five
control rods are controlling the operation of the reactor. Bandung TRIGA 2000 reactor went critical
at May 13, 2000, with 55 fuel element core loading. The maximum power of 2000 KW is reached a
month later. The theoretical calculation for predicting the critical Uranium mass and other neutronic
parameters is difficult to perform due to the use of mixed type of fuel elements as well as the
uncertainties in burnup data of burned fuel elements. A lot of experiences is gathered from the
upgrading work, especially in dealing with highly activated material, such as: bellows assembly and
rotary specimen rack.
Keyword: Power upgrade, Bandung TRIGA 2000.
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Abstract
The development of fast neutron benchmarks is a historical aim of reactor physics.
The dry experimental tube situated in the central region of the TRIGA Annular-Core
Pulsing Reactor (ACPR) core offers a suitable neutron source for fast neutron benchmark
development.
Our proposal consists in the placement of a high-enriched uranium annular converter into
the dry channel of the core.
Preliminary computations and measurements are presented in this paper.
Neutron flux computations in the dry channel and the uranium converter were performed
using MCNP and WIMS codes. Also neutron flux spectrum measurements and fast and thermal
neutron flux distribution measurements were performed using foil activation techniques.

INTRODUCTION
Standards are required in all branches of science and technology beyond the stage at
which exploratory empirism is replaced by a need for accurate and trustworthy metrology. This is
the case of reactor physics and neutron dosimetry. The development of fast neutron benchmarks
is a historical aim of reactor physics. The value and usefulness of the concept of the intermediateenergy standard neutron field has been recognized by a number of international experts.
The TRIGA Annular-Core Pulsing Reactor (ACPR) is a pool type pulsed reactor. The
main feature of the reactor is the 9" diam. dry experiment tube, which occupies the central region
of the core. In this large, dry cavity, experiments can be exposed to a fast neutron fluency of
1015 n/cm2 in a single pulse, or to a fast neutron flux on the order of 1013 n/cm2s in steady-state
operation. The reactor is capable of continuous steady-state operation at power levels up to 500
kW [1].
Our proposal consists in placing of a high-enriched uranium annular converter (tube) into
the dry channel of the core. The fast neutron spectrum generated on this way contains fast fission
neutrons resulting from the fission reactions in the uranium converter, and fast component of the
reactor spectrum that penetrates the uranium tube. In order to cut the thermal component, a boron
based shielding can be introduced into the uranium tube.
Preliminary computations and measurements are presented in this paper. Neutron
spectrum computations in the dry channel and into the uranium converter were performed using
WIMS code. Also neutron flux spectrum measurements and fast and thermal neutron flux
distribution measurements were performed using foil activation techniques.

NEUTRON SPECTRUM COMPUTATION
Neutron spectrum computations in the dry channel and into the uranium converter were
performed using WIMS code. The converter is a 93 mm o.d. tube containing high enriched (80%)
uranium – aluminum alloy with aluminum cladding.
The results obtained (WIMS 69 groups outputs) for dry channel and uranium tube with
0.5 cm boron shielding are presented in figure 1. The shielding is positioned inside the uranium
converter.
∑ EΦ(E )∆E ,
The estimated value of mean energy of the fast spectrum, computed as E =
∑ Φ(E )∆E

on the 69-group WIMS output, is 1.28 MeV. The same computation, using WIMS output as input
for SAND II code [2], carries out a value of 1.268 MeV. The neutrons with energies above 1
MeV represent 41.6%.
A comparison between some spectral characteristiques of a few recommended fast
benchmark neutron spectra [3,4] and our estimation is presented in table 1. The mean energy
value and the fast neutrons (E>1 MeV) weight place our fast neutron benchmark proposal among
the hardest available neutron spectra.
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Figure 1 Computed neutron spectra in ACPR experimental channel
Table 1 Comparison between fast neutron benchmarks
Neutron spectrum
Cf252 Spontaneous Fission - NBS Evaluation [3]
U235 Thermal Fission - NBS Evaluation [3]
BIG-TEN - 10 % Enriched Uranium Cylindrical
Critical Assembly (LASL) [3]
ΣΣ-ITN - Coupled Thermal/Fast Uranium + Boron
Carbide Spherical Assembly [4]
TRIGA-ACPR with High Enriched Uranium Converter

Neutrons
above 1 MeV
weight (%)
70.3
67.9

Mean
energy
(MeV)
2.12
1.98

14.3

0.60

21.9

0.76

41.5

1.27

Figure 2 ACPR – TRIGA core and detector holder

NEUTRON FLUX-SPECTRUM MEASUREMENTS
Neutron flux spectrum measurements in the ACPR core central dry channel were
performed using multi-foil activation techniques. Activation and fission reaction rates were
obtained by absolute measurement of the induced activity and some fission products activity
using gamma spectroscopy techniques.
Irradiation and monitoring
The foil detectors were placed into an aluminum detector holder that can be introduced in
the central channel using the experimental tube offset (see figure 2). The foil detectors are
positioned in the core mid-plane. The reactor was operated in steady-state mode at a power level
of about 100 kW.
For irradiation monitoring a high-speed data acquisition system using a PC with PCL card
were used. The signal (linear power) is recorded each 0.1 second during the irradiation of the
foils. Also start/end of the irradiation can be identified on the graph. We can observe two spikes
corresponding to the moments when the detector holder plates traverse the upper reflector (see
figure 3). The second spike from the introducing profile (upper plate traverse the upper reflector)
and the first spike from the removal profile (upper plate traverse the upper reflector) determines
the irradiation time.
The monitoring data are used to normalize the irradiations and to perform irradiation
profile corrections if necessary.
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Figure 3 Irradiation monitoring
Flux spectrum measurement in ACPR dry channel
For flux spectrum measurements, the multifoil activation method was applied. The
neutron spectra and flux are obtained by unfolding from measured reaction rates. Sixteen
thermal, epithermal and threshold foil reaction rates were measured. For gamma spectrum
counting a high purity Germanium detector connected to a spectrometer with multichannel
analyzer installed on PC with ADC interface were used. The spectrometer is absolute efficiency
calibrated for the usual counting distances.

The measured reaction rates are corrected for irradiation profile and normalized to one of
the irradiations. The irradiation profile corrections are not significant, having values in the range
0.01% - 1.2%. Self-shielding corrections for the activation foils are also applied. The selfshielding corrections are computed using Monte-Carlo simulation methods [5].
The solution spectrum obtained by the SAND-II code [2] runs, and the response functions are
presented in Figure 4. The solution is obtained after 6 iterations with a standard deviation of
measured activities equal to 5.78 %.
The epithermal energies are not well covered by response functions. Cadmium covered
U235 or Pu239 foil detectors can be used to obtain a better response functions covering in the
epithermal region.
The guess spectrum used for unfolding was generated using SAND II energy mesh
according to the formula:
−
∆(E / kTn )
E
kTn
Φ (E ) = Φ th
+ Φ epi
e
,
2
E
(kTn )
E

and matched to fission spectrum at 0.5 MeV. The

Φ th

Φ epi

ratio is estimated from measured

cadmium ratio of Au197(n,γ) reaction.
The integral flux measured value is 1.3 1012 n/cm2s. On have to note that the foils were
irradiated a few cm below the core center. For this reason the computed spectrum, presented
above, could not be used as guess spectrum. In the ACPR experimental channel the fast neutron
weight in the spectrum is not constant along the vertical axis [1].

Figure 4 Unfolding solution spectrum
Fast and thermal flux distribution
The fast and thermal neutron flux distributions were measured using Ni, respectively Lu
wires, placed into the detector holder. The irradiated wires are cut, in 1 cm samples, after
irradiation and measured relatively for gamma activity of reaction products. The relative flux

distributions are normalized using the same reaction rate absolute measurements, to the fast and
thermal absolute neutron flux, obtaining in this way the absolute fast and thermal flux
distributions presented in figure 5. Two irradiation were performed. The first irradiation has
covered 33 cm, and the second has covered 61 cm, starting under the experimental cavity (the
bottom reflector were removed during the measurements). On remark the repeatability of the two
measurements.
The fast flux decrease rapidly on the vertical axis, in comparison with the thermal flux. As
consequence, the neutron spectrum is not constant along this direction.
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Figure 5 Fast and thermal flux distributions
CONCLUSIONS
Although both the measurements performed and the Safety Analysis Report [1] point out
the variation of fast neutron weight in the spectrum along the vertical axis, one can observe (see
Figure 6) that, along a distance of 20 – 25 cm, major changes of spectral composition are not
present.
As a result, major spectral modifications in the uranium converter are not expected along
the vertical axis, especially in this range of interest.
Comparison to other benchmarks (Big Ten and ΣΣ) points out a neutron spectrum
significantly harder.
One estimates that the available experimental zone will be a cylindrical cavity of 80 mm
diameter, and of 20 cm (max. 25 cm) high.
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Figure 6 Fast/thermal flux ratio

The next steps in our project are:
• Estimation of the uranium converter activation during irradiation in order to clarify
handling problems
• Estimation of the power density and heat release during irradiation, including pulsed
operation
• Fast flux-spectrum and flux distribution measurements in the uranium converter
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ABSTRACT
For the evaluation of the radiation measurements including all the records are
evaluated together for over 20 years experience of ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training and
Research Reactor. In addition to the routine measurements, monitoring of the radiation levels
of the special places in the reactor are evaluated also which can be important for the special
working conditions. For the evaluation of the personnel monitoring, all the records are
investigated for radiation workers of the ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training and Research Reactor
which has 250 kW full power. Evaluation of air and water samples are tabulated for the ITU
TRIGA Mark-II Training and Research Reactor. Water samples have been taken from two
cooling systems and cooling tower. Air samples have been taken from the filter of ventilation
system. Results of the all radiation measurements and their evaluation according to the
maximum permissible levels in the point of view of nuclear safety and public safety. It is
evident that; ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training and Research Reactor has been operated in safe
condition since the reactor criticality date on 11 March 1979.

INTRODUCTION
Nuclear safety is receiving much attention in the popular news media and technical
journals and is often a topic of discussion and debate at meetings of civic clubs, professional
societies, etc. The main concerns of the public are focused on;
1. Radioactivity in routine effluents and its effect on human health and the
environment
2. The possibility of serious reactor accidents and their consequences
3. Transportation accidents involving radioactive wastes
4. The disposal of radioactive waste particularly high-level wastes, and
5. The possible theft of special nuclear materials and their fabrication process

In response to these concerns the nuclear technology has adopted the defense-in depth
approach to nuclear safety. This relies upon;
1. The careful design, construction and operation of nuclear facilities
2. The incorporation of systems to prevent such malfunctions as does occur from
turning into major accidents.
3. Built in systems to limit of maximum permissible level doses.

The defense-in-depth concept can be viewed as having some prevention;
1. Redundant sources of in-reactor systems
2. Sensitive detection systems to warn of incipient events
3. Systems for automatic shutdown of reactors on a signal from monitoring
instruments
By using these concepts, the safety measurements have been taken routinely ITU
TRIGA Mark-II Training and Research Reactor, and in this study it will be evaluated for the
nuclear safety consideration.

PROCEDURES FOR THE SAFETY MEASUREMENTS
ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training and Research Reactor is a 250 kW power tank type
reactor but it can goes up to 1200 MW(t) for pulsing mode. The reactor is the second research
reactor in Turkey, but it is longest operated one for the country. Furthermore, it had a unique
operated research reactor during the period of 1996-1998 in Turkey also.
This reactor has a thermal column additional to three beam tubes; as namely piercing,
tangential and radial tubes (Safety Report, 1977). It has two cooling loops and a heat
exchanger between them and one cooling tower on the second cooling loop as known.
For the radiation measurements of the reactor, it is monitored frequently to determine
the radioactivity present on surfaces and in the air. Generally, two type radiation monitors are
used for this purpose as namely area monitors and survey meters (Yener, 1998).
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Area monitors have been used for the continuously monitors the radiation present in
air. In Istanbul Technical University (ITU) TRIGA Mark-II Training and Research Reactor,
five area monitors are placed and radiation is monitored continuously and it can be controlled
by the reactor control room (Tuğrul, 1982). If the radiation levels goes up to the maximum
permissible levels, then they are signed the alarm. These five area monitors are showed on the
reactor plan in Fig .1. The control places of the area monitors can be determined in Table 1.

Table 1
Control Places of The Area Monitors
Area Monitor

Control Places

1st Area Monitor

Heat exchanger area, piercing beam tube, radial
beam tube, reactor entrance, reactor stairs, second
floor stairs
Heat exchanger area, piercing beam tube, reactor
stairs, second floor stairs
Thermal column, tangential beam tube, radial beam
tube, spent fuel storage area, heat exchanger area
Thermal column, tangential beam tube, radial beam
tube, spent fuel storage area, reactor entrance
Reactor platform, reactor console room, second
floor, fresh fuel storage room

2nd Area Monitor
3rd Area Monitor
4th Area Monitor
5th Area Monitor

Survey meters have been used for the special places which can be measured the
radiation for the special cases. In this study, five points selected for monitoring places in the
experimental conditions. These places; around the biological shield, reactor console room, on
the reactor platform and in front of the thermal column. These places are also pointed on the
Fig 1. Additional of these measurements some special places like as fresh fuel storage board
are monitored in this study.
Neutron monitoring have been observed especially for the tangential beam tube during
the neutron radiography applications. For this purpose, a neutron monitor used for the
evaluation of the radiation doses.
Personnel monitoring have been controlled formerly. Film badges and pocket
dosimeters are used routinely. Instantaneously and periodically, the dose levels of the
personnel are tabulated. In many cases, radiation workers of ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training &
Research Reactor prefer sound alarm G-M tube pocket radiation monitor on them in addition
of the former personnel dosimeters.
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Radioactivity levels of the air evaluated by the sampling methods. An air monitoring
system is used. This monitor is measured the samples that are taking sample over the pool
continuously. Additional of it, a portable monitor have been used for the air sampling.
For the determination of the water radioactivity, samples have been taking from either
the first or the second cooling loops. The water samples have been taken clean cups and
evaporated on the hot plate without boiling. Water residues taking to a planchets and drying
under infra-red lamp. Then the residues counted in a traditional radioactivity measurement
system.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Firstly, the continuos monitoring results are given by five area monitors of
ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training and Research Reactor. It can be seen in Table 2 as numerical
and Fig 2 as graphically.

Table 2
Beta and Gamma Radiation Levels in ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training & Research Reactor
By Using Area Monitors
Area
Monitor

1st Area
Monitor
2nd Area
Monitor
3rd Area
Monitor
4th Area
Monitor
5th Area
Monitor

Average Radiation Average Radiation
Doses For The Doses After 1 hour
Reactor On Case
Shutdown Cases
(mR/h) (< ± % 10)
(mR/h) (< ± %
10)

Average Radiation
Doses After 2 hour
Reactor On Case
(mR/h) (< ± % 10)

Average Radiation
Doses After 3 hour
Reactor On Case
(mR/h) (< ± % 10)

0.02

0.04

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.15

Secondly, the results of the survey meter monitoring for four different places of ITU
TRIGA Mark-II Training and Research Reactor are given in Table 3 and Fig.3 via time. For
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the thermal column doses have been taken during the experimental studies in there.
Otherwise, the dose levels are below that values.
For the pulsing mode of the reactor, dose levels have been taken by using telescopic
radiation monitor. These dose levels can be considered only for 10 msec pulse period.
The results of the radiation measurements are given in Table 4 and Fig.4.

Table 3
Beta and Gamma Radiation Levels in ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training & Research Reactor
By Using Survey Meters
Beta & Gamma Radiation Doses (mR/h) (< ± % 10)
Monitoring
Places

Around The
Biological Shield
Reactor Console
Room
Reactor
Platform
In Front of
Thermal Column

Average
Average
Average
Average
Radiation Doses Radiation Doses Radiation Doses Radiation Doses
For The
After 1 hour
After 2 hour
After 3 hour
Shutdown Cases
Reactor On
Reactor On
Reactor On
Case
Case
Case
0.04
0.08
0.09
0.09
0.04

0.07

0.09

0.09

0.04

1.00

1.40

2.00

0.06

2.50

2.50

2.50

Table 4
Beta and Gamma Radiation Levels in ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training & Research Reactor
For Pulsing Mode
Monitoring Places
30 cm over the Pool Surface
Inside of the banister on the reactor platform
On the crane
Outside of the banister on the reactor platform

Beta & Gamma Radiation Doses
(mR/h) (< ± % 10)
460.0
27.0
13.0
2.5

Neutron doses can be important for the tangential beam tube during the experiments.
The results of the neutron doses are given in Table 5.
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Table 5
Neutron Radiation Levels in Tangential Beam Tube of
ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training & Research Reactor
Monitoring Place

Average Radiation Doses
For The Shutdown Cases
(mSvh) (< ± % 10)

Around the experimental set
of tangential beam tube

0.000

Average Radiation Doses
After 1 hour Reactor On
Case
(mSv/h) (< ± % 10)
0.005

Radiation monitoring results for the fresh fuel storage board are given in Table 6.

Table 6
Beta and Gamma Radiation Levels for Fresh Fuel Storage Board in
ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training & Research Reactor
Monitoring Places
Outside of the
Board

Inside of the
Board

Side Surface
Up & Down Surface
At the room door
(210 cm far from the board)
Upper Shelf
Central Shelf
Bottom Shelf

Beta & Gamma Radiation
Doses (mR/h) (< ± % 10)
0.23
0.18
0.08
0.25
0.30
0.30

Working doses of personnel of the ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training & Research
Reactor are tabulated as formerly. Film badges of the personnel have been checked by the
Çekmece Research Center of Turkish Atomic Energy Authority for every 3 months period.
Statistical evaluation of the results of the film badges are seen in Table 7 and bar graphic can
be seen in Fig.5.
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Table 7
Statistical Evaluation of Personnel of
ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training & Research Reactor
Radiation Dose
(mSv/3months)
Below 0.10
0.10 – 0.25
0.25 – 0.50
0.50 – 1.00
1.00 – 1.50
1.50 – 2.00
2.00 – 2.50
2.50 – 3.00
3.00 – 3.50
Over 3.50

Statistics
(%)
98.544
0.472
0.512
0.315
0.079
0.039
0.039
-

Gas and particle activities of the pool air have been monitored routinely during the operating
period of the reactor via the reactor power. The results of the measurements can be seen in
Table 8 for each measurements and in Fig 6 graphically. Moreover, the average air activity
levels are evaluated by taking the samples. The results for the average air activity for ITU
TRIGA Mark-II Training & Research Reactor are given in Table 9 and can be seen in Fig 7
graphically.

Table 8
Gas and Particle Activities of Pool Air of
ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training & Research Reactor
Reactor Operations
on Full Power
Reactor shut down
After 1 hour
After 2 hour
After 3 hour

Gas Activity
(cpm) (±
± % 10)
55
150
250
450
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Particle Activity
(cpm) (±
± % 10)
250
1500
1750
2000

Table 9
Average Air Activity of
ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training & Research Reactor
Energy Taking From The Reactor
(kWh)
0
50
100
300
600
700
800
900
1000

Average Air Activity
(x 102 Bq/m3) (±
± % 10)
0.50
1.11
0.77
1.13
1.11
0.90
0.83
1.02
1.11

Water activity measurements for the first and second cooling loop of ITU TRIGA
Mark-II Training & Research Reactor are given in Table 10 and graphically in Fig. 8.
Average water activity evaluation of the reactor according to the reactor power can be seen in
Table 11 and Fig. 9 graphically. Alpha activity controlled by using alpha spectrometer in
vacuum chamber with a silicon-barrier detector, but no alpha activity detected for the water
residues.

Table 10
Water Activities of First and Second Cooling Loop of
ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training & Research Reactor
Reactor Operation Time
(minutes)
0
15
30
45
75
90

First Cooling Loop
Activity
2
(x 10 Bq/lt) (±
± % 10)
0.20
3.58
4.74
6.40
7.10
9.69

Second Cooling Loop
Activity
2
(x 10 Bq/lt) (±
± % 10)
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20

Table 11
Average Water Activities of
ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training & Research Reactor
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Energy Taking From The Reactor
(kWh)
0
250
500
750
1000

Average Water Activity
(x 102 Bq/lt) (±
± % 10)
7.14
15.54
25.53
37.37
51.80

Environmental radioactivity measurements are observed outside of the reactor
building, but the no changes detected additional to the natural back ground levels.

CONCLUSION
For the evaluation and conclusion of the radiation measurements in the nuclear safety
activities, all the records of the measurements are evaluated together in the points of view of
health physics (Shapiro, 1989).
Radiation measurements taken from five area monitors in ITU TRIGA Mark-II
Training and Research Reactor are below the maximum permissible levels for public during
the reactor operation.
In addition to the area monitors, survey meters are used for evaluation of the radiation
levels of the special places in the reactor, e.g., around the biological shield, on the
demineralizer, on the reactor platform, on the surface of the thermal column and in the
console room. Two of them
(around the biological shield and in the console room) are
always below the maximum permissible levels. On the reactor platform and in front of the
thermal column during experimental procedure, radiation level is close to the maximum
permissible level, but it is acceptable. Radiation dose goes down when it is measured far away
from the thermal column. However, there is a shield block in there for the advance safety
consideration.
For the evaluation of the personnel monitoring, all the records are investigated and
98.5 % radiation workers of the ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training and Research Reactor has 0.1
mSv during their radiation studies. Maximum level is 3.45 mSv for three month period that is
below the 1/3 of maximum permissible level for the same period.
Air samples have been taken with two different equipment in the ITU TRIGA Mark-II
Training and Research Reactor and counted in the Health Physics Laboratory in the reactor.
All the measurements for ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training and Research Reactor have been
below the maximum permissible concentration since the reactor criticality date on 11 March
1979.
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Water samples have been taken from the pool surface for representation of the primary
coolant system of the reactor. In addition to it, water samples have been taken from the
cooling tower as a representation of the secondary cooling system of the reactor. Variation via
reactor operation time is investigated. Then it can be noticed that the secondary cooling
system is not effected, but, in the primary cooling system of the ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training
and Research Reactor, the radiation levels goes up via reactor operation time in full power
condition.
Radioactivity levels of the water samples from the reactor pool are evaluated for the
energy in kWh produced in the reactor statistically and it can be seen that it is changing as a
function of linearity.
Results of the all radiation measurements and their evaluation according to the
maximum permissible levels in the point of view of nuclear safety and public safety, it can be
said that; ITU TRIGA Mark-II Training and Research Reactor has been operated in safe
condition since the reactor criticality date on 11 March 1979.
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Fig. 1 Reactor Plan of ITU TRIGA-Mark II Training & Research Reactor
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Fig. 6 Gas & Particle Activities of The Pool Air in ITU TRIGA-Mark II
Training & Research Reactor

Fig. 7 Average Air Activitiy in ITU TRIGA-Mark II Training & Research Reactor
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Fig. 8 Water Activities of The First & Second Cooling Loops in ITU TRIGAMark II Training & Research Reactor

Fig. 9 Average Water Activity of ITU TRIGA-Mark II Training & Research
Reactor
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ABSTRACT
In this study, a transient, one-dimensional thermal-hydraulic subchannel analysis for I.T.U. TRIGA
Mark-II reactor was employed. The cooling of this reactor is based on natural convection; however,
mixed convection is considered in modeling in order to enhance the capability of the computer code.
After the continuity, conservation of energy, momentum balance equations for coolant in axial direction
and heat conduction equation for fuel rod in radial direction had been written, they were discretized by
using the control volume approach to obtain a set of algebraic equations. By the aid of discretized
continuity and momentum balance equations, a pressure correction equation was derived. Then, a
FORTRAN program called TRIGATH (TRIGA Thermal-Hydraulics) has been developed to solve this
set of algebraic equations by using SIMPLE algorithm. As a result, the temperature distributions of the
coolant and fuel rods as well as the velocity and pressure distributions of the coolant have been estimated.

1. Introduction
The I.T.U. TRIGA Mark-II reactor has a maximum power of 250 kW in steady-state
mode and approximately 1200 MW in transient pulse mode operations [1,2].
The reactor core shown in Fig. 1 is located at the bottom of an aluminum tank at the
center of a concrete shield structure called biological shield. The aluminum tank is pierced by
the beam tubes and the thermal column for irradiation purposes.
The primary cooling system seen in Fig. 2 consists of a pump, a heat exchanger,
temperature probes, an N-16 diffuser, associated valves and piping.
The core consists of ninety vertical cylindrical elements located in five rings around the
central thimble. Sixty-nine of them are fuel elements. These fuel elements consists of four
components: (1) fuel moderator meat that is homogenous mixture of zirconium and uranium
having a hydrogen-to-zirconium atom ratio of 1.7 and a length of 38.1 cm, (2) graphite
reflectors, (3) cladding, (4) end fixtures. TRIGA fuel elements are spaced and supported in the
core by means of aluminum top and bottom grid plates. The bottom grid plate has spaces to
permit coolant passage through the plate.
The safety analysis of I.T.U. TRIGA Mark–II reactor requires the determination of the
fuel temperature not only in steady state mode, but also in transient regime. A thermalhydraulic model of the reactor core can only obtain such a safety analysis.
*

M.Sc.
Associate Prof. Dr.
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Figure 1. Cutaway view of I.T.U. TRIGA Mark-II reactor [1,2].

Figure 2. Primary cooling loop of I.T.U. TRIGA Mark-II reactor [1,2].

2. The Thermal-Hydraulic Model of I.T.U. TRIGA Mark-II reactor

Reactor cooling is provided by natural circulation of pool water, which is in turn cooled
and purified in external coolant circuits by forced convection. Therefore, this characteristic
cooling system of the tank water basing on both natural and forced convection drives us to
consider “mixed convection” the flow model.
In this study, a “subchannel analysis” model is used as the thermal-hydraulic model. In
this model, subchannel properties are represented by single area averaged values. In general,
the subchannel analysis method contains two different types of approaches: the coolant and
the rod centered subchannels as illustrated in Fig. 3. The traditional approach for rod bundle
analysis has been coolant-centered subchannels. However, “the rod-centered subchannel”
approach has been taken up in this study as shown in Fig. 4 since it provides us a regular,
well-arranged geometry. In this way, the thermal-hydraulic parameters have easily been
calculated for the rod-centered subchannels [4].

Figure 3. Options for subchannel definition [3].

Figure 4. The rod-centered subchannels on I.T.U. TRIGA Mark-II reactor core.

In this analysis, each subchannel in I.T.U. TRIGA Mark-II reactor core is called by the
same name of its rod it contains. For instance, the subchannel C1 is the one around the rod C1.

The flow area of any subchannel is the z-directional cross-sectional area in which fluid flows.
The hydraulic diameter of a subchannel is the equivalent diameter for the considered crosssectional area of the fluid in the subchannel. The area for the frictional force in a subchannel
is the outer surface area of the fuel rod, which is calculated by the aid of the radius of 1.8669
cm for the rod and the height of 38.1 cm for the active fuel meat.
According to this model, the results of the calculations of flow area, hydraulic diameter and
frictional area for each ring of I.T.U. TRIGA Mark-II reactor core are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Some parameters for the subchannels in different rings of I.T.U. TRIGA Mark-II reactor
core according to the thermal-hydraulic model considered by this study.
Subchannels
in the rings
B

Distance from the
core center

Flow area

Hydraulic diameter

Frictional area

A z− s

DH

A fr

(cm)

(cm2)

(cm)

(cm2)

4.054

5.859

2.731

446.916

C

7.981

5.560

2.661

446.916

D

11.946

5.461

2.637

446.916

E

15.860

5.564

2.662

446.916

3. Assumptions and Correlations used in the Thermal-Hydraulic Model
The following assumptions are applied for the thermal-hydraulic model [4]:
1- There is no mass, momentum or energy transfer between the subchannels in r- and θ -directions.
2- Since almost all of the heat produced in the fuel is transferred to the coolant in radial direction,
the heat transfer from the fuel to the top and bottom graphite reflectors in z-direction is ignored.
3- Each thermal-hydraulic property of the coolant has a uniform distribution in r- and θ -directions
in any subchannel since the area-averaged properties perpendicular to z-direction are used.
4- Energy is produced homogeneously on the horizontal cross-section of a fuel.
5- The reactor works either in transient or in steady-state mode.
6- The core inlet temperature and velocity do not change in time.
7- The density ρ , dynamic viscosity µ , specific heat cp and conductivity k of the coolant
are functions of temperature and pressure. In this study, these parameters and the Prandtl
number Pr have been calculated by means of the H2O computer program [5].
8- The thermal conductivity k f and the specific heat c f of the fuel and the thermal
conductivity kcl of the clad are temperature-dependent.
A specific set of constitutive relations are chosen as the input parameters. [6-10].
k f , kcl and c f have been calculated from the following correlations [7]:

kf =

kcl=

0.17585
1 − 4.15× 10− 4 T f
13.4634
1 − 9.6884× 10− 4 Tcl

(

)

c f = 857+ 1.6 T f − 25

(W/m K)

(1)

(W/m K)

(2)

(kJ/kg
K)

(3)

T f where is the fuel temperature. For the other physical properties of fuel and clad, the
constant values of ccl=460 (kJ/kg K), ρ f =6000 (kg/m3) and ρ cl=7865 (kg/m3) are employed.
The free convection heat transfer coefficient h on a vertical cylinder is obtained in terms of
the dimensionless groups from the literature in the following functional forms [7]:
a) Laminar flow
h = 0.59kC (Gr Pr)0.25 /H

104 ≤ Gr Pr ≤ 109

(4)

109 ≤ Gr Pr ≤ 1013

(5)

b) Turbulent flow
h = 0.10(Gr Pr)1/3 /H

where H is the length and Gr is the Grashoff number that is defined as
Gr =

gβρ 2
µ

2

(Tcl− T ) H 3 .

(6)

4. Governing Equations
In the thermal-hydraulic model, all of the dependent variables become “area averaged”
when the derivation of the formulation set is completed. However, they are denoted without
using any area average symbol for simplicity.
In this study, the aim is to constitute a one-dimensional thermal-hydraulic model.
Three-dimensional continuity, momentum balance and conservation of energy equations in
cylindrical coordinates for the coolant can be written easily by the aid of literature [11-14].
Thus, as the detailed information is given in [4], after integrating these equations over the
cross-sectional flow area perpendicular to the z- (flow) direction, the area-averaged onedimensional continuity, momentum balance and conservation of energy equations in
cylindrical coordinates can be obtained as follows:
One-dimensional Continuity Equation
∂ρ ∂(ρvz )
=0
+
∂z
∂t
One-dimensional Conservation of Energy Equation

(7)

∂ (ρT ) ∂(ρvzT )
k  ∂ 2T  qýýý
+
+
=
cp  ∂z2  cp
∂t
∂z

(8)

One-dimensional Momentum Balance Equation

∂p
∂ (ρvz )
∂(ρvzvz )
∂ 2vz
A z− s +
A z− s = − d A z− s + µ
Az− s − τÑ − ρgβ(T − T0 )Az− s
∂t
∂z
∂z
∂z2

(9)

where vz is the z-directional velocity component of the coolant, pd is the dynamic pressure,

τ is the shear stress and Ñ is the perimeter. Shear stress can be written as
τ = 0.5ρvz vz f
while f is the friction factor. For laminar flow and round tube, it is given [11] as
16
f=
ReD H

(10)

(11)

where ReD H is the Reynolds number calculated by using the hydraulic diameter. In the derivation
of momentum equation, the total pressure that expresses the absolute pressure is divided into three
parts: the atmospheric pressure, the dynamic pressure and the hydraustatic pressure. Since the zdirectional change in atmospheric pressure is zero, this term is dropped. It is assumed that the
density ρ in the last term of Eq. (9) is variable, while the density expressions at the other
terms are constant. This assumption is known as Boussinesq Approach.
The temperature dependent variation of fluid density under constant pressure is
expressed by the thermal expansion coefficient β as
 1 ∂ρ 
1 ρ − ρ 

 ≅ −  0
β = −
ρ  T0 − T 
 ρ ∂T  p

(12)

Using this definition,
ρ 0 − ρ = ρβ(T − T0 )

(13)

is obtained and used in the derivation of buoyancy (last) term of Eq. (9) while ρ is the density of
the fluid at any z- position and ρ 0 is the density of the fluid where the temperature is T0 .

5. Grid Structure and the Numerical Solution Procedure
Grid for the continuity, the conservation of energy and the pressure correction equations is shown in
Fig. 5a and staggered grid for the momentum balance equation is shown in Fig. 5b [15]. In Fig. 5a, W, P, E
denote the consecutive control volumes while w and e denote the location of the interfaces between them.

Figure 5. Grid (a) for the continuity, the conservation of energy, the pressure correction
equations and staggered grid (b) for the momentum balance equation.

The differential equations given by Eqs. (7)-(9) are integrated over the control volumes
shown in Fig. 5 to derive a set of algebraic equations with the help of the “control volume
approach”. In the integration process, a “fully implicit hybrid scheme” is used, so that the
values of temperature, velocity, pressure and density at time t+ ∆t are assumed to prevail
over the entire time step. Then, this set of discretized algebraic conservation equations is
solved by using a numerical solution algorithm [15,16]. Detailed information for both
derivations and the solution algorithm is presented in [4].

6. Discretization Equations for the Conservation of Energy Equation
After integrating Eq. (8) over the control volume shown in Figure 5a, the final form of
the discretized conservation of energy equation for hybrid scheme is obtained as follows
aTP TP = aTP TE + aWT TW + bT

(14)

where
aTE

=

− FeT ,0

+

D eT

1−

FeT
2D eT

,0

(15)

aWT

=

FwT ,0

+

D wT

1−

FwT
2D wT

,0

(aTP )0 = ρ P (∆z)P∆t(Az−s)P

(16)

0

( )

(17)

( )0TP 0

bT = ScT P (∆z)P (Az− s )P + aTP

( )0 − (STp )P (∆z)P (Az−s)P .

aTP = aTE + aWT + aTP

(18)
(19)

The source term of the conservation of energy equation can be indicated as
ST =

qýýý
cp

(20)

that can be a constant or any function of temperature. When the source S depends on
temperature, the dependence is expressed in a linear form as
ST = ScT + SPT T p

(21)

where ScT stands for the constant part of source term, while SPT is the coefficient of temperature TP .
To make Eqs. (15) and (16) more compact, two new symbols F T and D T indicating the
strength of the convection and diffusion respectively are defined as
F T = ρ vz Az− s ,

DT =

k Az− s
cp ∆z

(22)

The name “hybrid scheme” is the indicative of a combination of the central difference
and upwind schemes. The automatic selection of scheme is provided by the symbol A,B
given in Eqs. (15) and (16). This symbol has a meaning of “choose the largest of A and B”.
To discretize the conservation of energy equation in “the central difference scheme”,
the linear variation approach is applied to the dependent variable Te as
FT
FeT Te = e (TP + TE )
2

(23)

where, the factor ½ arises from the assumption of the interfaces being midway; some other
interpolation factors would have appeared for differently located interfaces.
“The upwind scheme” recognizes a different way for the assumption that the convected
property Te at the interface is the average of TE and TP , and proposes a better prescription.

According to the upwind scheme, the value of the dependent variable T in convection term at the
interface is equal to the value of T at the grid point on the upwind side of the face. Thus,

Te = TE

if

FeT < 0

(24)

Te = TP

if

FeT > 0

(25)

Base on this assumption, one can use the formulation given below for the upwind scheme
FeT Te = FeT ,0 Tp

−

− FeT ,0 TE

(26)

When the strength of the convection is dominant to the diffusion, the upwind scheme gives
better results than central difference, and when the situation is in contrary, the central difference is
preferred. Therefore, the value of the Peclet number is compared in order to choose either the
central difference or the upwind scheme in the hybrid scheme. during this convection-conduction
problem is solved The criteria is that the hybrid scheme applies the upwind method while

P >2

(27)

and it applies the central difference method while

P <2

(28)

where P is a Peclet number defined by

P≡

FT
DT

(29)

7. Discretization Equations for the Momentum Balance Equation
After integrating Eq. (17) over the control volume shown in Figure 5b, the discretized
momentum balance equation for the hybrid scheme can easily be obtained as
v
(vz )ee + awv (vz )w + bv + ( pP − pE )(Az− s)e
aev (vz )e = aee

(30)

where
v
aee
= − FE ,0 + D E 1−

awv = FP ,0 + D P 1−

1 FE
,0
2 DE

1 FP
,0
2 DP

0
(aev )0 = (ρ )e(δz∆)et(Az−s)e

( )

( )0

bv = Scv e(δz)e(Az− s )e + aPv TP 0

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

( )0 − (Svp A fr)e

while

v
aev = aee
+ awv + aev

(35)

(Scv )e = ρgβ(Te − T0 )

(36)

(Svp )e = − 12 (ρ vz f)e

(37)

8. Derivation of the Pressure Correction Equation
The momentum balance equation can be solved only when the pressure field is given or
somehow estimated. A pressure correction equation to give the error on guessed pressure field for
obtaining the correct pressure field can be derived as follows [4,15,16]:
The momentum balance equation given by Eq. (30) can be rewritten as

(vz )e =
where
de =

v
(vz )ee + awv (vz )ee + bv
aee

aev

+ de ( pP − pE )

(Az−s)e

(38)

(39)

aev

From now on, a pressure correction equation to give the error on pressure will be derived.
The imperfect velocity field based on a guessed pressure field p* will be denoted by v* . This
starred velocity field will result from the solution of the following discretization equation:

( )

( )

( )

(

)

v *
aev v*z e = aee
vz ee + awv v*z w + bv + p*P − p*E (Az− s )e

(40)

The aim is to find a way of improving the guessed pressure p* such that the resulting
starred velocity field will progressively get closer to satisf the continuity equation. One can
propose that the correct pressure p be obtained as

p = p* + p'

(41)

where p' is called the pressure correction. Next, one needs to know how the velocity
components respond to this change in pressure. The corresponding velocity correction v'z can
be introduced similarly as:

vz = v*z + v'z
If one subtracts Eq. (40) from Eq. (30), he obtains

(42)

( )

( )

( )

(

)

v '
aev v'z e = aee
vz ee + awv v'z w + bv + p'P − p'E ( Az− s )e

(43)

At this point, one can boldly decide to drop the terms of neighbor points, i.e.

( )

( )

v '
aee
vz ee + awv v'z w , from Eq. (43). The result is

( ) (

aev v'z e ≅ p'P − p'E
or

)(Az−s)e

(44)

(v'z)e ≅ de(p'P − p'E )

(45)

Eq. (42) is called the velocity correction formula, which can also be written as

(vz )e ≅ (v*z )e + de(p'P − p'E )

(46)

Similarly, the velocity correction equation for (vz )w can also be derived.
Thus, one has all the preparation needed for obtaining a discretization equation for p'.
An equation for the pressure correction can be derived from the one-dimensional continuity
equation. For the purpose of this derivation, one can assume that the density ρ does not
directly depend on pressure. Employing the fully implicit method, the integration of Eq. (7)
over the control volume shown in Figure 5a gives the discretized continuity equation

(ρ − ρ0 )P (∆z)
∂t

P

(Az− s)P + [(ρvz )e − (ρvz )w ] (Az− s)P = 0

(47)

One can substitute the velocity correction equations, Eq. (46), into the discretized
continuity equation, Eq. (47), and rearrange it to obtain the discretization equation for p' as
'

aPp p'P = aEp' p'E + aWp' p'W +b p'

(48)

aEp' = (ρd Az− s )e

(49)

aWp' = (ρd Az− s )w

(50)

aPp' = aEp' + aWp'

(51)

where

b p' =

(ρ0 − ρ)P (∆z)
∆t

P

(Az− s)P + [(ρv*z )w

( )]

− ρv*z e (Az− s )P = 0

(52)

9. SIMPLE Algorithm
The procedure used in the calculation of the flow field together with the pressure and
temperature fields has been given the name SIMPLE, which stands for Semi-Implicit Method

for Pressure-Linked Equation [15,16]. The important operations for the execution of this
algorithm are summarized in the flow chart shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6. The SIMPLE Algorithm.

10. Inflow and Outflow Boundary Conditions for the Subchannel
In this thermal-hydraulic model of I.T.U. TRIGA Mark-II reactor, the set of boundary
conditions used is that velocity and temperature are specified at the inflow boundary whereas
pressure is specified at the outflow boundary.
Two different approaches are also employed at the boundaries, which are
1) zero control volume at the boundaries for the grid shown in Fig. 5a for the conservation of
energy and the pressure correction equations and,
2) half control volume at the boundaries for the staggered grid shown in Fig. 5b for the
momentum balance equation.

11. Solution of the Linear Algebraic Equations
The solution of the discretization equations for one-dimensional situation can be
obtained by the standard Gauss-elimination method, which is sometimes called the Thomas
Algorithm or the TDMA (TriDiagonal Matrix Algorithm).

12. Heat Conduction Equation for the Fuel Rods
One-dimensional heat conduction equation in cylindrical coordinates [17] is
∂ (ρcvT ) 1 ∂  ∂T 
ýý
=
 kr  + q
r ∂r  ∂r 
∂t

(53)

where T denotes the temperature in the fuel rod. To obtain a discretization equation, the fuel
element has been divided to a number of control volumes as shown in Fig. 7. The control
volumes take place at the inner and outer boundaries have imaginary zero width. The control
volume # 1 is at the inner surface of the fuel element and the control volume # 10 is at the
outer surface of the clad. A grid point also takes place over the control volume # 10. This last
grid point denotes the coolant.

Figure 7. Grid structure in the fuel rod.

In the heat conduction equation, heat source term consists of only volumetric heat
strength qýý that can be a constant or any function of temperature and linearized as
qýýý= S h = Sch + SPh T p .

(54)

One can assume that density ρ and specific heat cv are independent from time and
displacement and, use average values for these variables. After substitution Eq. (54) for the last term
of Eq. (53), if one integrates Eq. (53) over the control volume shown in Fig. 7 using fully implicit
method, and employ piecewise-linear variation profile assumption, the resulting equation becomes

re + rw
 2

(ρcv )P 

( )

 T −T 0 
(rk)e
(rk)w

 =
(
(TP − TW
TE − TP ) −
(∆r)P 
 ∆t 
(
)
(
)
r
r
δ
δ

e
w

P

r +r
+ ScT P  e w
 2

( )

r +r

(∆r)P + STp  e w
P
 2


)


(∆r)P T p


(55)

After rearrangement, one obtains the discretized form of the heat conduction equation [4,15] as
aTP TP = aTP TE + aWT TW + bT

(56)

where
re ke

aTE =

(δr)e

aWT =

rw kw

(57)

(58)

(δr)w

(aTP )0 = (ρc∆vt)P  re +2rw (∆r)P
( )

(59)

( )

(60)

( )0 − (STp )P  re +2rw (∆r)P

(61)

0
r +r 
bT = ScT P  e w (∆r)P + aTP TP 0
 2 

aTP = aTE + aWT + aTP

13. Boundary Conditions For Heat Conduction Problem in the Fuel Rods
qýý= 0 boundary condition is used at the inner surface of the fuel meat. Since there is

no heat source or sink, the temperature is constant in radial direction in the zirconium rod. At
the outer surface of the clad, heat flux is specified via a heat transfer coefficient and the
temperature of the surrounding fluid as
qýý= hAcl(Tcl− T )

(62)

where Tcl and T are the temperatures at clad outer surface and of coolant. The value of heat
flux between the clad surface and the coolant is obtained by an iterative solution procedure of
the set of algebraic equations [4].
14. Computational Results
After the development of a FORTRAN program called TRIGATH (TRIGA ThermalHydraulics) that employs SIMPLE algorithm to solve the set of algebraic equations, it was
run to obtain some temperature, pressure and velocity distributions for the coolant together
with the temperature distribution through the fuel rods of I.T.U. TRIGA Mark-II reactor [4].

In the sample runs of the TRIGATH developed by this study, the used fuel element
thermal power values of different fuel rods that correspond to a maximum steady reactor
power of 250 kW of I.T.U. TRIGA Mark-II reactor are summarized in Table 2. A cosine
linear power density variation in z-direction is considered in all runs of the computer code.
Grid structure in radial direction and some thermophysical properties of the fuel
element B1 of the reactor are also summarized in Table 3. It can be seen from Table 3 that
specific heat at constant pressure of fuel and conductivities of fuel and clad are temperature
dependent and calculated by the aid of the correlations given in literature [7] at the steadystate fuel rod temperature distribution of the following run conditions.
Table 2. Thermal power values of different fuel rods of I.T.U. TRIGA
Mark-II reactor that correspond to a reactor power of 250 kW.
POSITION

P
(W)

B1
C1

5364
4756

D1

3888

E1

2984

F1

2564

Table 3. Grid structure in radial direction and some thermophysical
properties of fuel element B1 of I.T.U. TRIGA Mark-II reactor [7].
rin
(cm)

rout
(cm)

k
(W/m K)

cp
(kJ/kg K)

ρ
(kg/m3)

0,3175

0,3175

18,71

1048,33

6000

0,3175

0,3275

18,71

1048,33

6000

0,3275

0,6232

18,71

1048,22

6000

0,6232

0,9189

18,68

1043,18

6000

0,9189

1,2147

18,64

1034,32

6000

1,2147

1,5104

18,57

1021,90

6000

1,5104

1,8061

18,49

1006,00

6000

1,8061

1,8161

18,44

996,01

6000

1,8161

1,8324

15,09

460,00

7865

1,8324

1,8486

15,08

460,00

7865

1,8486

1,8649

15,06

460,00

7865

1,8649

1,8669

15,06

460,00

7865

1,8669

1,8669

15,06

460,00

7865

Grid structure in axial direction and some thermophysical parameters of coolant used in
the thermal-hydraulic model of I.T.U. TRIGA Mark-II reactor are also presented in Table 4
that are calculated by the aid of the computer program H2O [5].

Table 4. Grid structure in axial direction and some thermophysical parameters of coolant in
subchannel B1 used in the thermal-hydraulic model of I.T.U. TRIGA Mark-II reactor [4].
zin
(cm)

zout
(cm)

k
(W/m K)

cp
(kJ/kg K)

ρ
(kg/m3)

h
(W/m2 K)

β
(1/K)

μ
(kg/m s)

16,51

19,05

0,645

4172,55

989,65

1179,79

0.00035

0,00058

13,97

16,51

0,644

4172,71

989,90

1231,33

0.00035

0,00059

11,43

13,97

0,643

4172,91

990,20

1268,70

0.00035

0,00059

8,89

11,43

0,642

4173,17

990,56

1295,11

0.00035

0,00060

6,35

8,89

0,641

4173,50

990,96

1312,43

0.00035

0,00061

3,81

6,35

0,640

4173,89

991,39

1321,86

0.00035

0,00063

1,27

3,81

0,639

4174,34

991,83

1324,21

0.00035

0,00064

-1,27

1,27

0,637

4174,85

992,28

1320,03

0.00035

0,00065

-3,81

-1,27

0,636

4175,41

992,73

1309,66

0.00035

0,00067

-6,35

-3,81

0,634

4176,00

993,16

1293,29

0.00035

0,00068

-8,89

-6,35

0,633

4176,62

993,56

1270,87

0.00035

0,00070

-11,43

-8,89

0,631

4177,23

993,94

1242,09

0.00035

0,00071

-13,97

-11,43

0,630

4177,83

994,27

1206,22

0.00035

0,00072

-16,51

-13,97

0,629

4178,38

994,56

1161,85

0.00035

0,00074

-19,05

-16,51

0,628

4178,86

994,80

1106,25

0.00035

0,00075

Variations of the axial directional coolant velocity and temperature distributions in time for transient
regime for subchannel B1 are given in Figures 8 and 9. In obtaining the results plotted in Figures 8 and 9,
coolant temperature and velocity are assumed 32.5 o C and 0.1201 m/s at every position in subchannel B1
respectively as the initial condition and also as the inlet boundary condition. Variation of the axial directional
hydraustatic pressure drop in coolant for subchannel B1 is plotted in Figure 10 for steady state regime.
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Figure 8. Variations of the axial directional coolant velocity distribution in time.
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Figure 9. Variations of the axial directional coolant temperature distribution in time.
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Figure 10. Variation of the axial directional hydraustatic pressure drop in coolant.

Variations of the steady state axial directional temperature distribution at different
positions of the fuel rod in subchannel B1 are plotted in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Variations of the steady state axial directional temperature distribution at different
positions of the fuel rod in subchannel B1.

Variations of the steady state radial temperature distribution in fuel rod B1 for different thermal
conductivity values of fuel meat are also estimated parametrically and then plotted in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Variations of the steady state radial temperature distribution in fuel rod B1 for
different thermal conductivity values of fuel meat.

Variations of the steady state radial temperature distribution in fuel rod B1 for different values of
the convection heat transfer coefficient are also estimated parametrically and then plotted in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Variations of the steady state radial temperature distribution in fuel rod B1 for
different convection heat transfer coefficient values.

The data for the coolant of I.T.U. TRIGA Mark-II reactor obtained from the run of
TRISTAN are presented in Table 5 in order to make possible a comparison between the
results of this study and TRISTAN.

Table 5. Some of the thermal-hydraulic parameters obtained from the run of TRISTAN for the
coolant of I.T.U. TRIGA Mark-II reactor [18].
Zone

Height
(cm)

Temperature
(oC)

Pressure Drop
(Pa)

Density
(kg/m3)

Velocity
(cm/s)

15

52,36

46,43

245,73

0,9886

12,07

14

49,82

45,76

245,57

0,9899

12,07

13

47,28

44,95

245,49

0,9902

12,06

12

44,74

44,01

245,13

0,9906

12,06

11

42,20

42,97

245,22

0,9910

12,05

10

39,66

41,84

245,38

0,9914

12,05

9

37,12

40,67

245,59

0,9919

12,04

8

34,58

39,47

245,84

0,9923

12,04

7

32,04

38,26

246,12

0,9928

12,03

6

29,50

37,09

246,40

0,9932

12,03

5

26,96

35,97

246,69

0,9937

12,02

4

24,42

34,92

247,31

0,9940

12,02

3

21,88

33,98

247,64

0,9944

12,01

2

19,33

33,17

247,87

0,9947

12,01

1

16,80

32,50

248,07

0,9950

12,01

The data that is the estimations for maximum temperatures in the center and at the outer
surface of fuel and at the outer surface of clad in radial direction obtained from the run of
TRISTAN for I.T.U. TRIGA Mark-II reactor is also given in Table 6 to make a comparison.
Table 6. Maximum temperatures obtained from the run of TRISTAN for
the fuel rods in different rings of I.T.U. TRIGA Mark-II reactor [18,19].
Tf max
(oC)

Position

Tf
(oC)

Tcl
(oC)

B1

256

141

133

C1

230

134

126

D1

213

127

123

E1

183

118

113

F1

147

91

88

The data given in Table 7 is the result of measurements for the maximum temperatures nearly in
the center of fuels at different rings of I.T.U. TRIGA Mark-II reactor. It is also given for a comparison.
Table 7. Experimentally measured maximum temperatures
in different fuel rods of I.T.U. TRIGA Mark-II reactor [19].
Position

Tf max
(oC)

B1

244

C1

219

D1

204

E1

176

F1

141

15. Conclusions
In this study, a transient, one-dimensional thermal-hydraulic subchannel analysis for I.T.U.
TRIGA Mark-II reactor was employed. The temperature distributions of the coolant and fuel rods
as well as the velocity and pressure distributions of the coolant have been estimated for both
transient and steady state regimes.
In the evaluation of this study, it is noted that the maximum temperature in the fuel rod is
highly dependent on conductivity of fuel, which are considered either a constant or temperature
dependent in different studies given in literature [6-10, 18,19]. A parametric analysis is carried
out during this study to determine the conductivity range from the measured temperatures and
the maximum temperature of fuel estimated by this study. By the aid of Figure 12 and Table 7, it
can be said that the fuel conductivity may be about 12 W/m K to give the maximum
temperature of about 250oC in the fuel rod B1 if the convective heat transfer coefficient is
considered as 1600 W/m2 K. Similarly, a parametric analysis is also carried out to determine
the effect of convective heat transfer coefficient on the radial temperature distribution in fuel
rod and, thus, on the temperature at the outer surface of cladding.
The data used in the TRIGATH developed by this study are mostly the same as those of
the TRISTAN. However, some thermal-hydraulic considerations are different between these
two codes. As an example, the subchannel is a triangular one in TRISTAN whereas in this
study it is a rod-centered subchannel. Therefore, hydraulic diameters etc. are also different.
Pressure distributions and drops are very close to each other. The convergence of the code
developed this study is perfect as well as the velocity, and temperature gradients are in good
agreement with the results of TRISTAN [4,18,19].
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Abstract: An analytical study has been proposed to calculate average flow parameters like
density and velocity in the coolant channel of the TRIGA reactor core for different reactor
powers and different inlet coolant temperatures in the coolant channel. A single flow
channel is treated in the analysis. The coolant channel extends from bottom grid plate to
upper grid plate. The form of flow channel is equilateral triangle, bound by three cylindrical
fuel elements. The heat generation rate in the fuel element is distributed axially in a cosine
distribution. The coolant in a coolant channel is treated as a single phase. Same flow
parameters are also calculated by using the computer program TRISTAN with the same input
data. Agreements between our analytical study and results from the TRISTAN are fairly good.

1. INTRODUCTION
Most computer codes for transient and steady-state thermal hydraulic analysis are constructed
to power reactors and not well suited to research reactor applications.
Therefore, research reactor users have been developed reactor calculations computer codes,
particularly for personal computers. Those computer codes usually depend on simple physical
models and include nuclear or thermal-hydraulic parameters, which have to adjusted through
the experimental measurements.
Some of the thermal-hydraulic computer codes developed for the research reactors are given
in the below.

TRISTAN is a computer program for calculating the flow parameters in a coolant channel of a
reactor core, cooled by natural convection [1]. It is designed for steady state thermal hydraulic
analysis of TRIGA research reactors at low power level of 1-2 MW in pool or tank. A single
flow channel is treated in the analysis.
Thermal-hydraulic models have been developed for ITU TRIGA Mark-II reactor core by using
numerical methods [2,3] and COOLOD-N; A computer code, for the analyses of steady-state,
thermal-hydraulics in plate type research reactors [4].
The coupled mass, momentum and energy equations for the annular core research reactor were
solved simultaneously using an explicit forward marching numerical technique [5].
A two dimensional conduction code for a finned fuel elements analysis and they were applied
that computer code to a 30 MW research reactor located at Korea Atomic Energy Research
Institute [6].
An experimental and analytical program has been performed to study the temperature
distribution, as a function of reactor power, in the TRIGA reactor at the Pennsylvania State
University [7]. They were developed a two-dimensional computer code numerically solves
Poisson’s heat conduction equation using finite difference techniques and their experimental
measurements were incorporated into the computer code, which permits determining the
temperature distribution through the core as a function of power.
An experimental study for TRIGA types reactors was performed [8]. They were conducted for
fully forced and natural flows of water through seven uniformly heated rods boundless,
triangularly arrayed with different pitch to diameter ratios.
A set of experiments was performed, which may be used as benchmark test cases for TRIGA
reactor calculation [9].
In this study, an analytical study has been proposed to calculate average flow parameters like
density and velocity in the coolant channel of the TRIGA reactor core for different reactor
powers and different inlet coolant temperatures in the triangle coolant channel. Same flow
parameters are also calculated by using the computer program TRISTAN with the same input
data to check the accuracy of our model. Agreements between our analytical study and results
from the TRISTAN are fairly good.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The mass, momentum and energy conservation equations at the steady state for a typical axial
( z ) single flow in a channel given as follows [10]:
d
{ρuA} = 0
dz

{

(1)

d
dP
ρu 2 A = − A
− ρgA + M z A
dz
dz

}

(2)

d
{ρcpuTA}= q′′Ph
dz

(3)

Mz is the total forces per unit volume and the remaining notations are given in Table-1.
q ′′(z ) is the heat flux from the clad surface of fuel to the coolant along the coolant channel is
described as follows:
Hf

H
,
z 〉 c +
0
2
2

Hf
π ( z − H c / 2)

Hc H f
H
,
q ′′( z ) = qo′′ cos
−
〈 z 〈 c +
2
2
2
2
He

H

H
f
, z 〈 c −
0
2
2


(4)

Where qo′′ is the heat flux in the center of the fuel element and it is calculated from the
reactor power and number of fuel elements in the reactor core.
If we are assumed that; the coolant properties like specific heat ( cp ), density ( ρ ) and
velocity ( u ) are approximately constant at an average value in the coolant channel and axial
heat conduction is also neglected in Eq.(3). According to these assumptions Eq.(1) is dropped
and Eqs. (2) and (3) can be written as respectively:
dP
+ ρg = M z
dz
〈 ρ 〉 c p 〈u 〉 A

(5)

dT
= q ′′Ph
dz

(6)

If we integrate Eq. (5) over the coolant channel,
− ∆P + 〈 ρ 〉 gH c =

Hc

∫M
0

z

dz

(7)

Where <ρ> is the average density of the coolant in the coolant channel and ∆P is pressure
difference between coolant channel inlet and exit and it is given as follows:
∆P = ρ ∞ gH c
Mz = −

(8)

f
〈u 〉 2
〈u 〉 2
δ ( z − zi )
〈ρ〉
− Ki 〈 ρ〉
2
2
Dh

(9)

Where f is the friction loss coefficient, which is calculated according to the type of the coolant
flow, Ki is the local loss coefficient due to the geometry of the coolant channel at the channel
inlet and exit respectively. ρ ∞ is the density of the coolant at the pool water temperature. By
inserting Eqs.(8) and (9) in Eq.(7) and then integrating of it along the coolant channel:

{ρ ∞ − 〈 ρ 〉}gH c

=

fH c
〈u 〉 2
〈u 〉 2
〈ρ〉
+ ∑ Ki 〈 ρ〉
2
2
Dh
i

(10)

Eq.(10) contains two unknowns, which are average coolant density <ρ> and average coolant
velocity <u>. Therefore we have to derive a new equation to solve those values together. For
this purpose, If Eq.(6) is integrated between channel inlet ( z=0 ) and at any point z in the
coolant channel gives us, the axial temperature distribution in the coolant channel:
z
Ph
T ( z ) = T∞ +
q ′′dz
〈 ρ 〉 c p 〈u 〉 A ∫0

(11)

Where T∞ is the coolant temperature at the channel inlet. On the other hand average density
of the coolant in the coolant channel can be expressed as:
1
〈 ρ〉 =
Hc

Hc

∫ {a + bT ( z)}dz

(12)

0

a and b are both correlation constants for temperature dependence of the coolant density in
the coolant channel. Substituting Eq. (11) in Eq. (12) we can rewrite Eq.(12) in the form:
Phb
〈 ρ〉 = ρ∞ +
〈 ρ 〉 cp 〈u〉 AH c

Hcz

∫ ∫ q′′dz′dz

(13)

0 0

Substituting Eq.(4) in Eq.(13) to get a new equation for average density and average velocity
along the coolant channel:
〈 ρ 〉〈 u〉{〈 ρ 〉 − ρ ∞ } =

 πH f
q o′′ Ph b H e
sin 
cp A π
 2H e





(14)

In this present study; we have write a computer program in Fortran-77 language to solve <ρ>
and <u> in Eqs. (10) and (14) for different reactor powers and different coolant channel inlet
temperatures by using the successive substitution method. Input parameters are used in the
computer program given in Table 1. [11].
We have also calculated same flow parameters with the computer program TRISTAN to
check the accuracy of our results.
TRISTAN is a computer program for calculating the flow parameters in a coolant channel of a
reactor core, cooled by natural convection at the steady state. A single flow channel is treated
in the analysis. In the axial direction the flow channel can be divided into several axial layers.
The form of flow channel is equilateral triangle, bound by three cylindrical fuel elements.
Heat source and axial power distribution in fuel element are input data and the coolant in a
coolant channel is treated as a single-phase system. On the basis of coolant geometry and heat
source data program calculates the flow parameters of the coolant as a function of height.
Iterative procedure is applied. Since the TRISTAN calculates the flow parameters of the
coolant as a function of the coolant channel height, therefore we have averaged the density
and velocity of the coolant from the TRISTAN output over the coolant channel.

Table 1. Input parameters are used in the computer program
Explanation

Symbol

Value

Coolant channel cross section

A

0.0005388 (m2)

Wetted perimeter

Ph

0.11770

(m)

Hydraulic diameter

Dh

0.01863

(m)

Total coolant channel height

Hc

0.72060

(m)

Extrapolated fuel length

He

0.52911

(m)

Fuel length

Hf

0.38100

(m)

Specific heat of coolant

cp

4178.3

(J/kg. oC)

Dynamic viscosity of coolant

µ

0.00062937 (kg/m.s)

Total local loss coefficient

∑K
i

i

2.6

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study, an analytical study has been proposed to calculate average flow parameters like
density and velocity in the coolant channel of the TRIGA reactor core for different reactor
powers and different inlet coolant temperatures in the triangle coolant channel. Same flow
parameters are also calculated by using the computer program TRISTAN with the same input
data to check the accuracy of our model. Both calculated results for average coolant density
and average coolant velocity which respect to the reactor powers at the bulk temperature of
the water 30 oC are given in Fig.1 and Fig.2 respectively. As seen in Fig.1 and Fig.2 the
coolant density is decreasing with increasing reactor power while coolant velocity is
increasing with increasing reactor power. These results are expected according to the
continuity equation. On the other hand, average coolant velocity in the channel at 250 kW
power is 9.1 cm/s. [11]. When we compared our results with the results from TRISTAN,
agreements between our analytical study and results from the TRISTAN are fairly good at low
reactor power. A slight deviation starts when the reactor powers increase because of the
temperature dependence of the properties of the water increases with increasing reactor power.
As a result; we can say that our proposed simple analytical model can be easily applied to
calculate average flow parameters in the coolant channel of the reactor at low reactor powers
like TRISTAN computer code.
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Abstract
In a nuclear incident considerable planning is necessary to reduce to manageable
levels the types of decisions leading to effective responses to protect the public in the such an
event. A very important component of an emergency response plan is the computerized system
which allow for predicting the radiological impact of accidents and to provide information in a
manageable and effective form for evaluating alternative countermeasure strategies in the various
stage of an accident. One of the most important such computer code is COSYMA computer code
for radiological and economical consequence evaluations of accidental releases of radioactive
contaminants in the atmosphere. The PC-COSYMA results for one accident scenario of the
TRIGA reactor are presented. The results for probabilistic assessment of short and long term doses
to the public in the surrounding area, the contribution of different isotopes and exposure pathways,
the health effects and air and ground concentrations, are also presented. As source term we have
used the core inventory obtained with ORIGEN computer code. The essential input parameters for
PC-COSYMA computer code are also presented. The SCN/FCN - Piteşti site specific
meteorological conditions, and data on distribution of population, agricultural production
distribution for risk area has been taken into account for the calculations.
1. INTRODUCTION
Despite of the unlikeness, the nuclear reactors accidents could lead to disastrous
consequences for populations and environment due to high core inventory. To be released into
environment, the fission products must overcome the following protection barriers: fuel matrix,
fuel cladding, primary cooling system and the reactor building (containment). Furthermore safety
systems are used to make safe the use of nuclear reactors.
Not discussing the causes leading to a nuclear accident, population and environment
could be affected [1,2] only if the activity of released contaminants is significant. Such an event
can happen only if all the protection barriers are passed.
A large release of fission products could occurs in the case of fuel rods or cladding
melting. If the cooling conditions are not properly, the melting can extends also to other
components of the reactor core. The chemical reactions which can rise in such kind of
conditions, e.g. metal-water reaction, lead to the formation of substances which, in certain
concentrations, yield to chemical explosions followed by the reactor building damage. In these
conditions, a large amount of fission products will be released uncontrolled into the atmosphere.
Flexibility must be mentained in emergency response to reflect the actual circumstances
encountered (e.g. source term characteristics, the large number of possible weather conditions
and environmental situations such as time of the day, season of the year, land use and soil types,
population distribution and economic structures, uncertainties in the availability of technical and
administrative support and the behavior of the population). Therefore one of the most important
problems in the case of a nuclear emergency is quantifying all these very different types of offsite consequences. Last years, and in particular since the Chernobyl accident, there has been a

considerable increase in the resources allocated to development of computerized systems which
allow for predicting the radiological impact of accidents and to provide information in a
manageable and effective form to evaluate alternative countermeasure strategies in the various
stage of an accident. One of the most important such a computer code is the COSYMA computer
code (Code System for Maria). COSYMA computer code is a program package for assessing the
off-site radiological and economic consequences of accidental releases of radioactive materials to
the atmosphere [5,6]. It is intended to provide a flexible tool allowing to investigate and to
analyze a broad spectrum of accident consequences and countermeasures by an appropriate
choice of models, parameter values and data sets.
The decision to initiate a protective action is a complex process. The time pressure from
early phase of the accident will be replaced, during the transition to the late phase by pressure
related on the complexity, by having a complete image of radiation levels and affected areas [3 7]. One of the main tasks consists in making decisions for protective actions in order to
reestablish the normal life conditions. The restoration actions must lead to the modification or
withdrawn of the measures related on access and moving limitations, and restrictions on food and
drinking water consumption in the contaminated areas, and also the initiation of decontamination
in the affected areas. All these actions are based on physical, social, political and economical
constraints.
Therefore, considerable planing is necessary to reduce to manageable levels the types of
decisions leading to effective responses to protect the public in the event of a nuclear incident.
2.

ACCIDENT SCENARIO

We consider a partial core melting due to a malfunction of control rod system. Due to the
malfunction, the control rods are withdrawn from the core. This is equivalent with an insertion of
reactivity, the temperature of the fuel increase, and a core melting occur. Following the melting,
the radioactive contaminants are released into the reactor hall and the atmosphere. The
considered release fractions for all the isotopes in each group are presented in Table 1. As input
data we have considered the TRIGA reactor core inventory determined with ORIGEN
computer code based on the following assumptions: reactor power 14 MW, with an average
thermal neutron flux of 3.21 ⋅ 1013 n/cm2⋅s and a reactor core burnup degree of 14.12 MWd.
A 1 hour, single phase release were considered.
3.

RESULTS

For the meteorological conditions, a single phase with only one wind direction, the wind
speed of 5 m/s and Pasquill stability category D were considered.
For dose to general public calculation a uniform population density of 250 people per 1
km2 were used.
The evaluation of air concentrations for 131I and 137Cs are presented in Figure 1 and
Figure 2, respectively and the evaluation of ground concentrations for 131I and 137Cs are presented
in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively. The Figure 5 and 6 illustrates the mean short-term (1 day)
effective, thyroid dose and Figure 7, the evaluation of collective dose.
In Figure 8 are presented the number of late health effects and in Figure 9 the evaluation
of total long term individual risk – FATAL.
As a result of the radioactive contamination of the environment, a certain number of
health effects in population will occur. The collective doses to 50 years is shown in
Table 2. The assessment of the initial area and number of population affected by
countermeasures is presented in Table 3, the final decision on the long term countermeasures

implementation in the contaminated areas being taken based on the samples analysis. The total
amount of food banned is presented in Figure 10.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

Is straight forward that a nuclear accident is a dynamic phenomenon in space and time,
and its evolution can be predicted with a certain probability. Moreover, a real nuclear accident
will require a realistic evaluation of the nuclear installations and safety systems status, leading to
detailed information about the conditions before and during the accident and also the amount of
the released radioactive contaminants.
Unfortunately, is more likely that such kind of information to be not available in a short
time after initiation of the accident. For this reason, detailed analyses, based on various nuclear
accidents scenario, obtained from the PSA studies [7], are needed. These analyses will give a
qualitative image on the possible consequences of a certain type of nuclear accident and will
allow the planning of the urgent countermeasures to avoid the public and environment damages.
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Table 1 -

Input list of the release fractions of the core inventory for each nuclide
group and one release phase
Group
Nuclides
Release
No.
fraction
1
Kr-83, Kr-85M, Kr-85, Kr-87, Xe131M, Xe133M, Xe133, Xe135M, 4.00 E-01
Xe135, Xe138
2
I-131, I-132, I-133, I-134, I-135
2.00 E-01
3
Rb-88, Rb-89, Cs134M, Cs134, Cs135, Cs136, Cs137, Cs138
2.00 E-01
4
Te-129M, Te-129, Te-132, Te-133, Te-134
2.00 E-01
5
Sr-89, Sr-90, Ba-139
2.00 E-01
6
C0-58, Co-60, Mo-99, Tc-99M, Tc-101, Ru-103, Ru-105, Rh-103M,
2.00 E-01
Rh-105
7
Y-91, Y-92, Nb-95, Zr-95, Zr-97, La-140, La-141, La-142, Ce-141, Ce-143, 2.00 E-01
Ce-144, Pr-143, Pr-145, Nd-147, Pm-149, Pm-151, Np-238, Np-239
Table 2 -

Collective doses to 50 years

EFFECTIVE
B.MARROW
B.SURFACE
BREAST
LUNG
STOMACH
COLON
LIVER
PANCREAS
THYROID
GONADS
SKIN
REMAINDER
TOTAL

1.88E+03
1.34E+03
1.72E+03
7.19E+02
3.26E+03
1.27E+03
1.47E+03
1.36E+03
1.23E+03
7.96E+03
1.27E+03
3.08E+03
1.33E+03
2.79E+04

Table 3Total area and number of population affected by countermeasures
Population (number)
Countermeasure
Maximum
Mean
99th perc. 95th perc. 90th perc. 50th perc.
Sheltering
2.89E+05 2.70E+04 2.63E+05 2.00E+05 7.59E+04 5.75E+03
Iodine distrib.
2.54E+04 2.28E+03 1.95E+04 7.24E+03 4.90E+03 1.35E+03
relocation
2.54E+04 2.50E+03 2.04E+04 8.51E+03 5.01E+03 1.35E+03
Decontamination
1.96E+04 1.26E+03 1.95E+04 4.17E+03 2.04E+03 6.61E+02
Area (km2)
Maximum
Mean
99th perc. 95th perc. 90th perc. 50th perc.
Sheltering
6.03E+01 1.57E+01 4.17E+01 3.63E+01 2.88E+01 1.55E+01
Iodine distrib.
4.22E+00 5.79E-01 3.31E+00 2.14E+00 9.33E-01 3.47E-01
relocation
3.98E+00 6.47E-01 3.39E+00 2.29E+00 1.78E+00 3.47E-01
Decontamination
3.14E+00 2.39E-01 2.34E+00 1.05E+00 5.01E-01 1.00E-01

Figure 1. Air concentration for I131

Figure 2. Air concentration for Cs137
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Figure 3. Ground concentration for I131

Figure 4. Ground concentration for Cs137
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Figure 5. Evaluation of 1-day EFFECTIVE dose

Figure 6. Evaluation of 1-day THYROID
dose
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Figure 7. Evaluation of collective dose
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Figure 8. Number of late health effects
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Figure 9. Evaluation of total long term individual risk – FATAL
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Figure 10. Total amount of food banned
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TRIGA NATURAL CONVECTION AFTER LOFA
Mirel Mladin, Gheorghe Negut
Institute for Nuclear Research (ICN), 0300 Pitesti, PO Box 78, Romania

Abstract
An important feature for the safety of any reactor is if the reactor has the capability to
remove the residual heat in natural convection. In the Safety Analysis Report was analyzed the
flow reversal after the emergency pump shutdown due to the natural convection started by the
residual heat removal. In this paper is analyzed the natural convection of the Romanian TRIGA
steady state reactor.
In the situation of a Loss of Flow Accident (LOFA) by the main cooling pumps shutdown,
the TRIGA 14 MW Steady State reactor residual heat removal is provided with an emergency
pump. This pump cannot be stopped for two hours after the shutdown and it is operated
simultaneously with the main cooling pumps. The operation history of this pump proved the low
reliability of this equipment.
We are trying to estimate the capability of the emergency cooling system to remove residual
heat with the emergency pump off .
We calculated with the program STAT the flow rate, bulk temperatures at exit and return and
wall temperature at the corresponding power. The STAT input data are those for a natural
convection calculus in a medium TRIGA channel. To the total pressure drop we made the
program read an external pressure drop which is intended to represent the emergency system
pressure drop. STAT will iterate to find the flow rate for which it calculates the heat transfer.
The conclusion of this study is that the natural convection in this reactor takes place through
the reactor clearances, test channel and opening and not by a loop via emergency pump
clearances.
Content
Trying to estimate the capability of the emergency cooling system to remove residual
heat with the emergency pump off we considered fig.1 which illustrates temperature in fuel vs.
time evolution when the emergency pump functioned for 15 min. after the reactor shutdown (For
the completeness of this material we reproduce in fig.2 the same evolution when the emergency
pump was off from the very beginning. These curves were drawn at that time, in 1980).
Curve 1 shows a rise in temperature beginning with the 15th min., when all forced flow
was finished. This rise stops after 1 min. when, we can conclude, reverse flow is established and
it is capable of further removing heat, because the temperature is decreasing. (Actually, the
residual heat can be removed without the emergency pump as shown in fig.2.)
Let’s suppose that, in the process figured in fig.1 the heat is removed by a natural
convection loop established exclusively through the emergency cooling system, sketched in
fig.3. We calculated with the program STAT the flow rate, bulk temperatures at exit and return
and wall temperature at the corresponding power. The STAT input data are those for a natural
convection calculus in a medium TRIGA channel. To the total pressure drop we made the
program read an external pressure drop which is intended to represent the emergency system
pressure drop. STAT will iterate to find the flow rate for which it calculates the heat transfer.
The external pressure drop we calculated as a sum of a friction component on the pipe and a
local component in the emergency pump.

ext
∆H tot
= ∆H fr + ∆H pump

∆H fr = λ

(kg/m2)

l w1
ρ
DH 2 g

where: λ - friction loss coef.(0.04)
l – length of the pipe (4.5 m)
DH – hydraulic diam.of the pipe (φ=DH=10 cm)
g – gravity acc. (9.81 m/s2)
ρ - fluid density (1000 kg/m3)
w1 – fluid velocity through the pipe (m/s)

∆H pump

w22 ρ
=ζ
2g

where: ζ - local pressure drop coef. In the pump
w2 – fluid velocity in the clearances of the pump
w1 and w2 (and to a smaller extent, the other parameters dependent on Re) will be
determined by the flow rate and, consequently, the problem is complicated by the iterations on
external pressure drop. We simulated this latest iteration process by a set of problem-runs until
the final flow rate reported by the program produced the same external pressure drop as the input
value.
To calculate ζ we used a sketch of an axial section through the pump (fig.4) and I.D.Del
Chik, III-18 assuming the geometry to fit to the model of entrance in a straight conduit through
thick wall orifices.
We supposed the circulation of water is established through the emergency pump
clearances between the pump impeller and pump case (six channels almost rectangular, 40 cm
long) as shown in the fig.4.
Cf. the handbook used:

ζ = (ζ ζ + ε 0Reζ 0 )
f =

for

Re =

Σf or
F0

dh =
where:

1
f2

wor d h
< 10 5
ϑ

4 f or
π or

ζ 0 = 0.5 + (1 − f ) 2 + ζ (1 − f )
l
ζ = funct.( )
dh
∆
λ = funct.( , Re)
dh

In the relations above for denotes the area of an orifice
Fo – area of a conduit
dh – hydraulic diam.of an orifice

∆ - rugosity of the material
Re – Reynolds
Π - perimeter
We have:
dh = 2.83 cm
l = 40 cm
Fo = 201.06 cm2

f = 0.3

ζ(14.1) ~ 0
ζo=0.99

Fo/F1 ~ 0

At the range of work Reynolds (≈103)

ε 0Re ≅ 0.8
ζ ζ ≅ 0.22

It yields ζ≅11.46
And

∆H pump

w22
w 2 g kg
lb
lb
( 2) =ζ
=ζ
ρ .0.205( 2 ) ≅ 120w22 ( 2 )
2g w
2g
ft
ft

We also have

ΔH fr = 0.04

lb
4.5 1000 2 kg
w1 ( 2 ) = 91w12 ( 2 )
0.1 2 x9.81
w
ft

As w1=0.77 w2
ext
∆H tot
≅ 174w22 (

lb
)
ft 2

lb
) yields q = 0.7 kg/s
ft 2
through all of the 29x25 medium channels. This yields w2=0.104 m/s which, in turn,

ext
Iterating on pressure drop we found that the value ∆H tot
= 1.9(

reproduces ∆H tot = 1.9(
ext

lb
)
ft 2

For the purpose of this calculus the residual power was estimated with the aid of the
relationship: P = Pox0.095xζ-0.26 (MW)
Where: Po=14 MW
ζ~25min
The value for the rate (0.7 kg/s) is very small and the temperature drop on fluid reported
by STAT is ∆Tc=84.83-27.39 (oC)=57.4oC.
The hot pin wall temperature reported is around 296oF (147oC) which is very great
because the experimental curve 1 shows 70-80oC at that moment in fuel. This make us think
there were ways other than the emergency cooling system, with smaller pressure drops for
natural convection in course of the test. These might be experimental locations, Beryllium blocks
central holes and eventually peripheral fuel bundles.

FIG.1 Temperature vs. time, emergency pump off
after 15 min
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system
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE APPLICATIONS IN FIXED
AREA MONITOR FOR TRIGA REACTOR BUILDING
AND SERVICE BUILDING
Authors: C.Talpalariu, J.Talpalariu, N.Vaja, C.Matei
Institute for Nuclear Research, PO.Box-78, 0300-Pitesti, Romania

This system is intended for the protection of personnel working in those areas of the
Reactor Building and Service Building where high gamma radiation fields are expected.
A detector, sensitive to gamma radiation, is installed in each of the areas to be monitored.
The detector will send a signal, proportional to the radiation level in the area, to a corresponding
electronic module (Alarm Unit), where the signal will be amplified and checked against alarm set
points for possible alarming conditions.
In case the field exceeds the alarm set points, the Alarm Unit will produce a signal that
will trigger the field alarms (Horn and Beacon) located in the area where condition occurred.
Each Alarm Unit will send a numerical input to central computer command.
The system is required to accomplish the following
- Monitor the level of gamma radiation in those areas of the Station where high radiation
fields are expected.
- Provide a continuous and centralized display of the radiation level in each of the
monitored areas. The display shall be in exposure rate units (R/h).
- Provide a visual and audible alarm in each monitored areas.
- The control room operator shall be able to check at any time the radiation levels and
alarm conditions in each of the monitored areas.
- The control room operator shall be alerted of any alarm conditions that occurs in the
Station.
A typical monitoring loop is composed of the following components:
- Detector Assembly type: CI-MA - 522 two channels, two range;
- Horn and Beacon Assembly;
- Remote Indicating Meter with Warning Lights;
- Central computer; common for all 40 loops.

DETECTOR
The Detector Assembly is of the pressurized ion chamber type. This
Wall mounted assembly contains its own high voltage power supply, charge-to-pulse converter,
amplifier, low voltage regulation and line driver.
The Alarm Unit supplies the low voltage power.
The assembly contains a check source that is operated remotely from the associated
Alarm Unit. The detector has a 4 π geometry response, the output signal will be proportional to
the gamma field surrounding the detector, thus giving a meaningful indication of the radiation
fields to witch personnel in the area are exposed.
ALARM UNIT
The Alarm Unit receives the signal from the detector assembly, processes the signal and
displays the information in exposure rate on the meter.

The Unit also provides a low voltage to the detector.
Each Alarm Unit contains its own voltage supply, electronics for signal processing,
readout meter, alarm sensing and display, output capable of driving a remote indicating meter
and a current analog output. Controls for calibration of these circuits are located on the front
panel of the Unit and may be adjusted while the Unit is in operation.
There are two ranges of Alarm Unit:
a) Low Range (1 mR/h - 10 R/h)
b) High Range (10 mR/h - 100 R/h).
Technical Features
Measurement range 1 mR/h - 100R/h.
Measurement error ± 15%.
Maximum channels numbers 40.
Normal operating temperature 10 ÷ 400 C.
Response time 1sec.
4 π geometry response for detectors.
100 k/rad high level radiation resistant.
Control computer:
Based on an Industrial P II PC system and a 10 channel Timer/Counter Card the control
computer improve the hardware performances by an expert program for early rate change
detection and rate prediction.
The rate value conclusion in an optimization between current value, medium and long
time values and shorter responds time for transient signals.
Some significant features are the following:
- Substantial reduction in panel complexity many of the fixed indicators and controls can
be eliminated in favor of interactive CRT console;
- Substantial reduction in instrumentation complexity;
- fault detection and diagnosis;
- system performance monitoring;
- intelligent alarm handling.
Every input channel has a status memory, current range, input rate and evolution and
operating capability.
Depending on the status on the input, by means of an inferential algorithm the current
status is updated and, based on that, the input data can be processed, following an optimization
algorithm for accuracy and response time.
The operating system in using, an auto-organizing data memory both for computing the
current value and long-term administration of data, so that only the status and significant values
of the inputs are recorded. This fact is simplifying the algorithms of decision, search and
arrangement of data and is limiting the necessary memory, although preserving enough memory
accuracy and representation of dosimeter curves. The utilization of an inferential algorithm for
the estimation of the status, optimization methods and data auto-organization determines an
increase of performances in the:
- Response time (max. 1 sec.) for all channels in the presence of sufficient input
information or in the case of a fast dynamic evolution in the sense of radiations flux increase;
- accuracy, by estimating the evolution, when a minimum of input information is missing;
- optimal numerical filtering of information based on the acquired data and the
instantaneous values for optimization of accuracy and response time curves.
First application for this system (only central computer) was Post Irradiation Examination
Laboratory facility placed on I.C.N. Pitesti platform.
The advantages of the presented system are:

- significant decrease of complexity through the elimination of most readings and
switches, by replacing them by a computer monitor;
- significant cutback of hardware;
- automatic detection of system damage;
- automatic monitoring of system performances;
- measure and display speed, operation mode, etc.
- flexible monitoring and alarm system when exceeding threshold.
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ON-SITE EMERGENCY INTERVENTION PLAN
FOR NUCLEAR ACCIDENT SITUATION AT SCN-PITEŞTI
TRIGA REACTOR
S. Mărgeanu, I. Oprea
Institute for Nuclear Research, PO.Box-78, 0300-Pitesti,Romania

Abstract

A 14 Mw TRIGA research reactor is operated on the Institute for Nuclear Research site.
In the event of a nuclear accident or radiological emergency that may affect the public the
effectiveness of protective actions depends on the adequacy of intervention plans prepared in
advance. Considerable planning is necessary to reduce to manageable levels the types of
decisions leading to effective responses to protect the public in such an event. The essential
structures of our on-site, off-site and county emergency intervention plan and the correlation
between emergency intervention plans are presented.
1. Introduction
A nuclear incident is defined as a series of events leading to the release of radioactive
materials into the environment of sufficient magnitude to make necessary protective actions.
Protective actions are those actions taken following a nuclear incident that are intended to
minimise the radiation exposure of the general public resulting from incidents.
The decision to initiate a protective action is a complex process. The benefits of taking
the action is weighed against the risk and constraints involved in taking the action. In addition
the decision will be made under difficult emergency conditions, probably with little detailed
information available. Therefore, considerable planing is necessary to reduce to manageable
levels the types of decisions leading to effective responses to protect the public in the event of a
nuclear incident.
The sequence of events for developing emergency plans and responding to nuclear
incidents [1] will vary according to individual circumstances, because the international
recommendations and site-specific emergency plans cannot provide detailed guidance for all
accident scenarios and variations in local conditions. Flexibility must be mentained in emergency
response to reflect the actual circumstances encountered (e.g. source term characteristics, the
large number of possible weather conditions and environmental situations such as time of the
day, season of the year, land use and soil types, population distribution and economic structures,
uncertainties in the availability of technical and administrative support and the behaviour of the
population). This further complicates the decision-making process, especially under accident
conditions where there are time pressures and psychological stress.
Therefore one of the most important problems in the case of a nuclear emergency is
quantifying all these very different types of off-site consequences. Last years, and in particular
since the Cernobyl accident, there has been a considerable increase in the resources allocated to
development of computerised systems which allow for predicting the radiological impact of
accidents and to provide information in a manageable and effective form to evaluate alternative
countermeasure strategies in the various stage of an accident. In this way, we have developed at
INC-Pitesti a computer code namely DOZIM which will be presented bellow.

2. Emergency Intervention Plan structure
Objectives:
- To protect employees, first aid for injured personnel and treatment for contaminated personnel
- To operate the installations in order to ensure the best safety status, safe shutdown and to limit
the
consequences of the incident or accident
- To assess the radioactive release, the doses and the contamination degree
- To inform the local and national authorities
General presentation
The emergency plan is structured on 4 sections:
Section I: General data on INR site
Section II: On-site intervention procedures in event of nuclear accident having off-site
consequences
Section III: Specific intervention procedures for INR nuclear facilities having strictly
limited
consequences on facilities or site
Section IV: Procedures for beta and gamma radioactivity determination
During the normal operation of the nuclear facilities, the sources are under control.
The effects on the population health are in the stochastic range, and the radiation
protection has the role to maintain the probability of consequences at a low range.
In case of a nuclear accident the sources are no more under control. The reduction of
doses – and the implicit reduction of health risks – is done by taking measures in what concerns
the employees, the population and certain environmental factors.
The dose that the INR personnel can bear in case of a hypotetical foreseen accident
(destruction of a cassette or of the active zone) varies among a few mSv and Sv. The effects on
their health belong as much to the probabilistic domain as to the deterministic one. Few persons
in the reactor’s building may get lethal doses.
The intervention’s management must be as well organized as to prevent serious
deterministic effects, this is why the on-site emergency plan has a modular structure.
The procedures included in the third section describe the way of operating in case of
certain possible accidents at the nuclear installations of ICN and NFP (nuclear fuel plant). The
foreseen events may have cosequences on the installations and maybe on the personnel. It is
unlikely that the effects of these events have off-site consequences. For every foreseen event a
procedure has been settled. These procedures have a strong technical character, specifically
describing the maneuvers that must be accomplished on the installations.
Besides the application of the specific procedure for every foreseen event, others
procedures from the plan must be applied. For instance: the notification of the event, dosimetric
evaluations and measurements, medical assistance, the draw-up of the final report etc.
The procedures from the fourth section are the monitoring procedures for radiation levels during
emergency and fallow- up. These procedures establish the way of sampling and the preparation
of samples for beta measurements and for the gamma spectrometry analyses of the radioactive
content in air, soil, vegetation, foodstuff etc. The procedures from the fourth section have the
role of providing integrated methods of sampling, preparation, measurement, interpretation and
recording of the results for each laboratory and for all the people involved.
The schematic structure of activities covered by emergency intervention plan are
presented in Figure 1.
The consequences of a nuclear accident will affect a large area including Argeş county
and possibly the neighboring countys. This is why a link between on-site emergency intervention
plan and both the Argeş county emergency intervention plan and national emergency
intervention plan must be created. The institutions involved in the management of a nuclear
accident at ICN-Piteşti site are:
• CJAID – Arges (County Commission for Defense Against Disasters)
• CANCOC – Arges (County Commission for Nuclear Accident)

•
•
•

Local Public Authority - Arges (Prefect, County Council, City Councils, mayor)
Arges County Council and Local Councils
Service for Mobilization of Economy and Preparedness of the Territory for Defense – Arges
(SMEPTA)
• Environmental Protection Agency – Arges (APM)
• Romanian Waters Department – Arges (FAR)
• Inspectorate for Public Health – Arges (ISP)
• County Health Department – Arges (DS)
• County Agriculture and Alimentary Industry Department – Arges (DGAIA)
• Inspectorate for Civil Defense – Arges (IPrCv)
• Arges Police Department
• Arges Fire Department
• Institute for Nuclear Research – Pitesti (ICN)
The flow chart of the national and county organisations and institutions involved in
nuclear accident management are presented in Figure 2. Specific intervention procedures for all
listed organisations and institutions were created and included in the national and county
emergency intervention plans.
CONCLUSIONS
The paper briefly presents the organization of emergency intervention in a case of nuclear
accident at ICN site.
The present emergency intervention plan is the rezult of international guidance and
national legislation, and also on local experience in planning, development of instrumentation
and computing methods accordingly with quality assurance system.
I must be emphasize that each year, we have an emergency intervention exercise for a
nuclear accident situation at our TRIGA reactor. The main objective of such an exercise is to test
the response capability in a nuclear accident situation for all the institutions and organisations
from all levels and to test the implementation of the specific procedures.
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1. Introduction
In 20 years of TRIGA SSR 14 MW research reactor operation we experienced two major events
that deserves to be presented.
These events are from the postulated initiating events category and have the following
consequences:
- reactivity insertion and power distribution disturbances
- coolant inventory changes
- radioactivity releases
These events were natural or man induced electric power supply failures, etc, operator errors.
The reactor and its systems response to these events was satisfactory and did not lead to
personnel radiation overexposure, contamination, or material losses.
2. Reactor overpower event

2.1 Event description
It happened in November 6, 1983 around 21h 9 min.
According to the experimental program the reactor had the following configuration:
- 100kW loop A in XC1 location
- iridium capsule in XC2 location
- standard CANDU experiments in the other experimental channels
Previous to the event the reactor was in shutdown state due to primary circuit trip. The failure
was repaired and the reactor started-up at 19h 07 min. When the reactor reached criticality at
1.5MW level it was started the power increase procedure according to loop A experiment
requirements. The reactor power ramp was very slow due to low pool temperature.
At 21h 07 min the reactor power was 91% of 10 MW on dual pen recorder. The power ramp was
achieved changing the demand rate of automatic SERVO ON compensation.
When the shift supervisor moved to the primary system control panel to check the primary and
secondary system temperatures, the second operator switched the power range key from 10 MW
to 30MW range without switching off the automatic SERVO ON. It followed a quick power
increase.
As consequence, one of the three fuel elements was filed its clad allowing radioactive release.
The high gamma level acoustic alarm got activated. Short time thereafter the neutron monitor
loop acoustic alarm was activated too.

In this situation, the shift supervisor tried to lower the power using BANK rods lowering normal
procedure. Due the confusion created by alarm noise and flashing lights, he did not observe that
SERVO ON was still in operation compensating the power level. Shortly after the reactor was
scrammed by the irradiation loop safety trips.
After the shift supervisor decided the personnel evacuation from the loop A room and notified
the reactor manager about the event.
Spectrometric measurements ordered by the reactor manger shown presence of Iodine isotopes in
the loop A primary circuit. This lead to the assumptions that on of the fuel probes clad failure.
This was confirmed by spectrometric measurements and fuel probes examination in the Post
Irradiation Examination Laboratory.
2.2 Event causes
The event cause was due to operator error during power increase procedure. Switching on the
power key from 10 MW to 30 Mw range without switching off the automatic SERVO ON lead
to a quick power increase in the condition of a new demand of 91% of 30 MW.
The4 post accident analysis showed that the maximum recorded power level was 43% of 30 MW
that corresponds to 17.6 MW real power without any consequences for the reactor core.
This power level produced an overpower mismatch for the fuel probe and the clad eventually
failed.
The records did not show high fuel temperature to affect TRIGA fuel integrity, so the fuel safety
parameters were not reached. During and short after the accident it was recorded a small amount
of fission gas release in the reactor hall and the loop containment area due to the leaks of loop
primary circuit.
2.3 Corrective actions
In order to prevent incidence of similar events and to eliminate the consequences of this event it
was taken corrective actions such as:
- event analysis with the reactor staff;
- thorough medical examination for all the professional exposed staff during the event;
- dosimetry measurement program in order to determine complete decontamination of
the loop;
- program to safely intervention in the affected areas to put in service all loop
equipment;
- plan for clean, evacuation, storage and treatment for the liquid radioactive wastes
from loop A decontamination procedure;
- reactor overpower analysis and calculations;
- actualization and analysis of all procedures and utilization instructions for reactor,
loop and the other irradiation facilities.
3. Prompt criticality reconfiguration event

3.1 Event description
This event occurred in November 14th 1989 around 13h 30 min. beginning with October 28th the
reactor hall were in development fuel burn up measurement activities by gamma spectrometry.
On November 14th SSR was shut downed and the reactor consoles was deenergized. The T/C
fuel was removed to allow fuel bundles removal.

During the removal procedure a fuel bundle was not correctly caught by the fuel bundle handling
tool. In order to prevent fuel bundle drop on the pool floor the fuel bundle was lowered in a
central experimental channel. Due to the core configuration, special for a high reactivity in the
central channel, the fuel bundle lowering in this channel caused a prompt criticality with all
control rods in the core.
The core configuration is presented in the Annex 1.
A team of 4 members was in charge to the fuel removal. During the C21 fuel bundle extraction
from core position H6, due to C31 fuel bundle dislocation, the handling tool inserted in the C21
top fitting and caught the near bundle C31 from the position G6. This situation was observed
late, when the bundle was already extracted and above the core. This was caused also, by pool
poor illumination. To prevent c31 falling, the operators decided that better to lower the bundle in
the next empty space XL1 position EF6. The bundle lowering was lasted about 50 seconds.
When the bundle reached the grid it was observed the Cerenkov light burst and the acoustic and
optic alarms from reactor hall gas monitor was activated. Reactor became prompt critical and
pulsed. Due to presence of spirit of one operator the bundle was removed from the core after two
minutes. Immediately after the event the reactor console was energized and was started a primary
pump.
The reactor manager ordered primary and purification circuits sampling and measurements to
detect fission release. The analysis did not show presence of radioactive release and dosimetry
equipment did not show high alarm values.
3.2 Cause of event
The computer simulation of the event shown that the core modification lead to a maximum
reactivity insertion of 3.89$ with a speed of 0.1$/sec. That means a power peak of 40 MW. That
core configuration has the fuel high burn up reason. Any fuel addition in the XL1 location was
beyond control rods efficiency.
The normal procedure was not respected. The console was shutoff that did not allowed any
parameter record during the event. The XL1 location was not filled with shim bundle. This entire
development lead event to take place.
Activation of acoustic and optic alarms of the reactor hall gas monitor could be explained by
forming of water bubbles in the proximity of reactor core filled with radioactive N-16 and Ar-41
gases freed at the pool surface.
3.3 Corrective actions
In order to prevent the incidence of similar events it was taken some corrective actions such as:
- strict control of the fuel bundles movement and fill with shim bundle of the
experimental channels during core reconfiguration;
- keep of the console in function during fuel bundle operation;
- administrative procedures to record unexpected scrams, mechanical and I&C
failures, actions on the core configuration;
- power pulse evaluation.
4. Conclusions
TRIGA SSR proved, anyway, an inherent safe equipment. Any of the accidents that happened
did not lead to the TRIGA fuel failure. The reactor is simple to operate and have given
satisfaction to our team.
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Abstract
A method for calculating the diffusion of various chemical species in composite materials
when the material compounds can not be described as a function of the position coordinate in every
point has been proposed. The method can be applied only for such systems in which a quasi-continuous
presence of every component can be defined in every arbitrary region. Since the complete random
distribution of the boundaries between the components will influence the diffusion process, the continuity
equation associated to the diffusion problem was extended for arbitrary volumes that keep the volume
concentration of every component of the alloy as the entire material volume. Its consistence with the
Fick's second law was also proved.
To visualise the differences of hydrogen migration in a thermal gradient inside the TRIGA
fuels, arising as a result of increasing the uranium content from ~ 10% wt. U to ~ 45% wt. U in the
TRIGA U-ZrHδ alloy, the method has been applied for the two concentrations of uranium. To this aim,
the assumption that the rate-controlling parameter of hydrogen diffusion is the dissociation equilibrium
pressure of hydrogen in zirconium hydride has been used. The results show significant differences of
both hydrogen distribution and the kinetics of hydrogen migration in a thermal gradient for the two
cases analysed.

1. Introduction
It is difficult to calculate the diffusion of various chemical species in composite materials
when the position coordinate of every component can not be precisely given, and moreover when a
complete random distribution of the boundaries between the phases must be described. Such problems
arise regarding the hydrogen migration in a thermal gradient inside the mixed α-Zr and ZrHδ phases, but
the mathematical formalism associated was rather intuitively described. Thus, in ref.[1, 2] the total
diffusion current of hydrogen in every section of the mixed α-Zr + ZrHδ phases is defined as

J totH = Aα J αH + Aδ J δH ,where Aα ,

Aδ are the fractional areas of the two phases (α-Zr and ZrHδ ) at a
H
H
cross section normal to the flux and J α , J δ the currents of hydrogen in α-Zr and ZrHδ , respectively.
In analogy, the U-ZrHδ alloy corresponding to the TRIGA fuels consists from dendrite ZrHδ
grains coated by the metallic α-U phase. They also do not permit a rigorous treatment of hydrogen
diffusion in thermal gradient as a function of the position coordinate.
The uranium content increasing from 10% wt. U (~90% at. 235U, TRIGA-HEU - high
enriched uranium fuel) to 45% wt. U (~20% at. 235U, TRIGA-LEU - low enriched uranium fuel) has led
to an increased thickness of the α-uranium layer along the ZrHδ grain boundaries from ~1µm to ~5µm
[3]. The intimate mixture of the two phases (α-U and ZrHδ ) and their quasi-continuous presence inside
the U-ZrHδ fuel suggests a careful analysis of the increased uranium volume effect on the hydrogen
diffusion as a result of the inherent thermal gradient during the fuel irradiation. The necessity of such
analysis is justified by the following simple evaluation: the relaxation time τ, of the hydrogen diffusion
o
inside an infinite sheet of the same thickness as the fuel pellet radius r, and at 300 C fuel temperature,
τ=

r2
 Q 
; D = D o exp −

D
 R ⋅T 

(1)

is about 500 years for diffusion in ZrHδ while for the case of α−uranium it is only ~100 hours, (r = the
shell thickness = fuel pellet radius, D = the diffusion coefficient , R = gas constant, T = the fuel
temperature(K) and Q = the activation energy of hydrogen diffusion). The difference can be explained
based on the observation that the activation energy of hydrogen diffusion in ZrHδ (34900 cal/mole) is
about three times greater than for α-U (11070 cal/mole) [4]. Thus, one can suggest that versus the ZrHδ
phase, the α-U phase could become an important path of hydrogen migration to the colder regions of the
TRIGA fuel. It must be also mentioned that the hydrogen diffusion in the mixed α+δ zirconium hydride
components which arise as a result of hydrogen loss from the hotter fuel regions is strongly increased
versus the diffusion in the initial ZrHδ. The phase transitions from the initial ZrHδ to α+δ phases or
toward the ε phase corresponding to the phase diagram of the zirconium hydride are associated with large
volume changes and fuel cracks [3]. Large areas of phase changes in TRIGA- LEU fuels (45% wt. U)
have been already observed by the fuel-samples microscopy resulted from the fuel irradiation tests at
ORNL (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)[5].
The problem of diffusion for such cases can be a little bit extended to an arbitrary
homogeneous composite material.
The purpose of the paper is to give firstly a mathematical formalism that permits to describe
the diffusion of an arbitrary species as a function of the volume concentration of every component and
based on this, an approximate solution of hydrogen migration in thermal gradient inside of the TRIGA
fuel.

2. Statement of the problem
The random distribution of the boundaries between the components of an alloy having an
intimate mixing and a quasi-continuous presence of every component in all its regions, suggests the
possible changing of the associated heterogeneous diffusion system to an homogenised one. To verify
this hypothesis, a new mass balance of the diffusing species must be written.
Based on the continuity properties of the boundaries between the material components we can
take as arbitrary any volume region of the same volume concentration, as the entire diffusion system and
this will be proved bellow. Mathematically, the problem of diffusion in continuous mixed phases can be
p

generalised to 'p' components of ‘ck ‘ volume concentrations (k=1,2,...p),

∑c

k

=1.

k =1

The diffusion currents inside the arbitrary volume j β , and the material component j kβ , are
p

defined as, j β = ∑ j kβ ;

j kβ = ρ kβ v kβ ;

ρ kβ =

k =1

m kβ
;
V

jβ =

1
V

p

∑m

β
k

v kβ

k =1

(2)
(where v kβ is the average velocity and m kβ , the mass of diffusing species β , inside the k phase from the
arbitrary volume V, under consideration). Using Green’s theorem the rate of transport of the diffusing
species β , across the separation surface S, which bounds the 'arbitrary' volume V, is
Q2β =

∫j
S

p

β

nds = ∑

∫j

β
k

k =1 S ' ∈ S
k

p

p

nk ds = ∑ ∫ jkβ ⋅ nk ds = ∑ ∫ ∇jkβ dVk =
k =1 S
k

k =1 V
k

p

∫ ∑ ∇j

β
k

V k =1

 p

dV = ∫ ∇ ∑ jkβ dV = ∫ ∇j β dV
k
 =1 
V
V

(3)

where n, nk are the normal unit vectors from the inside to the outside of the surface S and Sk respectively.
In Eq.(3) the surfaces Sk have been closed inside the volume V because, from the condition of continuity
at the boundary of any arbitrary two neighbour phases, the scalar products
j lβ ⋅ nl = − j mβ ⋅ n m (∀ )(l , m ) ∈ {1,2,... p}× {1,2,... p} and their integrals over the component-separation surfaces
inside the volume V are each other vanished,
p

∑∫ j
k =1 S k

β
k

p 

⋅ nk ds =∑  ∫ jkβ ⋅ nk ds '
k =1 S

'
k

S ∈S
'
k

+

∫

S k"

jkβ ⋅ nk ds "

S

"
k

p

'
β
=

∑
∉S
∫ jk ⋅ nk ds
 k =1 S

S k' ∈ S

'
k

The results from Eq.(3) can not be applied for those arbitrary volumes V including insulated
distinct compounds of which boundaries do not intersect the boundary surface S. Thus, the condition of
a quasi-continuous presence of every component of the composite material or alloy must be verified
versus the experimental results. The rate of the mass changing of the diffusing species β, inside of the

volume V, is given by, Q1β =

dM β
d
=
dt
dt

β
∫ ρ dV = ∫

V

V

∂ρ β
dV
∂t

(4)
The rate of the total production of diffusing species in chemical reactions that occur inside V is
p 

 r
Q3β = ∑  ∫ ∑ν β i bik dV k 
(5)

k =1 V i =1

where v β i is the stoichiometric number of species β, in chemical reaction i, and bik , the reaction rate of
k

the chemical reaction i, inside the phase k. From Eqs.(3), (4) and (5), and the condition of mass
conservation, Q1β = Q 2β + Q 3β
(6)
it follows,

p
r
∂ρ β


= −∑ ∇j kβ + ∑ν β i bik 
∂t
k =1 
i =1


(7)

In terms of the concentration of the diffusing species β, taking into account the form of the diffusion
currents in thermal gradients inside of any arbitrary phase,

 Q β*
j kβ = − D kβ  ∇C kβ + C kβ ⋅ ∇ − k

 R ⋅T


from Eq.(7), it follows,


 



(8)

p 


 Q β *  r
∂Cβ

= ∑ ∇D kβ ∇C kβ + C kβ ∇ − k  + ∑ ν β i bik 
∂t
k =1 

 R ⋅ T  i =1



(9)

where C kβ is the concentration, Dkβ , the diffusion coefficient and Qkβ , the heat of transport of the
diffusing species β in thermal gradient inside the k component.
*

3. Application
As discussed above, the metallographic studies of the irradiated TRIGA fuel rods show
significant migration of hydrogen down the temperature gradient [5] and this result could be unexpected
if we take into account the chemical stability of the ZrHδ matrix. However, there are neither still not
out-of-pile fuel experiments nor theoretical studies to point out the observed hydrogen redistribution on
the irradiated TRIGA fuels. Moreover, as it results from ref.[6] the increasing uranium content of the
TRIGA-LEU fuel does not have any influence on the hydrogen migration and does not change the
mechanical stability of the fuel elements during irradiation.
In order to highlight at least theoretically the effect of the volume weight changes of the
components on the hydrogen migration, based on the method above described, a solution has been
derived for the particular case of the two different uranium concentrations corresponding to the HEU and
LEU fuels respectively.
At any time a number of hydrogen atoms given by the solubility limits of hydrogen in
zirconium are present as interstitial inside the fluorite structure of ZrHδ and they are in equilibrium with
the matrix. In order to keep the solubility limit an equivalent number of hydrogen atoms will act as
interstitial inside the α-U structure. Because the dissociation equilibrium pressure of hydrogen to form
the UH3 compound is greater than the dissociation equilibrium pressure corresponding to the ZrHx
formation (X is the atomic ratio H/Zr), the hydrogen atoms neither affect the α-U structure and nor
change its chemical stability.
On the other hand, the hydrogen diffusion from the hotter regions toward the colder ones is
slower than the transition of the hydrogen atoms from the crystalline structure of ZrHx to the dissolved
state. So, one can assume that the zirconium hydride is in equilibrium with the hydrogen atoms in
solution and the thermodynamic parameter which controls at any time the hydrogen concentration inside
the ZrHx phase is the dissociation equilibrium pressure of hydrogen in zirconium. Hence, we can write
2

5

∑ ∑ν
k =1 i =1

Hi

bik = 0; k = (U , ZrH x ); i = (Zr , H , U , ZrH δ , UH 3 ) . From the above description, it results also that the

concentration of hydrogen in solution inside of any arbitrary volume from the fuel is proportionally with
the concentration of hydrogen in solution inside the ZrHx matrix. Or, in other words,

CH =

H
NUH + N ZrH

VU + VZrH

=

x

x

1 N ZrH
α VZrH

(10)

x

x

N UH 1 − α ⋅ (1 − c) N ZrH
=
VU
V ZrH
α ⋅c

and

(11)

x

x

where

N UH
= the concentration of hydrogen in only α-U phase, and c = the volume concentration of
VU

uranium in U-ZrHx. The proportionality parameter α can be obtained from the out-of-pile fuel
experiments. Taking into account that 45% wt. U in U-ZrHx involve only 20% volume occupation of
uranium we can take α=1 and Eq.(10) becomes, C H =

H
N UH + N ZrH

VU + V ZrH

x

≅

x

H
N ZrH
N UH
≅
VU
V ZrH

x

x

(12)
and Eq.(9) in terms of hydrogen concentration in solution inside the two phases becomes,
2

 Q * 
∂CH
= ∑ ∇D kH ∇C kH + C kH ∇ − k 
∂t
k =1

 R ⋅ T 

(13)

H
H
(x,0) = C ZrH
and the initial condition, CUH (x,0) ≅ C ZrH
x

with C
H
C ZrH
=
x

H
ZrH x

,C

N

H
ZrH x

VU − ZrH

H
U

(14)

δ

the concentrations of hydrogen inside of the two phases α- U and U-ZrHx.
= (1 − c )⋅

x

H
N ZrH

V ZrH

x

= (1 − c )⋅ C H ,

C UH =

x

N UH
VU − ZrH

= c⋅
x

N UH
= c ⋅C H
VU

(15)

Physically, the heat of transport, Q*, is the difference between the heat energy transported by the
diffusing hydrogen atoms and the enthalpy of solution of the hydrogen atoms that is similar in both δ and
ε phases of ZrHx. In order to simplify the solution of Eq.(13), one can accept that the heat of transport
Q*, is the same for any value of the atomic ratio X [4]. Also, we will take the heat of hydrogen transport
*
= Q* .
in α-U similar as in the zirconium hydride, QU* ≅ QZrH
By substitution of Eqs.(14) and (15) in Eq.(13) it follows,
x



 Q *  
∂CH
H
 
= ∇  (1 − c )⋅ D ZrH
+ c ⋅ DUH ⋅ ∇C H + C H ∇ −
∂t

 R ⋅ T  

H
H
= (1 − c )⋅ DZrH
+ c ⋅ DUH . Then, Eq.(16) becomes
Lets note DUZrH

[

]

x

x

(16)
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x

 
 
 

(17)

or in other words the well known equation of diffusion in thermal gradient in mass diluted systems with a
diffusion coefficient resulting from the homogenisation of the two main components in the model.
However, it is not possible to give analytical solutions to such equations. So, if we will make the
function changes, C H exp(−

Q*
) → C H' ,
RT

H
DUZrH
exp(
x

Q*
'
) → DUZrH
, then Eq.(17) becomes,
RT
x

∂C H'
Q*
'
= exp(−
∇C H'
)∇DUZrH
RT
∂t

(18)

x

and only numerical solutions are possible.
An alternative method consists in assumption of a slow diffusion of hydrogen in thermal gradient
across the fuel pellets. Thus, the local equilibrium of hydrogen atoms with the ZrHx matrix in every fuel
region is all time controlled by terminal solubility of hydrogen in solution C sH . The corresponding value
from published information [2] is,
N sH = N sH ⋅ exp(−
o

H
)
R ⋅T

(19)

where H is the enthalpy of solution of hydrogen in ZrHx, H = 8250cal / mole; N sH = 9.9 ⋅10 4 ( ppm) = constant.
In result of the negative sign of Q*, the hydrogen will migrate from the centre to the outside
regions of the fuel pellets. If we assume that the migration process take place near the equilibrium
between the solid solution and the ZrHδ remaining precipitates any time, the concentration of solute
inside the solid solution will be determined by the terminal solubility corresponding to the prevailing
temperature that results from the local thermal gradient.
o

Thus, taking into account the Arhenius forms of the diffusion coefficients and of the terminal
solubility of hydrogen, Eqs.(1) and (19), the solution of Eq.(17) is strongly simplified.
The hydrogen losing inside the void volume of the fuel elements can be neglected during the
normal operating conditions of TRIGA-14MW reactor [8].
Hence, for a constant thermal gradient inside the fuel elements, the solution of Eq.(17) is,
CH = CH (t0 ) + CsH

(

DU − ZrH H + Q*
x

2

RT

o

)exp− H  ⋅ ∇ T + (∇T )  H − 2RT +
2

 RT  
 


2

RT 
2

QD 
 ⋅ t
DU −ZrH 

(20)

where

H
DUH− ZrH = c ⋅ DUH + (1 − c )⋅ D ZrH
x

QD = c ⋅ D ⋅ QU + (1 − c )⋅ D
H
U

(21)

x
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H
and QUH , Q ZrH
are the activation energies of diffusion of hydrogen inside the α-U and ZrHx phases,
respectively. In terms of the atomic ratio ( X = N H / N Zr ), Eq.(20) becomes,
x

X = Xδ + X0
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X δ = 1.6 .

To verify the accuracy of the results predicted using Eq.(24) we can assume that during the
hydrogen migration there is a region of the fuel where the hydrogen concentration is as the initial or, in
other words, from Eq.(24)
∂X
∂t

x = xδ
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δ

where xδ is the spatial coordinate corresponding to the atomic ratio X=1.6. It can be seen that the zero
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x = xδ

and the results predicted by Eq.(26) can be used to evaluate the diffusion parameters from experimental
data. The oversimplifications of diffusion in thermal gradient inside the fuel pellets conducted to the
linear form of the time-dependence of Eq.(24). This result suggests a migration process without
saturation of hydrogen from the hotter regions of the fuel to the colder ones. But at steady-state fuel
temperature, the hydrogen will migrate until an equilibrium concentration inside the fuel will be reached.
Hence, the results predicted by Eq.(24) could be valid only short time after the beginning of the fuel
operating process.
To avoid the cases where Eq.(24) can not be applied, the time dependence of hydrogen
diffusion will be divided in two distinct regions. In the first one, Eq.(24) governs the hydrogen
migration. In the second, we have to take into account a stationary state in which the diffusion currents
are everywhere zero in the fuel. At this stage, the atomic ratio at the fuel centre given by Eq.(24) is just
the terminal solubility of hydrogen in zirconium corresponding to the central fuel temperature. Thus
X = X s ( x c ) and an 'equilibrium time' (the time after the equilibrium state of hydrogen migration has been
reached) can be calculated as follows,
t equil. =

X s (x c ) − 1.6
K

(27)

with x c , the position coordinate corresponding to the fuel centre and
K = X0

(
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(28)
x = xc

(29)

By fitting Eq.(24) to some experimental results, it could becomes a good approximation of the
kinetics of hydrogen migration for no greater times as tequil. given by Eq.(27).

4. Discussion
Function of the power and the destination of the TRIGA reactor, there are many kinds of fuel
elements, both as geometry and as the initial uranium contents [5, 6].
There are no published information regarding the diffusion parameters in mixed UZrHx. As a
result, our purpose is to estimate only qualitatively, the effect of the uranium content increasing from
~10% wt. to 45% wt.
To this aim Eq.(24) has been used to evaluate the hydrogen migration inside a cylindrical fuel
stack at a temperature distribution similar to the as-described in Ref.[8] for steady state operating of the
TRIGA reactor ,
2

z
r 

T (r , z ) = Tc − ∆T ⋅    ⋅ cos p − q ⋅  ;
a
L







r ∈ (0, a ) ; z ∈ (− L, L )

(30)

o

where Tc= 600 C, the maximum central fuel temperature at the fuel stack middle-plane,
∆T =Tc-Tout =300 oC,
Tout = the surface fuel temperature at the fuel stack midplane,
p, q = constants (for example, p=1, q=2 ),
a, L = the fuel radius and the fuel stack half-length, respectively.
The equivalent volume concentrations of uranium are 2% vol. for 10% wt. U and 20% vol.
for 45% wt. U, respectively. According to Eq.(27) the times of reaching of the hydrogen concentration
equilibrium are respectively ~264 days for 2% vol. uranium ( TRIGA-HEU fuel) and ~ 76 days for 20%
vol. uranium (TRIGA-LEU fuel). The results regarding the hydrogen distribution inside the fuel stack at
the equilibrium times corresponding to the two volume concentrations analysed and for the temperature
distribution given by Eq.(30) are depicted in Fig.1. The bolded values correspond to the atomic ratios
beyond the δ region of the zirconium hydride matrix X δ ∈ [1.59, 1.65]. The fractional area affected by
hydrogen migration shown in Fig.1 is greater for the case of LEU fuel than for the HEU fuel. This is the
result of the increasing of the uranium content from ~2% to ~20% vol.
4. Conclusions
A method for calculating the diffusion of various chemical species in composite materials
when their intimate mixture can not permit the knowledge of the position coordinate of every component
was proposed.
The method has been applied to the hydrogen diffusion in thermal gradients in TRIGA fuels.
Based on the assumption that the equilibrium dissociation pressure of hydrogen in ZrHx is the controlling
parameter of diffusion, it results that the hydrogen densities in solution inside the α-U and the zirconium
hydride matrix are similar. In order to arrive at a simple solution of the diffusion problem, we assumed
that the hydrogen concentration in solution is all time near the terminal solubility of hydrogen in
zirconium and in equilibrium with the ZrHx matrix. The phase transition from the initial ZrHδ to α+δ
phases or to the ε phase corresponding to the phase diagram of the zirconium hydride, implies large
volume changes of the fuel and fuel cracks [3]. Even qualitatively, the results obtained by applying the
model proves the faster hydrogen migration for LEU fuel at 20% vol. U and larger area affected by the
fuel morphology changes than the HEU fuel. So, we expect that the reactor conversion from HEU to
LEU TRIGA-fuel cannot be made without the reconsidering of the safety fuel temperature limits both in
steady state and in accident conditions. Alternatively, lower contents of uranium could conduct to a
better fuel performance.
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Fig.1 The distribution of the atomic ratio, H/Zr, inside a cylindrical TRIGA fuel pellet for a
temperature distribution given by Eq.(28) and after the equilibrium time (Eq.25) for:
a - the HEU fuel (2% vol. uranium)
and 264 irradiation days

b - the LEU fuel (20% vol. uranium)
and 76 irradiation days
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ABSTRACT
The results of activation studies of ordinary and barytes concrete samples relevant for
research reactor decommissioning are given. Five important long-lived radioactive isotopes
(54Mn, 60Co, 65Zn, 133Ba, and 152Eu) were identified from the gamma-ray spectra measured in
the irradiated concrete samples. Activation of these samples was also calculated using
ORIGEN2 code. Comparison of calculated and measured results is given.
1

INTRODUCTION

Decommissioning of nuclear installations after their service life and their dismantling
are connected with the necessity of the dismounting and handling of large amount of
radioactive equipment and structures. The concrete biological reactor shield can contribute
significant amounts of waste in decommissioning of a research reactor. To reduce the volume
of the waste and to successfully plan the dismantling of the concrete shield, activation of the
structures should be known in advance.
Several studies of induced radioactivity in accelerator facilities have appeared in open
literature [1] and [2], but there is little information on this subject for research and small
reactors, despite some TRIGA research reactors have already been dismantled and induced
activities in their concrete shields have been measured. To solve this problem, experiments
and calculations have been started for the determination of the long-lived induced activity of
concrete used in construction of TRIGA research reactor. Typical high-density concrete
samples and barytes concrete samples were irradiated in different positions in TRIGA reactor
and their gamma ray activities were measured using gamma ray spectroscopy.
2

EXPERIMENT

2.1

Concrete Samples Arrangement

The concrete samples of two different commonly used types of shielding concrete were
investigated: ordinary high-density concrete and barytes concrete. Ordinary concrete contains
manly limestone (i.e. CaCO3) and silicon oxides (i.e. SiO2). Aggregate phase in barytes

concrete is composed manly from mineral barytes (i.e. barite BaSO4 or witherite BaCO3).
Both types of concrete were made with Portland cement. Approximate compositions and
densities of ordinary and barytes concrete are presented in Table 1. Concrete samples that
have never been exposed to neutron radiation have been crushed into powder and filled into
vials for irradiation. Outer dimensions of prepared sample were 10 mm in diameter and
12 mm in height containing approximately 0.5 cm3 of sample.
Table 1 Composition of ordinary concrete and barytes concrete considered in paper.
Ordinary concrete a)
Weight percent
Barytes concrete b)
Weight percent
3
3
density 3.1 g/cm
density 3.5 g/cm
Aggregate
61
Barytes
60
mainly limestone
BaSO4, BaCO3
Sand
11
Limonite
22
mainly silicon oxides
2Fe2O3×3H2O
Portland cement
13
Portland cement
11
Water
15
Water
7
a) Ordinary high-density concrete sample (denoted NC1620/5) was prepared at the Faculty
of Civil and Geodetic Engineering, University of Ljubljana.
b) Barytes concrete typical composition was taken from [3].
2.2

Irradiation

The concrete samples were irradiated in standard irradiation channels of TRIGA Mark
II reactor in Ljubljana. The ordinary concrete samples were irradiated in channel F15 for 30
minutes and the barytes concrete samples were irradiated in roundabout for 3 hours. Total
neutron fluxes at the irradiation positions were calculated with MCNP Monte Carlo code [4]
and are 6.8×1012 (1±0.05) n/cm2 s for F15 and 2.1×1012 (1±0.07) n/cm2 s for roundabout
irradiation position. For verification the calculated total neutron flux for irradiation position
F19 [6.85×1012 (1±0.05) n/cm2 s] was compared to measured value [6.54×1012
(1±0.015) n/cm2 s] [5]. Calculated and measured total neutron flux for irradiation channel F19
agrees within the error interval. The total neutron fluences were than estimated to
1.2×1016 n/cm2 and 2.3×1016 n/cm2 for ordinary and barytes concrete respectively. Material
and irradiation data for samples that are considered in this paper is presented in Table 2.
Table 2 Material and irradiation data for samples considered in this paper.
Concrete
type
Barytes
Ordinary
Ordinary
2.3

Sample
designation
mass
B03
1.191 g
T01
3.70 g
T0B
3.68 g

position
roundabout
F15
-

time
3h
0.5 h
-

Irradiation
total flux
total fluence
12
2
6.8×10 n/cm s 1.2×1016 n/cm2
2.1×1012 n/cm2 s 2.3×1016 n/cm2
-

Measurements

Gamma activity in the concrete samples were measured using a Princeton Gamma-Tech
(PGT) Ge(Li) detector type NIGC 26 with a FWHM resolution of 2.00 keV measured at
1.33 MeV connected to a multichannel pulse-height analyser personal computer system based
on The Nucleus Personal Computer Analyzer (PCA-II) card.

Radioisotopes were identified from the pulse-height spectrum by photon peak energies
and half-life. Their activities were determined from the photo-peak area of γ-rays and their
detection efficiencies. The detection efficiency of the PGT Ge(Li) detector was determined as
follows. First, the detection efficiency was measured for a set of calibrated point sources of
different energies. Then the detection efficiency for the concrete sample of specified geometry
and density was calculated using SOLCOI program [6].
The gamma-ray spectra measurements were started two days after the end of irradiation
and were repeated several times. Ordinary concrete sample that had never been exposed to
neutron radiation was also counted to confirm natural background γ-ray spectra.
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Figure 1 Measured gamma activity as a function of cooling time for ordinary highdensity concrete sample T01.

3

RESULTS

Results of measurements are presented in Figure 1 for ordinary concrete sample T01
and in Figure 2 for barytes concrete sample B03. For ordinary concrete in this irradiation
condition it was measured that isotopes 42K, 24Na, 47Ca, 51Cr, and 46Sc ordered respectively to
the half-life, make an important contribution to the γ activity in the first month after
irradiation. The Figure 1 clearly shows that the important residual long-lived radioisotopes are
46
Sc, 65Zn, 54Mn, 60Co, and 152Eu. Nuclear data for these isotopes is presented in Table 3.
65
Zn, 60Co, and 152Eu isotopes are produced from thermal neutron capture reactions, and their

parent elements are all trace elements in concrete. On the other hand 54Mn is a product of fast
reactions, and originates from the iron present in the concrete.
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Figure 2 Measured gamma activity as a function of cooling time for barytes concrete
sample B03.
For barytes concrete in this irradiation condition it was measured that 24Na, 133Ba
(meta), and 131Ba ordered respectively to the half-life, make an important contribution to the
γ activity in the first month after irradiation. Measurements presented in Figure 2 showed that
the important residual long-lived radioisotopes in barytes concrete are 65Zn, 60Co, and 133Ba.
Nuclear data for these isotopes is presented in Table 3. 65Zn and 60Co isotopes are produced
from thermal neutron capture reactions, and their parent elements are all trace elements in
barytes concrete. 133Ba isotope is very important long-lived radioisotope in barytes concrete.
It is produced in thermal neutron capture reaction from natural barium found in large
quantities in barytes concrete.
Table 3 Nuclear data for long-lived radioisotopes identified in concrete samples [7].
Isotope
Sc
54
Mn

Half-life
83.82 d
312.2 d

60

5.272 a
244.3 d
10.5 a
13.33 a

46

Co
Zn
133
Ba
152
Eu
65

γ-ray energy
[keV]
889, 1121
835

Reaction
Sc (n,γ)
54
Fe (n,p)
55
Mn (n,2n)
59
1173, 1332
Co (n,γ)
64
1115
Zn (n,γ)
81, 303, 356 132Ba (n,γ)
151
122, 344
Eu (n,γ)
45

Parent isotope
Thermal XS [barn] Abundance [%]
27
100
5.8
100
16.5
100
0.77
48.6
4.6
0.101
6000
47.8

4

NEUTRON ACTIVATION CALCULATION

Neutron activation in observed samples was also calculated with isotope generation and
depletion code ORIGEN2 [8]. Calculations were performed in two steps, first isotope
generation was calculated for samples T01 and B03 in identical irradiation conditions as real
experiments were performed (irradiation parameters are presented in Table 2). In the second
step ordinary and barytes concrete was irradiated in the conditions that correspond to flux
levels on the inner surface of the TRIGA Mark II reactor concrete shield for 10 years.
Considered fresh concrete element compositions in these calculations were as follows:
Barytes concrete: O: 32.20 wt%, Ba: 31.80 wt%, Fe: 12.07 wt%, S: 7.44 wt%,
Ca: 4.87 wt%, Si: 1.08 wt%, H: 1.11 wt%, and Al: 0.35 wt%.
concrete: O: 44.82 wt%, Ca: 30.85 wt%, C: 7.13 wt%, Si: 6.61 wt%,
!" Ordinary
H: 0.67 wt%, Al: 0.51 wt%, and Fe: 0.34 wt%.
!"

These element compositions were calculated from the data presented in Table 1 and
neglecting all trace elements presence.
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Figure 3 Calculated and measured activities for 54Mn in T01 sample and for 131Ba in B03
sample. Calculations were performed with ORIGEN2 code for realistic irradiation
conditions.
Comparison of measured and calculated results for one representing isotope from each
sample is presented in Figure 3. Calculated and measured results for 131Ba agree very well, as
barium is one of the basic components in the barytes concrete. This result shows that
ORIGEN2 code is appropriate also for general isotope generation predictions in construction

materials. On the other hand, calculated 54Mn values are constantly over predicted. This is not
consistent with the fact that ORIGEN2 54Mn production was calculated only from the iron,
since no magnesium was specified in the calculation input. This can be explained with the fact
that ORIGEN2 uses a PWR type neutron flux distribution in the calculations, which is
significantly different than the neutron flux at the F15 position used for irradiation of concrete
sample T01.
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Figure 4 Calculated long-lived activity in ordinary high-density concrete irradiated for
10 years at total neutron flux 5×
×107 n/cm2 s. Note that there were no trace elements
present in the calculation model.

Calculation results for long-lived radioisotopes are presented in Figure 4 and Figure 5
for ordinary high-density concrete and for barytes concrete. In the absence of trace elements
radioactivity of ordinary concrete drops below limit for radioactive waste very quickly. Total
activity of ordinary concrete drops below 70 Bq/g in just two years. On the other hand, barite
and especially 133Ba in barytes concrete stays active for much longer time. Calculated activity
for this case drops below 70 Bq/g after approximately 10 years.
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Figure 5 Calculated long-lived activity in barytes concrete irradiated for 10 years at
total neutron flux 5×
×107 n/cm2 s. Note that there were no trace elements present in the
calculation model.
5

CONCLUSIONS

From measurements and calculations we concluded that in ordinary concrete the
residual long-lived radioactivity is predominantly due to trace elements presence. These
isotopes are 46Sc, 65Zn, 54Mn, 60Co, and 152Eu. All these isotopes are produced from thermal
neutron capture reactions, except 54Mn, which is produced from fast neutron reactions. The
residual long-lived gamma radioactivity in barytes concrete is predominantly due to 133Ba,
which is produced in thermal neutron capture reaction from barium, which is a basic element
in barytes concrete.
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Abstract
The paper presents the results obtained at the hot cell facility (LEPI) of the RAAN-SCN Pitesti
in the activity of production and delivery of sealed radioactive sources (192Ir).
The sealed sources are produced by encapsulation using tungsten gas welding of iridium pellets
in stainless steel capsules. The iridium pellets are produced at the materials department of the
SCN and are irradiated in the TRIGA-SSR. At the end of the irradiation time the pellets are
transferred to the hot cell facility for processing. The sealed sources are delivered to different
customers from the Romanian industry, to be used for the nondestructive testing of the welded
joints, moulds and reinforced concrete.
Particularly, the paper contains details about:
!"flow sheet for sealed source production and delivery;
!"types of sealed sources produced and delivered;
!"results of the production activity between 1993-2000.

1. INTRODUCTION
The 192Ir radioactive sealed sources, represented in fig.1, constitute the active part of radiography
installations with gamma radiations used in nondestructive testing of welded joints, castings and
reinforced concrete. At the hot cell facility of RAAN-SCN, the production and delivery process
of radioactive sealed sources is regulated by an internal standard [1]. The provisions of the
internal standard are in accordance with the stipulations contained in specific international
standards [2], [3], [4].

2. RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
The radioactive content of the 192Ir sealed sources are the irradiated iridium pellets. The pellets
have the following dimensions:
!"
!"

height = 0.5 mm;
diameter = 3 mm.

The pellets are obtained by a technological process based on pressing and sintering iridium
metallic powder, followed by electroplating with nickel for surface protection.

The pellets are irradiated in the 14 MWth Steady State Core of the TRIGA Reactor, using an
irradiation device specially designed for this purpose. Because the halve time of 192Ir is
74
days, an irradiation time of 100 days in the 14 MWth Steady State Core at full power produces
iridium pellets with a maximum activity of 0.555 TBq (15 Ci) / pellet.
At the end of irradiation time the pellets are transferred at hot cell facility for processing.

3. SEALED RADIOACTIVE SOURCES
At the hot cell facility, the iridium pellets are sorted in accordance with their radioactivity. In
order to produce a 192Ir radioactive sealed source, a maximum number of six pellets are
encapsulated in a stainless steel capsule by tungsten inert gas welding.
The construction material of the capsule is the type 316L stainless steel and the capsule has the
dimensions:
!"
!"

height = 8 mm;
diameter = 5 mm.

Consequently to the maximum activity of the pellets, the maximum activity of a sealed source
could be a value of 3.7 TBq (100 Ci).
The value of the activity of the source is specified by the customer and determines the number of
pellets in the capsule. If less than six pellets are necessary, the void space in the capsule is filled
with supplementary stainless steel pellets, having the same dimensions.
As mentioned above the sources are produced by simple encapsulation of the iridium pellets in
stainless steel capsules, using TIG welding. After encapsulation the sources are tested for
radioactive contamination and tightness.
The radioactive contamination test comprises the source surface cleaning by wiping, followed
by the measurement of gamma activity of the wipe . The source is clean if the value of activity is
less or equal to 185 Bq. If the activity is higher then 185 Bq, the decontamination operation and
the test are repeated.
The source tightness test comprises the immersion of the source during 4 hours in water,
maintained at a temperature of 323 K (50 oC), followed by the measurement of radioactivity of a
sample of water. The result of the test is positive, if the sample activity is less or equal to
0.2 kBq (5 nCi). If the activity is grater then 0.2 kBq (5 nCi), the pellets are recovered by cutting
and the encapsulation operation is repeated.

4. TYPES OF SEALED RADIOACTIVE SOURCES
The 192Ir radioactive sealed source production program at hot cell facility comprises the
following source types [1]:
!"
!"

SR-Ir-A, sealed radioactive sources of 192Ir with 3x3 mm focal spot and 3.7 TBq (100 Ci)
maximum radioactivity;
SR-Ir-B, sealed radioactive sources of 192Ir with 2.5x2.5 mm focal spot and 2.310 TBq
(70 Ci) maximum radioactivity;

!"
!"
!"
!"

SR-Ir-C, sealed radioactive sources of 192Ir with 2x2 mm focal spot and 1.155 TBq (35
Ci) maximum radioactivity;
SR-Ir-D, sealed radioactive sources of 192Ir with 1.5x1.5 mm focal spot and 0.555 TBq (15
Ci) maximum radioactivity;
SR-Ir-E, sealed radioactive sources of 192Ir with 1.0x1.0 mm focal spot and 0.185 TBq
(5 Ci) maximum radioactivity;
SR-Ir-F, sealed radioactive sources of 192Ir with 0.5x0.5 mm focal spot and 0.037 TBq
(1 Ci) maximum radioactivity.

For sources having a focal spot smaller than 3x3 mm, the irradiated iridium pellets have the
corresponding dimensions and are inserted in aluminim disks.

5. FLOW SHEET FOR PRODUCTION
RADIOACTIVE SOURCES

AND

DELIVERY

OF

SEALED

The production and delivery process of sealed radioactive sources, comprises the following
stages:
!"
!"
!"
!"
!"
!"
!"
!"
!"
!"
!"

verification of the quality documents for non-irradiated iridium pellets and parts of
capsules;
loading the irradiation device with iridium pellets and transfer from hot cell facility to
reactor;
irradiation of iridium pellets;
transfer of irradiation device containing irradiated pellets, from reactor to hot cell facility
for processing;
measurement of the radioactivity and sorting of the irradiated pellets;
pellets encapsulation in stainless steel capsule by tungsten inert gas welding;
decontamination test and the test of tightness test;
verification of quality documents of the customers;
unloading of the exhausted source from the radiography installation;
loading of the radiography installation with a new source of 192Ir;
completion of the quality and delivery documents for the sealed radioactive source (192Ir)
[1], [4].

6. RESULTS OF THE ACTIVITY OF PRODUCTION AND DELIVERY OF SEALED
SOURCES BETWEEN 1993-2000
The 192Ir radioactive sealed sources are delivered to different customers from the Romanian
industry.
The activity of production and delivery of sealed radioactive sources at LEPI started in 1993.
Between 1993-2000 the hot cell facility has produced and delivered to more than 100 customers,
a number of 350 sources having a total activity of 450 TBq (12.000 Ci),.
Statistically, the most ordered source type was SR-Ir-A with 3x3 mm focal spot and
maximum radioactivity of 3.7 TBq (100 Ci) (around 95 %). The activity of the delivered sources
was distributed as follows:
!"
!"
!"

radioactivity less then 0.74 TBq (20Ci) 5 %.
radioactivity between 0.74 - 1.11 TBq (20 - 30Ci) - 10 %;
radioactivity between 1.11 - 1.85 TBq (30 - 50Ci) - 50 %;

!"

radioactivity higher or equal then 1.85 TBq (50Ci) - 35 %;
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Abstract
The Medical University of Hannover (MHH) was taking part in the US Department of
Energy´s (DOE) “Research Reactor Spent Fuel Acceptance Program” to return its 76 spent
TRIGA fuel elements to the United States in the middle of 1999. The fuel elements have
been moved to the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL) in
Idaho.
This paper describes the technical facilities for handling the fuel elements at the MHH and
the various steps in removing the fuel elements from the reactor, transferring them to the
transport cask and shipping them to the INEEL.

1.

Introduction

In preparation for the return of the fuel elements to the United States all fuel elements were
inspected by the Lockheed Martin Idaho Technologies Company (LMITCO) on behalf of
DOE in May 1998 approx. one year prior to shipment.
The results of the inspection showed that all of the fuel elements were leak-proofed and able
to be transferred to INEEL. There were no defects of the fuel cladding. Special measures
were taken for a total of 15 fuel elements to ensure that they could be safely stored at INEEL
(see No. 4.3). For 10 fuel elements this measures were ordered by LMITCO. The MHH
decided to use this measures also for 5 additional fuel elements.
The total number of spent TRIGA fuel elements was 76, 71 with aluminum cladding and 5
with stainless steel cladding. 64 fuel elements were installed in the reactor core, 12 in the
racks inside the reactor tank.
According to appendix A of the contract between MHH and DOE concerning the fuel return
all necessary data of the fuel elements were put together. Using the Origen 2.1 program, the
main data for the fuel elements were determined by the first of January 1999 as shown in
table 1 below.
Table 1: Main data for the TRIGA fuel elements of MHH calculated by the program
Origen 2.1
Total weight of U-235
Total weight of plutonium
Total activity
Total decay heat
average burnup
U-235 weight per fuel element
U-235 enrichment per fuel element

2776 g
8.85 g
13
3.37 x 10 Bq
2.55 W
6.31 MWd/kg
37.87 g maximum
19.9% maximum

2.

Organization for fuel handling

All work for removing the fuel were done by the following groups:

−
−
−

The unloading of the reactor tank was done by the reactor staff of MHH.
The next following handling procedures up to the loading of the GNS 16 transport cask
were carried out by the staff of the Noell-KRC Energie- und Umwelttechnik GmbH.
Sealing, preparation for shipment and the shipment of the transport cask were done by
the consortium of the Nuclear Cargo + Service GmbH and the Gesellschaft für Nuklear
Service mbH (GNS).

The total number of permanent involved people was 13.

3

Consideration of technical and local structural conditions

Due to the location of the reactor in the radiological building it was not possible to bring the
GNS 16 transport cask into the reactor room. The cask had to be loaded outside the reactor
facility in a temporary building erected for this purpose. Therefore it was necessary to
remove the fuel elements from the reactor tank and load them first into a special transfer
cask, which was then moved to the temporary building.
In the temporary building the transfer cask was unloaded using the mobile reloading facility
which had been developed for the removal of fuel elements from German research reactors
and first used at the Rossendorf research reactor near Dresden.

4

Fuel handling components

4.1

Use of the components

All handling procedures were carried out by existing reactor equipment and special new
components.
Inside the reactor facility the existing components were only used for hoisting the fuel
elements out of the core and the rack. For all the other handling inside and outside the
reactor facility new equipment was necessary.
The loading of the GNS 16 transport cask was carried out with the mobile reloading facility,
which had been borrowed from the VKTA Rossendorf.
The GNS 16 transport cask was rented of the company GNS.
4.2

Basic design criteria

Most of the new components were specially developed and produced for use in the MHH.
They had to satisfy the following items:
− exclusion of load crash

−
−
−
−
−

ensure criticality safety
reliability of handling procedure
minimize the personnel dose of the staff
avoiding of contamination
avoiding radioactive pollution to the environment

4.3

Construction of fuel element loading units

In order to handle the fuel elements loading units specially developed for MHH and made of
an aluminum alloy were used. There were two types of loading units, one to accommodate 5
fuel elements (type B2) and one to accommodate 6 fuel elements (type A2). Compared to
the type A2 the loading channels of the type B2 loading unit are approx. 2mm larger in
diameter in order to accommodate bent fuel elements and filter plugs can be placed at each
end. The filter plugs are made of woven stainless steel with a mesh width of 100 µm and
serve to hold back particles in accordance with INEEL requirements.
The TRIGA basket in the GNS 16 transport cask can accommodate a maximum of 15
loading units.
Criticality analyses were carried out for both the loading units and for a full basket, not only
under normal handling conditions but also in emergency situations. The results showed that
the configuration of the fuel elements remained below the critical level under all conditions.

5.

Fuel handling procedure

Fuel handling was a completely dry loading procedure. In order to carry out this procedure it
was necessary to load the fuel elements into the loading unit in a dry storage pit and to
circulate dry air around the fuel elements in the loading unit before it could be loaded into the
transport cask.
The following steps were carried out to reload and transfer the fuel elements from the
reactor tank into the GNS 16 cask:
Unloading the fuel elements from the reactor tank and storing them in the loading unit
Each of the fuel elements was pulled out of the reactor core or the storage racks individually
and pulled into the MHH transport flask which had been placed on the safety platform over
the reactor tank. The flask was then moved with the 1.5-ton crane in the reactor room and
set on the fuel element shutter device.
The shutter device was located over a dry storage pit next to the reactor tank, containing a
loading unit in the bottom part.
The fuel element was then lowered out of the MHH transport flask via the shutter device into
the loading unit. After that the empty transport flask was again positioned over the reactor
tank and reloaded.
This loading procedure was repeated until the respective loading unit was full of fuel
elements and finally all of the fuel elements had been removed from the reactor tank.
The loading channels of the type B2 loading units containing the 15 fuel elements mentioned
at No.1 were sealed at the top and bottom with filter plugs (no. 4.3), using a special handling
tool in connection with the shutter device.
Pulling the loading unit into the transfer cask
In order to load a full loading unit into the special transfer cask, the cask with its own hoisting
mechanism was set on top of the shutter device.
Using this hoisting mechanism the loading unit was moved from the shutter device into the
special transfer cask.
This procedure from the time the first fuel element was removed from the reactor tank until
the full loading unit was placed in the special transfer cask took about 90 minutes.

Drying of the transfer cask
In order to remove any residual dampness from the fuel elements the transfer cask, which
was still on top of the shutter device, was hooked up to a drying apparatus. Any dampness
clinging to the fuel elements was removed from the special transfer cask by means of dry air
being circulated through a mobile filter unit. The air was then pumped into the reactor room
spent air removal system. The drying procedure took about 60 minutes.
Transfer to the temporary building
After the drying procedure was finished, the transfer cask with a special hoisting mechanism
was set in the transfer vehicle in order to move it to the temporary building.
Then the transfer cask was covered with a protective hood and a partial vacuum of 200 mbar
was created in the interior of the transfer vehicle. After that radiological surveys were carried
out on the transfer vehicle.
After the surveys were finished, the transfer vehicle was moved by means of a propelling
apparatus within the reactor room to the reactor room elevator and taken by elevator to the
beginning of the transfer route outside the reactor facility.
The transfer vehicle was moved by the propelling apparatus along the transfer route
between the reactor facility and the temporary building (approx. 80 m in about 5 min.).
Preparations for loading the GNS 16
The protective hood was removed from the transfer vehicle using the 2-ton crane in the
temporary building. After that the transfer cask with its attached hoisting mechanism was set
on the mobile reloading facility also by means of this crane.
The mobile reloading facility had already been placed on top of the GNS 16 transport cask
ready for operation.
Loading of the GNS 16
The loading unit was lowered via the mobile reloading facility into the appropriate loading
position in the basket of the transport cask by means of the hoisting mechanism on top of
the special transfer cask.
After the loading unit was in position the transfer cask was removed from the mobile
reloading facility by means of the 2-ton crane, set in the transfer vehicle and returned to the
reactor facility with its protective hood.
The transfer and loading procedure was repeated until all 14 loading units were positioned in
the transport cask. Altogether there were 10 loading units of type A2 and 4 of type B2 loaded
into the transport cask. Each working day one loading unit was loaded with fuel elements in
the reactor room, taken to the temporary building and placed in the transport cask.
Checking and sealing of the GNS 16
After the entire process was finished, the transport cask was checked to make sure it had
been loaded properly.
The transport cask was then sealed and checked for tightness. After that it was made ready
for shipment in accordance with transport requirements. Measurement of the dose rates and
surface contaminations were done.
Shipment
The transport cask was then moved out of the temporary building by means of an mobile air
cushion transport system and set in the 20-ft ISO-container of the transport vehicle by
means of a 60-ton mobile crane.
After the ISO-container was made ready for shipment the transport cask was released for
transport to the port of Esbjerg in Denmark.
Together with other five containers with spent fuel elements from European research
reactors the ship arrived at the military port in Charleston / South Carolina. The ownership of

the fuel reverted from the MHH to the DOE at this point. Then the fuel elements had been
transported by rail and truck from Charleston via Savanna River Site to the interim try
storage facility in INEEL. Hence the spent fuel have been ultimately disposed of for the
MHH.

6

Milestones of use and return of the fuel elements

After 23 years of operation the MHH TRIGA reactor was finally shut down in December
1996. Since that time the measures for the return of the fuel elements to the United States
were prepared. In table 2 the milestones of use and return of the fuel elements are
summarized.
After the removement of the spent fuel the preparation of the decommissioning of the
reactor was started.
Table 2: Milestones in the process of removing the TRIGA fuel elements from MHH to
INEEL
Event
first criticality
final shut down
preparation of fuel handling according German
Atomic Law
dry run of fuel handling at MHH
DOE authorization to ship
permit of the local authority for fuel handling
start unloading fuel elements
finish loading of GNS 16 transport cask
preparation for shipment and sealing of GNS 16
start of shipment at MHH
pass of ownership of fuel elements from the MHH
to DOE
finish unloading of GNS 16 at INEEL

7.

Time
st
January 31 , 1973
th
December 18 , 1996
August 1997 to July 1998
6 days in April and May 1999
th
May 14 , 1999
th
June 7 , 1999
th
June 9 , 1999
th
June 28 , 1999
th
July 6 , 1999
th
July 9 , 1999
th
August 19 , 1999
th

September 9 , 1999

Final comments

The loading and transfer technology used offers the following advantage of dry spent fuel
handling:
− optimal radiological conditions

−
−
−

consideration of the technical and local structural conditions at MHH
consideration of strict basic design criteria for the new components, which allowed to
satisfy the short schedule
no influence of the daily routine work at MHH

Altogether the procedure chosen for removing the TRIGA fuel proved to be the optimal
solution under the existing conditions at the MHH.
The handling equipment could be used also for unloading fuel elements at other TRIGA
reactors.

TRIGA 14 MW SPENT FUEL SHIPMENT TO USA
C. Toma, D. Barbos, M. Preda, St. Covaci, M. Ciocanescu
Institute for Nuclear Research Pitesti, Romania

1.Introduction.
Whereas Romania has begun to convert Pitesti TRIGA 14 MW reactor having HEU fuel
in its first loading and has agreed to complete conversion of the reactor to LEU fuel by May 12,
2006, became possible to benefit by US policy as set forth in the Record of Decision (ROD)
issued by the Department of Energy (DOE ) on May 13 , 1996 directed for acceptance,
management and disposition of the Authorized Material which has been discharged from the
foreign research reactors. Consequently, United States, DOE Idaho Operations Office and
Institute for Nuclear Research, Romania have mutually agreed the terms and conditions set forth
in a contract applicable to the receipt of the Authorized Material.
Irradiated and spent nuclear fuel rods from TRIGA reactor containing uranium enriched
in the United States that have met the requirements set forth in the Environmental Impact
Statement and the ROD have been designated as “Authorized Material “ and transferred to Idaho
National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL)- USA during the summer of 1999
in a joint shipment. 267 TRIGA spent fuel rods loaded in a Legal Weight Truck Shipping Cask
belonging to the NAC International have been transported trough an overland truck route from
Pitesti, Romania to Koper, Slovenia and from there by ship to USA.

2.Fuel rods selection.
During reactor operation at a constant power fuel rods are subjected to a variable power
depending on both, fuel assembly position in the reactor core and fuel rod position in the fuel
cluster. For example for reactor core configuration given in the fig.1 the values of the pin factors
defined as the ratio between pin power and average pin power in the core are ranging from 1.6 to
2.8 for a central fuel cluster or from 0.3 to 0.7 for a peripheral fuel cluster. As a consequence,
the burn-up of the fuel rods presents high-scattered values. In order to improve the fuel
utilization we have to increase individual fuel rod burn-up and to provide a relative
homogeneous high burn-up of the fuel rods from different fuel clusters. To get this, first step is
periodical burn-up determination by gamma scanning offering support for the re-arrangement of
fuel rods inside TRIGA fuel clusters in order to obtain fuel clusters with relative homogenous
burn-up.
The next step is the core re-configuration on the basis of fuel clusters burn-up ordering and
theoretical neutronic support.
Following this way we could realize a relative high burn-up of the fuel and became possible
to identify the most burned rods. These HEU rods have been taken out from the reactor core in
1992, 1996, and 1997 when 4, 3 and respectively 4 fuel clusters were replaced by a similar
number of LEU fuel clusters.

3.Fuel rods characterization.
According to the above mentioned, each fuel rod was subjected to gamma scanning
measurement.
Cs-137 axial distribution was recorded and converted into burn-up axial
distribution. An example of Cs-137 axial distribution is given in fig. 2

Burn-up for entire rod also was determined and based on these determinations a number of 267
HEU fuel rods were selected for shipment to IDAHO USA. The irradiated fuel removed from the
core had a burn-up ranging from 50 to 64 percents from the initial U-235 content. Other post
irradiation data, such as Plutonium isotopes content and gamma heating power were calculated
using ORIGEN- 2 code with an irradiation history totaling 1990 days and a cooling time of at
least 720 days for each fuel rod. These post-irradiation data together with pre-irradiation data
allowed us to complete the document named Appendix A. This is a document describing the
physical and chemical characteristics, approximate isotopic composition for plutonium, and
dimensions and weights of the Authorized Material for transport to DOE. Table 1 and Table 2
contain examples of data provided in Appendix A.
More precise values for plutonium isotopes were calculated using SCALE 4.4a code and
provided values two times greater for Pu-239 concentrations, 3.5 times greater for Pu-241
concentrations and two times smaller for Pu-238 concentrations compared with ORIGEN- 2
code similar concentrations.

4.Evaluation of TRIGA fuel in wet storage.
This was an action destined to provide information to all parties regarding fuel condition
and to identify fuel that may affect transportation, receipt, handling, or storage activities. The
fuel examination process was defined in a plan for evaluation of TRIGA fuel. The objectives for
this activity were:
-evaluate TRIGA fuel rod condition by visual methods to determine fuel condition and
packaging requirements for storage at INEEL; this is to ensure fuel is in the predetermined
configuration necessary for INEEL acceptance and storage.
-document visual examination information generating quality records for fuel receipt and
storage (e.g., data sheets, videos, photographs).
-evaluate TRIGA fuel storage conditions; (pool configuration, water chemistry, handling
tools)
-obtain all available TRIGA nuclear material accountability information of the fuel to be
received
Special underwater equipment have been used like video camera, camera lights,
measuring gauge, for examination process. The following defects have been searched for each
fuel rod: cladding blisters, pin holes or pits; cladding cracks or tears; mechanical damage or
deformation of the cladding (large dents, creases, deep scratches); corrosion product (heavy
scale, polyps).
Types of defects found during TRIGA fuel examination are: rough corroded area,
corrosion stains, mechanical scratches, pits, swaged areas where cladding was pressed into the
fuel pellet interfaces. These swages appeared in the early irradiation stages of the fuel. It was
observed in the process of nondestructive examination of the TRIGA fuel in hot cell facility and
stood out in bold relief in dimensional measurements. Diametric profile of the all investigated
rods presents three swages corresponding to the existing three pellet interfaces (fig.3). Photo
from fig.4 is illustrating the presence of swage at pellets interface and scratches on cladding
surface.
The results of this activity have been recorded on 11 video tapes and simultaneously on
data sheets where are pointed out observations made on each fuel rod.
The issue of bacterial content of fuel storage basin is directly related to corrosion. This
information is required for the determination of microbial infestation to assess any increase in
corrosion of fuel and fuel cladding and to provide information of biological presence prior to
packaging or pretreatment prior to shipment to the final repository.
Microbial presence have been determined by taking smears from the basin water
interfaces in areas that have been visually identified as having discoloration or a biofilm present.
Microbial identification is determined by inoculating three different bottles of culture media to
assess acid producing microbes, sulfate reducing bacteria and heterotrophic microbes. The

results of tests showed the presence in our pool of acid producing microbes and sulfate reducing
bacteria.

5.Fuel rods transfer from TRIGA pool to the transport cask.
TRIGA spent fuel rods must be loaded in a Legal Weight Truck Shipping Cask belonging
to the NAC International in order to be transported. Actually, TRIGA fuel rods must be loaded
in TRIGA fuel basket module. There are five TRIGA fuel basket modules, consisting of a top
module, a base module and three intermediate module which can be accommodated into the
Legal Weight Truck Shipping Cask. Each basket module consists of seven cells, a center cell and
six peripheral cells. The TRIGA spent fuel can be loaded only in the peripheral cells. In a
peripheral cell can be accommodated 4x4 TRIGA fuel rods in the so called fuel rod insert (Fig.
5). The underwater transfer of the fuel rods from TRIGA fuel cluster to TRIGA fuel rod insert
were possible by using TRIGA fuel handling tool. When the basket module is full, it is taken out
from the reactor pool and loaded into the transfer cask placed in the reactor hall. The transfer
cask is transported by truck outside from reactor hall, where is placed LWT cask. The basket
module is unloaded from the transfer cask into LWT cask.
A number of 75 TRIGA fuel rods had to be shortened because their length were not
compatible with the dimensions of the intermediate module. A special underwater cutting tool
was design to carry out this task. The fuel rods were shortened by cutting 2.5 cm from bottom
end plug of the rod without affecting cladding integrity.

6.Supporting documentation for transfer approval.
Both parties had obligation to deliver certain documents in order the spent fuel could be
transferred.
First, Romania delivered Appendix A document. As a result of fuel evaluation DOE
issued a written Acceptance Letter named “Authorization to Ship “ which in fact admits material
for transfer as being Authorized Material. Other important requested documents are:
-Transportation Plan;
-Security Plan;
-Routes;
-Bill of Lading Information;
-Nuclear Liability Insurance;
-US Certificate of Compliance for Radioactive Material Packages;
-US Competent Authority Certification for a Type B(U) Fissile Radioactive Material Package
Design;
-Safety Analysis Report for Fissile Radioactive Material Package;
Another document issued by US Department of Commerce is International Certificate of
Import . Our nuclear regulatory body –CNCAN- issued the International Transfer Authorization
after prior approval of the IAEA of the international transfer. Finally, another Romanian
governmental organization -ANCESIAC- issued the Export License.
7. Conclusions
The first shipment of TRIGA HEU fuel have taken place on July, 1999. On site fuel
evaluation process stood out in relief the existence of very good running and storage conditions
in reactor pool during reactor operation and fuel storage. Only one fuel rod had to be packaged
prior to placement in the shipping cask because of damaged cladding during negligent handling.

8.References
-Contract between the United States Department of Energy, Idaho Operations Office and
Institute for Nuclear Research, Romania. Terms and Conditions for the Acceptance of Foreign
Research Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel at the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental
Laboratory.
-Safety Analysis Report for the NAC Legal Weight Truck Cask.
Table 1: Example of data provided in Appendix A
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Table 2: Material List for TRIGA HEU fuel provided in Appendix A
Item
Element dimensions mm
Geometry of fuel meat
Active fuel dimensions mm
Plenum gap length
Fuel meat material
Nominal U-235 content
Nominal total uranium content
Nominal fuel meat weight
Total element weight
U ppt size
Poisons (Er 166, Er 167)
Poison dimensions mm
Rod-cladding gap
Cladding
Clad thickness
Weld filler material
2 end fixtures
2 Graphite end reflectors, mm

TRIGA HEU fuel pin
13.72 OD x 770 long
Rod
12.90 OD x 558.8 long
Not available
UZrH1.6
~41 g
~44 g
~438 g
~645 g
Not available
12.77 g
dispersion in ZrH1.6
………..
Incoloy 800
0.41 mm
Not available
118-121 g
No reflector

FIG: 1 Reactor core configuration on 26/03/1998.
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Fig. 2 Axial profile of isotope Cs-137 (662 keV) of a TRIGA HEU fuel rod
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Fig. 3 Diametric profile of TRIGA rod illustrating the presence of rod swages, small blisters and
pits.

Fig.4 Photo illustrating the presence of swage at pellets interface and scratches on cladding
surface

Fig.5 Cross section through NAC LWT shipping cask
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Caseta
CH-05 Preiradiation dada Post-irradiation data as of March 1999
Entry Unique ID U-tot
U-235 B.U. % U-235 (g) U-tot(g) Pu-238 Pu-239
No.
No.
(g)
(g)
(g)
(g) (g)

Pu-241 (g) Irrad.
Time(d)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002

0713
0252
0247
0273
0250
0237
0620
0253
0287
0790

*) Minimum cooling time.

45.53
43.91
43.9
44.65
43.89
43.92
44.54
43.91
43.42
44.55

42.42
40.92
40.91
41.61
40.90
40.93
41.48
40.92
40.43
41.49

62.75
61.62
64.17
63.41
62.35
63.59
56.97
61.20
63.36
61.89

15.80
15.71
14.66
15.22
15.40
14.90
17.85
15.88
14.82
15.81

18.80
18.59
17.54
18.15
18.28
17.78
20.80
18.76
17.70
18.76

0.085
0.085
0.085
0.085
0.085
0.085
0.085
0.085
0.085
0.085

0.027
0.027
0.027
0.027
0.027
0.027
0.027
0.027
0.027
0.027

**) Bounding calculation based on max. burnup of 64.17 % and min. cooling time of 720 days

1990
1990
1990
1990
1990
1990
1990
1990
1990
1990

Cooling *
Time(d)
720
720
720
720
720
720
720
720
720
720

Decay**
Heat(W)
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.97

DRY RELOADING AND PACKAGING OF SPENT FUEL
AT TRIGA MARK I REACTOR
OF MEDICAL UNIVERSITY HANOVER (MHH), GERMANY
ABSTRACT
D. Haferkamp
Noell-KRC Energie- und Umwelttechnik GmbH
Alfred-Nobel-Str. 20, D - 97080 Würzburg

1

Introduction

Between 1994 and 1998 the equipment for dry reloading of a research reactor was
developed by Noell, which was funded by the German Federal Government and State of
Saxonia.
The task of this development programme was the design and delivery of an equipment able
to load the spent fuel into the shipping casks in a dry mode for research reactors, where wet
loading inside the storage pool is impossible. ALARA and infrastructure conditions had to be
taken into consideration.

2

Operating Regimes and Conditions

Most of the research reactors of TRIGA MARK I type or WWR-SM have operating modes
for handling of spent fuel inside the pond or for transfer of spent fuel from pond to dry/wet
storage pools. On the other hand, most of them cannot handle heavy weighted shipping
casks inside the reactor building because of the crane capacity, or inside water pool
because of dimensions and weight of shipping casks.
A typical licensed normal operating procedure for spent fuel in research reactors (TRIGA
MARK I) is shown in Fig. 1.

3

Dry Unloading Procedure

Additionally to the normal operating procedures at the research reactor MHH the following
steps were necessary:
• dry packaging of spent fuel elements into the loading units (sixpacks) in order to minimise
the transfer and loading steps between the pool and shipping cask
• transfer of spent fuel loading units from dry storage pool to the shipping cask (outside the
reactor building) in a shielded transfer cask
•

dry reloading of loading units, into the shipping casks outside the reactor building

4

Dry Reloading Equipment

• Loading Units (sixpacks)
–
–
–

capacity up to six spent fuel elements
criticality safe placement of spent fuel elements
handling of several spent fuel elements in one aluminium loading unit

• Special Transfer Cask
–
–
–
–

shielded housing with locks
gripper inside housing
hoist outside housing
computer aided operation mode for loading and unloading

• Transfer Vehicle
–
–

protected against contamination spreading
conventional driven by a floor conveyor trolley

• Mobile Reloading Station
–
–
–

placed directly on the shipping cask
containing adapter to each type of shipping cask, shielded sliding plates
loading plate for positioning of sixpacks into the shipping cask

• Auxiliary systems
–
–
–

cask lid lifting device
video monitoring device for the shipping cask lids and loads
air film gliders for transport of shipping casks

The figures and detailed descriptions will be presented at the Conference as well as
information on operating experiences.

5

Conclusions

The dry reloading station for spent fuel packaging into the shipping casks has successfully
operated for TRIGA MARK I reactor at Medical University Hanover as well as at the VKTA –
Research Reactor in Rossendorf, Germany. It is available as a proven technique for the dry
reloading of spent fuels into the shipping casks.

Appendix:

Conference presentation

ENEA TRIGA RC-1 REACTOR SPENT FUEL ELEMENTS
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ABSTRACT
In the second half of July 1999, 140 spent fuel elements of ENEA TRIGA RC-1 reactor were
shipped in the United State for the final storage.
DOE, NAC, TRANSNUCLEAIRE, MIT and ENEA competencies for own questions are described.
Further, the report describes the Italian Regulatory Body (ANPA) requests in order to obtain the
maximum safety conditions. A brief description of the safety analysis prepared by TRIGA staff is
also described.

1.

INTRODUCTION

TRIGA Mark II reactor of ENEA’s Casaccia research Center (in Italy named RC-1) reached first
criticality in 1960. Reactor core was realized with 61 standard TRIGA fuel elements, aluminum
cladded. In this conditions, reactor was operated until August 1965 at a steady state power level of
100 kW. In the summer of 1965, a program for 1 MW power level increase was begun. The core
fuel elements aluminum cladded were transferred to the hot site in the reactor room (5 pits,
denimeralized water filled).
After significant plant modifications (in order both to adapt reactor to the new operative
circumstances and to extend reactor flexibility in the widest research areas), criticality was reached
in July 1967. The 1 MW reactor operative configuration was obtained with 76 TRIGA standard fuel
elements, stainless steel cladded. RC-1 plant is still running at 1 MW power level, essentially for
short mean life time radioisotopes production (for medical purposes) and neutron radiography.
In more than thirty years of operation, 1 MW reactor core has been modified many times for fuel
elements burn-up optimization. Till now, because of achieved maximum burn-up, 146 fuel elements
have been definitively removed from reactor core and transferred to the hot storages in reactor pool
(5 racks around reactor vessel) and in the reactor room (pits).
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Altogether, from 1965 till 1999, in the various hot sites of the TRIGA plant, 146 irradiated fuel
elements were stored including instrumented and fuel follower control rods, as well as failed fuel.
In the tables 1, 2 and 3 a brief summary of the fuel element information is given.
TRIGA RC-1 exhausted fuel shipment to the Irradiate Fuel Storage Facility (IFSF) at the IDAHO
National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL) was already scheduled in the 1990.
In that occasion, TRANSNUCLEAIRE’s PEGASO cask was selected as fuel container and TRIGA
RC-1 plant structures were adapted for this circumstances. In particular, a rails mobile carriage was
realized to support and to move PEGASO cask in the reactor room and outside. From hot storages
in reactor room (racks in the reactor pool and pits underground reactor floor level), by means the
reactor room travelling bridge-crane and suitable coffin and fuel handling tool, irradiated fuel
elements must be transferred inside PEGASO cask, already arranged on the carriage placed in the
reactor room. Such shipment operative organization have had already A.N.P.A. authorization.
Afterwards U.S.A. Government political decisions to stop, for some years, any type of exhausted
fissile importation from every part of the world, TRIGA RC-1 irradiated fuel element shipment was
putted off.
Prohibition was removed by U.S.A. Government in 1997.

2.

ACTIVITY PLANNING

During the period of U.S.A. shipment stop, DOE license to use PEGASO cask as irradiated fuel
transport container on the American territory declined. TRANSNUCLEAIRE French society was
not able to renew NRC license seasonably for its PEGASO cask, which design had been also
modified to implement cask performances.
For these reasons, PEGASO cask chargment procedures and devices (already realized) were
abandoned. In this situation, in October 1998, luckily, TRANSNUCLEAIRE society itself proposed
to use the NAC-LWT shipping cask, specifically configured for TRIGA fuel, for RC-1 plant
irradiated fuel elements shipment to the IFSF at IDAHO FALLS.
After an investigation on the spot, TRANSNUCLEAIRE and NAC technicians suggested TRIGA
RC-1 staff to use the reactor shielding tank (see fig. 1), opportunely predisposed, as temporary
storage of all irradiated fuel elements displaced in the different reactor room hot sites (reactor pool
racks and underground pits) (see figs. 1 and 2).
In such manner, the fuel elements loading in the NAC Intermediate Transfer System 2-ton inner
shield (see in the following NAC-LWT Cask and Dry Transfer System technical description),
immersed in the TRIGA shielding tank was facilitated.
In the January 1999, RC-1 staff agreed upon A.N.P.A. to use TRIGA shielding tank as temporary
storage of the irradiated fuel elements in view of their subsequent USA shipment.
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3.

SAFETY AND RADIOPROTECTION ASPECTS

A detailed analysis by TRIGA staff together A.N.P.A. displayed some operative problems
regarding, in particular: TRIGA plant mechanical adaptations, NAC cask and TRIGA devices
coupling, radiological operative aspects.
A.N.P.A. authorization was submitted to requests in table 4 and the observance of technical
prescriptions essentially resumed in table 5. About accident analysis during shielding tank fuel
elements storage, coffin and fuel element1 fall from reactor room crane (already analyzed and
adjusted in the safety aspects by TRIGA staff) was sufficient for A.N.P.A.
Shielding tank fuel elements storage operation has taken about 6 days and it was successfully
concluded by reactor staff in June,30 1999.

4.

ADOPTED SOLUTION

The planning of irradiated fuel elements transfer from shielding tank racks to NAC cask was
elaborated only after receiving of detailed documentation on various NAC equipment. In the
following point 5, such equipment is synthetically described.
Planning was elaborated together A.N.P.A. and in the point 6 consequent operations are described
in a concise manner.
In the ambit of such planning, table 5 technical prescriptions always being valid, further, principals
A.N.P.A. requests are listed in table 6.
Regarding on road transport operations and NAC cask moving by tractor crane outside reactor
room, TRANSNUCLEAIRE society has involved the Italian authorized carrier MIT Nucleare s.r.l.
The TRIGA element loading operations in the point 6, together yard installation and removal, have
been executed in about 5 days, finishing in the July, 23 1999.

1

Coffin is able to contain only one fuel element for time.
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5.

TRANSPORT AND CONTAINMENT EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION (NAC Cask and
Dry Transfers System)

The NAC-LWT shipping and containment equipment for TRIGA fuel is constituted by:
-

CASK (in fig. 3). It is the real road container. In its cavity, five modular stainless steel baskets
are stacked axially, every single one of them able to contain up to 28 TRIGA elements, for a
total load of 140 TRIGA elements;

-

BASKET (see fig. 4). It is a not recovery unit because it is removed from cask only for insertion
in a final container for the USA permanent storage. The basket are for three different lengths to
accommodate fuel follower control elements up to 45 inches in length. They have seven fuel
element positions and are nearly identical to the NAC-LWT MTR basket design, except for
length;

-

Intermediate Transfer System: I.T.S. (see fig. 5). It is a transfer shield assembly consisting of an
inner and an outer shield. The inner shield has a maximum loaded weight of two tons, provides
for draining of the fuel it. The outer shield has a maximum weight of three tons (five tons when
combined with the inner shield) and provides additional shielding for personnel during
operations;

-

Transfer cask (see fig. 6). It is a device to receive basket temporarily after its removal from
I.T.S. and to place it inside the cask. It is provided of a lid and a pneumatic system for the
basket movement;

-

Trolley (see fig. 7). It is a transfer carriage for the I.T.S. It is moved to the cask loading location
for mating up with the transfer cask;

-

Shielding Adapter (see fig. 8). It is placed to I.T.S. and cask head in concomitance of coupling
operations.

General information on the NAC-LWT system are shown in tables 7 and 8.
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6.

SYNTHETICAL
OPERATIONS

DESCRIPTION

OF

THE

TRIGA

ELEMENT

LOADING

1. The I.T.S., with an empty basket inside, placed on the trolley, is introduced in the reactor room
by the electrical truck of the TRIGA plant and placed as close as to the pool (shielding tank).
2. The Carriage door is closed to have reactor room in depression (ventilation plant is running).
3. By the reactor room crane the I.T.S. inner shield (empty basket inside) is dipped in the pool.
4. Under water, by the fuel handling tool, 28 fuel elements are transferred inside the basket1.
5. After loading a lid is placed on the I.T.S. inner shield and this is lifted from the pool and
allowed to drain.
6. By the reactor room crane, the its inner shield is moved and placed in the outer shield on the
trolley; the carriage door is opened and, by the forklift, the trolley is drawn out reactor room.
7. The shielding adapter is laid on the I.T.S. and the lid is removed.
8. By tractor crane the transfer cask is laid on the intermediate transfer system.
9. Transfer cask’s gate and shielding adapter’s gate are opened.
10. The basket with the elements inside is clasped by the pneumatic device on the transfer cask and
dragged inside.
11. The transfer cask’s gate in closed.
12. By tractor crane, the transfer cask is coupled with the shipping cask (on which a shielding
adapter is present in closed position).
13. The shielding adapter’s gate and the transfer cask’s gate are opened.
14. The basket with the elements inside is lowered inside the cask.
15. The shielding adapter’s gate is closed nearly.

1

Some TRIGA RC-1 fuels were canned for clad failure but, before chargment in the basket, the can has been removed.
Infact, DOE transport license requires canning only for fuel with severely degraded cladding where the geometry of the
fuel cannot be maintained. INEEL criteria requires canning of fuel with cladding defects that include localized rips,
localized tears, cracks, bulges, or indentations.
The NAC-LWT certificate has no requirements for segregating TRIGA fuel different types. However, since the baskets
are to be stored, INEEL desires segregation of aluminum and stainless steel clad elements.
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16. Operations from 1 to 15 are repeated other 4 times, till loading operations completion.
17. Cask is closed and after its radiological survey exposure and surface contamination measures,
leakage test, it is placed on the foreseen truck by the tractor crane.
18. All other devices are radiologically controlled and placed on the respective road transport
means.
19. Conway leaves Casaccia Center direct to Koper, port of shipment in Slovenia.

CONCLUSION
The activities planning, the organizing aspect study, the analysis and valuations both nuclear safety
and radioprotection have been suitable for the TRIGA RC-1 fuel element shipment. Infact, no
operative anomaly is appeared respect the approved procedures.
Personnel engagement has been as expectations and the personnel absorbed gamma dose resulted
negligible.
Lastly, the NAC disposable narrow time (only one week at the end of July) has not produced heavy
organization problems but it has been a strong goad per all operative structures involved in the
TRIGA RC-1 elements shipment.

2.302

2.298

1.909

Standard stainless steel clad

Instrumented stainless steel clad

Fuel follower control rod stainless steel
clad

not available

0.245

0.245

0.151

Cladding (2)
[kg]

(2)

Average value based on G.A. data; fuel weight includes zirconium hydride weight.
Calculated value.
(3)
Measured value.

(1)

2.195

Standard Aluminum clad

Fuel (1)
[kg]

not available

0.480

0.480

0.185

Fitting, etc. (2)
[kg]

not available

0.273

0.273

0.369

Graphite (2)
[kg]

Table 1. Fuel information: macroscopic compounds nominal weight per TRIGA element

~3.900

~3.300

~3.300

~2.900

Element total (3)
[kg]
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36.8

38.5

186.4

192.1

191.5

161.3

Standard aluminum clad
(64 elements)

Standard stainless steel clad
(71 elements)

Instrumented stainless steel clad
(2 elements)

Fuel follower control rod stainless steel
clad
(3 elements)
32.3

38.5

U235
[g]

U
[g]

Pre-irradiation data

152.3

185.5

180.3

185.8

U
[g]

U235
[g]
36.1

25.2

31.7

21.8

U233
[g]
0.11·10-6
1.64·10-6
2.81·10-6
1.40·10-6

2.010

1.280

2.512

0.142

U236
[g]

Post-irradiation data

0.488

0.308

0.610

0.041

Pu
[g]

31.5

17.1

33.3

1.8

Percent
Burn-up

Table 2. Fuel information: average value of fissile materials per TRIGA element before core insertion and after core removal
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< ~4·10-4
< ~2.1·10-2
< ~9.0·10-3
< ~7.0·10-3

< ~1

< ~70

< ~40

< ~30

~34

~10

~26

~15

Standard stainless steel clad

Instrumented stainless steel clad

Fuel follower control rod stainless steel clad

3 meters
[Sv/h]

contact
[Sv/h]

Dose rate

Standard Aluminum clad

[years]

Decay time after core removal

Table 3. Fuel information: further post irradiation data (average value per element)
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A.N.P.A. demands

TRIGA RC-1 staff interventions

Quality Assurance construction and
installation of fuel element

12 racks in AISI 304L have been realized similarly the original G.A. design, each

containment racks for the shielding

rack with 12 fuel element positions. Original rack design has been adapted for

tank storage. Seismic valuations

seismic resistance in consequence of structural calculations (SUPERSAP, module

consequently the site reference

SSAP0 according with ASME and ACI rules). Seismic valuations have interested

earthquake.

also the rack fixing pins (HILTI) in the tank concrete and particular attention has
been used for their installation.

Checking about reactivity de-

2 independent calculations (by Oak Ridge SCALE 4.4 code and by MCNP.4B

coupling between TRIGA reactor

routine KCODE according with USNRC-SRP-9.1.2 and ANSI/ANS 8.1) have

core and the 144 TRIGA fuel

been produced, both in order to:

elements in the shielding tank

-

racks.

verify the subcriticality of 144 TRIGA fuel elements in the racks as fig. 9
geometry;

-

verify reactor core and racks de-coupling.

1 Mw reactor running (109 n/cm2sec outside thermalizing column) has been
considered for the possibility to operate RC-1 during the shielding tank temporary
fuel elements storage.
Checking about radiological fitness

Concrete thickness of shielding tank in not the same in all radial positions. To

of shielding tank water and concrete reduce γ exposure in the reactor room due the irradiated fuel elements inside,
thickness.

perimetrally, outside shielding tank, a concrete blocks wall has been realized to
assure, at least, in all radial directions, 90 cm of concrete thickness, sufficient to
reduce γ exposure to negligible values (~1.5 µSv/h). About vertical water
shielding thickness, irradiated fuel elements in the racks would be deeper than 2
m in the water (for a γ exposure of ∼1.5 µSv/h) and no operations foreseen a
water minimum thickness less than 1 m (for a γ exposure of ∼0.5 mSv/h).

Repainting of all shielding tank

Shielding tank internal surfaces presented diffused swellings on more external

internal surfaces, floor included.

coat of epoxy paint. Therefore:
-

reactor has been stopped (2 weeks);

-

demineralized water has been pumped out the shielding tank;

-

coat swellings have been removed;

-

2 epoxy paint coats have been newly distributed in appropriate manners and
times, floor included. Before repainting start, to reduce core γ exposure from
thermalizing column, a lead bricks shielding (10 cm thick) was built to
column output contact, inside shielding tank. γ dose absorbed by TRIGA
staff was negligible therefore;

-

at last, demineralized water (∼28 m3) has been pumped newly in the tank.

Extraordinary maintenance of the

Reactor room crane is controlled periodically by proper maintenance staff. To

reactor room bridge-crane.

reduce, as soon as possible, braking vertical hysteresis of ropes and hook crane,
breaking system has been modified appropriately.

Table 4. Interventions to adapt TRIGA shielding tank for irradiated fuel elements shipment
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Technical Prescription
Action
Shielding tank

No more than 12 racks (6 for each

Constructive characteristic

greater sides) can be installed
Racks

In AISI 304L, similar to original G.A.

Constructive characteristic

design.
No more than 12 fuel elements for
rack
Racks distance

Between racks placed side by side the

Constructive characteristic

minimum distance is 50 mm. Between
racks faced on shielding tank opposite
sides, the minimum distance is 1.7 m
Shielding tank minimum

No less than 3.7 m from tank bottom

water level

In the contrary case: to stop irradiated fuel
elements transfer and restore demineralized
water inside.
Every 15 days: water level probe functionality
checking

Minimum water head above

No less than 1 m during its movement

irradiated fuel element
Irradiated fuel elements

In the contrary case: to stop irradiated transfer
and restore minimum water head

Not allowed outside foreseen run

coffin movement

To avoid mistakes, reactor room crane run has
been signaled by paint and adhesive tape on
reactor room walls

Water conductivity no more than 5

In the contrary case: to stop irradiated fuel

Shielding tank water

µS/cm at 20 °C.

elements transfer and restore water

characteristics

ph between 5.0 and 7.0

characteristics.
Every 15 days: water conductivity and ph
checking

Shielding tank water siphon

Anti-emptying hole on water suction

In the contrary case: to stop irradiated fuel

anti-emptying mechanism

pipe no deeper than 40 cm below tank

elements transfer and restore siphon anti-

water level

emptying mechanism

Irradiated fuel element

All handling tools must be workable

In the contrary case: to stop irradiated fuel

handling tools

(3 electromagnetic tools + 1

elements transfer.

mechanical tool)

Before to start every fuel elements daily
transfer: fuel handling tools checking

Shielding tank water
purification plant

Workable

In the contrary case: to stop irradiated fuel
elements transfer and restore the water
purification plant.
Every 15 days: water flow checking

Table 5. Technical prescriptions to use TRIGA RC-1 shielding tank for irradiated fuel
elements shipment
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A.N.P.A. requests

TRIGA RC-1 staff and MIT technicians

Analysis of an accident regarding

More heavy circumstance considered, analysis has demonstrated:

I.T.S. inner shield fall (28 elements

-

inside) in the reactor room and

about reactor room ITS fall:
a) operators in the reactor room: inhalation effective dose: 12 mSv;

outside.

b) Casaccia Center personnel (till about 50 m from reactor): 6·10-2 mSv;
c) other personnel (minimum distance from reactor 200 m): 4·10-2 mSv;
-

about outside I.T.S. fall, the effective doses of b) and c) cases are doubled.

Conclusions: effective doses quite a lot inferior than law limits for exposed
workers and to emergency referring level for people.
No health physics significative risks.
Suitable tractor crane for outside

Considered that operations were executed in the open, to minimize further on fall

reactor room operations.

accident risks (above described and however without significative health physics
aspects), MIT Nucleare has selected a tractor crane with the most capacity
compatibly with site geometry. the result has been: tractor crane LIEBHERR
mark LTM1160/1 type with maximum capacity of 160 ton.
To guarantee tractor-crane stability, TRIGA staff has executed a study on the
involved soil.
Results have not displayed situations of particular attention.

Radiological classification of all

All Italian involved workers were classified as “A class workers” according to

involved workers.

D. L.vo 230/95. NAC technicians were exposed professionally classified already.
MIT technicians had their health physics expert directly on the TRIGA site.

Safety general report for all plant

TRIGA staff as produced a safety detailed report analyzing every aspect of all

loading operation.

operations and developing detailed procedures, check lists and hierarchy of
responsibilities.

Safety general report for the on

MIT has produced the Safety detailed report having, from Transport Ministry,

road transport authorized carrier.

transport authorization on Italian territory.

Equipment contamination risks.

A decontamination area, purposely studied for NAC equipment, was prepared
near the shielding tank.

Table 6. Further interventions for TRIGA elements shipment
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Table 7. Key design and operational characteristics on the NAC-LWT

Table 8. NAC-LWT spent fuel transport cask
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Fig. 1. Shielding tank and reactor pool
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Fig. 2. Storage pits
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Fig. 3. NAC-LWT main cask
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Fig. 4. NAC fuel baskets

Fig. 5. Intermediate Transfer System (I.T.S.)

Fig. 6. Transfer Cask
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Fig. 7. Trolley
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Fig. 8. Coupling shielding plug
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Fig. 9. Fuel configuration for subcriticality calculation

Some Information about the Radiological Protection concerning the Spent TRIGA Fuel
Handling at the Medical University of Hanover
Gabriele Hampel, Heinrich Harke, Medical University of Hanover, Germany
Uwe Klaus, Noell-KRC Energie- und Umwelttechnik, Germany
Gunther Lörcher, TESSAG NIS Ingenieurgesellschaft mbH, Germany

Abstract
The Medical University of Hanover (MHH) returned its 76 spent TRIGA fuel elements to the
United States in summer of 1999.
For the transportation inside the MHH control areas were installed outside the reactor area,
along thetransfer route in the department of nuclear medicine and in the temporary building.
During fuel handling at MHH a lot of radiation protection measures were necessary.
This paper presents methods and results of the radiological protection measurements.

1

Basic radiation protection goals

All of the radiological protection measures in connection with planning the procedure and
handling the fuel elements were aimed at the following:

−
−
−

avoiding of radiation exposure of not involved people
avoiding of radioactive pollution to the environment
minimizing the collective and individual dose for staff.

These principles had also been applied to the technical design of the components used for
handling the fuel elements.
These goals had been achieved by minimizing direct radiation exposure, avoiding
contaminations, spread of contaminations and incorporations. Release of airborne
radioactive materials into the environment did not take place during fuel handling. Because of
the dry handling of the fuel no radioactive waste water was obtained.
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Groups of people in MHH

During fuel handling the persons in MHH were classified in involved and not involved people.
The following groups of workers were necessary for the unloading and transfer:

−
−
−
−
−

fuel handling
radiation protection
safety and fire protection
shipment
security

5 persons of MHH, 4 of Noell-KRC
1 person of MHH and 1 of Noell-KRC
1 person of Noell-KRC
2 persons of the consortium NCS /GNS
5 persons of company “Plural”

Additionally to these 19 people one person of DOE was permanent present during all
procedures of fuel handling. 13 people were constantly involved.
The not involved people include the nuclear medicine staff, other MHH personnel, MHH
guests, patients and students.

3

Radiation safety for working staff

3.1

Avoiding direct radiation exposure

The direct exposure was minimized by the structure and shielding of the fuel handling
equipment and additional movable shieldings.
Before loading started a complete step by step dry run was carried out. This included testing
all of the handling procedures within and outside the reactor facility. The sequence was
practiced following detailed step by step work and survey maps. As a result of this training
the handling time was minimized.
3.2

Control of direct radiation exposure

The direct radiation exposure was controlled monthly by official measurements of film dose
meters for gamma and neutron radiation. For the daily control personnel electronic dose
meters were used. The electronic dose meters were evaluated and the results stored each
working day.
Additionally local dose rates were measured during fuel handling at the relevant components
and positions.
3.3

Surface and personnel dose rates

In order to determine the local dose rates during handling of the fuel elements in the reactor
area, along the transfer route and in the temporary building the neutron and gamma radiation
were measured.
Since no neutron radiation was ascertained, all of the data in table 1 refer to dose rates
which originated from gamma radiation.
Table 1: Maximum local does rates during handling of the fuel elements
Place and activity
Pulling a fuel element into the MHH flask
• 1 m away from the fuel element (for approx. 1 sec.)
• location of the reactor operator behind the shielding
• location of other staff in a distance of 5 m
Surface of the MHH flask
• aluminum clad fuel elements
• steel clad fuel elements
Fuel elements in the fuel element shutter facility
• surface
• distance of 2 m
Transfer cask with 6 aluminum clad fuel elements
• surface
• distance of 3 m
Surface of the transfer vehicle
Lowering the fuel element loading unit into the GNS 16 transport cask
• at the location of the operating staff
• in the air gap between the GNS 16 transport cask and the mobile loading
facility (for approx. 1 sec)
Surface of the closed GNS 16 transport cask loaded with the 76 fuel
elements
Outside surface of the access door to the temporary building after the GNS
16 cask was loaded with the 76 fuel elements

Dose rate
µSv / h
1,500
5
5
5
100
20
0.1
230
2
100
6
2,000
0.07
0.06

3.4

Avoiding and control of incorporation

For the radiological protection of the staff the avoiding of incorporation is the most important
goal. During fuel handling this was obtained by

−
−
−
−
−
3.5

avoiding of contamination and spread of contamination
wearing of protective clothing
personnel control of contamination when leaving fuel handling area
personnel incorporation monitoring by using a whole body counter
checking of air borned activity

Avoiding and control of contamination

3.5.1 Avoiding of contamination and spread of contamination
Throughout handling of the fuel elements specially the following measures were taken to
avoid the contamination and spread of contamination:
− Wipe cloths was fastened beneath the MHH flask to collect water droplets
− The floor was covered with protective cloths before any components which had been in
contact with water from the reactor tank were set down.
− Additional overshoes were worn in the reactor area and in the temporary building.
− The floor of the transfer route was covered with protective sheeting.
3.5.2 Control of contamination
During handling of the fuel elements direct surveys were made including adherent and nonadherent contamination. Samples of non adherent contaminations were taken by wiping the
surfaces. The surveys included:

−
−
−
−
−
−

The concentration of activity in the air was determined every working day (dust collectors
in the reactor room, the temporary building and along the transfer route).
The concentration of activity in the ventilation bypass in the spent air of the temporary
building was determined every working day.
Wipes and screening tests (s. 3.5.3) were done before the transfer vehicle was moved
out of the reactor room and before the GNS 16 transport cask was moved out of the
temporary building.
Control measurements of contamination of the floor in the reactor room, along the
transfer route and in the temporary building were done daily.
Persons were checked before leaving the reactor room and the temporary building in
order to ensure that they were free of contamination.
Control measurements for free release were made along the transfer route and in the
temporary building after the handling of the fuel elements was completed.

All components, which were borrowed from VKTA Rossendorf, were checked to make sure
that they were free of contamination before they were brought into the temporary building.

3.5.3

Wipe tests

Three different kinds of wipes were done:

−
−
−

wipes over an area of 100 cm2 with a dry test cloth for gamma detection
wipes over an area of 100 cm2 with a special test cloth which is suitable for an LSC
measuring, after moistening with a decontamination solution
Screening test, which means that the whole surface was wiped with a cotton cloth

The gamma radiation of the dry test clothes was analyzed by gamma spectroscopy. Wipes
for the detection of alpha and beta radiation were evaluated using the MHH’s ultra low level
liquid scintillation counter (LSC).
The screening clothes were measured directly with a standard contamination monitor.
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Dose of working stuff

The following dose rates for the constantly involved persons were determined during
handling of the fuel elements:
Collective dose rates

−

for 13 persons

623 manµSv

Individual dose rates

−
−
−

maximum total dose rate for one person
highest daily dose rate for one person
average daily dose rate for each person

122 µSv
16 µSv
3.5 µSv

The collective dose rates for the groups of persons involved in handling the fuel elements are
shown in table 2.

Table 2: Collective dose rates for the groups of persons involved in handling the fuel
elements
Group of persons
MHH
reactor operators and
radiation protection staff
Noell-KRC company
operating staff and
radiation protection staff
DOE

Number of persons

Collective dose rate
manµ
µSv

6

165

6

455

1

12

5

Radiation safety for not involved people

During to the fuel handling there was no additional radiation exposure for the not involved
people because of the following reasons:
− fuel transfer to the temporary building after normal working time in MHH
− very low dose rates outside the temporary building (max. 0,06 µSv/h)
− short exposure times at all points, where not involved people could have been in areas
next to the transfer route inside the radiological building (max. 0,03 µSv/h)
Contaminations and incorporations for the not involved people, especially the working staff of
the department of nuclear medicine, had been avoided by
− closed area of the transfer route through the radiological building
− daily contamination measurments on the transfer route
− no release of air borned activity in the fuel handling areas
− no release of activity from the fuel handling areas into the environment
6

Results

The main results of the radiological measures were as follows:

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

It was confirmed that all of the areas were free of contamination. In particular, there was
no alpha contamination.
There was no airborne contamination at any time.
The radionuclide Co-60 was identified in the fuel element shutter facility from the water
dripping from the fuel elements. Due to the small amounts a quantitative analysis was not
possible.
No contamination was found during decontrolling of the transfer vehicle or the GNS 16
transport cask.
The release of radioactive materials either through spent air or waste water was avoided.
Exposure to radiation for all persons involved was considerably lower than the legally
permissible values. The total collective dose rate of 623 µSv/h was very low for the 13
people constantly involved in the work.
There was no incorporation of the working staff.
Persons not involved in the procedure were not exposed to any additional radiation.

There were no radiological problems due to fuel handling at MHH. The integrity and criticality
safety of the fuel were guaranteed during each step in the handling procedure.
After removing all the MHH spent TRIGA fuel the control areas outside the reactor facility
were abolished as a result of the free release surveys done on the transfer route and in the
temporary building.

TRIGA SPENT FUEL END-CAP CUTOUT DEVICE
Adrian Datcu
Institute for Nuclear Research 0300 Piteşti
P.O Box 78, ROMANIA

Abstract
During the TRIGA reactor operation most of the fuel is now burned-up. According to the
Romania - USA agreement the spent fuel have to be returned to US.
The spent fuel packaging is a difficult operation due the high radioactivity and also the
dimensions to fit in the spent fuel casks.
The paper presents the problems met during the spent fuel packaging in the casks, the problems
approach, the design of the spent fuel end-cap cut–out device.
This device was designed and fabricated by INR Piteşti. It was used for end cap cutout in order
to fit in the spent fuel casks provided by US Idaho Falls partner.
1. Problem description
The dimensions of the TRIGA fuel pins used in the research reactor operations have such
dimensions that are bigger than the spent fuel casks that arrived at the INR site provided for the
spent fuel transportation back to US. For this reason the fuel pins have to cut out to fit in the
casks. It was decide that the pin end cap, which was inserted in the fuel bundle, can be removed,
keeping the fuel integrity.
The first step of the transfer procedure was that to transfer the TRIGA fuel pins from the pool
storage locations in the transfer cask. This procedure was accomplished via a fuel pin basket.
The basket design characteristics, conditioned by the transfer cask dimensions was not fitted
with the TRIGA pin full length. So was decided that o part of the fuel pin has to be removed. It
was decided that is the end cap.
2. Problem solving
It was imagined and designed and executed a device to cutout the end cap. This device is
guillotine type.
The schematic of this device is presented in the figure 1. All the further references will be
connected with this figure.
3. Fuel end cap cut-out device description
The TRIGA fuel end cap cutout device has as main components:

- cutting plate (1)
- cutting knife (2)
The cutting plate is mounted in the reactor pool (3) and is rigidly fixed on the pool wall (4) with
a support (50 at 3.5 m depth. This provides radiation protection for the working personnel. At the
lower part there are two lateral guiding plates for the cutting knife slide. It was provided with
accommodation components for the end cap that has to be removed. At thew upper part cutting
plate was provided with a fork (7) fixed with M12 screws.
The cutting knife that slides horizontally on the guiding plates has at the lower part another fork
(12) fixed with M10 screws. Both forks are articulate via two bolt (11) and a handle (12). Handle
is operated manual from the water surface by cutting handling tool (13). The device was
designed to remove the one TRIGA fuel end cap (14).
The TRIGA fuel element is slide in the cutting plate location by the fuel handling tool (15). For
the correct positioning the pin is introduced in a centering device (16).
When the cutting handling tool is actuated to do its function the end cap is removed remaining as
a waste (17).
The waste drops free into a collecting basket (18) fixed on the device support.
After the cutting the fuel element is moved in the transfer basket, and thereafter the cutting
handling tool is actuated to the initial position and the operation cycle is repeated.
4. Conclusions
The device was designed and executed entirely at the INR Pitesti and accomplished successfully
its duty. All the spent fuel pins were removed there end caps and the pins were transferred in to
the spent fuel casks that were transported for storage in US in 1999 summer.
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Figura 1. TRIGA Spent Fuel End-Cap Cutout Device
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TRIGA MARK II LJUBLJANA – SPENT FUEL
TRANSPORTATION
M. Ravnik, V. Dimic
“J. Stefan” Institute, Ljubljana, Slovenia

ABSTRACT
The most important activity in 1999 was shipment of the spent fuel elements back to the
United States for final disposal. This activity started already in 1998 with some
governmental support. In July 1999 all spent fuel elements (219 pieces) from the TRIGA
research reactor in Ljubljana were shipped back to the United Stated by the ship from the
port Koper in Slovenia. At the same time shipment of the spent fuel from the research
reactor in Pitesti, Romania, and the research reactor in Rome, Italy, was conducted.
During the loading the radiation exposure to the workers was rather low. The loading and
shipment of the spent nuclear fuel went very smoothly and according the accepted time
table.
During the last two years the TRIGA research reactor in Ljubljana has been in operation
about 1100 hours per year and without any undesired shut-down.
1. Operating experiences
The 250 kW TRIGA Mark II research reactor of the “J. Stefan” Institute in Ljubljana,
Slovenia, was critical on May 30, 1966. It is a light water reactor, with solid fuel
elements in which zirconium hydride moderator is homogeneously distributed between
20% enriched uranium. The reactor core consists of about 70 fuel elements, which are
arranged in an annular lattice. The maximum neutron flux in the central thimble is 1013
n/cm2sec. A 40 position rotary specimen rack around the fuel elements, a pneumatic
transfer rabbit system, as well as a central thimble and three extra positions in the core
are used for irradiation of samples. Other experimental facilities include two radial and
two tangential beam tubes, a graphite thermal column and a thermalizing column.
From 1966 to 1980 the reactor was in operation about 2400 hours per year. In the next
decade (1981 – 1990) the reactor was in operation of about 4000 hours per year because
an extensive production of radioactive isotopes like 18F and 99mTc was carried out.
Technetium-99m is namely today the most widely used radionuclide in diagnostic
medicine, therefore in our hospitals the demand for this isotope has been very high. At
present the hospitals in Slovenia are using Technetium generators as a source of this
isotope, therefore the production of 99mTc in our reactor is not in progress anymore.
In autumn 1990 the operation of the reactor was discontinued for two years. During this
time the reactor was almost completely reconstructed and upgraded. The reconstruction
consisted mainly of replacing the grid plates, the control consul and the driving units of

the control rods. Also a new PC based system was adopted and developed to collect the
operational radiation data of the reactor. The spent fuel storage pool was modified in
order to store about 600 spent fuel elements. New wiring of the electric power supply
system and a new air-exchange system in the control room were installed recently.
However, the main novelty in the reactor physics and operational features of the reactor
was the installation of a pulse rod, therefore the reactor can be operated also in a pulse
mode. After reconstruction, the reactor core was loaded with fresh 20% enriched stainless
steel fuel elements.
The facility is expected to operate without major investment at least until 2006. During
the last 8 years (after the reconstruction) the reactor has been in operation without any
undesired shut-down. An average operational time has been around 1600 hours per year.
In 1998 the reactor was in operation 1200 hours and the last year 1100 hours. The reactor
is regularly inspected and supervised by the Slovenian Nuclear Administration and has
the same safety and quality standards as required for the nuclear power station operation.
2. Spent fuel transport to the United States
The most important activity in 1999 was shipment of the spent fuel elements from
TRIGA reactor in Ljubljana back to the United States for final disposal. The preparation
for this shipment operation started already in 1998. The United States has not accepted
spent nuclear fuel since 1988 when an old programme of acceptance expire. In 1996 the
US government accepted a new policy for the management of foreign research reactor
spent nuclear fuel containing uranium enriched in the United States. This decision was
part of the Reduced Enrichment for Research and Test Reactors (RERTR) programme,
which was aimed at reducing the use of high enriched uranium in civilian programms by
promoting the conversion of foreign research reactors from high enriched to low enriched
uranium. According to this new policy accepted in 1996 the US will accept and manage
research reactor spent nuclear fuel containing uranium enriched in the United States.
Actual shipment of spent fuel to the US could be made until 2009, as long as spent
nuclear fuel was generated within the 10-years policy period.
Because of very extensive use of the research reactor TRIGA in Ljubljana between 1975
and 1990 we had in the spent fuel storage pool more than 200 spent fuel elements,
therefore it was our big interest to send all spent fuel elements back to the USA as soon
as possible. It is clear that take-back programme of foreign research reactor fuel will not
continue indefinitely. Shipment of the spent fuel elelments was implemented in July 1999
when all 20 % enriched spent fuel elements and 70 % enriched fuel elements (FLIP), all
together 219 pieces, were shipped back to the United States. The shipment operation was
organized and carried out by the Nuclear Assurance Company (NAC) of the US, under
surveillance of the US Department of Energy (DOE). The transport containers were
provided by the NAC (“NAC Legal Weight Truck Cask”) and the cost of shipment was
covered by the DOE because Slovenia was treated at that time as a low income country.
The contribution of the Institute staff to the project was the preparation of the safety
analysis of shipment and loading the containers with the spent fuel. The Institute team
also provided radiological monitoring of the loading and shipment operation. Shipment
was carried out by truck on July 27, 1999 to the shipping port Koper (near Trieste),

Slovenia, together with the spent fuel from the research reactor in Romania without
abnormal events. The spent fuel from the TRIGA reactor in Pitesti, Romania, arrived by
truck to Ljubljana on July 27. At the same time shipment of the spent fuel from research
reactor in Rome, Italy, was conducted. This fuel arrived by truck from Rome directly to
the shipping port Koper on July 28, when the ship Sea Bird depart to the United States.
The loading was initiated on July 7, 1999, and completed on July 15. During the loading
the radiation exposure to the workers was rather low. The total amount of radiation
received for 15 workers was 0,468 mSv or 0,031 mSv per worker. The maximum dose of
0,088 mSv received a worker dealing with a crane. The cooling time for all spent fuel
elements was rather high (from 3 to 17 years), therefore the dose rate on the surface of
the transport container was very low (from 0,9 µSv/h to 0,5 µSv/h).
Before the transportation careful examination of all spent fuel elements was performed. It
was found that some fuel elements were damaged, therefore 6 spent fuel elements with
Al cladding were canned in leak-tight containers and 60 others elements were placed in
special containers with 4 pieces in each. It can be concluded that the cladding of the fuel
element could be damage after a long storage time in spite of keeping water in the spent
storage pit very clean.
3. Conclusions
The shipment operation went very smoothly in spite of the international cooperation and
according to the accepted time-table because all shipment procedures were prepared with
a great care. The loading and shipment of the spent nuclear fuel from the TRIGA reactor
in Ljubljana was conducted without any public comment or opposition.

SIMULATION OF LOCA TYPE ACCIDENT FOR CANDU FUEL
IN TRIGA MATERIAL TESTING REACTOR AND ITS
ASSOCIATED FACILITIES AT I.N.R.PITESTI
M. Preda, M. Ciocanescu, Gh. Racaru
Institute for Nuclear Research, PO Box 78,0300 Pitesti, Romania

Abstract
The specific objective of the experiment regards the simulation of a LOCA type accident
in an irradiation facility in order to characterize the behaviour of a CANDU fuel element in
accident conditions (LOCA) and fission product release in the case of clad failure occurrence.
The work belongs to "Nuclear Safety Program" contributing to computer codes
qualification used for safety assessment of Cernavoda NPP. The experimental results of these
tests will be used, among other input refference data, for evaluation of realistic safety limits for
CANDU fuel element in case of anticipated transients.
1. INTRODUCTION
An extensive assessment of CANDU type nuclear fuel behaviour in case of hypothetical
accident requires experimental research with the following objectives:
- Modelling of physical phenomena associated with accident conditions and development
of computer codes;
- Development of experimental programs where, real accident conditions are simulated
by in-pile and / or out-of pile tests;
- Post irradiation examination of irradiated fuel rods.
The LOCA type experiments designed to take place in the TRIGA-SSR-Reactor of the
I.N.R. Pitesti, in an irradiation device already existing and adapted (see fig.1), will have in view
the behaviour of an UO2 fuel element.
The following main steps will be performed during the LOCA type experiment: coolant
system depresurisation, loss of coolant flow, clad dry out, fuel element reflooding.
Fast recording of data will be performed untill l000oC clad temperature will be reached.
During and after the test, the following data will be monitored:
- in-reactor thermal flux at the level of experimental channel;
- coolant pressure;
- cladding temperature;
- fuel element central temperature, at different levels;
- fuel element internal pressure.
Through post-irradiation examination it is possible to determine:
- fuel relocation;
- oxidation of clad;
- fuel element burn-up;
- carrefuly area clad rupture analysis.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL IRRADIATION FACILITY

As mentioned above the planned LOCA test will be performed in an existing irradiation
device with minor modifications.
Test irradiation device consists of two main sections:
- The in-pile section (testing section) equipped with a specialized sample holder;
- The out-of pile section, composed of:
a) High pressure hydraulic circuit assembly in which the experimental parameters
(e.g.temperature, pressure, neutron flux and so on) ca be controlled and
measured;
b) The instrumentation and control system used for measurement and regulation
of critical parameters for safety experiment performance;
c) Data aquisition system.
In fg.l is presented the in pile section of the irradiation device with associated
instrumentation and conections with hydraulic circuits.
Adaption of the existing irradiation device for LOCA type test performance means:
- design of sample holder, auxiliary pressure tanks, hydraulic circuits and control systems;
- manufacturing and testing of these equipments and system according to ASME Code
and national regulations;
- simulation of the out-of pile testing sequences using a heating element instead of fuel
rod;
- the licensing of the modified irradiation device on the basis of a safety analysis report
and the results of the out of pile testing.
In order to carry out the experiment a CANDU fuel rod will be placed in the sample
holder with adequate instrumentation. The irradiation device will be placed in the steady state
core in a well characterized location. This is done in order to ensure the appropiate neutronic
testing conditions.
The main characteristics of the irradiation device are:
- Nominal pressure:
120 bar;
- Operating pressure:
107 bar;
- Thermosiphon flow:
250-350 l/h;
- Test section cooling flow:
4 m3/h;
- Maximum linear power:
600 W/cm;
- Heat removal capacity:
30 kW;
- Height under neutron flux:
500 mm;
- Coolant:
demineralized water;
- He max. pressure for coolant transfer:
150 bar.
3. PRESENTATION OF TESTING PROGRAM
The objective of in core test will be to simulate accident conditions for one fuel rod in
order to produce two sets of experimental data.
First set of experimental data will be aquired on line during transient phase of experiment
using a fast data aquisition system.
Second set of experimental data will be produced by post test measurements and post
irradiation examination of fuel element.
The range of experimental data and time evaluation of parameters as guiding information
are presented in fig.2 following published experimental data [2].
3.1. Out - of - pile simulation of LOCA test
For the simulation of out-of pile test sequence one will use the irradiation device
equipped with specifc sample holder, where the fuel element is replaced by a heating element
thus instrumentated to monitor the evolution of powers and temperatures in the test-section; This

stage is useful to establish time sequences and parameter variation by several test in order to
ensure a proper performance of irradiation test.
3.2. LOCA simulation testing sequences
I. Irradiation at constant power to obtain a representative burn-up for the test. Initially,
the fuel element is irradiated for short time at a power of about 500 W/cm, in order to
obtain a burn-up of about 3 MWh/kg UO2.
II. In order to initiate the accident, the reactor power is decreasert to produce rezidual
heat in experimental fuel rod.
III. The test section is first depressurized and the coolant is expell with pressurized He in
hold up tanks conected with test section. At the end of this sequence the experimental
fuel element will by dry - out in He atmosphere and steam, generating an oxidant
environment.
During this sequence the clad temperature may reach approx. 1000o C. To prevent crossclad failure the reactor will be shut-down when clad temperature reach 875o C. The above values
where analitically determined and used for preliminary safety report required for experiment
licensing.
The simulation was performed with RELAP - 4 computer code. Output regarding flow
and temperature in this transients are presented in fg.3 and fig.4.
IV. When the reactor is shut - down the fuel element is reflooded with coolant supplied
from the main water circuit opening main valves.
V. Just after reactor shut - down, water samples will be analized in order to evaluate the
amount and the nature of fission products released and other radioactive species.
VI. Last step of test will be a whole gamma - scanning examination of in - core section
of irradiation device to identify the distribution of fission products in case of clad
failure.
FINAL REMARKS
The proposed LOCA type test in TRIGA reactor will supply data on CANDU fuel
behaviour under degraded cooling conditions.
The following parameters will be monitored during experiment: fuel temperature, fuel
element internal pressure, coolant temperature, neutron Ilux.
Also, experimental data processing will be used to confirm neutronic and thermal
hydraulics analysis performed durring the experiment licencing.
The differences between our proposed experiment and other similar tests consist of fuel
element vertical position and thermosyphon heat removal generated by fuel element during the
irradiation.
Based on the acquired experience in several types of experiments, succesfully performed
by our Irradiation Engineering Group, we can conclude that LOCA type experiment can be
operated in a safe manner and conditions.
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THE EVALUATION OF ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION FOR
TRIGA 14 MW SPENT FUEL
ST. COVACI, C.TOMA, M. PREDA
Institute for Nuclear Research Piteşti, PO Box 1-78, 0300 Piteşti, Romania

Abstract
In the summer of 1999 year, first shipment of TRIGA HEU spent fuel to INEEL U.S.A.
has taken place.
The TRIGA HEU fuel was burn-ed in the TRIGA steady state 14 MW reactor between
1980 and 1996 years. At moment of prepared documentation for the shipment (July 1999), the
evaluation of isotopic composition was calculated with ORIGEN-2 code with an irradiation
history adequate prepared. Subsequently (May – June 2000), the evaluation was repeated with
SAS2H module of SCALE 4.4a system. In the paper are presented the results and the
comparisons of the codes, and are emphasized the accuracy and convenient of SCALE 4.4a
system.
I. The model of power operation history.
During reactor operation, the fuel elements are subjected to a variable power depending on:
- The fuel assembly position in the reactor core and the fuel rod position in the cluster.
- The operation of reactor.
The very complicated history of power daily records for the date 1980 – 1996, was collapsed in
the yearly cycles with the total operation time and downtime of each cycle. The average power
of each operation time was obtained from the total thermal energy and total time of operation
reactor records. This procedure is commonly for ORIGEN (1) and SAS2H module from
SCALE4.4a (Standardized Computer Analyses for Licensig Evaluation) system (3 - 13). Thus,
it was obtained a number of 14 cycles for the considerate date (The date 1980 – 1983 and 1989 –
1991 are each equivalent with one cycle because of the operation at very small power).
II. The models and results.
At moment of prepared documentation for the shipment (July 1999), the evaluation of
isotopic composition was calculated with ORIGEN- code (1), where was considerate an average
triplet of FAST, RES and THERMS parameters. Subsequently (May – June 2000), the
evaluation was repeated with SAS2H module of SCALE 4.4a system (3 –13), using a ‘
44groupndf5’ cross-section library. The input file for SAS2H module is presented in the annex,
where we truncated the fission products at the first and the last isotope. For brevity, we
considerate that, the input file for ORIGEN code is not necessary.
Because, the outputs of ORIGEN and SAS2H are extensively long (~100000 lines), it is
possible only few results and comparisons.

FISSION RATE for HEU CELL.

Fig.1. Fission rate for HEU cell at 171 and 5894 Day
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Fig.2. The comparison of burn-up ratio for U235 and U238 ,between
ORIGEN code and SAS2H module.
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For TRIGA HEU fuel it is of interest to study spectral variation due to very high burn-up
obtained at the end of 1997 (76.51% of initial U235).
In the Figure 1 is presented TRIGA-HEU fuel cell fission densities for two different situations:
171 days beginning of the life and 5894 end of life. It can be observed that at the beginning of
life the HEU fuel epithermal range has an important contribution for fission, the end of life
behavior is of a typical thermal reactor.
In Figure 2, is presented the comparison of burn-up ratio for U235 and U238, between
ORIGEN code and SAS2H module.

The U235 burned fraction is identical (compulsory irradiation history is the same), the U238
burned fraction is substantially different. But also SCALE model has an important contribution
that takes in account fuel cell spectral variations, explained by different ORIGEN 2 and
ORIGEN S libraries. If the U238 burned fraction given by SCALE, which is bigger compared
with that given by ORIGEN2 with epithermal contribution at the beginning of life as it can be
seen in the Figure 1 and that explains well the difference. (It is U238 resonance epithermal
range).
Fig.3. The comparison of masses (g/BUNDLE) by Pu238, Pu239 and Pu241 between
ORIGEN code and SAS2H module.
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Spectacular differences can be observed in the Figure 3, which presents the main actinides
evolution: Pu238, Pu239 and Pu241 versus time (days), compared with that computed by
SCALE4.4a and ORIGEN. The plotted curves are in grams per bundle. The values are presented
in the Table 1, at the end of burn-up.
Table 1
Final values for Pu isotopes in SCALE4.4 and ORIGEN models
SCALE4.4.a
ORIGEN2

Pu238 (g)
2.78
5.74

Pu239 (g)
2.04
1.25

`Pu241 (g)
0.539
0.143

Pu239 and Pu241 values in SCALE4.4a are bigger than from ORIGEN and it is the same
explanation as U238 burned fraction from Figure 2, because the two isotopes are, mainly, from
transmutation reactions of U238.
The Pu238 values are perfectly reversed and this is a different explanation. In ORIGEN2 it is an
compulsory burn-up at the constant level for each irradiation campaign, which is not correlated
with the spectral changes and leads to extremely high burn-up rates and a unrealistically flux
grow-up and subsequently, to overestimate of Pu238 due to non fissile absorption in U235.
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Annex: The Input File for SAS2H module
=sas2h

parm='oldsas2,halt14,skipshipdata'

HEU 5x5 Ardere 1981-1997-TRIGA-SS-Pitesti
' Imbogatire 93.15 wt % de u-235, Temp 500 K
' Temp. apei 310 K, Densitate 0.993 g/cc.
'

14 cicluri si o librarie per ciclu incluzind

' sectiuni eficace pt. comb. proaspat
' ------------------------------------------------' mixturi ale celulei-unitare-element-combustibil
44groupndf5 latticecell
'

Combustibil HEU

u-234

1 0

1.5532E-5

500.

end

u-235

1 0

1.4396E-3

500.

end

u-236

1 0

6.668E-6

500.

end

u-238

1 0

8.3664E-5

500.

end

er-166

1 0

2.0442E-4

500.

end

er-167

1 0

1.3963E-4

500.

end

zr5h8

1

500.

end

c-12

1 0

500.

end

den=5.286137

1

1.2154E-3

' trace of Fission product
zr-94

1 0

1.0E-20

500.

end

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
gd-160

1 0

1.0E-20

500.

end

' teaca este Incalloy
c

2 0

1.5944E-4

350.

end

si

2 0

5.9663E-4

350.

end

cr

2 0

1.8876E-2

350.

end

fe

2 0

3.9495E-2

350.

end

mn

2 0

6.536E-4

350.

end

ni

2 0

2.6095E-2

350.

end

310.

end

'Moderator apa
h2o

3

den=0.993

1

end comp
' -------------------------------------------------' geometria celulei-element-combustibil
squarepitch

1.634

1.295

1

3

1.377 2

end

' -------------------------------------------------' Caseta si parametrii ciclurilor
npin/assm=25

fuelngth=55.88

printlevel=4

lightel=0

' Campania 1981-1983

ncycles=14

nlib/cyc=1

power=0.271

burn=1.E-15

down=0.

end

power=0.271

burn=341.

down=754.

end

burn=158.87

down=206.87

end

burn=212.79

down=152.

end

burn=163.06

down=202.

end

burn=251.24

down=114.

end

burn=251.24

down=90.

end

burn=159.86

down=935.

end

burn=132.31

down=233.

end

burn=133.67

down=231.

end

burn=69.92

down=295.

end

burn=71.85

down=293.

end

burn=154.88

down=210.

end

burn=154.92

down=210.

end

' Campania 1984
power=0.364
' Campania 1985
power=0.423
' Campania 1986
power=0.303
' Campania 1987
power=0.261
' Campania 1988
power=0.247

' Campania 1989-1991
power=0.214
' Campania 1992
power=0.332
' Campania 1993
power=0.278
' Campania 1994
power=0.288
' Campania 1995
power=0.138
' Campania 1996
power=0.223
' Campania 1997
power=0.263
end

PIN POWER FACTOR DECREASE AND FUEL ECONOMY
DURING LEU REFUELING OF 14 MW TRIGA CORE
C. Iorgulis
M. Preda
M. Ciocanescu
Institute for Nuclear Research Pitesti, Romania

Abstract
During LEU refueling steps the power peaking factors is continuously rising towards the
upper safety limits.
The next refueling step with three fresh LEU fuel clusters will overtake those safety limits.
Those for it is necessary to find some methods in order to decrease power peaking factors.
This paper will present such a method based on removal of the central pin from each of fuel
cluster in order to rise the specific power on the inner pins and save less burned – up pins. These
pins will be used to complete another two or three fuel clusters.

INTRODUCTION
General Atomics U.S.A commissioned the Romanian 14 MW TRIGA research and test
reactor in 1979..[1],[2]. It was specifically designed to test in-core fuel assemblies and loops. The
core was designed to produce high neutron flux in the several experimental locations with
experiments in place.
The standard core configuration using 5x5 fuel bundles has a multipurpose nature, this being
indicated by the following features.
• Six in-core experimental locations[3 large (17.5x17.5 cm2) and three
small(8.75x8.75 cm2)]
• Two horizontal beam ports (tangential, radial)
• Numerous irradiation facilities in beryllium reflector blocks
Usually there are two or three in-core devices containing experiments with low enriched (2%
- 5%) CANDU fuel type rods. Although the core configuration is not optimum for the production of
leakage fluxes, the reactor has a radial beam port with a neutron spectrometer attached.
One of the most important parameter for the core safety is Combined Pin Factor (CPF) that is
derived from the formula:
CPF = PPF * APF
Where:
PPF = Power Pin Factor and APF = Axial Pin Factor

In 1992 Romania starts the core conversion from HEU to LEU fuel type. At present time
LEU fuel is almost 30% from total fuel amount in the core. During the refueling steps using LEU
fuel clusters CPF tend to overtake the safety limits established for the maximum allowed
temperatures in the LEU fuel pins. That is due of the large group of the fresh LEU fuel clusters
placed to the center of the core.
Removing the central pin from each fuel cluster, more water will available in the fuel cluster
center, that increasing the terminal flux, thus the PPF for the inner pins is increasing too.
CALCULATION OF MICROSCOPIC X - SECTIONS
In the present the TRIGA reactor contain 35-fuel cluster (5x5) (Figure 1). The actual core
configuration is showed in Figure 2. The cooling system of the reactors has four pumps and three
exchangers, 7 MW each.
In order to calculate the X- sections which are necessary in the burnup loop, is used a
modified version of WIMS –D code which calculate the microscopic X-sections for 54 nuclides and
one lump fission product [3]. The list of those nuclides is shown in TABLE 1. Also in TABLE 2 are
shown few characteristics of TRIGA fuel.

TABLE 1
U234
MO95
CD113
ND145
EU153
OXY

U235
TC99
IN115
PM147
EU154
AL

U236
RU101
I127
SM147
EU155
ZR

U238
PU239
RU103
RH103
XE131
CS133
PM148m PM148
GD157
FISP
FE
CR

TABLE 2
Triga fuel characteristics
Core/Fuel Bundle
Center distance
Fuel radius
Outer clad radius
Gap
Clad thickness
Total # fuel bundles
Total # in-core pins
Coolant flow rate
Total mesh area
Fuel area
Clad area
Water area

LEU 5x5
1.633 cm
0.647cm
0.688 cm
2.22E-03cm
0.04 cm
29
725
4.73 E+2l/s
2.666cm2
1.317cm2
0.172cm2
1.176cm2

PU240
RH105
CS134
SM149
ER166
NI

PU241
PD105
XE135
SM150
ER167
MN

PU242
PD108
CS135
SM151
H(HZR)
SI

FIGURE 1 Fuel Cluster
a) normal cluster

b) 24 pins cluster

KR83
AG109
ND143
SM152
H 2O
C

The cell calculations are based on the average pin data. The initial LEU fuel pin loadings
Wt% and atom densities are illustrated in TABLE 3.

TABLE 3
ELEMENT / ISOTOPE
U

LEU 5x5 (Wt%)
45.0

234
235
236
238
Er

9.3723 E-03
0.15
19.7
0.25
79.9

1.074
166
167

LEU 5x5 (atoms/cm- barn)

1.4263E-05
1.8652E-03
2.3569E-05
7.4693E-03
2.6236E-04

33.33
22.90

1.0665E-04
7.2811E-05

FIGURE 2
ACTUAL CORE CONFIGURATION
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The transport calculations have using WIMS code on 23 broad groups and than collapsed on
7 broad groups which are used in tridimensional diffusion calculations. Infinite multiplication factor
the (5x5) fuel bundle was found: K-inf.= 1.3751
The cell calculations covered the burnup range between 0-20000 MWD equivalent core.
In the above-mentioned range seven sets of microscopic X-sections have been obtained at
20°C and another seven at 230 °C, which are used for the core burnup calculations. Both for LEU
and HEU fuel type.

CORE CALCULATIONS
For the above core configuration which contains 35 cluster with or without central pins,
some comparative core calculations have to be made. In order to cover this task, some neutronic and
thermohydraulic calculations should be done. For the neutronic calculations we use a tridimensional
diffusion code (DFT)[4] with burnup loop.DFT was developed and tested at Institute For Nuclear
Research. The DFT code uses an identical burnup scheme like WIMS does, that because the lump
burnup product have to be compatible
each other for the cell and core calculations.
Thermohydraulic evaluation has been performed using PARET code (hydrodynamic, point kinetic,
code provided by A.N.L. U.S.A.).Maximum CPF allowed has been evaluated for few reactor power
levels in two cases. One for operational temperature allowed for HEU fuel which is 750° C and the
other for operational temperature allowed for LEU fuel which is 450° C. The results are shown in
TABLE 4.
TABLE 4
Reactor Power (MW)
14
13
12
11
10

CPF (max) for T=750°C
4.50
4.78
5.20
5.60
5.90

CPF(max) for T= 450 °C
2.59
2.68
2.88
3.10
3.50

Usually the reactor is operated at maximum 10 MW which give enough thermal flux for
experimental devices and isotopes production.
For the actual core configuration using regular 5x5 fuel cluster (FIGURE 2) neutronic
calculations give CPF (max)= 3.48 for a LEU pin, less that 3.50 which is max. allowed for 10 MW.
Problems occur for the first refueling step with three LEU fuel cluster when CPF(max) = 3.94. (The
neutronic calculations have been performed with experimental location filled with water and
control rod bank fully withdrawn). We consider that removing central pin from each fuel cluster will
lead to a more uniform distribution of the CPF across the core and that will contribute at deceasing
of power peaking factors. A neutronic calculations have been performed for the core refueled with
three fuel clusters having the central pins removed .In this case CPF (max) = 3.505 is obtained for
the second refueling step with four LEU clusters CPF = 3.52 is obtained . The FIGURE 3 contain
the keff versus burnup evolution for:
- Two refueling steps in normal 5x5 case

- Three refueling steps for the case when the central pin is removed from each
cluster present in the core. The last step contains two fuel clusters formed with spare pins, those pin
which are removed from the core ( 24 HEU and 18 LEU).

FIGURE 3

Triga has left only seven LEU fuel cluster so it has to be saved as long possible that is for
the third step is very useful. The curve between E and G is supplementary energy (aprox. 900MWD)
due to fuel saving.

CONCLUSION
This new concept based on removal of the central pin from each cluster rise the specific
power on the inner pins from the clusters and allows operating the reactor longer and safer using
spare pins in the additional refueling step.
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CANDU PRESSURE TUBE SAMPLES TESTED
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Abstract
A main interest of INR programs is dedicated to scientifically and technical support of the
Romanian Cernavoda NPP. Of special interest was the pressure tubes behavior in harsh conditions
and irradiation. The paper describes the irradiation device used for tests of pressure tubes probes.
There are presented the results of the tests.

1. Introduction
There is a great interest to support with extensive research the Cernavoda NPP operations. One of
these programs is to study the behavior and mechanical properties degradation during irradiation.
Capsule C5 is an irradiation device designed for reactor structure materials in inactive medium.
Capsule C5 was designed end manufactured entirely at INR in 1984. Initially was designed to test
stainless steel probes.
C5 was used to test Sandvik Zircaloy-4 probes used for Romanian fuel clad material.
In order to test pressure tube irradiation probes (Zr-2.5%Nb) was designed and instrument a new
fuel port to gave extensive data about the probes behavior.
2. C5 Irradiation device description
2.1 Components description
Main components of C5 are:
- cassette;
- test section;
- handling and support system;
- helium supply system panel;
- I&C panel.
The cassette positions the capsule pressure tube inside the research reactor core.
The test section (Figure 1) includes the capsule pressure tube, fuel port and test section support.
The pressure tube provides a tight inert helium atmosphere around irradiated probes.
The fuel port provides the probes support in maximum flux reactor core area.
The probes support is located in the lower part of the fuel port in 350 mm length. They are designed
of aluminum to enhance the heat transfer. Every probe support forms a level of irradiation probes.

Each piece of the probes level is provided with radial channels to fit the probes. The inferior level
has no probes designed for contact heat transfer with the pressure tube lower part. After each
irradiation campaign., the probes support is radioactive and is treated as a solid radioactive waste.
The new probes load is made in PIEL with new probes support adapted for the new probes
dimensions.
A central stainless steel rod with 81 mm diameter fastens the probes support. Along this rod runs the
capsule instrumentation cables (6 T/C, 2 colectrons).
The probes levels are centered by two aluminum fasten rods. Central tube with probe support is
introduced in a stainless steel pipe with two heaters. The fuel port is provided with biologic
protection from 3 antimony lead. This biologic protection is provided with a helicoids channel that
allows I&C and heaters cables.
Test section support is designed from a pipe which has in its interior gas conduits and electric
cables. This support is designed to provide the connection between the test section and out of pile
circuits and allows easy handling.
The handling system is designed with two main components: support and handling part and the
sliding part. The handling tool allows up and down movement and supports the test section. Two
sliding rollers allow horizontal movement.
Helium supply panel is designed to provide test section helium supply, depressurization and venting.
Control panel is a complex system that provides monitoring and control of the capsule parameters.
The panel warns and alarm when the safety thresholds are exceeded.
The data acquisition is provided by the central computer data acquisition system.
2.2 Capsule instrumentation
C5 capsule is provided with the following instrumentation:
- temperature
- flux
- pressure
Temperature monitoring is provided by 4 Cromel-Alumel T/C.
Neutron flux is measured in the vicinity of the probes by 2 Co colectrons, withaout compensation,
type Neutrocoax with active part of 300 mm.
2.3 Operational conditions and limits
The operational conditions and limits are:
- maximum allowed pressure – 6 MPa
- maximum probes temperature 290 deg C
- surrounding atmosphere – helium
3. CANDU pressure tubes probes irradiation in C5
3.1 Objectives
Irradiation tests made with C5 has the objective to monitor the behavior of CANDU pressure tubes
probes using some significance parameters. Pressure tubes exposure to neutrons induces effects on
materials behavior, modifies its properties and limits capacities to accomplish its purpose.

The data obtained are further use for:
- irradiation effects on mechanical, micro structural properties of Zr2.5%Nb assessment
- irradiated pressure tube behavior computer code models development and validation
3.2 Test condition
-

Atmosphere temperature 260 to 280 deg C
Helium atmosphere pressure 6 MPa
Neutron flux (E > 1MeV) 1 to 2 10 *13 (n/sq cm *sec)
Neutron fluence (E > 1MeV) 4 * 10 20 (n/sqcm)

4. Results
There are already 9,000 hours of irradiation.
There monitored the following parameters:
- pressure tube probes temperature
- pressure
- neutron flux
Test parameters were recorded and processed by the data acquisition system.
The temperature range was between 230 to 296 deg C.
The helium pressure was in the range of 4 to 5 MPa.
The fast neutron flux was in the range of 10*13 n/sq cm*sec
The flux signal was compensated for the Co 60 worn out.
The processed fluency was computed that reached 3.5*10*20 n/sq cm in July 2000.
5. Conclusions
The irradiation test will continue to December 2000.
Data obtained will be used for further processing and analysis.
The data will be used for:
- simulation of the pressure tube behavior during Cernavoda CANDU NPP operation;
- prediction for the pressure tube behavior and in-service inspection surveillance.
A further test taken in account is compact-tension (CT) pressure tube tests which are useful for de
hydring cracks (DHC) phenomena analysis

FIGURE 1
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The Institute for Nuclear Power Reactors made research for designing and manufacturing
of microprocessor equipment’s for some radiation facilities existing in the Triga reactor.
These equipments have accumulated a wide operating time allowing the conclusion
accurance referring to reliability, ergonomy, and design, operating facilities.
After the performance of these studies a new design program is initiated for the design
and manufacturing of a modern equipment with improved performances of reliability and
flexibility.
The system provides the user with a multitude of options, numerical and analog
interfaces, keyboard and high reliability Local display.
The main function of the system (fig.1) are:
- 8 PID full options regulating loops;
- 8 safety analog channels having 4 presetable trips;
- watch dog restart and fault tolerant facilities;
- 8 high precision analog input 0 – 15mV from thermocouple;
- 8 computer controlled power supplies 220V 1KWA.
- alphanumeric display and keyboard.
- fault tolerant analog scanner.
A real improvement of the system is the future Remote control computer, a PC AT
Pentium working like a system controller, real time data acquisition, and operator adviser. This
new facility allow the operator to set the trips or to control remotely all the power supply and
step-by- step positioner of irradiation device.
Software design for acquisition and data processing provides modern techniques for
operator interfacing, representation recording and protection of test results.
Software implementation keeps a special organization supported by a real time executive
that is the best method to achieve the performance required.
Following this reason, software structure consists of:
1. Tasks
- testing parameters setup;
- data processing routines;
- engineering and electrical conversion;
- numerical / graphical data representation;
- test results recording routines and data bases managers.
2. Drivers
- A/I and D/I acquisitions;
- commands generation;
- graphical positioning in screen pages;
- pariphericals communications management;
- system time checking.
This new concept can improve the availability precision and system safety and reduce
personal irradiation.
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FIG.1. CONTROL AND SAFETY SISTEMS FOR TRIGA
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TECHNOLOGICAL CONCEPT FOR
THE FABRICATION OF TRIGA-LEU
FUEL NEEDED FOR THE REFUELING
OF THE 14 MW REACTOR
Dr. Dumitru Ohâi, Ion Furtuna, SCN Piteşti

Abstract

The actual TRIGA-LEU fuel was fabricated with an technological concept that involve
the melting of metals. The technological concept developed in SCN is based on the
manufacturing of ZrUEr metallic rods by powder metallurgy. The metals hydride powders are
obtained from the needed purity metals. The powders are blended, pressed and sintered to obtain
the metallic rods with low carbon contamination. The metallic rods are controlled hydrided and
mechanical manufactured to the final geometry. The metallic components and the fuel rods are
assembled to obtain the fuel pin.

NEW DESIGN FOR THE TRIGA 14 MW SSR
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Abstract
This paper presents the structural changes of the control rods (CR-s) which will be done
in order to manufacture new ones and therefore to replace the original rods and to
increase the present safety features of TRIGA 14MW reactor in Pitesti.
Few years ago two CR-s became inoperable due to the combined effect of welding
corrosion, water penetration into the absorbent section of the CR and finally the swelling
caused from the high internal pressure of the radiolyse-generated gases(gases which
accelerated welding corrosion, water penetration, etc).
Although safe reactor operation is not yet affected a decision to re-design a new CR was
taken, entirely suitable to the general reactor design. The new CR will use boron carbide
(same absorbent as in the original one ) , this boron carbide will be packed in a different
way.A set of 16 Incoloy pins filled with a column of boron carbide pellets ,leak-tight
welded ,will be manufactured. These 16 pins will be mounted in a square array with 5
pins on each side of the square ( corner pins being the same for two sides).
Neutronic analysis on the preliminary design was done using specific computer codes
(WIMS, DFA, and MCNP). Reactivity worth of this new rod would be slight less (8%)
than that of the original one, but still with full compensation capacity.
Helium release analysis showed that gas pressure in the Incoloy tube after 15 years of
normal operation would not exceed 57 ATM.
PARET computer code was used to estimate thermal behavior of the new rods. It resulted
that no boiling will occur at the surface of the pins and maximum temperature of the
coolant at the exit of the CR channel will not exceed 70 deg.C.
Out of the possibility to buy from abroad ready-made boron carbide pellets, attempts
were done to produce them in our country. Using a powder with large grain size (for the
moment) blended with excess Carbon and some lanthanide oxides we managed to obtain
1.70g/cm3 pellets(density specified for neutronic analysis).
1.Introduction
The problem of control rods replacement was seriously put in 1996 - 1997 due to the
progressive damages of the rods installed in the reactor since start -up and operated till

now. Hence, in a total of 9 CR-s (8 currently operated and one as spare part), three are
out-of- work and it seems that the rest of them will follow the same path in the close
future.Note that the minimum number of CR-s allowed for safe operation by the present
core configuration load is 6(six).Also note that the latest researches in the field show
that boron carbide based control rods have not an indefinite time of life .
In our previous research causes that made CR-s inoperable were identified. Although the
first concept surely was the best for the neutronic needs of a 14 MW fresh core, we had to
generate a new design that would be able to meet the same safety requirements as the
genuine ones, but capable to avoid the major drawback of them . It is the swelling
generated of accidental water penetration inside the unique shell of the absorbent section,
through the Aluminum bottom weldings damaged of long exposure to radiation and
corrosion .
2.Principles of design
The new design maintains unchanged all the components of the CR but the shape and the
enclosure of the boron carbide absorbent. Therefore:
• Same, boron carbide is the neutron absorbent. Instead of square rings of boron
carbide having theoretical density, the absorbent is 70% th.density in form of
cylindrical pellets.
• Absorbent pellets are definitely cladded in SS tubes for all the estimated time of use
• The absorbent pins will be disposed in a square array, 5 on each side of a standard rod
location./see Fig.1/.
• All hydraulic and thermal conditions are preserved.
• Most important, the absorbent structure has to accomplish the major demand of safe
operation – shutdown with the most reactive control rod fully withdrawn

3. Mechanical design
The absorbent section of the CR consists of a 16-pin bundle . Each pin is an Incoloy-800
tube filled with a column of boron carbide pellets. The upper part of the tube is empty
and has the role of an expansion plenum for helium released from the carbide during
reactor operation. The pellets are kept in a stable position by a helicoidal spring placed
din the plenum. Both ends of the tube are sealed with end fittings leak-tight welded.
The main features of the absorbent pins are (see also Fig 2):
• Incoloy 800H tube, o.d. = 13.77mm, i.d. = 12.95mm
• Boron carbide pellet density 1.70g/cm3
• Boron carbide column height 584 mm (same as GA’s absorbent height)
• Plenum height 178 mm
• Tube – pellet gap 0.1 to 0.4 mm
The 16 pins are fixed in three grids (upper, middle and bottom grid). These grids are
joined together by the outer and inner clads, which maintain the flow conditions
unchanged with respect to the original design.
The joints to the CR follower and to the extension tube are also unchanged. One may see
that boron carbide has no link to the environment or to any vacuum system. For this

reason, the tube and the weldings have to withstand the internal pressure generated by
helium release for the whole estimated time-of-life.
Boron carbide quantity contained in 16 pins is 2.032kg ( 3.950 kg are contained in an
original CR). Other design changes would induce different weight . In order to preserve
the initial apparent (in-pool) weight a float vessel in length of 0.850m has to replace the
original helium expansion vessel.
4. Neutronic design (C. Iorgulis)
A. Reactivity
Computations were done for three geometric layouts of the boron carbide:
• Square rings as in original CR-s
• 16 pins array /fig.1/ as proposed in the new design
• cylindrical rings as for the Thai TRIGA 10 MW reactor
Core configuration considered was the one operated in 1998 with 4 fresh fuel bundles.
A set of computer codes was used:
• WIMS – the well-known transport code
• DFA – tridimensional burn-up code
• MC – tridimensional Monte Carlo transport code
At cell level six cases were considered:
i.
Original CR-s fully withdrawn, standard follower
ii.
Original CR-s,using WIMS and the procedure in the “Safety Report” for TRIGA
14 MW
iii.
Original CR-s,using Monte Carlo transport code
iv.
16 pins CR-s, boron carbide density 1.70g/cm3, using Monte Carlo transport code
v.
16 pins CR-s, cylindrical follower as for the Thai TRIGA 10 MW reactor
vi.
cylindrical CR-s as for the Thai TRIGA 10 MW reactor (easy to compute because
no cell transformation is needed)
When WIMS was used, PERSEUS option was chosen for collision probability, and
computation was done over 7 energy groups, as GA model.
All cases but (v.) considered standard square-shaped follower .
DFA code used spatial and energetic averaged cross-sections on the square of 8.1 x 8.1
cm. Core burn-up considered was the one resulted from burn-up measurements done in
1997.
All computation consider a cold (20 deg. C) and unpoissoned core.
The results are summarized in the Table 1.

Case
i
ii
iii
iv
v
vi

position
CR-s fully withdrawn
CR-s fully inserted
CR-s fully inserted
CR-s fully inserted
CR-s fully withdrawn
CR-s fully inserted

Table 1.
keff
1.056
0.9531
0.9226
0.9580
1.0572
0.9730

ρ(reactivity)
8$
keff2 - keff4 = 14.73 $
keff3 - keff4 = 14.70 $
keff2 - keff4 = 14.00 $*****
8.17 $
keff5 – keff6 = 12.50 $

The 16 pins CR is 8% " weaker " than the original one, but still the system satisfies safety
criteria.

B. Helium release. Internal pressure
To evaluate helium generation in B4C pins, MCNP computer code was used to compute
average neutron flux for two energy groups and total neutron flux at the middle plan of
the core. Further the ratio of the product (ΦσHe) was extracted, where σHe is yield section
for 4He generated by MCNP at demand.
The results are summarized in Table 2.

Group
1 (< 1.12 eV)
2 (>1.12 eV
Total(0 – 10 MeV)

Table 2.
ΦpinB4C
(nv)
5.14x10-5
1.08x10-2
1.08x10-2

ΦσHe pinB4C
(s-1)
1.13x10-2
2.01x10-2
3.14x10-2

σHe pin
(b)
22o
1.86
2.90

From the above table one can see that reaction rate (n,He) range over the entire energy
spectrum and they take place all over the pin volume. Even the cross sections in the
thermal range are important(2000 -3000b) the thermal flux vanishes in the first
millimeter shell due to strong self-shielding.
Over the epi- thermal range where cross- sections are still great (hundreds of barns) the
reaction rate is important due to the particular flux features.
The estimated production rate is
R = 1.12x1015 atoms/sec or 4.2x 10-8 liters/sec (NTP)
To the result above the following corrections may be done:
• The reactor is operated only 6000 hours/year at Pmax= 10 MW, which means 2500
MWd. Hence it results a correction factor f1 = 0.5 relative to continuos operation at
14MW
• The generated Helium is only partial released from the boron carbide structure. An
Oak Ridge estimation for pins with similar carbide density placed in a PWR takes
into account a release factor of 0.13. For a cooler, pool-type reactor, one may
consider a factor f2 = 0.1
• The CR was considered being completely immersed. Actually at a significant power
level, only the bottom third of the pin is irradiated, yielding to a factor f3 = 0.5
• One may consider the replacement of the central CR-s with the peripheral ones, and a
correction factor f4 = 0.66 may be estimated.
• Finally, to avoid the uncertainties, a safety factor f5 = 2 has to be considered.
Overall it results F = 0.033 (F = f1x…xf5).
Consequently, the Helium quantity released is 0.043 liters/year or 0.74 liters/15years.
Even f1 = 1 would be one (not to impose an alternate upper limit to the reactor operation)
He release is 1.3 liters/15years. In a void of 7” high, the pressure would not exceed 57
atm, much lower than the permissible internal pressure for the Incoloy tube.
5. Thermal analysis
Using the geometric shapes of the new-designed absorbent section and of the associated
coolant channel, an input for PARET computer code was established ( for stationary
case). In input generation the heat source was conform to the power distribution over the
pin characteristic to the TRIGA reactor – an axial factor (maximum to average) of 1.35.

Radial power distribution was established considering heat generation near surface
induced by thermal capture and in the volume induced by fast neutrons. The pressure
drop considered was that imposed for a fuel channel.
Two values for the gas gap between the pellet and the clad were considered – 0.02 and
0.04 cm. Two external extreme situations were also considered. The first means free flow
around the 16 pins, and the second means an intermediate grid with 3mm holes all over
the length of the absorbent section.
The transport code WIMS was used to compute the thermal flux values on the pin surface
in 42 energy groups as well as the (n, α) cross-sections for fine spatial rings of the
absorbent.
Total power per pin is 784.8 W. This value is obtained by adding the partial powers
generated by thermal (n, α) reaction, the prompt gamma radiation of boron itself, fast
neutrons contribution and reactor gamma radiation field (which is a significant input data
for PARET). Moreover, taking into account the surface areas on which thermal neutrons
absorption takes place and also the spatial homogeneity of the fast neutrons and gamma
induced energy, a radial distribution of the heat source was determined. The normalized
radial distribution is another input data for PARET.
The results of the computations are summarized below.
Temperature
(deg.C) for..
Water outlet
B4C surface
B4C center

Free flow
Gap 0.2mm
24.9
53.3
55.9

Gap 0.4mm
24.9
78.3
81.0

Flow through grid
Gap 0.2mm
33.7
56.9
59.5

Gap 0.4mm
70.4
101.5
105.4

All cases considered water inlet temperature being 24.7 deg. C.
The real situation is somewhere between the two extremes: free flow and flow through
grid
In all cases, with no exception, coolant agent is liquid.
6. Conclusions
•
•
•
•
•

Reactivity worth of the new designed CR system is 8% lower than that of the original
system but this does not affect safe operation of the reactor.
Boron carbide can be used at a lower density (1.70 instead of 2.48 g/cm3)
Boron carbide packing is technical more convenient and also safer.
The cooling is good; water never boils inside the rod channel. Water outlet
temperature will never exceed 70 deg. C.
Permanent sealing of the boron carbide inside the pin does not generate problems
with internal Helium pressure.

New
design

Original
design
Aluminum
Water
Boron carbide
Boron carbide
pin

Fig. 1

end cap

helium
plenum
Incoloy clad

boron carbide
pellets

Main features of the absorbent pins:
• Incoloy 800H tube, o.d. = 13.77mm,
i.d. = 12.95mm
• Boron carbide pellet density 1.70g/cm3
• Boron carbide column height 584 mm
• Boron carbide mass
• Natural B-10 abundance
• Plenum height 178 mm
• Tube – pellet gap 0.1 to 0.4 mm
• Helium max. pressure
• Max. temperature on clad
• Number of pins in a cell 16

Fig. 2

Spatial view of the control rod

ELECTRONICALLY TUNABLE RC SINUSOIDAL
OSCILLATORS
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Abstract
This paper presents two types of active configurations for realizing electronically tunable
RC sinusoidal oscillators. The type-1 network employs two grounded scaled resistances KR1 and
KR2, where K is scaling factor. The frequency of oscillation W0 is controlled conveniently by
adjusting K, since W0 appears in the form W0 = 1 K R 1C1R 2 C 2 . For realizing the scaled
resistances, an active configuration is proposed, which realizes KR i = R i (1 + f(VB )) , where
f(VB) denotes a function of a controlling voltage VB. Thus the frequency tuning can be effected
by controlling a voltage VB. The type-2 oscillator uses two periodically switched conductances.
It is shown that the tuning of oscillation frequency can be done by varying the pulsewidth-toperiod ratio (τ/T) of the periodically switched conductances.

Introduction
Continuously tunable RC sinusoidal oscillators have found applications in various
instrumentation and measuring devices. In realizing a tunable oscillator, one or more elements
must be varied in order to vary the frequency of oscillation. Elements such as resistors and low
valued capacitors can be varied mechanically or by using specialized devices such resistors and
varicap diodes. These methods present practical problems, especially where high accuracy is
desired. Howard and Pederson [1] and Grebene [2] have describe the realization of Wien-bridge
voltage-controlled oscillators for integrated circuits. The frequency of oscillation W0 for this type
of oscillator is W0 = 1 C1R 1C 2 R 2 . Hence the oscillators can be tuned to different frequencies
by varying R’s or C’s or both. In [1], R1 and R2 are varied by using FET’s as voltage variable
resistors. This method is not very satisfactory because of the nonlinear characteristics of the FET
resistances which cause distortion at the output of oscillators. In [2] one capacitance say C1, is
multiplied by an amplifier gain using Miller effect, i.e., C1 = C10 (1 + A2 ) , where A2 is the
amplifier gain. The oscillation frequency W0 is then varied by varying A2. In this method the
waveform distortion is avoided by simultaneously varying the feedback amplifier gain A1. An
alternative approach for realizing voltage controlled RC sinusoidal oscillators has been described
by Sun [3]. He has proposed a class of circuits, which employ two feedback amplifiers. One
amplifier of fixed gain A1 is used to constrain the natural frequencies of the circuits to the
imaginary axis of the complex frequency of oscillation.
The primary purpose of this paper is to show that tunable RC sinusoidal oscillators may
be realized by employing scaled resistance elements in conjunction with unscaled capacitances.

The tuning procedure may considered as frequency scaling the transfer function T(s). Thus a
tunable transfer function is given by T(Ks) or T(s/K), where K or K, the frequency scaling
parameter, are functions of controlling quantity. The simplest form of controlling quantity would
be a tuning voltage VB or the pulsewidth-to-period (τ/T) of a set of periodically switched
conductances such that K or K is determinated directly by VB or τ/T, respectively.

Type-1 oscillator
Consider the network configuration of Fig. 1, which involves a finite-gain differential
amplifier defined by
V0 = A0 (V1 − V2 )

(1)

and two time-invariant scaled-resistances (KR1, KR2) in conjunction with two unscaled
capacitance (C1, C2), where K is a dimensionless variable, hereafter referred to as a scaling
factor. It is assumed that the amplifier has an infinite input impedance and zero output
impedance, and its voltage gain is independent of frequency. The voltage transfer function of the
network of Fig. 1 can be obtained as
V V 
A 0 KsR 2 C 2
V0
1
= T(sK) = A 0  1 − 2  =
+
1
1
1
Vi
C1R 1C 2 R 2
 Vi Vi  K 2 s 2 + Ks(
)
+
+
R 1 C1 R 2 C 2 C1 R 2

(2)

where s is a complex frequency. The open-loop frequency response of the system is obtained
from (2) by substituting jW for s.

FEEDBACK PATH

Vi

C1

C2

KR1

KR2

V2

V1

A0

V0

+

Fig. 1. Type-1 RC oscillator configuration involving time-invariant
scaled-resistances KR1 and KR2.

Now the transfer function of (2) becomes
jW0 KA
R 2C 2
1
T(jWK) =
+
1
1
1
R 1C1R 2 C 2
)
− K 2 W 2 + jKW(
+
+
R 1 C1 R 2 C 2 C1 R 2

(3)

when the feedback loop in Fig. 1 is closed, the frequency of oscillation W0 of the system and the
gain A0 required for their maintenance can be determined from
T(jWK) = T(jW0 K) = 1 .

(4)

Application of the criterion of (4) to the second-order function of (3) yields
A0 = 1+

R 2C2 C2
+
R 1 C1 C1

(5)

and
1
1
(6)
K R 1 C1 R 2 C 2
which show that the oscillation maintenance gain A0 is independent of the scale factor K whereas
the oscillation frequency W0 is inversely proportional to the scale-factor K. thus the oscillator
can be tuned to any desired frequency by varying the scale-factor K.
W0 =

Electronically Variable Scaled-Resistance Elements
The first step in the realization of T(Ks) is to realize grounded scaled-resistance in the
form KRi (i=1,2), where the scale-factor K should be varied by some electronic means. For this
purpose a configuration is proposed in Fig. 2(a) which involves a voltage-controlled amplifier
(VCA) and a resistor Ri. The voltage gain of the VCA is given by
V0
= − A = −f(VB )
V1

(7)

where f(VB) denotes a function of VB. The input current can be obtained as
Vi − V0
= (1 + A)R i Vi
Ri
= 1+ f(VB )R i Vi .

i=

Therefore, the simulated driving point resistance is given by

(8a)
(8b)

RD =

Ri
= KR i
1 + f(VB )

(9)

where we define
K=

1
.
1 + f(VB )

(10)

In the preceding realization, we have assumed that the amplifier has infinite input impedance and
zero output impedance.
A practical realization of Fig. 2(a) is shown in Fig. 2(b) which involves a differential pair
whose gain is a function of the voltage VB. To study the performance of the voltage variable
resistance RD, a practical circuit is constructed using Ri=100 KΩ. The test results have been
given in Table I.
Ri
i

-

Vi

A

RD

V0

+

VB

(a)

R6
+V
R3

R5
Q4
Q1

Vi

R7

R1
VB

V0

Q2

Q3
R2

R4
-V

Fig. 2. Realization of time-invariant
electronically tunable scaled
(b)
resistance. (a) Basic configuration. (b) A practical realization.

Table I
Voltage Variable Resistance
-15
79 ⋅10 −2

VB (volts)
1/RD (mmho)

-10
66 ⋅10 -2

-5
54 ⋅10 −2

0
41 ⋅ 10 −2

5
26 ⋅ 10 −2

10
13 ⋅ 10 −2

15
3 ⋅10 −2

Designed of Type-1 Oscillator

Application of scaled resistance RD of Fig. 2 in Fig. 1 (in place of KR1 and KR2) generates a
class of electronically tunable RC sinusoidal oscillators as shown in Fig. 3(a). A discrete
component circuit based on Fig. 3(a) is built as shown in Fig. 3(b). For A0 amplifier we have
used a differential pair cascaded to an emitter follower. The potentiometer R3 is adjusted to
obtain suitable gain so that the oscillator starts to oscillate with proper amplitude and small
harmonic distortion.
C1

C2

-

Vi

A0

V0

+
Ri

Ri

-

A

+

A
+

KR2

KR1

VB

(a)

+V
R5
Q4
C1

C2
R1

Q1

R2

Q3
V0

A
+

R3

A

Q2

+
R4

R7

R6
-V

VB
(b)

Fig. 3. Electronically tunable type-1 oscillator.
(a) Basic configuration. (b) A practical circuit.

R3 then remains fixed through the tuning process. For experimental circuit we have used
C1=C2=0.1µF, R1=R2=100KΩ. The test result of the oscillator is shown in Table II. These result
indicate that the frequency tuning range fmax/fmin for this practical circuit is 26.3 and the
amplitude variation is less than 1 dB. The practical limit of the tuning range is determined by the
linear range of the VCA. In general, the tuning range of the experimental circuit is limited by the
saturation voltage and cutoff voltage of the transistor Q3 of Fig. 2(b).

Table II
Performance of Type-1 Oscillator
VB (volts)
Frequency (Hz)
Amplitude Variation (dB)

-15
1264
-0.8

-10
1054
-0.6

-5
890
-0.4

0
654
-0.4

5
415
-0.4

10
208
-0.4

15
48
0

Type-2 Oscillators

Consider the networks of Fig. 4 which consists of two periodically switched
conductances (denoted by K(t)G1 and K(t)G2) in conjunction with two unswitched capacitances
(C1, C2). The scaling factor K(t) is a discontinuous discrete periodic time function with average
value K. a sketch of K(t) is given in Fig. 5 which gives
K(t) = K 1u(t − nT) − u(t − nT − τ) + K 2 [u(t − nT − τ) − u{t - (n + 1)T}]

(11)

with n = −∞ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ +∞ .
It can shown easily that
K = K1 τ T + K 2 (1 − τ T)

(12)

If we constrain the output voltage to be across a capacitance within the network as shown in Fig.
4, the impulse response hc(t,T) of a time-varying network with conductances K(t)G1 and K(t)G2
is given by [4]

b Kt
b Kt
limh c (t, T) = K (a e 1 + a e 2 )
1
2

(13)

where the coefficients ai and bi (i=1,2) are the functions of Gi and Ci (i=1,2), and independent of
K.
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Fig. 4. Type-2 oscillator configurations containing
periodically switched conductances

Consequently, the voltage transfer function of Fig. 4 can be obtained in the form:
A 0 G 1C 2 s
K

V0
s
= T( ) = 2
V1
K
s
s
+ (C1G 2 + C 2 G 1 + C 2 G 2 ) + G 1G 2
K2 K
The open-loop frequency response of the system is obtained by putting s=jW.

(14)

K(t)

K1

K2

t
0

T

T+

2T

Fig. 5. Time variation of switched conductances

When the feedback in Fig. 4 is closed, the oscillation frequency W0 and maintenance gain A0 can
be obtained from (4) as
W0 = K

G 1G 2
C1 C 2

 G 2 C1 G 2
1 + G + C G → forFig.4(a)

1
2 1
A0 = 
,
G
C
G
2
2
1
1 +
+
→ forFig.4(b)
 G 1 C1G 2

(15)

(16)

which shows that the oscillation frequency can be controlled by the scaling factor K without
affecting the maintenance gain A0.

Design of Type-2 Oscillator

The purpose is to illustrate our method of frequency scaling by design a tunable RC
oscillator having periodically switched conductances. Using the configuration of Fig. 4(b), a
practical circuit has been constructed as shown in Fig. 6. Practical values of the circuit elements
are given in the design. The switched conductances are realized by connecting two conductances
in parallel and switching one in and out of the circuit with a FET switch. To prevent the
switching waveform from interfering with the analog voltage being switched, a diode is placed in

series with the gate as shown in Fig. 6. A speedup capacitor is placed in parallel with the diode to
ensure that the FET switches on rapidly. Tuning of oscillation frequency is done by varying
pulsewidth-to-period ratio (τ/T). The value of τ/T is varied by adjusting τ for a constant period T.
The test result of the oscillator is shown in Table III.
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+V

R1
Q1
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R2

Q2
C3
C2

+
RV1

C4

D2

D1

V0

AO

R4

-V

R4

R3

VD

Fig. 6. A practical type oscillator

Table III
Performance of Type-2 Oscillator
τ/T
Oscillation Frequency (Hz)

1.0
3981

0.8
3344

0.6
2707

0.4
2069

0.2
1433

0.1
1114

Conclusion

For realizing electronically tunable RC sinusoidal oscillators, two types of configurations
have been proposed in this paper. The type-1 network uses two ground scaled resistances, which
are used as a means of controlling the oscillation frequency. For realizing the scaled resistances,
an active configuration has been proposed, which involves a VCA and a resistance. It is shown
that the scaling factor K is a function of the controlling voltage VB. Thus the frequency tuning is
done by varying the voltage VB. These types of oscillator are strictly analog and rely for
accuracy on the fact that the RC building block has got excellent low-sensitivity properties. The
type-2 oscillators employ two periodically switched conductances. In this case, the tuning of

oscillation frequency is effected by controlling the pulsewidth-to-period ratio (τ/T) of the
periodically switched conductances. This provides a means of tuning network functions
accurately and should prove to be very useful in low frequency applications.
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OVERVIEW ON RADIOIZOTOPE PRODUCTION
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Abstract
The paper presents the technical support provided at Institute for Nuclear Research (INC) Piteşti to
accomplish various services concerning isotope production. Also is presented the study to produce, in
collaboration with Institute for Physics and Nuclear Engineering (IFIN) Bucharest, I131, Au198, Mo99,
Ir192 isotopes for medical uses. There is presented neutron physics computation for the TRIGA core to
establish the proper experimental locations to accomplish the radioisotope production.

1.Introduction
Radioisotopes use in industry medicine and other areas of interest are in continuing
development in Romania.
INC Piteşti is provided with a TRIGA 14 MW Steady State Reactor for research and
material testing. Now is in development a program for isotope production. Our Institute
is authorized for production and sale of Ir192 for industrial use and Co60 for medical
use (Cobalt Therapy) The large range of isotopes use is to be developed in the near
future for other kind of isotopes in conditions that at Center for Radioisotope Production
(CPR –IFIN) Bucharest finished its activities in 1998.
Initially our Institute has no facilities provided for isotope production we intend for a
further collaboration with CPR-IFIN that was the fist isotope production facility in
Romania.
INC Piteşti will do service for prime material for radioisotope production and CPR will
prepare final product and sale in Romania.

2. Experimental facilities
2.1 TRIGA main characteristics
14 MW TRIGA Steady State Reactor (SSR)
Annular Core Pulse Reactor (ACPR)
Both are installed in the same pool.
GENERAL ATOMICS USA commissioned the SSR in November 1979.
The standard core configuration uses 5X5 fuel square bundles and some experimental
locations with the following features:
- Six in-core experimental locations (3 large of 4 bundles 17.5X17.5 cm and three
small one bundle 8.75X8.75 cm
- Two horizontal beamports (tangential and radial)
- some irradiation facilities in the beryllium reflector blocks (3.2 cm diameter holes)

2.2 Neutronic characteristics
The maximum thermal flux is 2.9 *1014 n/cm2 can be reached at maximum power level
in XC-1 (G7 location) for the irradiation loop A 100 kW. This channel is available when
no other fuel and/or material irradiation device is present.

In the beryllium reflector holes of 32 diameter it can be reached between 3.0 to 7.0 *1013
n/cm2 at maximum reactor power level, function of their location in the core. Maximum
flux locations are J6 and J7 when control rods 1 and 4 are up.
All the other experimental locations can reach 2*1014 at the 14MW level function of
location.
These value oh the thermal flux which allows specific activities for the isotope prime
material. It is important the neutron spectrum for isotope production and are two main
categories:
1. Water channel spectrum with neutron thermal energy range (0<E<1.2eV) that
is dominant. Thermal flux / fast flux rate is greater than 1, Φtherm / Φfast = 1.8 in
E6 location. This spectrum is normal in an experimental location of one
bundle without fuel pins, filled with water and in the beryllium hole reflectors.
This location type is suitable for isotope prime material and it can yield
isotopes with important thermal neutron reaction section: Au197 (n, gamma)
Au198.
2. Fuel spectrum where the thermal neutrons are fewer than epithermal and fast
neutrons. This experimental location type can be obtained removing a fuel pin
from a bundle. Instead the fuel pin we can insert an irradiation device with
isotope prime material encapsulated. This is a hard spectrum location. In G6
the thermal flux / fast flux rate is less than 1, Φtherm / Φfast = 0.18. This is
suitable for isotope production from materials with sections in the epithermal
range, where the thermal flux is not neglected, being 1013 n/cm2. This can be
used for Mo98 (n, gamma) Mo99.
Another neutron flux characteristic from experimental channel used for isotope
production is the radial and axial distribution. In the Figures 2.2-1a and 2.2-1b are
presented axial thermal neutron flux distribution in XC1, that is a water channel
spectrum.
Fig. 2.2-1a
Fig. 2.2-1b
XC1- axial neutron flux distribution
XC1- axial neutron flux
Rod 2 = 900; Rod 3 = 784;Bank =100
distribution; Bank = 545

This axial distribution has peak flux between 25 and 30 cm height and is characteristic
for TRIGA geometry. At both ends flux is low due to neutron leaks. Flux is lower at the
upper end due to control rods position, these being extracted. Control rods position
change leads to neutron flux maximum with 5 cm. The most influenced location is XC1.
As the location is far from the core middle the maximum is at the =28 cm height
compared with the pellet column base position. The best position for isotope prime
material is on an axial distance of 30 cm around the flux maximum, which will not
produce activation distortions.
In a water bundle type location the maximum thermal flux is at same level with the fast
neutron flux. The flux lowers to the bundle walls. Self-powered neutron detectors
measure these effects.

2.3 Irradiation devices
Cobalt 60
The time to obtain a usable Co60 source of 2000Ci for cobalt thereby is about one to
two years. Given the low frequency of introduction mad extraction of isotope prime
material it is used a device type TRIGA fuel bundle without position grid where is
introduced the capsule in form of a tight aluminum cylinder where are positioned Co
samples. The bundle is handled by TRIGA fuel bundle device. The bundle is transferred
through transfer channel to Post Irradiation Examination Laboratory (PIEL), where the
capsule is removed and Co pellets taken out through capsule cutting. Thereafter the
sample is processed to obtain a 2000 Ci encapsulated source.
Figure 2.3-1 presents such a device.

An aluminum support is positioned in the fuel bundle. The aluminum support provide
more isotope production locations.
In the central position is a capsule of 3.8-cm diameter and around is 8 location of fuel
pin diameter, which allows 1.4 cm diameter capsule to be positioned.
Iridium 192
A likely device was successfully used for Ir192 production. The fuel bundle is provided
with isotope prime material sample pins (see bellow the irradiation pin and irradiation
device sketches)

1

2

3

4
5
1- FUEL BUNDLE; 2- PIN AND CAPSULS; 3 - CAPSULS; 4 - IRIDIUM CAPSUL; 5
- MEDICAL CAPSULS
There is 25 location 5X5 with 1.6 cm pitch.
The isotope prime material is a 3 mm diameter pellet with 0.3 mm thickness Nickel
plated which are not corroded by the reactor pool water, therefore there is no water
contamination danger. The pellets are axially positioned at a length of 40 cm with 1.5
cm distance between the pellets against selfscreening. It was designed a Zircaloy pellet
support to lower the absorption and increased mechanical properties.
This device allows long half time isotope production which needs terms of months for
irradiation. For 74 days half–time is needed 2-3 irradiation months.

Medical use isotopes
For medical use isotopes needed weekly (I131, Au198, Ir192, Mo99) it was designed a
device, which can be used in the reflector holes that does not need reactor shutdown.

3. Neutron core configuration analysis
For this analysis it was used the core configuration from the Figure 3.
Figure 3
CORE CONFIGURATION
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This configuration is similar with the new core. The irradiation locations were:
- G7 – XC1 maximum thermal flux
- E6 normal isotope production location
- G6 hard spectrum fuel bundle with one pin
It was computed flux and spectral factor in 7 groups at 10 MW reactor power level in
each location around irradiation devices. The results are presented in the Table 3.

Table 3
Irradiation locations fluxes and spectral factors.
Nr.
Crt.

Energy
group
(MeV)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0.5-10
9*10-3-0.5
1.12*10-6-9*10-3
0.4*10-6-1.12*10-6
0.14*10-6-0.4*10-6
0.05*10-6-0.14*10-6
0-0.05*10-6

Exp. G7
Flux
Average
2
(n/cm s) spectral
factor
13
4.6*10
0.147
2.9*1013 05092
4.5*1013
0.143
12
5.8*10
0.0185
1.4*1013
0.044
13
7.6*10
0.24
9.7*1013
0.31

Exp.
Flux
(n/cm2s)
8.74*1013
5.7*1013
6.5*1013
6.5*1012
6.9*1012
1.2*1013
1.3*1013

G6
Average
spectral
factor
0.35
0.23
0,26
0.026
0.028
0.048
0.048

Exp.
Flux
(n/cm2s)
2.7*1013
1.7*1013
2.8*1013
3.6*1012
9.2*1012
5.1*1013
6.5*1013

E6
Average
spectral
factor
0.134
0.084
0.139
0.017
0.04
0.25
0.32

There were used three-dimensional computations, the fluxes presented are maximum
values on 5 cm height. These fluxes are use as border conditions in Monte Carlo
problems in the MCNP code. The spectral factors were used to generate neutron
sources in MCNP. The experimental capsule cross sections are introduced in the WIMS
code.
3.1 Reaction rates computations for the isotopes with MVNP
The isotopes to be computed were Ir., Au, Te, Mo as capture cross sections order. In
order to establish the MCNP outer limit problem, the distance where the isotope
presence is neglected for the thermal flux value. It was studied Ir, the most powerful
absorbent element with thermal absorption cross section of 1000 barns. It was studied
the Ir thermal flux under 0.5 eV influence as 1 mm diameter pins in the capsule. The
results are presented in the table 3.1
Table 3.1-1
Iridium influence on the thermal flux
Distant (cm)
0,05
1,5
*1,6
5,1

Φ*1013 (n/cm2s)with Ir
1,92
6,04
6,47
4,29

Φ*1013(n/cm2s) without Ir
7,12
6,93
6,69
4,30

At 1.6 cm pitch Ir influence is 3.3%. This 1.6 pitch is relevant because the program
mesh in the FPA zone is 1.633 cm, fuel and surrounding water. The 3.35 that
characterize Monte Carlo outer limit problem of thermal flux modeled by MCNP are
considered acceptable. There are presented the reaction rates for the three locations
with the formula:
R= ΦtotDDT / ΦtotMCNP * Φtotsample *N * σtotsample
Where:
ΦtotDDT / ΦtotMCNP - factor that takes in account normalization for 10 MW power level;
Φtotsample – MCNP sample total flux
N – isotopes concentration atoms/cm barns
σtotsample –MCNP capture microscopic cross section
The reaction rates were computed in total flux terms to account all spectrums.

Table 3.1-2
Calculated reactions rates (R) and flux (Φ
Φ)
G7
Φ DFA
(n/cm2s)
3.12*1014
3.12*1014
3.12*1014
3.12*1014
tot

Ir
Au
Te
Mo

G6

R
(s-1cm-3)
2.29*1014
3.28*1014
8.48*1010
1.9*1011

Φ DFA
(n/cm2s)
2.46*1014
2.46*1014
2.46*1014
2.46*1014
tot

E6

R
(s-1cm-3)
1.17*1014
1.7*1014
3.46*1010
1.07*1011

Φ DFA
(n/cm2s)
2*1014
2*1014
2*1014
2*1014
tot

R
(s-1cm-3)
1.58*1014
2.1*1014
6*1010
7.83*1010

Because Au has a good response to thermal range, the reaction rate ratio in the thermal
channels G7 and E6 is 1.56, close to the value of 1.48 of the total flux ratio in the same
channels. The slight difference is explained by the better thermalization in channel E6.
For Mo98 it can be observed an apparent anomaly concerning the G6 (fuel) reaction
rates compared with E6 (experimental location). Mo98 presents a higher reaction rate in
the harder spectrum from G6. This can be caused by a stronger resonance in the
epithermal spectrum.
3.2 Ir192, Au198, I131, Mo99 activity computation
From the reaction rates computed above it can be computed saturation activities for the
isotopes. For our case reaction rate is number of isotope nuclei produced in the time
unit per sample volume. At saturation the nucleus number produced is equal with
disintegrated nuclei, so the reaction rates are isotopes activity per volume unit
expressed by number of disintegration’s per second. To calculate the saturation specific
activity expressed in Ci, we divide reaction rate to 3.7*1010 disintegration per second
which represents 1 Ci, and to material density to obtain activity per gram of material.
The used formula is
Λspecsat = R/ 3.7*1010 * ρ,
where:
R – reaction rate previously calculated
ρ – isotope prime material density (Mo from MoO3, Te from TeO2)
Table 3.2
Calculated activitys
Elements

G7

G6

E6

Ir
Au
Te
Mo

Λspec.sat(Ci/g)
343
466
1.43
2.9

Λspec.sat(Ci/g)
175
246
0.58
2.6

Λspec.sat(Ci/g)
237
299
1
1.88

From this specific activities and using the activation formula we can calculate irradiation
time to obtain the isotopes activities.

The computational method is to be refined taking in account prime material nuclei burnup. We consider the same target material nuclei concentration during irradiation, when
in fact, due to burn-up the target nuclei disappear and are not accounted the new
formed radionuclides burn-up. For this case Te and Mo whose capture cross sections
(n, gamma) are small, we got better approximation than of Au and Ir with greater
capture cross section (n, gamma)

4. Conclusions
TRIGA SSR offers good conditions for isotope production. It were identified three
irradiation locations:
- 3.2 cm diameter beryllium reflector holes water location
- TRIGA bundle water locations
- TRIGA fuel bundle locations
There is thermal locations water channel type, and hardened spectrum locations.
The absolute values for flux are between 3*1013to 3*1014 n/cm2s at 14 MW reactor
power level.
We can reach the desired activities for radioisotopes for medical use:
- over 200 Ci/g for Ir192
- over 250 Ci/g for Au198
- over 250 Ci/g for I131
- over 1.8Ci/g for Mo99.
We detected a different behavior for Mo99 compared with Au198, I131, Ir192 in both
neutron spectrum: fuel hard spectrum and thermal water spectrum. Due to epithermal
resonance Mo99 behaves better in G6 hard spectrum. This allows us to produce this
isotope when in XC1 is the 100 kW loop. In G6 fuel location we can produce Mo. For
the other isotopes we can use water spectrum locations.
We can develop in our facility satisfactory isotope productions.
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HIGH RESISTANCE (up to 1014 ohms) MEASUREMENT
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Abstract
An application of dynamic measuring techniques of resistances from 106 to 1014 ohms is
described. The method has been analyzed with an eye to measuring accuracy, other influences of
the actual measuring circuit also being considered. In conclusion, an automatic measuring
method with A/D conversion, automatic range selection, and digital output in semilogarithmic
form is outlined.

Introduction
The measurement of resistance higher than 106 ohms has been so far effected by the
serial comparison method, using an electrometric indicator or a teraohmeter. In the latest types of
instruments [1], digital output has been provided by connecting an A/D converter to the
customary measuring circuit. Static bridge techniques for high resistance measurement arc are
also known (Keithley). These method have the advantage of high measuring accuracy (of the
order of 10-3) and a wide measuring range of 10-3 to 1012 ohms.
On the other hand, low measuring speed, insufficient interference immunity, and varying
voltage across the measured resistor are the most serious disadvantages incurred in the use of
these methods. To obviate these drawbacks, a new method has been suggested for resistance
measurement over a range of 106 to 1014 ohms with sufficient accuracy. Suitable application of
this method [4] provides automatic range selection and digital output in semilogarithmic form.

LOADED RC NETWORK CONSISTING OF TEAL ELEMENTS

In [2], the method for resistance measurement by DC charging of a capacitor is
described. The principle of this method is illustrated in Fig. 1. Under specific conditions to be
described later, the method can be adopted even to measurement of resistance above 106 ohms.

Fig. 1. Principle of dynamic resistance measurement.
DC – differential comparator; IN1, IN2 – inputs of
differential comparator; PS1, PS2 – pulse shapers; INP1,
INP2 – inputs of timer ET.
In practical application, is should be considered that the element RxCx and the stray
capacitance Cx of the measured resistor are loaded by resistance Rin, as shown in Fig. 2. The ratio
of the voltage divider shown in Fig. 1 can be expressed as
n=

R1 + R 2
,
R1

(1)

the ratio of measured to the loading resistance being
p=

Rx
.
R in

(2)

First, consider case Cx = 0. Under ideal conditions, if capacitor Cx is charged by current
Um/Rx and Rin→∞, the equation for obtaining voltage Um/n across capacitor Ck is
Rx =

n
⋅ t1.
Ck

(3)

Fig. 2. Real RC element

In Fig. 3, this case is shown by straight line 1. According to [3], voltage Um/n is in fact
attained at time
t2 =

τ
n
ln
,
p +1 n − p −1

(4)

since the charging of the capacitor takes place according to curve 2. Then, the measurement error
can be written as
σ=

t 2 − t1
n
n
ln
=
t1
p +1 n − p −1

(5)

Fig. 3. Time dependence of output voltage of the RxCx element;
a – ideal, b - actual
Fig. 4 shown a graph relating Eq. (5) and ratio n for different values of p. For n≥100 and
p≤1, the error is σ1≤10-2 . Thus, the linear equation (3) can be applied.
For Cx≠0, we obtain an additional error
σ tc =

Cx
.
Ck

(6)

Fig. 4. Measurement error due to non-linearity

Complementary table to Fig. 4
P/n
0
0.1
0.2
0.5
1

20
2.58E-02
2.85E-02
3.12E-02
3.94E-02
5.36E-02

50
1.01E-02
1.11E-02
1.21E-02
1.53E-02
2.05E-02

100
5.03E-03
5.54E-03
6.04E-03
7.57E-03
1.01E-02

200
2.50E-03
2.76E-03
3.01E-03
3.76E-03
5.03E-03

2 8.34E-02 3.12E-02 1.53E-02 7.57E-03
5 1.88E-01 6.52E-02 3.12E-02 1.53E-02
10 4.51E-01 1.29E-01 5.93E-02 2.85E-02
20

x

2.96E-01 1.22E-01 5.64E-02

50

x

x

100

x

x

3.98E-01 1.54E-01
x

3.93E-01

500
1.00E-03
1.10E-03
1.20E-03
1.50E-03
2.00E103
3.01E103
6.04E103
1.11E102
2.16E102
5.47E102
1.17E101

1000
5.00E-04
5.50E-04
6.00E-04
7.50E-04
1.00E103
1.50E103
3.01E103
5.54E103
1.06E102
2.64E102
5.41E102

2000
2.50E-04
2.75E-04
3.00E-04
3.75E-04
5.00E104
7.50E104
1.50E103
2.76E103
5.28E103
1.29E102
2.61E102

5000
10000
9.99E-05 4.99E-05
1.10E-04 5.49E-05
1.20E-04 5.99E-05
1.50E-04 7.49E-05
2.00E10-4 9.99E10-5
3.00E10-4 1.50E10-4
6.00E10-4 3.00E10-4
1.10E10-3 5.50E10-4
2.10E10-3 1.05E10-3
5.13E10-3 2.55E10-3
1.02E10-2 5.08E10-3

Satisfactory values of σtc<10-2 can be obtained by selecting constants n and Ck, and time
t1 in Eq. (3), depending on the order of the resistance magnitude. For example, for n=1000, t=1 s
and C=10-9 F, we get Rx=1012 ohms. When Rin=1011 ohms, we obtain σ = 5.6 ⋅ 10 −3 .
Prior to measurement, the voltage across the measured resistor is Um. During
measurement, this voltage changes to
1
U r = U m (1 − )
n

(7)

For n≥100, this voltage variation can be neglected. This can be suitably used for
measuring resistances that vary considerably with the applied voltage.
Obviously, it is advisable that n be a ratio of large values. The relation between the
required measuring voltage Um and ratio Um/n that can be handled by the comparator used limits
maximum values.
AUTOMATIC MEASURING METHOD
This principle of the automatic measuring method described in [4] is outlined in fig. 5.
Switches Sab, S0 to Sk are controlled by clock outputs COab, CO0 to COk of electronic timer ET,
respectively. When pulse a is applied to the starting input INP1, switch S0 closes and switch Sab
opens for the duration of the clock cycle T. by analogy with Eq. (3), we can write
1
t 0 = R x ⋅ C0 ⋅ .
n

(8)

Fig. 5. Principle of automatic measuring method; CO – clock
output (the measuring of other symbols as in Fig. 1)

When value
t0 ≤ T

(9)

is attained, the measurement is terminated by pulse b0 at time t0. However, if
t0>T,

(10)

then, after the period of time T, electronic timer ET closes switch Sab, opens switch S0, closes
switch S1 and opens again switch Sab for the period of time T. Thus, the individual capacitors are
connected consecutively, and the following general relation applies
C i = 0.1 ⋅ C i −1 ,

(11)

where i=0,1,2 … k. this probing procedure continues till the instant when the relation
t1 ≤ T

(12)

prevails for the i-th capacitor, and the application of pulse bi to the disabling input INP2 stops
metering of time by timer ET.
The overall time, tc, between pulses a and bi is given by
t c = iT + t i ,

(13)

where
ti = R xCx ⋅

1
n

(14)

The resistance can be expressed as
R x = m ⋅10 r ,

(15)

where m is corresponding order of the resistance magnitude.
If the conditions for resistance measurement are so chosen that r = i, 10 r ⋅ C i ⋅ 1 = 1, and
n
T = 1, Eq. (13) can be rewritten as
t c = i + m.

(16)

The indication of electronic timer ET consists of two parts: Part i, expressed as an integer
number in units of time by the digits preceding the decimal point, indicates the order of
magnitude of measured resistance Rx, while Part m, expressed as a fraction of the basic unit of
time by the digits following the decimal point, indicates the mantissa of the order of 10-1 of the
measured resistance Rx.

CONCLUSION
It has been experimentally verified that the dynamic method of resistance measurement
can be used for testing insulation resistance of materials and resistors over a range of 106 to 1014
ohms. The great advantage of the automatic measuring circuit is that, apart from an easy
automatic selection of the measuring range, digital output in semilogarithmic form is obtained.
This ensures compatibility with digital computer systems and facilitates the grading in resistor
manufacture. The time required for measuring resistences of the known order of magnitude does
not exceed 1 s. Automatic selection of the order of magnitude speeds up the measurement of
unknown resistances. For resistance measurement over the range of 106 to 1014 ohms, the
measuring accuracy of 1 to 2% is usually sufficient.
The meter can be designed as an inexpensive attachment to a conventional counter. The
principle of integration measurement avoids undesirable interference effects with which the
conventional measuring methods are afflicted. Since the measuring voltage can be adjusted
continuously, even the voltage dependence of resistance can be measured. Due to the limitation
resulting from Eq. (6), the method cannot be used for testing the insulation resistance of
capacitors.
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Abstract
Safety on the management for the components belonging to a research nuclear reactor involves a "good
dependability management" of the activities, such as: reliability, availability, maintainability and maintenance
support. In order to evaluate the safety criteria intended to be applied in the reactor management, the performance
dependability indicators (parameters) on the maintenance and their impact over the availability and reactor safety
have to be established. According to the international standards, 5 significant performance parameters related to the
dependability management have to be evaluated (I1 - equipment Maintenance Frequency; I2 - equipment
Maintenance Effort; I3 - equipment Maintenance Downtime Factor; I4 - equipment Maintenance Contribution to the
System Function Downtime Factor; I5 - equipment Maintenance Contribution to the reactor Capability Loss Factor).
The paper presents an evaluation of those 5 mentioned indicators referring only at the primary circuit of the INR's
TRIGA research reactor and conclusion. The analyzed period was stated between 1994-1999. It is to be that this type
of analyze is performed for the first time in Romania.

INTRODUCTION
Dependability involves the management of Reliability, Availability and Maintainability (RAM)
and maintenance support to ensure that plan meets the RAM targets which must be attained.
(Dependability - the collective term used non-qualitatively to describe the availability performance
and its influencing factors: reliability performance, maintainability performance and maintenance
support performance). There are five different equipment dependability indicators, all relating to
equipment maintenance activities and the impact that these activities have on the loss of both
system function and reactor capabilities, as follows:
• I1 - equipment Maintenance Frequency (actions per item per year);
• I2 - equipment Maintenance Effort (maintenance man-hours per item per year);
• I3 - equipment Maintenance Downtime Factor (%);
• I4 - equipment Maintenance Contribution to the System Function Downtime Factor (%);
• I5 - equipment Maintenance Contribution to the Reactor Capability Loss Factor (%).
Each of the above indicators can be applied separately to both preventive maintenance and
corrective maintenance (PM & CM), giving rise to as many as ten indicator values for each item
of equipment. Used in this way, the indicators provide a comprehensive picture of the
maintenance strategy employed for key pieces of equipment and its effectiveness. They are,
therefore a valuable managerial tool for improving maintenance activities at the reactor level and
certain safety criteria to be taken into consideration for the management.
It is recommended that the equipment dependability parameters should be used within reactor to
improve equipment dependability and, hence, to reduce operating costs, particularly through the
implementation of improved maintenance strategies and spare part policies.
These indicators offer potential for wider application since:
• provide valuable dependability characteristics to those responsible for the specification
and procurement of equipment;
• may be used to complement reactor level performance indicators in the field of operation,
maintenance and improving of operating parameters;

•

using the maintenance related indicators; it is possible to follow trends with time and to
compare different operating experience and maintenance strategies.
As shown before, five indicators are to be computed for both Preventive Maintenance and
Corrective Maintenance (PM & CM) and have the following meanings: (I1) - is related to
maintenance frequency; (I2) - represents maintenance effort; (I3) - concerns equipment
unavailability; (I4) and (I5) - are associated with the effects of equipment maintenance activities,
at system function level and reactor level. I1 is linked to the reliability performances and I2 to the
maintenance and support performance.
These parameters will be determined as follows:
I1 = (Number of Maintenance Actions per Item of Equipment) / (Reference Time Period), where
Reference Time Period (usually) is expressed in hours (reactor operating time per year);
I2 = (ΣMMh per item of Equipment) / (Reference Time Period); where ΣMMh reflects the total
effort needed for maintaining a given item of equipment and only that;
I3 = (Equipment Maintenance Downtime per item of Equipment-hrs)/(Reference Time Periodhrs)*100;
where: Equipment Maintenance Downtime is the cumulative durations of maintenance actions,
(including all delay times) during the reference time period (hrs);
I4 = (System function Downtime per Item of Equipment - hrs)/(Reference Time Period)*100; where
System function Downtime is the cumulative durations over which the system function is lost due
to maintenance activities (CM or PM) during the reference time period;
I5 = (Reactor Capability Loss per Item Equipment-MW)/(Reference Reactor Power - MW)*100;
where Reference Reactor Power - MW is the power that could be generated in the reference time
period based on the Design Rating and expressed in hours;
INR's TRIGA REACTOR PRIMARY CIRCUIT
All the determined calculations are referred only at the primarily circuit of the INR's TRIGA
Reactor (see fig. no. 1):

Figure no. 1 The Primary Circuit of INR's TRIGA Research Reactor
The primary circuit includes the following main equipments:
• 4 circulation pumps - (P1 ÷ P4);
• 3 heat exchangers - (S1 ÷S3);
• 1 delay tank;
• pipes 820x10 mm
• 20 relief and safety valves (in operation or standby);

• 1 emergency pump;
• instrumentation and control;
It is to be noted that the equipment dependability indicators are linked to the maintenance
activities and associated work (repair after a failure, preventive maintenance, inspection, tests,
etc.). Modifications, however much part of the process of improving reactor dependability are
not taken into consideration. This means that only preventive maintenance (PM) and corrective
maintenance (CM) are involved. Therefore, the same indicators will be computed for these two
maintenance types, PM and CM, respectively.
Note: Corrective maintenance (CM) is carried out after recognition of a fault due to a failure which can be partial or
complete (i. e. either some or all of the required functions cannot be performed) according to the IEC 50 (191).
Maintenance which is not corrective is termed preventive maintenance (PM). Component PM will only be taken into
account in calculating dependability indicators if the availability of the equipment is affected by the PM activity. PM
can be carried out on an opportunity basis during CM and vice-versa. CM carried out during PM on the same
equipment is considered as a single PM action; PM carried out during CM on the same equipment is considered as a
single CM action. In other words, the type of maintenance recorded should relate to the activity with the longer
duration, within whose shadow the other maintenance activity was conducted.

EQUIPMENT OPERATIONAL MODE AND EQUIPMENT DEPENDABILITY INDICATORS
To facilitate the interpretation of dependability indicators, all equipment is classified according
to its mode of operation. The dependability indicators will apply to all these different possibilities
and the operational mode will be determined by the time the equipment was in operating during
the period of time under consideration (reactor operating time per year).
So, the equipment operation factor, Co is used to identify the equipment operational mode. This
factor represents the ratio of the time that the equipment was in operation to the overall duration
of the period of time under consideration:
t
Co= o
tp
Where to = total time the equipment was in operation during the overall period of time under
consideration; tp = overall period of time under consideration (reactor operating time per year, in
hrs). To facilitate a comparison between different equipment with similar operational modes, the
values of the equipment operation factor are grouped into four different categories, such as:
• based category (Co1): Co ≥ 0.5
• two shifting category (Co2): 0.1 ≤Co<0.5;
≤Co<0.1
• Peaking category (Co3): 0.01≤
• Standby category (Co4): Co < 0.01
The INR TRIGA research reactor started operation in 1979. In this paper, the period 1994 - 1999
has been taken into consideration and the following table summarizes data for the calculation of
the dependability indicators, as follows:
Year

1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

Reactor
operation time
(hours)
1689
1724
1762
1834
1925
2134

Unavailable
time (hours)
22.75
118.75
162.6
175.0
213.0
169.5

Reference
time period
(hours)
8760
8760
8760
8760
8760
8760

Failures
(numbers)
16
12
27
26
19
25

Maintenance
Man-hours for
repair (MMh)
350
230
456
412
275
436

Table 1 Data summarized for the calculation of the dependability indicators

The calculating numerical values for the equipment dependability indicators (I1 ÷I5) are shown
in table no. 2, as follows:
Year
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

I1 (y-1)
2.5
2
5
4
3
3

I2 (MMhy-1)
350
230
456
412
275
436

I3 (%)
3.9
2.6
5.2
4.7
2.85
5.0

I4 (%)
3.9
2.6
5.2
4.7
2.85
5.0

I5 (%)
3.9
2.6
5.2
4.7
2.85
5.0

Factor Co
0.19
0,21
0. 22
0.23
0.25
0.26

Table no. 2 The calculated numerical values for the equipment dependability indicators
Note that there is no possibility of derating, I3 = I4 = I5, whenever the repair on the equipment
causes total unavailability of the reactor. These indicators can differ in a significant manner
depending upon the maintenance practice and the degree of urgency associated with repair.
Since there is clearly a trend with time, values averaged over a number of years must be treated
with caution.
MAINTENANCE INDICATORS
A comparison concerns equipment dependability indicators for circulation pumps belonging to
the reactor TRIGA's primary circuit is presented below:
I. Corrective maintenance indicators
Pump

P1
P2
P3
P4

I1
(Maintenance
frequencyEvents/pump
x year)

I2
(Maintenance
effort - Manhours/pump
x year)

I3 (Equipment
downtimeDowntime/Reference
time period %)

1
0.75
1.5
1.8

50
62
69
78

0.25
0.31
0.72
0.89

I4 (System
Function
downtime Reference
time period
-%)
0.03
0.2
0.13
0.07

I5 (Reactor
capability loss
factor
(Unavailable
power/Referen
ce power - %)
3.5x10-2
2.3x10-2
1.5x10-2
2.1x10-2

I4 (System
Function
downtime Reference
time
period -%)
0
0.25
0.5
0.8

I5 (Reactor
capability loss
factor
(Unavailable
power/Referen
ce power - %)
0
0
0
0

II. Preventive maintenance indicators
Pump

P1
P2
P3
P4

I1
(Maintenance
frequencyEvents/pump
x year)

I2
(Maintenance
effort - Manhours/pump x
year)

I3 (Equipment
downtimeDowntime/Reference
time period %)

0.5
0.7
0.90
1

45
47
63
65

1.12
1.21
1.05
1.7

COMMENTS AND CONCLUSION
Reactor equipment dependability indicators provide a quantitative indication of equipment
RAM performance. Detailed description of five such indicators have been agreed internationally.
Each of these indicators can be applied separately to those corrective and preventive
maintenance activities related to equipment unavailability, giving rise to a total of up to ten
indicators for each piece of equipment. Used in this way, the indicators can provide a
comprehensive picture of maintenance strategy employed for key pieces of equipment and its
effectiveness. It is recommended that these indicators should be used within reactor unit to
improve management of equipment dependability. In particular, this can be of value in
optimizing maintenance strategies and improving spare part policies and design of a new
research reactor TRIGA. Provided that attention is paid to specifying equipment boundaries
precisely and to record the size, type, level of redundancy and mode of operation of the
particular equipment under consideration together with the size and work pattern of the
maintenance team.
In addition to their value for improving maintenance activities, an important application of the
equipment dependability indicators is to facilitate comparisons between different TRIGA
reactors. Where there appear to be significant differences in the values of equipment
dependability parameters, detailed investigation is needed to determine the explanation for them.
One reason for discrepancies relates to the use of different cut-off levels when recording
maintenance activities. Most maintenance activities (∼
∼80 %) are relatively inexpensive and may
not always be recorded.
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